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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation investigates methods of real-time adaptive traffic signal control 

in the context of single isolated intersection and coordinated urban network applications. 

A primary goal in this dissertation is to identify and address scenarios where real-time 

optimized controllers do not maintain competitive performance with off-line calibrated, 

vehicle-actuated control techniques. 

An extensive literature review is supplemented by subsequent simulation 

experiments. Several strategies were implemented and evaluated, including OPAC, 

PRODYN, COP, ALLONS-D, Webster's optimized fixed-time control, and vehicle-

actuated control. In particular, evaluation is based on simulation of a single, isolated 

intersection, where all algorithms are required to adopt the exact, deterministic traffic 

model used by the simulation. This approach eliminates confounding factors in 

comparison of algorithms, such as detector placement and disparate traffic models, 

focusing evaluation on the efficiency of the algorithms and their ultimate performance in 

terms of vehicle delay. 

A new algorithm is developed, employing neuro-dynamic programming 

techniques, also known as reinforcement learning techniques. Several very effective 

pruning strategies are also constructed. The final product is a very efficient algorithm 

capable of solving problems up to 2000 times faster than the most efficient previously 

published algorithm tested, with an 8% decrease in delay. This algorithm is then 

extended to a generalized, multi-ring control formulation. Simulation results with a 
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standard dual-ring, eight-phase controller demonstrate that efficient, real-time solutions 

are achieved with a corresponding 12-22% reduction in delay relative to dual-ring, 

vehicle-actuated control. 

The real-time optimized, multi-ring controller is finally extended for urban network 

applications, expanding the objective function to consider downstream performance 

measures, and adopt standard, vehicle-actuated type coordination constraints. Control on 

an 8-intersection arterial is evaluated using a CORSIM simulation over a range of traffic 

conditions. Results are compared with TRANSYT optimized fixed-time control, 

coordinated vehicle-actuated control, and RHODES. Two regimes of control are 

revealed, where cyclic coordination constraints provide a significant benefit, and where 

they prevent more effective control. An adaptive coordination layer is prescribed as a 

unifying architecture with the potential of obtaining effective control under both regimes. 

The adaptive control layer specification is explicitly distinguished fi-om existing 

algorithms, such as SCOOT, SCATS, and VFC-OPAC. 
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CHAPTER 1 - GENERAL SINGLE INTERSECTION TRAFFIC SIGNAL CONTROL 
PROBLEM 

Section 1.0 Overview 

This dissertation investigates methods of real-time adaptive traffic signal control for 

isolated intersections and urban network applications, with an emphasis on signal control 

systems that distribute decision-making to individual intersection control algorithms. 

Thus, this initial chapter is dedicated to introducing the single intersection traffic signal 

control problem, defining relevant nomenclature and developing a generalized 

mathematical model. Variables defined in this model provide a convenient structure for 

initial conceptualization and are referenced throughout the dissertation as this framework 

is extended to more specific models. This chapter concludes with a section on the 

underlying motivation for the research in the dissertation, and a list of contributions this 

dissertation makes to the field, organized by chapter. 

The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides an 

extensive literature review, covering the evolution of traffic signal control from its initial 

conception to current state of the art systems. Chapter 3 supplements the literature 

review of Chapter 2 with a comparative simulation study of several well-known 

intersection control algorithms. In addition, several heuristics are developed to 

significantly improve the computational efficiency of these algorithms. Chapter 4 

follows the heuristic efficiency measures of Chapter 3 with a more extensive approach, 

applying neiiro-dynamic programming (NDP) techniques to the single-ring, single 
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intersection control problem. The efficiency of the directed search framework developed 

in Chapter 4 is then adapted to achieve real-time optimization of the relatively complex 

multi-ring controller problem in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, the efficacy of distributed, real

time optimized control is evaluated in the context of an arterial network. Simulating 

architectures with coordination constraints and objective fiinction reformulations, 

significant operational benefits and limitations are identified, motivating a prescription 

for a hierarchical coordination structure. Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation with a 

summary of significant results including several interesting bar charts. 

Section l.l Introduction 

This chapter presents a general algorithmic framework for the single-intersection traffic 

signal control problem. Section Section 1.2 discusses configuration of an intersection 

controller, introducing terminology and notation for the geometric layout of an 

intersection and timing parameters used by the controller software. Readers in new 

territory may find reference [1] usefiil as a complimentary, and relatively comprehensive, 

resource for traffic signal control terminology. Section Section 1.2 concludes with a 

presentation of controller status variables. Section Section 1.3 introduces a traffic model 

used to track the status of traffic at an intersection and for real-time evaluation of control 

alternatives over a near-term planning horizon. Section Section 1.4 presents a general 

algorithmic framework for the real-time optimized traffic signal control problem. 

Throughout the chapter, the discussion mentions scenarios where more complicated 

modeling may be applied, but a simplified model has been adopted. While the accuracy 
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of the traffic model bears a very significant role in the performance of adaptive traffic 

control algorithms, it is not the focal point of the current dissertation. The primary goal 

of this chapter is to provide a common basis for the discussion of algorithms - several 

e.xisting algorithms and several new algorithms - for real-time optimization of traffic 

signal control. 

Section 1.2 Controller Configuration 

The configuration of the controller, as required for real-time optimized traffic signal 

control, entails a specification of geometric layout of the intersection, feasible phasing 

sequences and timing constraints, and a mapping of phases to movements served. 

Section 1.2.1 Geometric Layout 

Consider the geometric layout of the intersection depicted in Figure 1.1, a typical 4-arm 

or 4-leg intersection. In more precise language, each inbound roadway is referred to as 

an approach. Let .-I be the set of approaches to the intersection, and in this case, |.-l| = 4. 

Each approach .-l, 6 .-!,/€ {1,2,...,is simply a collection of lanes, albeit a set of 

adjacent lanes all flowing in the same direction. The intersection depicted in Figure 1.1 

has two lanes on each approach, thus |.-1,| = 2,V: e {l,2,...,|--l|}. Let 

L = .-J, u U---U .4,1 be the set of all inbound lanes, where lanes are indexed 1,2,...,|Z,|, 

and 1^1 = |.4,1+1 A.IH—+ . 
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4 

I 

t 

Figure 1.1 An example of a common geometric layout, a 4-leg intersection. 

Section 1.2.2 Controller Timing Parameters 

The traffic signal controller regulates the flow of traffic through the intersection, or more 

precisely, past the stop bar or stop line which delineates the end of each lane from the 

shared roadway within the intersection. Permission for traffic from one or more lanes to 

move into and through intersection is granted during recurring intervals, timed to more or 

less equitably share the intersection amongst conflicting traffic streams. Each period of 

access to the intersection for a particular subset of lanes is referred to as a phase. To 

illustrate within the context of the intersection in Figure l.I, let denote a phase serving 

movements i and j, where i,j € {1,2,...,8} correspond to numbered lanes in the figure. 
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A typical controller might cycle through the ordered sequence of four phases, 

'Pm 'Pzt, <P-i- ^48'shown in the timeline of Figure 1.2 

- <(>\S H <Pit, <P. 48 I- -

green = •, yellow = . and red = • 

Figure 1.2 Four phase sequence, illustrating green permissive, yellow change, and all-red 
clearance intervals. 

Each phase consists of a set of intervals, which in the most elementary scenario 

correspond directly to the colors of the traffic light: green, yellow, and red. There is 

typically (1) a permissive interval, granting access through the intersection, (2) a change 

inien'al indicating that permission to enter the intersection is about to cease, and (3) a 

clearance interval which provides time for traffic to exit the intersection safely prior to 

allowing other traffic to enter the intersection. The intenvl concept transcends the use of 

green, yellow, and red lights to indicate traffic control decisions to traffic. Note that the 

traffic controller also signals pedestrian traffic with permissive, change, and clearance 

intervals using lighted WALK, flashing DON'T WALK, and constant DON'T WALK 

signs respectively. Light rail vehicles also use different signals for similar intervals. 
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The traffic signal controller must be configured with an array of phasing variables. Let 

P be the set of all phases configured on the controller. Thus, for the intersection in 

Figure 1.1, with a four phase configuration as depicted in Figure 1.2, the controller may 

be configured with |/'| = 4. Phases will be numbered 1.2,...,|/'|. For each phase, 

minimum and maximum green interval constraints may be configured. Thus, rather than 

serving the green interval for a fi.xed duration every cycle, the controller can utilize 

vehicle detectors to extend the green interval if the presence of a vehicle is detected in a 

lane served by the current green phase. The controller must display the green signal for 

at least the minimum duration, due to safety constraints, and may extend the green signal 

while vehicles are present, up to a maximum duration. The maximum green constraint, 

among other possibilities, serves to ensure somewhat reasonable service for expected 

traffic volumes in all directions in the event that there is a continuous stream of traffic on 

one approach, or detector hardware fails on either approach. Let green™" and green^'^ 

be the minimum and maximum green interval times, configurable for each phase 

/,/6 {1,2,...,|/'|}. Let yellow^ and red^ be the yellow change interval duration and the 

red clearance duration respectively. Finally, let permissible,^ e [trite, false) be 

configured for each lane /eZ, and phase peP, specifying whether traffic is granted 

permission by phase p to enter the intersection from lane /. If phase p grants 

permission for traffic from lane / to enter the intersection, then phase p is said to serve 

lane /, or traffic flowing on lane /. Furthermore, if the controller is currently timing one 

of the intervals of phase p. then it is said to be serving phase p . 
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The phase sequence, or sequences, allowed by the controller are specified by the 

configuration of a ring, or perhaps multiple rings, and possibly barriers. To illustrate 

using the phase sequence in Figure 1.2, let R be the set of all configured rings, which are 

numbered 1, 2 \R\ , such that R = {/?,,/?, /i^,}. In this case, |/?| = I, and ring 1 is 

configured as an ordered set of phase numbers, /?, ={1,2,3,4}, which correspond to 

phases as depicted in Figure 1.2. This configuration is a single-ring 

controller configuration. 

A cyclic sequence of phases is common in practice, but traffic signal controllers may also 

be configured for more fie.xible phase sequencing. Namely, a standard dual-ring 

controller configuration has been established by the Traffic Control Systems Section of 

the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA), which is supported by the 

majority of traffic signal control hardware deployed in the United States. Figure 1.1 

depicts an intersection where each traffic movement is numbered according to the NEMA 

convention. Using a standard NEMA dual-ring, eight-phase controller configuration, 

each numbered traffic movement in the Figure l.l will be served by a phase with the 

same number. Thus, |P| = 8. and |/?| = 2. The ring structure is depicted in Figure 1.3, 

and specified in accordance with the NEMA standard as follows. /?, = {l,2,a,3,4,6} and 

R^ = {5,6.a,7,8,6}, where alphabetic characters in the ring configuration correspond to 

barriers, which are represented by double-lines drawn to intersect both rings. 
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Ring I 

Ring 2 

Figure 1.3 Ring structure for tiie standard NEMA dual-ring, eight-phase configuration. Barriers a 
and b are indicated by double-lines intersecting both rings. 

In a multi-ring controller, each ring may advance, transitioning from the currently active 

phase to the next phase in the sequence, independently of other rings, unless there is a 

barrier between the currently active phase and the next phase in the sequence. When a 

phase is followed by a barrier in the sequence, it is referred to here as barrier 

constrained. The barrier may be crossed or jumped only if all rings constrained by the 

barrier, cross the barrier in unison. For example, suppose that a controller was serving 

left turn movements, phase I on ring I and phase 5 on ring 2. When the minimum green 

interval elapsed on ring 1. the detector senses vehicles still queued in the left turn lane, 

and thus phase I is extended for a few seconds. Meanwhile, the minimum green interval 

elapses on phase 5. and the detector does not sense any addition vehicles in the lane. 

Thus, phase 5 serves its yellow and red clearance intervals, and ring 2 advances to phase 

6. Figure 1.4 shows the state of the controller throughout this phasing sequence. 

Eventually, all vehicles are cleared from the left turn lane served by phase I, and ring I 

advances to phase 2. Then, phase 6 finishes timing its minimum green interval and no 

more vehicles are detected; hence, ring 2 is ready to advance. However, phase 2 has not 
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served its minimum green interval, so ring 1 cannot advance. Since ring 2 is constrained 

by barrier a, it must wait until ring I is ready to advance. Thus, ring 2 dwells in green, 

while waiting for phase 2 on ring 1 to finish its green interval, or yield. Note that the 

green interval is extended due to vehicles, while the phase dwells in green if it is simply 

waiting to advance. Eventually, phase 2 yields, and therefore both rings are ready to 

jump barrier a. Both phases lime their corresponding yellow and red clearance intervals, 

and then simultaneously advance across the barrier to phase 3 on ring 1 and phase 7 on 

ring 2. 

green = •, yellow = ,andred = * 

Ring I 

Ring 2 

Phase Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 1 

<t>i-

Phase 3 Phase 6 Phase 7 Phase 8 Phase 3 

Figure 1.4 Illustration of flexible phase sequencing with a dual-ring controller. 

Let B be the set of configured barriers for the controller, and in the case of the dual-ring 

controller with two barriers depicted above, the number of barriers, |fi| = 2, and 

B = {a,b\. Note that it is not necessary for a barrier to intersect all rings. In a four ring 
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controller, a barrier could be used to synchronize 2,3, or 4 rings. Thus, each barrier must 

also specify which rings it constrains. Let each barrier configuration be specified by the 

set of numbers corresponding to constrained rings. In the case presented above, 

a = {l,2|- and /) = {l,2}. In addition, let constrainede {true, false) indicate whether 

phase peP is constrained by barrier beB. Thus, while multiple rings allow the 

controller more flexibility to accommodate traffic with demand dependent phase 

durations, barriers ensure that the controller resynchronizes rings, such that conflicting 

phases are never served simultaneously. Figure 1.5 a illustrates the set of phase 

sequences available to a controller using the standard NEMA dual-ring, eight-phase 

configuration. 

2+6 3+7 

—• 

Figure 1.5 Alternative phase sequences possible when a controller uses the standard NEMA 
dual-ring, eight-phase configuration. 
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Note that in practice, it is common to use the standard NEMA dual-ring, eight-phase 

configuration, with additional constraints applied to force the four-phase operation 

depicted in Figure 1.2. Specifically, consider the effect of adding two barriers, c = {1,2 J 

and £/ = {1,2}. to the ring structure, such that /?, = {l,c,2,a,3,i/,4,6} and 

/?, = \5,c,6,ci,7,cl,8,b\. This modified ring structure depicted in Figure 1.6. 

tr- - • 1 1 b 

i 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 

< t 
Figure 1.6 Ring structure with additional barriers used to completely couple rings together, 
allowing only a single four phase sequence. 

Using the configuration depicted in Figure 1.6, transitioning between four-phase 

operation and eight-phase operation may be accomplished by simply disabling barriers c 

and d. rather than explicitly entering separate single-ring and dual-ring configurations 

into the controller. Traffic engineers may plan to seamlessly transition between four-

phase operation and eight-phase operation by time of day, or during special events such 

as athletic events. Traffic flows approaching an intersection can become very 

asymmetric when vehicles are departing a venue following a special event, and eight-

phase control may be more appropriate in this case. It is also more complicated for the 
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controller software to switch between distinct configurations, without interrupting normal 

operations, than it is to simply enable or disable a barrier. 

The controller configuration identifies the phase sequence alternatives, as illustrated in 

Figure 1.5. and timing constraints for each phase. When a controller is started, or re

started, it typically begins operation in a configured initial state. In a multi-ring 

controller, the initial state must specify an initial phase for each ring. Let startup^ e P he 

the initial phase on ring r. and startup = {startup^ startup.,...,siartup.i^^) is the set of 

startup phases for a controller. Note that not every combination of phases is valid. For 

instance, it would not be safe to stan a controller, with the dual-ring configuration of 

Figure 1.3, in phase 2 and phase 8. In fact, determining whether an n -phase combination 

is valid - for any configuration on an n -ring controller - is a interesting problem in itself. 

Thus, controllers typically startup in either a configured set of initial phases, or the first 

phase in each ring, which must always be a valid phase combination for any 

configuration, [f a controller has crashed, such as due to a power surge, then fail-safe 

hardware places the signal in a flashing red mode, the equivalent of an all-way stop sign. 

This results in equitable service in all directions, as opposed to the normal operational 

philosophy of serving green time proportionally to traffic in each direction. If one 

roadway carries a larger proportion of the traffic flow than its cross street, then the street 

with predominant flow is referred to as the main street. Furthermore, since traffic on the 

main street will likely become more congested than the side street during a flashing-red 
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episode, it makes sense to restart the controller serving main street traffic prior to cross 

street traffic. Applying this startup scenario philosophy, either the startup phase set 

would be configured with main street phases; or in the case of defaulting to the first phase 

on each ring at startup, the ring structure would be configured such that phases serving 

the main street are the first phases in each ring, or at least kept close to the front of each 

ring. The standard convention, using the phase numbering scheme depicted in Figure 

1.3. uses phase 2 and phase 6 to serve main street traffic. 

Given the initial set of phases for each ring, the controller subsequently updates its signal 

indication on a periodic basis in accordance with interval timing and phase sequencing 

constraints. The frequency of the controller update process determines the resolution for 

phase timing constraints. A resolution of one tenth of a second is common in traffic 

control hardware, while real-time optimized algorithms typically consider less firequent 

decision points, such as once every second, three seconds, or five seconds. Let 

be the time between controller status updates. A separate and possible larger time step 

size may be used by real-time algorithms. The choice, = o. I seconds, may also 

be motivated by the need to monitor vehicle detector status fi-equently enough to observe 

gaps between successive vehicles. In any case, the controller must be aware of its current 

status in order to determine when timing constraints have been satisfied and phase 

transitions are feasible. 
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Section 1.2.3 Controller Status Variables 

Several controller status variables are now introduced. Let active^ be the number of the 

current active phase on ring r. Let elapsed'^ be the amount of time elapsed in interval / 

for the current active phase on ring r, and let elapsed be the set of elapsed interval times 

for the set of all currently active phases. The set of intervals will be ordered as follows: 

\green,yellow,red). However, other implementations are possible. Vehicle-actuated 

controllers may employ an expanded set of intervals, such as {minimum green, green 

extension, green dwell, yellow, red, red dwell], which still preserve the order of green, 

yellow, and red intervals. When a phase initially becomes active on ring r, all interval 

times will be initialized to zero, elapsed'^ =0, V/. Thus, the time elapsed in the current 

phase can be taken as the sum of elapsed'^ over all intervals. The time elapsed in green is 

the sum of elapsed^ over all green intervals. From this point, the controller may 

compare the elapsed green time in the currently active phase versus minimum and 

ma.\imum green interval constraints to determine whether transitioning is infeasible. 

feasible, or required. Note that the controller must also determine whether, due to being 

barrier constrained, a phase may be extended beyond its maximum green interval. 

Section 1.3 Traffic Model 

Real-time optimization of traffic signal control requires a method for the evaluation of 

phasing alternatives over a near-term planning horizon. The most common method of 

evaluating a phasing schedule is to simulate traffic and measure the resulting delay over 
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the planning horizon. This section introduces variables and equations for a discrete time, 

dynamic traffic model. 

Section 1.3.1 Intersection Status Variables 

Consider an individual lane as representing the most elemental component of the traffic 

model, with the assumption that traffic flows through each lane in only one direction, like 

water, upstream to downstream, or not at all. Using a discrete time model with time 

partitioned into constant size intervals of duration A/, traffic streams can be modeled by 

a vector, v,, feZ, which indicates the expected number of vehicles flowing past a 

reference point in the lane during time step t. In modeling the traffic at a signal, the stop 

line or stop bar at the end of each lane provides a convenient reference point for 

modeling traffic flow. Each lane experiences a stream of arrivals and, subject to the 

traffic signal, disperses a stream of departures past the stop bar. Let a, and d, represent 

the arrival stream and departure stream respectively. It is also convenient to structure the 

traffic stream vectors such that t = 0 represents the current time step. Thus, a^ = I 

indicates that one vehicle is expected to arrive in 5 time steps, d_, = I indicates an 

estimate that one vehicle departed 2 time steps ago, and a^ = I indicates that one vehicle 

is expected to arrive at the stop bar immediately. 

If the traffic controller is doing its job very well, the history of the departure stream will 

very nearly match the history of the arrival stream. In any case, measuring and 
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minimizing the lag between arrival times and departure times is a fundamental aspect of 

most real-time optimized traffic signal control algorithms. The traffic stream model, v,, 

can also be used as a basis for a queue estimate, q,, where q, is an estimate of the 

number of vehicles queued during time step t at a reference point - the stop bar in this 

case. Figure 1.7 illustrates a modeling decision to distinguish the queue estimate as a 

point estimate and the arrival and departure estimates as interval estimates. 

'I, </,-• 

Figure 1.7 Illustration of arrival and departure estimates as interval estimates, between individual 
point estimates of the queue size. 

Experience has shown that the conceptual refinement illustrated in Figure 1.7 lends an air 

of clarity to the traffic model. The dynamics of the queuing process are given in 

Equation (I. I). 

( l - l )  

Equation (1.1) is a vertical queue model, which neglects the physical space occupied by 

each vehicle. Alternatively, a horizontal queue model could be fashioned, taking into 

account the distance between the stop bar and the rear bumper of the last vehicle in the 

queue. Specifically, if twenty vehicles are queued in a lane, then it may be assumed that 

a vehicle predicted to arrive in the current time step has already joined the back of the 
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queue, arriving at that physical location during a previous time step. For the purposes of 

the current discussion, the simple, vertical queue model will suffice. 

The number of departures per time step is typically estimated based on the saturation 

flow rate. To elaborate, suppose for example that a queue of many vehicles has built up 

during a red light, and the light finally changes to green. The first vehicles to disperse 

from the queue typically depart at a relatively sluggish rate, but eventually the queue 

discharges at a more or less constant rate. The first vehicle may have been slower to 

depart due to the reaction time to the traffic light turning green. Vehicles behind the first 

vehicle can see that the traffic light is green, or at least know that the vehicle in front of 

them is moving. Thus, the time to react to the traffic light being green is not a significant 

factor in subsequent vehicles. The first vehicle is also slower to depart due to having to 

accelerate from a dead stop. Subsequent vehicles in the queue have already started 

rolling as they approach the stop line, thus less time is needed to accelerate. When 

vehicles get up to full speed, the departure rate levels off at a constant rate called the 

saturation flow rate. After the standing queue has cleared, vehicles generally depart at 

the same rate they arrive. Let r be the expected number of departures per time step if 

traffic is flowing at the saturation flow rate. Equation (1.2) gives a simple model for the 

departure process. 
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0 departures not permitted 

min{r.<7, +a,} departures are permitted 
(1.2) 

A more sophisticated model might use a departure rate that is a function of the elapsed 

green time in the current phase. Thus, the departure rate could start off slow, and 

gradually speed up to the saturation flow rate. A common approach is to simply assume 

that no vehicles disperse during a short, constant interval after the traffic light turns 

green, and then assume that vehicles departure according to Equation (1.2) thereafter. 

See reference [1] for further discussion of such an approach. The model in equation (1.2) 

will suffice for the purposes of defining a general algorithmic framework. More 

complicated models can be substituted without invalidating the fi-amework. However, 

given the sensitivity of the overall performance to the departure model, a continued 

discussion of model improvements is worth while. 

The departure rate of each lane is a function of at least the set of current active phases. 

Using the mapping of phases to lanes served, given earlier. Equation (1.2) may be more 

specifically defined. Let the superscript / denote that a variable pertains to lane /, / e Z,. 

if permissible,p = false,e active 

otherwise 
(1.3) 
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Note that the use of the simple mapping of phases to lanes as shown in Equation (1.3), is 

a simplification that is only valid under a set of ideal assumptions. 

Along major arterial roadways in the United States, it is not uncommon to have five or 

more lanes on an arterial approach. Three lanes may be dedicated to serving traffic 

moving straight through the intersection. Two lanes embedded in a turning bay may be 

dedicated to left turning traffic only, and one or more lanes may be reserved for right 

turning traffic. Even in this ideal situation. Equation (1.3) might be inappropriate. 

Consider an e.\ample. using the geometric layout of Figure 1.1 and the four-phase 

sequence of Figure 1.2, where movement 1 is allowed during phases ^,3 and During 

phase left turns are obliged to yield to oncoming through traffic, which is referred to 

as a permitted movement. During phase ^,5, left turns are given the right of way, which 

is referred to as a protected movement. If all lanes are allowed to enter the intersection 

only on protected movements, then the departure process in Equation (1.3) may be a 

reasonable approximation. However, if permitted movements are allowed, such as left 

turn movements allowed during phase (f>,^, then the number of departures per time step is 

a function of traffic on the opposing approach. For instance, if lanes are numbered as in 

Figure 1.1, departures on lane I, d], will likely be a function of immediate departures 

and any queued vehicles or pending arrivals on lane 2, such as 

Basically, departures on lane I will be inversely proportional to departures or pending 

departures on lane 2. In the practical interest of conducting research efficiently, it is not 
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an uncommon practice among researchers to circumvent such modeling complications by 

initially testing algorithms on intersections where only protected movements are allowed. 

This allows for relatively rapid prototyping and simplifies the simulation model greatly. 

However, the limitations are noted; and furthermore, additional restrictions on the 

geometric layout of a test intersection may be necessary to use a model such as Equation 

(1.3). In Chapter 3 through 5 of this dissertation, strictly protected movements are 

considered in the simulated intersection configurations. As algorithms are iteratively 

refined, researchers electing to take shortcuts in modeling for the sake of rapid 

prototyping will eventually have to extend to a sufficiently robust traffic model for 

realistic evaluation. In Chapter 6, a network of simulated intersections displays a broad 

spectrum of modeling complications, that are explicitly accommodated through more 

complex modeling. 

An intersection with lanes dedicated to the service of only one movement type represents 

an ideal configuration in terms of modeling. At the other end of the spectrum, an 

approach to a small intersection may consist of an individual lane which serves left, 

through, and right turning traffic movements. This is referred to as shared lane operation, 

as opposed to dedicated or exclusive lane operation. In the case of a lane which shares 

left turn and through movement service, it may be unreasonable to assume that only 

protected movements are allowed for the sake of using a simplistic traffic model. To 

utilize a protected movement for a shared left-through lane, the controller would have to 

stop all oncoming through traffic. While a shared left-through lane may be difficult to 
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accommodate without a more complicated model, the ubiquitous case of a shared right-

through lane may be approximated by Equation (1.3), assuming pedestrians do not 

obstruct right turning flow. Allowable lane movements may be specified to varying 

degrees of precision. In a robust configuration, the controller will know (a) whether each 

lane allows left, through, right, diagonal, and/or u-tum traffic movements, (b) which 

downstream, outbound lanes, or at least which downstream intersections, will receive 

traffic from each movement, and (c) which movements from other lanes in the 

intersection conflict with each movement allowed from the current lane, hi this case, 

lane configuration parameters must be added. For example, let 

sen-ice,„ e {allowed, not allowed} indicate whether lane / accommodates movement type 

m e {leftj/irougli.right]. In addition, u-tums and diagonal movement types may be 

required. Also, movement permissions granted by each phase would require an alternate 

configuration, such as permissione {not permitted, permitted, protected}, specifying 

the level of permission granted by phase p^P to movements of type 

m e {left,through, right) on approach ae A. Under this more elaborate configuration, 

note that lane permission status for each lane is a function of all current active phases in a 

multi-ring scenario. For example, a left turn phase could be permitted by a phase on ring 

I, while at times it may be protected by a phase on ring 2. Thus, each lane would utilize 

the most generous permission status allotted by any currently active phase. Also, levels 

of permission such as permitted with stop or protected with stop may be useful in more 

general applications accommodating right turn on red or red flash. 
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An additional consideration in the departure model is the presence of traffic spilling into 

the intersection, which may occur due to congestion on lanes directly downstream or 

lanes on the cross street. In the context of excessive network congestion. Equation (1.3), 

based on a simple average saturation flow rate, is a thoroughly inadequate model. In any 

case, this simple model is chosen as a basis for developing a general algorithmic 

framework, presented in the next section. It should be possible to substitute more 

elaborate traffic models within the general fi-amework without invalidating the underlying 

mechanics of algorithms based on the framework. 

Section 1.4 Algorithmic Framework 

This section presents a general framework for real-time optimization of traffic control at 

a single intersection. The controller configuration notation of Section Section 1.2 and the 

traffic model of Section Section 1.3 are adopted in defining the class of algorithms. This 

section begins by representing the problem as a shortest path problem. State and state-

action value function notation is adopted from the field of dynamic programming, and 

finally a generic algorithm is formulated. 

Section 1.4.1 General Overview 

Vehicle-actuated controllers, monitoring detectors to measure whether vehicles are 

present in each lane, operate in real-time by applying a control in response to the current 

state. The control law is determined via logic that operates not unlike a finite state 
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machine. The controller is constrained by the logic to transition to only one possible next 

state. Real-time optimized traffic signal control extends from the vehicle-actuated 

paradigm by incorporating decision-making. That is, the controller evaluates a set of 

feasible control actions and chooses an action that is optimal with respect to its current 

objectives. A general decision problem, such as the real-time traffic signal control 

problem, can be represented a simple decision tree diagram, as shown in Figure 1.8. 

The decision tree in Figure 1.8 begins with the current state s , , s , e S ,  where t  is the 

current time step index and S is the set of all states. States are represented in the 

diagram by open circles, and actions are represented in the diagram by solid circles. 

Thus, in Figure 1.8, there are two actions available from the initial state. Following 

action a, results in the collection of the corresponding reward, r,, while transitioning to 

the subsequent state, j,.,. Note that Figure 1.8 depicts two possible successor states for 

each action. This general structure permits the specification of stochastic outcomes. In 

the context of traffic control, the typical decision problem at any decision point is to 

extend the currently active phase for some amount of time, or to switch to the next phase 

Figure 1.8 A simple decision tree diagram. 
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in the ring. Given that the extension action is taken, the status of the corresponding queue 

in the subsequent time step could be an empty queue or a non-empty queue. While the 

resulting state of traffic is subject to probabilistic outcomes as depicted in Figure 1.8, 

virtually all real-time traffic signal control algorithms choose to employ a deterministic 

model. Thus, each action corresponds to only one possible ne.xt state. Due to this 

simplification, decision tree diagrams corresponding to the traffic signal control problem 

will generally neglect the use of explicit actions nodes. Using the variable a, to denote 

an action at time t also presents a conflict with the arrival variable, a,. Thus, the 

standard variable, u,, used in control theory, will be used to denote control actions. Note 

that u, will be considered active on the inten'al, {1,1 +Ai], whereas s, represents the 

state at the point in time t. Decision trees may be drawn with the root on the left hand 

side while the tree branches to the right. Finally, since minimization of delay is the 

typical objective in traffic signal control, actions result in a corresponding amount of 

delay, rather than a reward. Thus, cost variable c, may be used in place of the reward 

variable, r,, in decision tree representations of the traffic signal control problem. 
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Figure 1.9 Decision graph for a lookahead search. 

Figure 1.9 depicts a general, acyclic decision network, with the provision the all arcs in 

the graph are unidirectional, proceeding in the direction of passing time, which is left to 

right in this case. Note that the open square at the right end of the graph represents a 

terminal node or state. The real-time traffic signal control algorithms typically evaluate 

the set of possible control actions by computing the state of the intersection under each 

decision. From each subsequent state, addition decisions are evaluated. Thus, the 

algorithm typically evaluates a series of several decisions, and computes the 

corresponding state of the intersection under each trajectory through the decision 

nenvork, until reaching a terminal node. Most algorithms choose a to optimize over a 

finite planning horizon, IV. solving the following problem, subject to phase timing 

constraints dictated by controller configuration parameters. 

c, (J,) = q' (J,), for each t e {0,1 M) 
let 

(1.4) 
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argmin (1.5) 
lû .u,.. .â  )€f̂  f=0 

In Equations (1.4), the states attributes are supplemented with the corresponding state, 

such as (s,), to indicate that this state value is dependent on the corresponding state 

s,, rather than simply the time step t. Furthermore, the state, 5,., is the successor state 

of state 5,, following the application of a control action //, eU(s,), where U{s,) is the 

set of all actions available from state 5,. 

The problem is to find the minimum delay control trajectory from the initial state to the 

terminal state. This corresponds to a lowest cost path through the decision network of 

Figure 1.9, where the one step cost is given by Equation (1.4) and the minimum cost 

trajectory is given by Equation (1.5). In the case of using a finite planning horizon to as 

the terminal criterion, all states reachable after N time steps can be connected to the 

terminal node with a zero cost arc. 

Section 1.4.2 Value Functions 

The evaluation of a series of actions, and their corresponding states, generates the need to 

introduce notation for the value of each action and states expected as a result of an action. 

Each state seS will be assigned a corresponding state value function, f (j), where t is 

the current time step in the lookahead search. Also referred to as the cost-to-go, / (5) is 
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the expected cost of operating from state s at time t, until the end of the planning 

horizon at time yV. Using the typical objective of delay minimization, /(5) is the 

expected amount of vehicular delay to operate from state s at time t until the end of the 

planning horizon. Each state-action pair, (5,z<), s&S and ueU{s), will also be 

assigned a corresponding state-action value, or just action value, f,{s,u), which 

represents the cost-to-go from state s at time t when control action u is applied during 

the interval (r,r + A/]. Using this notation, and previously defined notation in this 

chapter, the real-time algorithm may be specified rather concisely. 

Section 1.4.3 .Algorithmic Formulations 

The problem can be formulated as a forward dynamic programming problem, defined 

recursively in Equation (1.6), where 5,., e 5 is the successor of state s, following the 

application of control H, during time step /, which is the interval ( t , t  +  Ar].  

•i.e£. (j,) 

c,(5,) if/ = /V 

The controller operates in a rolling horizon fashion, frequently resolving for the optimal 

control trajectory it' to be applied over the future iV time steps. The 

process begins by (a) initializing the time step to the beginning of the planning horizon, 

t = 0. (b) initializing the initial state, Jq , to correspond to the current status of all 
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controller and intersection status variables, (c) initializing the desired number of time 

steps in the planning horizon, ^V. Then, the algorithm evaluates the state value, 

/)(5„) using Equation (1.6), and determines the optimal control for r = 0,l,...,yV-l by 

using Equation (1.7), beginning with f = 0. 

J/,'=argminy;.,(5,.,) (1.7) 
U.€l (S, ) 

This algorithmic framework is flexible enough to accommodate most decentralized, real

time optimized single intersection control algorithms found in the literature. However, 

each algorithm differs significantly in the e.xact manner that state values are evaluated. 

This simple formulation is a convenient conceptual framework, but even the most 

rudimentary, practical implementation should include the elementary mechanics of the 

branch and bound algorithm. Equation (1.8) is a reformulated version of Equation (1.6) 

with the inclusion of a lower bound variable, LB, used to eliminate control trajectories 

from further consideration when their corresponding cost already exceeds the upper 

bound. UB. established by the lowest cost trajectory found previous in the search. 

M t < N  and L B  +  c , { s , ) > U B  

c,(5,)+min(5,.,, Z.5 + C, (5,)) i< iV and LB+ c^{s,)<UB (1.8) 

c , ( i )  i  =  i V  
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The search for the lowest cost control trajectory proceeds as previously described with 

the additional initialization of the lower and upper bounds, LB = 0,UB = 00 and 

subsequent update of the upper bound whenever a full trajectory has been evaluated as 

shown in Equation (1.9). 

Use of the branch and bound technique drastically accelerates the evaluation of state 

values by restricting evaluation to only states along control trajectories with a potential to 

obtain a lower total cost than the best trajectory found so far in the search. Each 

algorithm published in the literature generally applies additional, algorithm-specific 

techniques to funher accelerate the process of finding the lowest cost control trajectory. 

This chapter has introduced basic traffic signal control terminology, simple traffic 

models, and a rather generic algorithmic framework for solving the single intersection 

traffic signal control problem. Chapter 2 proceeds to discuss a broad array of approaches 

to traffic signal control, which includes a discussion of several published algorithms for 

efficiently solving the single intersection traffic signal control problem presented here. 
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Section 1.5 Contributions 

This section summarizes the contributions of this dissertation, organized by chapter, to 

the field of real-time adaptive traffic signal control. 

• Chapter 3 offers the contribution of an evaluation methodology for single 

intersection control algorithms, and the results of evaluation with this 

methodology, comparing several traditional, state of practice strategies, and 

several well known state-of-the-art algorithms. In addition, several directed 

search strategies are suggested, which are broadly applicable to significantly 

increase the efficiency of several e.xisting algorithms. 

• Chapter 4 presents an introduction to neuro-dynamic prograrmning, as applied to 

real-time adaptive traffic signal control. A function approximation technique 

based on a series of Kalman filters is designed, implemented, and evaluated. 

Several pruning techniques are developed, resulting in an extremely efficient 

directed search algorithm. Applying rollout policy techniques for action value 

approximation, the algorithms in this chapter were compared with existing 

algorithms on a 150-second planning horizon. It was found that the algorithms in 

this dissertation solved this problem up to 2000 times faster than the any 

previously published algorithm tested, and furthermore achieved an 8% reduction 

in delay. 

• Chapter 5 reformulates the directed search approach of Chapter 4 for the general, 

multi-ring controller problem. Pruning methods from Chapter 4 were adapted to 
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the multi-ring environment, and efficient solutions were obtained for this 

problem. This represents the first real-time optimized algorithm capable of 

explicitly optimizing the general, multi-ring controller problem, and simulation 

experiments demonstrated a reduction in delay of 12% to 22% relative to dual-

ring vehicle-actuated control, while solving the problem quicker than previously 

published real-time optimization methods solved the corresponding single-ring 

problem. 

• Chapter 6 offers a revealing exposition of coordination of real-time optimized 

controllers. This chapter demonstrates two primary advantages to adhering to 

standard NEMA vehicle-actuated coordination constraints. First, it was possible 

to achieve more effective control than the current state of practice, coordinated 

actuated control, in simulation experiments under dynamic and static traffic 

conditions. Second, this capability renders the real-time optimized controller 

functionally interchangeable with vehicle-actuated controllers, and thus capable 

of accepting coordination constraints from currently available, off-the-shelf 

coordination software, rather than necessitating custom coordination techniques. 

In addition, unconstrained real-time optimized controllers were evaluated with an 

extended objective, considering downstream signals, which resulted in an 

implicitly cyclic behavior, and significant performance benefits. This implicitly 

cyclic control is proposed as approximating the potential performance capability 

of coordination constrained controllers in the context of adaptive coordination 
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constraints. A prescription for an adaptive coordination layer is given, and 

explicitly distinguished from any currently existing technique, on-line or off-line. 

Summarizing the aggregate dissertation, a very efficient real-time optimized control 

algorithm has been developed that is capable of solving the generalized, multi-ring 

controller problem and adhering to standard coordination constraints. However, in the 

context of urban network applications, it is emphasized that properly optimized real-time 

adaptive coordination constraints could yield more effective performance gains than real

time optimized controllers. Thus, it is the author's somewhat incongruous conclusion, 

suggesting that research institutions and municipal traffic engineering departments alike 

should invest their resources towards an architecture utilizing a real-time observation 

framework tethered to network coordination software, rather than distributed real-time 

optimized controllers. However, in the context of light rail or transit priority 

applications, the utility of distributed real-time optimized controllers will weigh greater in 

the final objective. The efficient methods developed in this dissertation would provide a 

most accommodating foundation for such extensions. 
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW 

Section 2.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents an overview of traffic signal control as it has evolved from its 

conception to the present day. It is by no means a complete account of traffic signal 

control, as volumes could be written about the subject, but aims to be relatively thorough. 

The presentation begins with a historical account of traffic signaling from its advent in 

the early 1900's through the I950's. when digital computers emerged, affecting a 

paradigm shift in traffic signal control. Given the capability of a computer to carry out 

more calculations than would be economically feasible for any human engineering staff, 

researchers refined ad hoc methods into more extensive computational efforts. In 1958, 

British researcher F. V. Webster used a digital computer to simulate traffic queuing at an 

intersection under various signal-timing plans, and the results of his studies were used to 

establish elaborate signal calibration guidelines still in use today. These techniques are 

presented here as traditional methods. The discussion continues with the evolution of 

computer applications to systematic search algorithms and mathematical programming 

techniques. Implemented for digital computers, these algorithms presented the possibility 

of more exhaustive searches over the set of all possible signal-timing alternatives. The 

presentation of several key traffic signal control algorithms brings the discussion up to 

the present state of the art. There are many possible paradigms through which to present 

the common threads and distinguishing characteristics of signal control algorithms. The 

following presentation is approximately chronological, discussing off-line algorithms 

prior to on-line algorithms, in an organization dividing algorithms by their alignment 
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with either of the two predominant signal control objectives, (I) bandwidth maximization 

versus (2) disutility minimization. Disutility minimization algorithms are further 

classified by architectural design: centralized, hierarchical, or decentralized. Emphasis is 

placed on decentralized disutility minimization techniques, which represent the most 

recent genre of traffic control algorithms. Each algorithm is presented, with an analysis 

of its corresponding traffic models, search algorithm, and objective. 

Section 2.1 History 

This section provides a historical prelude to the survey of traffic control algorithms in the 

following sections. It shows a natural progression from simply ensuring safety and 

civility, to the application of emerging technology towards more efficient vehicular travel 

through a network of intersections. The historical perspective of traffic control ends with 

the universal paradigm shift in control systems caused by the first commercially available 

electronic computer, the Univac I, in 1951 [2]. 

Traffic control originated naturally and evolved along similar paths in large cities all over 

the world, including London and New York City. In all cases, safety was the driving 

force. In 1652. the city of New Amsterdam (New York City) put the first traffic law on 

the books, banning the driving of wagons, carts, or sleighs at a gallop within the city 

limits, with a succession of increasing penalties for each offense [2]. However, as the 

population and traffic increased, eventually the problem of finite capacity emerged. 

Simply put, no two horses can occupy the same patch of dirt at the same time. To this 
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end. New York City set forth its first one-way street regulation in 1791 in efforts to avert 

the anticipated chaos at a local theater event. 

"Ladies and Gentlemen will order their Coachmen to take up and set down with 
their Horse Heads to the East River, to avoid confusion." [2] 

The chaos inherent with the arriving masses during special events warranted the attention 

of police officers, but it would be many decades before police were allocated for routine 

traffic control, hi the pre-automotive era, London was most advanced in its approach to 

traffic control. It was not until about 1903 that New York City first assigned officers 

e.xplicitly for full-time traffic duty [3]. The officers were mounted on horse, and had a 

wide jurisdiction, but eventually concentrated their efforts at intersections where most of 

the problems occurred. "Cornermen" or "flagmen", as they came to be called, naturally 

developed hand signals to direct traffic and eventually "stop and go" control emerged as 

the most efficient manner of serving competing streams of traffic. Officers from 

intersection to intersection and city to city gradually migrated to a standardized set of 

hand signals over time, and eventually painted signs were employed to alleviate any 

remaining ambiguity. 

The hand semaphore, perhaps the first device used to control traffic, was simply a sign 

directing traffic to "Go" in one direction while a perpendicular sign signaled the cross-

street traffic to "Stop". The semaphore was "manually operated" or rather occasionally 

rotated. Mounted on an elevated stand, it allowed traffic to view it from farther upstream, 

giving the drivers longer to react. Wooden towers were erected in New York City to give 

the traffic officer a clearer view in all directions, not to mention relocating from the 
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dangerous position in the middle of the intersection. In the evening, a light could be 

employed to make the semaphore visible from a distance, although it was still somewhat 

difficult to discern the writing. A color-coded indication was the natural path of 

progression. Westminster, England was somewhat ahead of its time when it introduced 

the first prototype for a colored traffic light in 1868 [4]. The prototype was an enhanced 

semaphore with red and green gas lamps for night use; however, the lamps were removed 

after an e.xplosion occurred and traffic lights were not attempted again for several 

decades. 

Chronologically, the next major development effort in traffic control was to automate the 

semaphore controller. When emergencies beaconed officers from their post, traffic 

suffered. Hence, efforts to develop an electrical controller commenced around 1910 [5]. 

While development was underway, synchronization ideas began to emerge. As early as 

1912, New York City cornermen experimented with a plan to have all traffic move along 

the main artery at the same time and then to stop so as to permit traffic on all side streets 

to cross the artery simultaneously. The occasionally eclipsed visibility of a police officer 

standing amidst passing vehicles presented a challenge, but the greatest difficulty proved 

to be conceptual. Synchronization of this type along an arterial was feasible, but 

synchronizing the more complicated, grid network scenarios proved too difficult. As one 

early traffic engineer states. "It is impossible for an officer to coordinate his work with 

the efforts of officers on all four sides of him one block away." [5] However, with 

increasing traffic, experimentation necessarily continued. 
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The development and success of railroad signals doubtlessly played a part in the early 

efforts toward the development of traffic control signals. The earliest recorded 

installation of an electric traffic signal controller occurred in Cleveland at the intersection 

of Euclid Avenue and East 105"' Street on August 5, 1914 [6]. A traffic officer stationed 

in an elevated booth on the comer manually switched red and green lights to control 

streetcar and normal vehicular traffic. The scheme proved effective in finally obtaining a 

reasonable measure of pedestrian compliance with signaling. In addition, the booth was 

wired to local police and fire stations, such that the traffic officer could take precautions 

to clear traffic for approaching emergency vehicles. In the following years, several large 

cities throughout the nation experimented with electric signals. 

Municipal authorities were quick to deploy the new technology in efforts to alleviate 

traffic frustrations in their city, to the e.xtent possible. Electric signal e.\periments proved 

very successful, but the corresponding cost rendered less enthusiasm. Baltimore 

authorities removed an experimental electric signal after successful testing in 1916. 

Indications are that it proved so popular that they feared citizens would call for its 

widespread use, which at that time was prohibitively expensive [5]. 

With the advent of an automated electric signal, the tradeoff of costs, between 3 officers 

working 8 hour shifts and one automated controller work 24 hours a day, finally favored 

the traffic signal and deployment increased. It was quickly realized, however, that 

automated controllers had limitations. Automated controllers operated by allotting a 

constant percentage of time to each street served throughout the cycle of signals. If 

preset signal timings are not properly calibrated, service may be entirely unsatisfactory. 
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"Stop and go" signal controllers release vehicles in batches. In their clockwork 

operation, automated signals were not able to adapt like a traffic officer to accommodate 

a platoon of vehicles arriving from an adjacent signal. Hence, automated controllers 

were relegated for the time being to isolated intersections where traffic flows were 

relatively predictable. With the problem of synchronizing automated signals posed, 

experimentation began on solution strategies. 

In 1918, two forms of coordinated traffic control matured, progressive synchronization 

and simultaneous synchronization. The idea of a progressive system, originally 

conceptualized in print in 1916 [5], is the concept of timing a string of signals such that if 

a driver drives at proper speed after departing the first intersection, then the downstream 

signals will display the "Go" period while the vehicle arrives at each successive 

intersection in the string. Salt Lake City installed the first progressive system in 1918 

[5]. That same year, synchronization experiments in New York City resulted in the use 

of three-color light signals as they are used today [4]. Wooden towers were erected on 

Fifth Avenue in order that police officers in these towers might clearly see fi-om 

intersection to intersection. At each intersection, officers manually operated signals, and 

with the improved visibility of traffic lights, officers were able to effectively synchronize 

their "Go" intervals. Of course, the next slated development was to automate such 

synchronized systems so that officers would not be required. 

In 1922, an electrically interlocked traffic signal system was installed in Houston, Texas 

[5]. A single officer stationed at a "key" intersection manually controlled the changing of 

lights at nine adjacent intersections. Engineers began to use time-space diagrams to 
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visualize synchronized systems and were able to more thoroughly comprehend the 

possibilities. The tool allowed them to model traffic and quantify to some degree the 

effects of signal timing. Synchronized systems were switched over to automated control, 

where they could be used to control more intersections than an officer could monitor at 

once. These systems were somewhat limited in that all signals changed at the same time. 

The simple synchronization used by New York City was possible with all lights changing 

green in the same direction at the same time. The continuous movement concept used in 

Salt Lake City could be also be accommodated by dividing the signals into groups. For 

instance, the first 3 signals along the artery might serve arterial traffic while the next 

group of 3 signals was serving the cross-street traffic. After a platoon of vehicles 

traveled through the first group of 3 intersections on the artery, all signals changed so that 

now the second group of 3 signals was serving the arterial traffic. Thus, the signals could 

be timed such that a platoon of vehicle could progress through all signals along an artery 

without stopping. The caveat is that all signals must be spaced uniformly. If signals are 

not spaced uniformly, the time to travel between each intersection is not the same, and 

synchronization may not be possible with all signals switching at the same time. 

In 1926, Chicago installed an electric traffic control system with more fle.xibility than any 

prior automatic, synchronized system [5]. In this flexible system each intersection along 

an artery could be configured to switch at any time, with the constraint that the time to 

cycle through all directions was the same cycle time for all intersections. This type of 

control is still quite prevalent today. 
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In the late 1920's and early I930's, attempts were made to address the inflexibility of 

fixed-time signals, which were woefully inadequate in the context of widely varying 

traffic. The solution was to enhance a signal controller with a sensor in order to detect 

the presence of a vehicle. Thus, the signal could be triggered to preempt its normal fixed-

time sequence and quickly transition to serve the waiting vehicle. Known as actuated 

control, the first attempt employed microphone at the side of the road [4], Arriving 

vehicles were requested to honk their horns in order to actuate the signal controller. The 

experiment, though excessively clamorous, was a proof of concept. The pneumatic tube, 

once popular at gas stations to alert the attendant, were vastly preferable vehicle 

detectors. The first vehicle actuated controller may have been installed as early as 1928 

in Baltimore [7]. Eagle Traffic Control Systems reports that their first actuated controller 

was installed in New Haven. Connecticut in 1928 [8]. Great Britain installed their first 

vehicle-actuated signals in 1932 [4]. Signal pioneering history repeated itself when an 

explosion occurred as gas had seeped into the controller cabinet and ignited as the signals 

were switched into service. By 1935, all problems had been smoothed out and 

interconnected systems consisting entirely of vehicle-actuated signals were installed in 

London and elsewhere. Vehicle-actuated signals were more effective at handling 

variable amounts of traffic, but capacity for synchronization, possible with fixed-time 

signaling, was lost. 

As an alternative to actuated-control, multi-dial systems were developed to address 

predictable variations in demand, such as the typical morning rush hour into the central 

business district, the evening rush hour returning home, and the more balanced periods in 
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between. The term dial comes from the electro-mechanical dial used to implement cyclic 

fixed-time signaling. Each dial was configured to implement cyclic fixed-time signaling 

appropriate for the period of the day when it was used. This type of control is all referred 

to as time of day (TOD) operation since switching between the dials happens on a regular 

schedule each day. In time of day systems, all signals can simultaneously transition 

between dials at the same time, so the system is always running a set of signal timings 

that are synchronized, perhaps with a bias towards the prevalent direction of flow during 

the period. Of course, the limitation of TOD operation is that the flow must be 

predictable. 

In the early I950's, Baltimore installed the PR System [9], which improved on the time 

of day scheme. The PR System used detectors to measure the traffic flow, and made 

transitions between synchronization plans when the traffic flow crossed a threshold rather 

than at a fixed time during the day. Vehicles were actuating transitions between 

synchronization plans, but it was at least another decade before synchronization concepts 

and vehicle-actuated timing would unite under the same umbrella. 

In 1960, Toronto began investigating the first urban traffic control system (UTCS) 

coordinating signals with a digital computer. On December 9"^ that same year, the Sperry 

Rand Corporation announced the release of the first electronic computer to employ thin-

film memory, the Univac 1107 [2]. By the end of 1963, 12 intersections were brought 

under the control of a Metropolitan Toronto traffic signal control system ruiming on a 

Univac 1107 [10, 11]. Under the control of digital computer systems, the ideas of 

vehicle-actuated timing and synchronized timing plans finally came together in one 
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system. In the 1960's, the methodology of developing timing plans began to transition 

from ad hoc methods to mathematical optimization algorithms based on a foundation of 

traffic models, which could quantify traffic performance measures such as vehicle delay 

time. A discussion of the mathematical optimization algorithms that have appeared from 

the 1960's to the present will be presented in the following sections. 

Section 2.2 Webster 

F.V. Webster [4, 12] seems to have the most quoted method of determining a delay 

minimizing cycle time or evaluating delay for a cyclic, fixed signal control scheme. 

Webster's results also extend to vehicle-actuated control applications under heavy traffic 

conditions, which effectively equate to fixed-time operation. Webster's analysis is 

perhaps the first traffic signal control research to utilize a computer and to utilize traffic 

simulation. His methods formed the basis of many algorithms that followed, and remains 

the most commonly reference benchmark for traffic signal control performance at a 

single, isolated intersection. 

Webster explains fixed-time and vehicle-actuated control as follows [12]. "With fixed-

time signals, the sequence of lights shown on each approach to the intersection has a 

cycle of fixed duration, and each signal indication appears for a fixed period. With 

vehicle-actuated signals, however, approaching vehicles are detected by devices in the 

road and the duration of the green period on each approach varies with traffic demand." 
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Webster used a computer to simulate random arrival times to the intersection at a given 

average arrival rate. Arrivals to the stop-line are added to a queue estimate, and 

dispersed during the effective green time at constant departure rate called the saturation 

flow rate. Delay is calculated as the integral of the queue over the cycle, and an average 

value is obtained by dividing the delay by the volume. Webster used the result of 

simulation analysis to deduce a model of average delay per vehicle as a function of the 

cycle time, green split, saturation flow rate, and arrival rate. 
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d = average delay per vehicle on the particular arm of the intersection 
c = cycle time 
k = proportion of the cycle which is effectively green for the phase under 

consideration 
= flow 

s = saturation flow 
.r = the degree of saturation. This is the ratio of the actual flow to the 

ma.ximum flow which can be passed through the intersection from this 

arm. and is given by x = y. 
/ AS 

The first two terms are of a theoretical nature and the last term bridges the gap between 

the theory and empirical results. The first term is delay that would result in the case of 

uniform arrivals, and the second term is the additional delay that would result if arrivals 

were Poisson distributed [1]. Webster publishes a table of pre-calculated terms as a 

function of typical parameter values. He also suggests a simplified alternative where the 

third term, which generally reduces the value by about five to fifteen percent, is dropped 
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and 0.9 multiplied by the sum of the first two terms. This simplified form was used in 

deriving optimum green times for each phase and a cycle time for the signal. 

Each phase is represented by only the most congested approach it serves as determined 

by the degree of saturation value for each approach. Among approaches served by a 

given phase, the approach with the highest degree of saturation is often referred to as the 

critical lane group or the critical movement. Webster gives an equation for the delay 

minimizing cycle time as a function of lost time per cycle and critical movement 

saturation levels. Webster also provides a simple appro.ximation to the value, shown 

here. 

1.5L + 5 
( 1 . 1 1 )  

= degree of saturation for the critical movement relative to phase i 

y ~ for all phases / 

c„ = optimal cycle time 

L = total lost time per cycle. This is the sum all red clearance intervals and 
lost time (due to startup or yellow) over all phases in the sequence 

Phases are allotted green time in proportion to the degree of saturation on their 

corresponding critical lane groups. This simple rule, known as the critical movement 

approach, has been found effective in minimizing vehicle delay. 

Section 2.2.1 Comments on Webster's Approach 

1. A constant saturation flow is assumed during the effective green period. The first 

vehicle release is delayed a "random" fraction of the normal discharge interval. It 
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is worthwhile to explicitly acknowledge the simplifications used in the linear 

model of saturation flow. The first few departures are typically slower and then 

the departure rate typically levels off at the saturation flow rate. With the 

effective green time and lost time variables well calibrated, the model is fairly 

accurate. However, departure intervals are random. Using a random first 

departure time helps to capture some of that aspect of the traffic process. Note 

that in the conte.xt of a flared intersection, such as when a single lane opens up 

into two lanes immediately before the intersection and merges back to a single 

lane after the intersection, the departure rate builds up and then reduces, rather 

than plateauing, as the effect of merging on the far side of the intersection sends a 

"Shockwave" back to the intersection. The point here is that a linear 

appro.ximation can deviate somewhat from reality under certain circumstances. 

2. Webster uses a model where an arriving vehicle joins the queue at a time when it 

would be predicted to arrive to the stop-line, assuming it traveling at full cruise 

speed (i.e., without having to slow for a stop light or vehicles queued in front of 

it). The vehicle leaves the queue at the given departure time later. This type of 

queue model is known as vertical queue model. It is worthwhile to explore the 

deviation of the model from reality. Given that vehicles would travel through the 

intersection at full cruise speed if the signal was not there to stop them, and 

assuming that the intersection is under-saturated and modeled for some integer 

number of cycles fi-om the beginning of the red period, then this model gives an 

accurate value for the time lost traveling through the intersection due to the signal. 
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However, supposing that a vehicle is making a turning movement, and that the 

vehicle must normally slow down to safely traverse the intersection even if the 

signal is green, then this model overestimates the delay due to the signal. Thus, a 

tradeoff beuveen a second of delay on a through movement and a second of delay 

on a turning movement, as measured by Webster's model, may not be an accurate 

tradeoff. Furthermore, if a vertical queue model is used to evaluate delay over a 

time period other than a full cycle, then errors may be introduced that would 

otherwise have been completely offset by a full cycle evaluation. A horizontal 

queue model generally adds a vehicle to the queue when it arrives to the tail of the 

queue, rather than the stop line. The horizontal queue model is suggested here as 

an alternative, not necessarily a superior alternative. Each model has its pros and 

cons. 

Section 2.3 MAXBAND 

The MAXBAND algorithm is named after its objective to maximize the width of a green 

band through a network of intersections [13]. Phase splits at each intersection are 

assigned according to Webster's theory, all signals are constrained to share a common 

cycle time, and mixed-integer linear programming (MIL?) is used to obtain maximum 

bandwidth signal settings. 

Bandwidth maximization is one of the oldest methods of traffic synchronization, 

emerging as trial and error graphical techniques that were well established by the I920's 

[5]. In 1964, Morgan and Little published what is perhaps the first algorithm 
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programmed for a digital computer to automatically calculate maximum bandwidth signal 

settings [13]. They explored synchronization of signals along an arterial in two 

scenarios, and presented the first method for optimally maximizing arterial bandwidth 

when green splits are potentially different at each signal. One scenario is when traffic 

flow is balanced in both directions and the other is for rush-hour scenarios where traffic 

flow is biased in one direction. 

Section 2.3.1 Problem 1 

Given a common cycle time, green and red times for each signal, and specified travel 

times in each direction between adjacent signals, svTichronize the signals to produce 

bandwidths that are equal in each direction and as large as possible. 

Section 2.3.2 Problem 2 

Resynchronize to favor one direction with a larger bandwidth, if feasible, and give the 

other direction the largest bandwidth that is then possible. 

Section 2.3.3 Original Method 

The original bandwidth maximization algorithm [13] is an enumeration method based on 

a series lemmas and theorems. The analysis is based on the situation of a critical signal, 

which is a signal that constrains both the inbound and outbound green bands. There will 

always be at least one such signal on the arterial. The analysis considers a pair of 

intersections, including the critical signal, and concludes that maximal equal bandwidth 

settings may be obtained by one of two possible offsets, which are analytically 
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determined as a function of travel time between these signals and the signaling cycle 

time. These two possibilities are evaluated to yield the higher bandwidth alternative. 

However, the bandwidth must be valid for all intersections on the arterial; thus, a pair-

wise analysis is conducted for each intersection relative to the critical intersection. The 

final solution is bounded by the smallest bandwidth among all pairs-wise inquires. This 

analysis is iteratively conducted for each intersection, assuming it is the critical 

intersection. The highest bandwidth, valid for the entire arterial, is taken as the solution 

for ma.ximal equal bandwidths. If the arterial volume is heavier in one direction, the 

bandwidths in either direction may be adjusted to a more suitable setting in proportion to 

the ratio of inbound and outbound platoon sizes. 

Section 2.3.4 TSS3 

The bandwidth ma.ximization algorithm was coded in FORTRAN and made publicly 

available from MIT [14]. This program was known as TSS3, presumably with reference 

to its trajjic signal synchronization capability, and was bundled with TSS4, a program 

used to plot the resulting solution as a time-space diagram. 

Section 2.3.5 Mi.xed Integer Linear Programming 

Little reformulated the initial problem as a mixed integer linear programming problem 

and extended it to generalized signal networks [15]. Within the linear programming 

context. Little allowed travel speeds and the arterial cycle time to vary slightly, within 

specified upper and lower bounds. Allowing the optimization of cycle times leads to 

significantly increased synchronization opportimities. A 20% increase in bandwidth was 
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attributed to the allowance of travel speed adjustments [15]. This algorithm was the first 

to optimize signal control for entire signal networks. However, a major deficiency unmet 

by this work was the difficulty posed to the user by having to learn to properly formulate 

linear programs and manually carry out the branch and bound solution process. 

Section 2.3.6 The MAXBAND Moniker 

In 1981. Little's bandwidth maximization algorithm was significantly revised and finally 

named .VIAXBAiVD [16]. It was enhanced to optimize left turn sequences, and attained a 

new level of usability by utilizing a branch and bound mi.xed integer linear programming 

optimization module. Furthermore, green splits could be automatically calculated in a 

preprocessing stage from specified fiows and capacities using Webster's theory. The 

capability of optimizing left turn sequences was made at the expense of the capacity to 

optimize general networks. This version of MAXBAND was only capable of optimizing 

arterials or a rather unique triangular network geometry. This version also incorporated 

queue clearance time to account for turn in flow or truncated platoon flow fi-om the 

previous cycle at each signal; however, the queue clearance time at each signal is a user 

specified constant. 

MAXBAND was later extended to version MAXBAND-86, which reinstated the 

capability of solving general networks again [17]. Several enhancements to the 

computational efficiency of MAXBAND have been published since MAXBAND-86. 
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Section 2.3.7 Test Results 

1. A NETSIM simulation study was conducted comparing TRANSYT-7F, 

MAXBAND. and PASSER-H [18] based on delay and stops on an 11-intersection 

arterial. In general, TRANSYT-7F performed better than MAXBAND and 

PASSER-II in terms of delay and stops. MAXBAND and PASSER-Q were found 

to perform similarly. Sequential use of a bandwidth algorithm, either 

MAXBAND or PASSER-D, followed by TRANSYT re-optimization resulted in 

the best performance. 

2. In comparisons of bandwidth solutions with and without left-turn phase sequence 

optimization on 10 arterial networks, left turn phase sequence optimization 

increased the resulting bandwidth by 5-58% [17]. In NETSIM simulation 

comparisons of the resulting solutions, left-tum phase sequence optimization 

resulted in a 3-34% decrease in delay and a 2-23% decrease in stops. Another 

experiment investigated using MAXBAND-86 settings, with and without left turn 

phase optimization, as the unconstrained starting point for TRANSYT. On the 

basis of NETSIM simulation evaluation, left turn phase optimization resulted in a 

delay change from a two percent increase to an eighteen percent decrease, and a 

change in stops from a two percent increase to a nineteen percent decrease. 

3. NETSIM simulation comparisons have shown that the variable bandwidth 

approach of MULTIBAND, which will be discussed in Section Section 2.5 , 

significantly outperforms the uniform bandwidth approach of MAXBAND. 

Delays and stops are reduced by 11 to 25 percent [19]. 
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Section 2.3.8 Comments on MAXBAf^HD 

1. "This is a straight forward concept except for the integer constraints." - Little [ 15] 

2. The queue clearance time in MAXBAND results in a jog in the green band by the 

corresponding time constant. The jog occurs on both the leading and tailing edge 

of the platoon, as MAXBAND defines bandwidth to span the entire arterial in a 

given direction. Thus, the tailing portion of the green band may actually arrive 

during the red, while a jog is applied to the green band to account for the 

corresponding queue clearance time for the truncated platoon queue until the 

successive cycle. This characteristic seems to contradict the very goal of the 

algorithm, to synchronize traffic signals "... so that a car, starting at one end of a 

street and traveling at preassigned speeds, can go to the other end without 

stopping for a red light." [13] When queue clearance time is applied solely for 

turn-in volume, this feature may be very useful in timing the arrival of 

approaching platoons. However, any truncated platoon will have to be served in 

the next cycle, requiring a measure of queue clearance time proportional to the 

magnitude of the truncation rather than a constant amount. 

3. It may be the case due to network geometry and flow conditions that the 

MAXBAND may yield very little or no bandwidth. However, if the engineer 

recognizes a problem intersection and separates the synchronization problem into 

two arterial problems, one on either side of the problem intersection, perhaps a 

significant benefit can be obtained. Thus, MAXBAND alone may be of little 

value when significant synchronization benefits are still attainable. 
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4. The arterial length definition of bandwidth or uniform bandwidth, as opposed to a 

link by link definition of bandwidth or variable bandwidth, may be a less 

effective approach to synchronization when through volume differs significantly 

from signal to signal along the arterial. 

Section 2.4 PASSER 

PASSER (Progression Analysis and Signal System Evaluation Routine) was developed 

by researchers of the Te.xas Transportation Institute [20]. The PASSER moniker appears 

on several bandwidth ma.ximization algorithms from the Texas Transportation Institute, 

some of which are listed below. 

The original version of PASSER [20] was a real-time, on-line arterial bandwidth 

maximization algorithm and tested on an arterial including three high type intersections 

with protected left turn movements and a diamond interchange. PASSER was the first 

bandwidth maximization algorithm to consider more than 2 phases in the phase sequence 

and to explicitly optimize over the set of possible phase sequences. PASSER U [21] is an 

off-line version of the PASSER software. PASSER H was revised several times and 

republished with the last two digits of the year appended to the PASSER H moniker for 

each corresponding revision. PASSER III [22] is an off-line version of PASSER 

designed specifically for diamond interchange applications using pretimed signals. 

PASSER rv [23], the most recent version, is perhaps best described as an enhanced 

version of MAXBAND-86 [17], Unlike previous versions of PASSER, PASSER IV 

addresses bandwidth maximization on closed networks. 
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The PASSER algorithm optimizes signal control in a multi-stage process. First green 

splits are calculated for each signal via Webster's theory [4], then a bandwidth 

optimization stage determines maximum bandwidth offsets and cycle times, and finally a 

fme-tuning stage is used to further reduce delay. P.'\SSER n uses Brooks' interference 

minimization theory [24] to maximization bandwidth, whereas PASSER IV uses the 

mixed integer linear programming approach of MAXBAND-86 [17]. 

In PASSER II. bandwidth maximization is based on Brooks' interference minimization 

theory [24], as presented by Bleyl [25]. Bandwidth interference can be characterized as 

the difference between an actual bandwidth solution and the idealized one-way 

bandwidth possible in a given direction along the arterial. A one-way progression and 

corresponding bandwidth is easily attained and bounded by the minimum green split in 

the given direction. However, in synchronizing signals in both the inbound and outbound 

direction, some signal will likely interfere with the green band in one direction if 

providing an ideal progression in the other direction. Minimizing interference is 

analogous to maximizing bandwidth as presented by Little [14], and stems from the same 

analytic result called half-integer synchronization. In a simplified explanation, the half-

integer synchronization result concludes that two intersections with the same cycle time 

can be synchronized to produce the maximal equal bandwidth in both directions by either 

exactly synchronizing their cycles or by exactly alternating cycles, i.e. a 50% cycle time 

offset. Thus, only two options need to be evaluated and the bandwidth maximizing 

option simply selected. When travel times are different in each direction or splits are 

different at each signal, the theory is slightly skewed from 0% or 50% offsets, but there 
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remain only two possible offsets that can be calculated and evaluated. However, half-

integer synchronization relies on the inbound and outbound directions being served 

simultaneously with splits of equal duration, whereas PASSER considers multiphase 

operation where inbound and outbound directions may be served at different times with 

different durations. However, an optimality condition still holds, and Brooks [24] and 

Bleyl [25] use this to give an iterative, rank-ordering technique for minimizing the 

bandwidth interference. Cycle times are chosen according to an efficiency maximizing 

concept, where efficiency is a ratio of bandwidth to cycle time. Choosing the most 

efficient cycle length serves to further minimize delays at intersections. 

PASSER [1-84 [26] starts from a maximal bandwidth solution from PASSER 11-80 and 

makes offset tuning adjustments within the bandwidth constraints to further reduce delay 

as estimated by an NCHRP delay model. The NCHRP model is preferred to Webster's 

model as Webster's approaches infinity as the intersection nears saturation. Offset slack 

time in the solution is found at each intersection. A delay profile is constructed and the 

offsets are optimized within slack time constraints. 

PASSER IV [23] is a computationally efficient version of MAXBAND-86 [17] with a 

graphical user interface. The methodology is a drastic departure fi"om the interference 

minimization methods used in the rest of the PASSER algorithms, and naming the 

algorithm PASSER IV instead of MAXBAND 94 is somewhat controversial. The 

contributions of PASSER IV, as revised fi-om iVIAXBAND-86, appear to be primarily 

practicality enhancements rather than methodological. However, the introduction of 

tighter bounds on integer variables in the mixed integer linear programming formulation. 
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and a couple of alternative heuristic solution strategies have increased the computational 

efficiency several fold. 

Section 2.4.1 Test Results 

1. The original PASSER algorithm was compared against Little's original 

bandwidth maximization algorithm on a 10-intersection test case, and the 

algorithms produced identical results [20]. PASSER was also tested on-line, in 

real-time on an arterial in Dallas. Texas. The test roadway included 3 

intersections and a diamond interchange. Travel time studies indicated that a 

"high-quality two-way progression is obtained." 

2. A NETSIM simulation study was conducted comparing TRANSYT-7F. 

MAXBAND. and PASSER-II [18] based on delay and stops on an 11-intersection 

arterial. In general, TRANSYT-7F performed better than MAXBAND and 

PASSER-H in terms of delay and stops. MAXBAND and PASSER-II were found 

to perform similarly. Sequential use of a bandwidth algorithm, either 

MAXBAND or PASSER-II, followed by TRANSYT re-optimization resulted in 

the best performance. 

3. The Federal Highway Administration's Real-Time Traffic Adaptive Control 

System (RT-TRACS) project funded the development of 5 real-time algorithms. 

Independent laboratory testing of each prototype was to be carried out by Kaman 

Sciences using the CORSIM simulation environment. PASSER 11-90 was used as 

the baseline control strategy, and testing was conducted for an arterial network. 
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The arterial is modeled after Tara Boulevard in Atlanta, Georgia, and control was 

tested on 13 intersections. Testing was conducted using average peak hour flows. 

RHODES performed better than the semi-actuated plan generated from PASSER-

11-90. Preliminary results showed that Arizona's RHODES prototype 

significantly increased throughput and reduced delay, stops, and fuel consumption 

[27], At the time that study was published, RHODES was the only prototype to 

successfully begin evaluation. 

4. In 1997, field tests were conducted on New Jersey Route 18 [28]. hi this study, 

OPAC-RT version 3.0 was tested against actuated signal timing plans developed 

using PASSER II. Performance was compared on a I5-intersection arterial and a 

single isolated intersection. Arterial testing was conducted under heavy demand, 

changing demand, and light demand. The isolated intersection was studied under 

off-peak demand. On the arterial, results ranged from insignificant, to a tradeoff, 

to an improvement. OPAC was found to perform particularly well during the 

period of transition from peak flows to low flows. This single intersection study 

showed that OPAC reduced delay by 21.2%. 

Section 2.4.2 Comments on PASSER 

1. Among the bandwidth maximization schemes, PASSER was first to consider 

phasing sequences more complex than the standard two-phase sequence. 

Furthermore, the through phases in either arterial direction may be offset in time 

due to the phase structure. Note that TRANSYT, a delay-based method, did 

consider more complex phase sequences prior to PASSER. 
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2. PASSER was the first algorithm to explicitly optimize over several possible phase 

sequences. PASSER is also one of the earliest on-line, real-time control systems, 

though it is typically used off-line. Notably, the test arterial also included a 

diamond interchange. 

3. PASSER included a queue clearance option to prevent stopped queues from 

affecting the progression. It was the first bandwidth maximization algorithm to 

include this feature, though it is a hard-coded clearance time rather than a 

computed value. 

Section 2.5 MULTIBAND 

MULTIBAND is a variable-bandwidth maximization scheme developed by American 

researchers [19], MULTIBAND extends directly from MAXBAND [17], a uniform 

bandwidth maximization algorithm using mixed integer linear programming methods, by 

allowing link-specific weightings to link-specific bands. 

Section 2.5.1 Disaggregated Bandwidth Model 

MULTIBAND disaggregates the bandwidth concept, defining individual bands for each 

roadway segment between two signals. The band on a segment between an upstream and 

downstream signal is defined as the green band constrained on either side by red phases 

at both intersections. In MULTIBAND-96 [29], the original arterial MULTIBAND 

model is extended to apply to closed networks. 
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Section 2.5.2 Objective 

Due to tum-in and turn out traffic along an arterial, it is unlikely that volumes and 

opposing flow ratios will remain consistent on each segment. Thus it is reasoned that the 

maximization of a ratio of uniform bandwidths sparming the length of an arterial would 

not be as appropriate as maximizing individual segment bands according to segment 

volumes and opposing flow ratios. 

McLximize B = V (a,6, - a,b,) (1.12) 

In the disaggregated objective function of MULTIBAND, a,  and a,  are weighting 

coefficients for h, and ^. the inbound and outbound bandwidths for section /. The 

authors suggest using weights based on a ratio of total or through link volume to 

saturation How. 

Section 2.5.3 Computational Efficiency Investigations 

The MULTIBAND researchers have also extended the original bandwidth maximization 

algorithm of Morgan and Little [13], which was based on half-integer synchronization 

lemmas. This investigation produced U-BAND and V-BAND, half-integer 

synchronization equivalents of MAXBAND and MULTIBAND respectively that were 

much more efficient than their mixed integer linear programming counterparts, but 

slightly suboptimal [30]. Alternatively, the MULTIBAND researchers have employed a 

heuristic method based on successive solutions of sub-networks in order to promote 

quicker attainment of good integer variables used to solve to full network problem 
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suboptimally [31]. The heuristic provides effective results in an order magnitude less 

time computationally. 

Section 2.5.4 Test Results 

1. N'ETSIM simulation comparisons have shown that variable bandwidth approach 

of MULTIBAND significantly outperforms the uniform bandwidth approach of 

MAXBAND. Delays and stops are reduced by 11 to 25 percent [19]. 

2. MULTIBAND-96 was compared with MAXBAND-86 using NETSIM 

simulations on a 14 intersection network. MULIBAND-96 performed 

significantly better than MAXBAND-86, decreasing delay by 11% and stops by 

6% while increasing average speed by 6%. 

Section 2.5.5 Comments on MULTIBAND 

1. In MAXBAND, queue clearance time results in a jog to both the leading and 

trailing edge of the uniform width band. Thus in MAXBAND, the trailing portion 

of a platoon in the progression band may arrive during the red signal, and then 

rejoin the progression band during the queue clearance time during the next cycle. 

Thus, .MULTIBAND improves somewhat over seemingly paradoxical bandwidth 

definitions used in MAXBAND; however; queue clearance times seem to be 

entirely abandoned in MULTIBAND. In MAXBAND, queue clearance times are 

pre-specified constants, rather than computed as a sum of tum-in flows and 

truncated platoon flow. MULTIBAND would likely be improved by bounding 

the band upstream from a given signal by a computed, rather than prespecified. 
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queue clearance interference factor. It is unclear whether MAXBAND would 

benefit from a computed queue clearance interference factor, as it may be more 

detrimental than beneficial in a uniform bandwidth model. 

Section 2.6 TRANSYT 

TRANSYT is a software package utilized for off-line optimization of split, cycle, and 

offset timing parameters for a network of intersections. The model forms cyclic traffic 

flow profiles which depart from each intersection and, after a platoon dispersion 

translation, form the arrival streams to the adjacent downstream intersections. The timing 

parameters are individually optimized in a series of hill-climbing searches that eventually 

uncover an effective signal coordination plan in terms of a network-wide objective 

function minimizing, among other possibilities, a weighted combination of vehicle delay 

and stops. TRANSYT has become the de facto benchmark of coordinated traffic signal 

performance. 

Section 2.6.1 Development 

TRANSYT (TRAffic Nenvork StudY Tool) [32-35] was developed by Dennis I. 

Robertson in 1967 while working at Plessey Automation in Great Britain. Soon after 

developing TRANSYT, Robertson left Plessey Automation to join the Road Research 

Laboratory, where he continued to refine the TRANSYT algorithm over the years [34]. 

In the I980's, version 7 of TRANSYT was modified for use in the United States under 

contract by the Federal Highway Association (FWHA). The new version, named 
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TRANSYT-7F to denote its FWHA sponsor, accommodated traffic driving on the right 

side of the road and the use of non-metric units. TRANSYT-7F has been revised a 

number of times, with the release of version 8 in March 1998 [32], which incorporates 

enhancements to address congestion modeling. Today, TRANSYT (or TRANSYT-7F) 

still stands as the universal benchmark for traffic signal control algorithms. 

Section 2.6.2 Summary 

TRANSYT can be used to coordinate up to 100 intersections on a grid, arterial, or most 

general geometric layouts [32]. TRANSYT optimizes cycle, splits, and offsets, though 

not phase sequences, for a network of intersections. All signals in the network generally 

use the same cycle length, with the exception of allowing specified intersections to 

double-cycle. A macroscopic simulation is used to evaluate signal timing, where arrival 

patterns are modeled based on given average flow conditions and departing cyclic flow 

profiles at each upstream intersection. TRANSYT is often used purely to evaluate traffic 

signal control plans, perhaps developed by other methods. Version 8.1 also allows for 

the simulation of uncoordinated control, i.e. adjacent signals may use different cycle 

times. Presumably, uncoordinated control is a simulation feature, and is not explicitly 

accommodated in any optimization algorithm. A hill-climbing search method is used to 

locate an optimized signal-timing plan. The objective function has been extended to a 

wide variety of possibilities including disutility minimization, progression opportunity 

maximization, throughput maximization, and several hybrid objectives. 
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Section 2.6.3 Objectives 

The TRANSYT objective, also referred to as the performance index (PI), was Hmited in 

early versions to minimization of delay and stops [34], 

Variable Description 
i link index 
.V number of links 
d, delay on link / 

stops on link i 

K weighting coefficient 
for stops 

( 1 . 1 3 )  

The traditional weighted combination of vehicle delay and stops is also referred to a 

disutility index, and denoted in TRANSYT literature as DI. The use of an acronym for 

this type of objective function arises due to recent availability of several alternative 

objective functions, each with their own acronyms. As of TRANSYT-7F release 8, users 

may choose from no less than eight possible objectives [35], where configurable 

objective function coefficients can be used to tailor signal control quite flexibly. The 

eight combinations of TRANSYT objectives are listed by acronyms below and explained 

in the subsequent paragraph. 

1. DI 

2. PROS 

3. PROS then DI 

4. PROS/DI 
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5. QRxDI 

6. THRU/DI 

7. THRU then DI 

8. THRUV/C 

DI refers to a disutility index, which is another way of referring to a cost based 

performance index that is minimized. The disutility index is the traditional delay and 

stops minimization objective. TRANSYT also supports a penalty for excessively long 

ma.ximum queue lengths, which is discussed later. PROS, the progression opportunity-

objective, is a merit based performance index that is maximized. PROS is a measure of 

the number of successive green signals that vehicles may expect to progress through 

without stopping when traveling at the design speed. QR, the queuing ratio, is defined as 

the average back of the queue on a link divided by the maximum number of vehicles that 

may be accommodated on the link. THRU is a measure of throughput, useful particularly 

in oversaturated scenarios [35], and the V/C objective penalizes by link-wise deviation 

above a specified degree of saturation. TRANSYT also provides a popular two-stage 

approach, (1) applying PASSER II or M.\XBAND to establish a high bandwidth solution 

and then (2) using that solution as the starting point in TRANSYT, constraining 

TRANSYT not to compromise the current bandwidth, and optimizing with the traditional 

DI objective. TRANSYT is also capable of automatically calibrating weighting 

coefficients in the DI objective such that fuel consumption may be minimized. 
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Section 2.6.4 Arrival Predictions 

Flow rates are specified for each approach. In the absence of an upstream intersection, 

uniform tlow is assumed throughout the signal cycle. Otherwise, flow may be a function 

(cyclic flow profile) of upstream departures. TRANSYT automatically updates source or 

sink flow to adjust for the difference between calibrated link flow and upstream 

intersection output. A widely acclaimed platoon dispersion model is also used to laterally 

disperse vehicles in a platoon in proportion to the distance to the downstream 

intersection. 

Section 2.6.5 Queue Estimates 

Prior to version 8.1 queues were modeled vertically. Version 8.1 has migrated to 

horizontal queue estimation with the motivation of improving modeling in congested 

scenarios. With horizontal queue models, queue sizes and stops are more accurately 

estimated, and the effects of queue overflow situations may be more appropriately 

evaluated. An unspecified Shockwave model is used to model the position of the back of 

the queue [32]. 

Section 2.6.6 Departure Estimates 

A linear saturation flow rate is used with a start-up lost time to offset the sluggish initial 

departures. The departure estimates each time step are also subject to several special case 

considerations, such as permitted movements, shared movements, downstream spillback, 

lane blocking, and queue build-up, which are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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The unprotected or permitted movements of traffic streams turning against opposing 

traffic, i.e. left turners against on-coming traffic, are modeled according to a two-stage 

process. In an initial system wide optimization pass used to establish the optimal cycle 

length, a linear departure rate is used. This rate may be user coded, or the default value is 

taken which is based on the 1985 Highway Capacity Manual (i.e. 1200 vehicles per hour 

- average opposing flow). During a final, fine-tuning optimization stage where offsets 

and splits are finely calibrated, permitted left turns and stop sign movements are modeled 

to be somewhat dependent on the opposing flow rate during the same time step. 

"Sneakers" are also accounted for at the termination of a permitted movement. 

Modeling shared movements is a very complex issue, especially when one movement is 

subject to opposing traffic. If both movements are unopposed, a user coded saturation 

flow rate is used. During any phase in which one of the movements is permitted (not 

protected), the user coded saturation rate will be multiplied by the ratio of unopposed 

volume in the lane to total volume in the lane. When fine-tuning optimization begins, the 

model changes to include time dependent opposing flow. 

Downstream spillback is an extremely important factor in modeling queue departure rates 

during congestion. Prior to release 8, simulation was carried out on each link for the 

entire cycle, rather than iterating over each link one time step at a time. This is 

convenient and efficient, but in oversaturated conditions, dependencies between link 
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flows cannot be properly modeled. In release 8, simulation is carried out on a time step 

basis, such that flow emanating from an upstream link may be properly reduced due to 

spillback on the downstream link. TR.\NSYT automatically reduces the saturation flow 

of upstream links by 100%. As an alternative, a reduced rate may be specified for the 

case where only some of the lanes are spilling back. 

Release 8 also models lane blocking due to turn-bay spillover. When a queue overflows 

the turning bay, the adjacent lane is blocked. The reduced saturation flow rate may be 

user specified, or automatically calculated by TRANSYT. The automatic effect is that 

the saturation rate of the adjacent link is reduced in proportion to the number of lanes 

(one) blocked. 

Prior to version 8.1, only a single cycle was simulated. In version 8.1, queue build-up 

over time may be more realistically evaluated with multiple-cycle simulation. This is 

said to ameliorate underestimation of flow rates in previous releases of TRANSYT due to 

vehicles not being considered if they arrived after the cycle period. Now, that multiple-

cycles are simulated, the effect of standing queues on the next cycle are more realistically 

quantified, although there is still a possible underestimation on the final cycle. 

Section 2.6.7 Delay Estimates 

Vehicular delay is composed of two components, uniform delay and random delay. 

Uniform delay is simply measured by counting the number of vehicles queued during 

each time step of the cycle. Random delay is used to model the stochastic nature of the 
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queuing process, and is a non-linear function of the link flow and the degree of 

saturation. Prior to release 8, the random delay metric was given in units of vehicle-

hours per hour, such that valid comparisons may be made between different cycle times. 

In release 8, this model is replaced by a random-plus-oversaturated queue component that 

is dependent on the degree of saturation. This affords an increase in delay at the local 

intersection due to stochastic flows that are accounted for by adding to the existing 

queues. Furthermore, given the extended back of the queue, the increased likelihood of 

spillback may affect the queuing process at upstream intersections, facilitating 

quantification of more indirect ramifications of stochastic flow and the degree of 

saturation. Release 8 also uses a configurable network wide penalty for each time step 

where a queue has exceeded capacity. 

Section 2.6.8 Stop Estimates 

The number of stops is calculated as the number of vehicles arriving to a queue. 

However, if the delay is small, TflANSYT counts only partial stops. The filtering 

algorithm used to calculate fractions of stops aims to penalize less for a vehicle joining 

the queue as it has just about dissipated and is presumably moving at almost the 

prevailing flow rate. The algorithm calculates the fraction of a stop in proportion to the 

duration of delay for the vehicle. Prior to release 8, a vehicle did not join the queue until 

it reached the stop line. With the horizontal queue model of release 8, vehicles now join 

the queue when they reach the back of the queue rather than the stop line. This 
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improvement results in increased vehicles in the queue and increased stops, when the 

queues are longer. 

Section 2.6.9 Congestion Metrics 

A ma.ximum back of the queue is given or estimated for each link. This is the upper 

bound on physical space available to the link. The overflow of this value may be 

penalized in the objective function. This is useful for encouraging the algorithm to avoid 

spillback or overflow of turning bays. Prior to version 8.1, a nonlinear queue overflow 

penalty was used. In version 8.1, a constant network wide penalty is charged for each 

time step the queue fills its lane to full capacity or overflows. 

Section 2.6.10 Optimization Technique 

TRANSYT uses a hill-climbing type procedure to optimize the chosen performance 

inde.x. This heuristic process consists of series of optimization passes. Phase splits for 

each intersection can be specified or automatically calculated based on equalizing the 

degree of saturation on conflicting movements. For a given cycle length, optimization 

proceeds as a series of several sequential offset adjustments at each intersection in the 

network. Phase splits are kept constant while adjusting offsets. For each series, a step 

size is selected. For each intersection, the algorithm performs a line search to seek out an 

improved global objective function. The offset is adjusted by the current step size and re-

simulated to evaluate the new offset versus the previous setting. The algorithm keeps 

incrementally adjusting the offset by the current step size as long as the adjustment 

improves the objective function. When the adjustment degrades the objective fimction. 
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the adjustments reverse direction and search in the other direction with the same step 

size. In this manner, a relative optimum offset is determined for the intersection. This 

adjustment process is then carried out sequentially for the remaining signals in the 

network. An optimization pass is made for each of several step sizes. Following offset 

optimization, several optimization passes are performed to optimize phase splits in a 

manner similar to the offset optimization. To optimize over a range of cycle times, 

TRANSYT effectively performs a separate optimization (offsets and then phase splits) 

for the entire network at each cycle length increment between the minimum and 

ma.\imum values in the specified cycle time range. During cycle time optimization, 

TRANSYT uses coarser modeling and optimization to e.xpedite location of the optimal 

cycle time. When the optimum cycle time has been determined, TRANSYT re-optimizes 

the network at this setting with normal, not coarse, modeling and optimization. The hill-

climbing algorithm used by TRANSYT is a heuristic process, and may only find a local 

optimal solution. To compensate, TRANSYT uses a series of varying step sizes. 

Researchers have reported several ad hoc practices used in efforts to get better results 

from TRANSYT. Alternative initial conditions typically result in different solutions. 

The step sizes of each series can also be reconfigured if desired, to affect a series of 

different solutions in a succession of optimizations. In addition, researchers have 

resorted to explicitly performing optimization at several cycle lengths, rather than relying 

on the default cycle time optimization of TRANSYT, which is relatively coarse. Despite 

all drawbacks. TRANSYT is known to consistently produce effective traffic signal 

timings. 
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Section 2.6.11 Test Results 

TRANSYT is the de facto benchmark against which many other traffic signal control 

strategies have been compared. As such, there are several interesting test results useful in 

gaining a perspective on the relative merits of a broad spectrum of traffic signal control 

algorithms. However, a measure of caution is warranted in reading the following 

experimental results. Since it was developed in 1967, TRANSYT has been successively 

revised, achieving increasingly efficient traffic control. Thus, the results below are not 

necessarily transitive (i.e. a > b and b > c does not necessarily mean a > c, as b may have 

changed over time). The comparisons are biased according to the version of TRANSYT 

available at the time of the study. Furthermore, researchers have not made equally 

extensive efforts to fine-tune the output of TRANSYT in every study. For example, 

using Webster's cycle as opposed to allowing TRANSYT to optimize over the cycle time 

is a practice resulting in very significant degradation of performance. References to the 

particular realization of TRANSYT used in each study are provided when available. 

Below, TRANSYT is compared to hand drawn time-space diagram methods, and more 

sophisticated adaptive algorithms including MAXBAND, PASSER n, SCOOT, 

SPPORT, PRODYN, and RHODES. 

1. A study in Glasgow, UK, showed that TRANSYT performed 16% better than 

timing via manual time-space diagram methods [36]. 

2. A study of a saturated diamond interchange showed that the combined THRU and 

DI objective of release 8 reduced delay by 33% over the traditional DI objective 

[35]. 
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3. A separate evaluation study was also carried out on a diamond interchange 

comparing TRANSYT version 8.1 versus TRANSYT version 7.2 [32]. In 

undersaturated conditions, version 8.1 reduced delay by an insignificant margin. 

However, in saturated conditions, version 8.1 reduced delay by 43%. 

4. A study was conducted of concurrent use of TRANSYT with MAXBAND [37]; 

that is, applying the algorithms in succession. There are two possible 

permutations. One approach is to use MAXBAND in a first stage to optimize 

phase sequences, offsets, and cycle time, and then to use that solution as the 

starting point in a second stage where TRANSYT is used to re-optimize for 

reduced delay and stops. The alternative combination is to use TRANSYT 

initially to optimize phase splits, and then use those splits in the optimization of 

the network with MAXBAND. The results were compared with MAXBAND and 

TRANSYT individually. The results showed that the combined efforts of 

MAXBAND and TRANSYT significantly outperformed the solitary efforts of 

either algorithm. It also verified the well-known fact that TRANSYT cannot 

guarantee a globally optimum solution. 

5. A study [38] was conducted evaluating the bandwidth-constrained version of 

TRANSYT. Analyzing 10 arterial networks with a PI consisting of delay and 

stops with weighting factor of 4, it was found that the bandwidth-constrained 

version of TRANSYT reduced the PI by an average of 9% over MAXBAND 

alone. Further investigation was conducted to quantify the tradeoff of the 
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bandwidth constraint. It was found that unconstrained TRANSYT reduced the PI 

by a further 2.4%, at the price of decreased bandwidth. 

6. In a study [39] comparing several algorithms including TRANSYT, MAXBAND, 

PASSER 11-90, and bandwidth-constrained TRANSYT, it was determined that 

TRANSYT was usually capable of producing signal timing with the least delay. 

However, the study also verified that improved delay generally trades off against 

bandwidth and stops. 

7. A floating car survey [40] conducted in Glasgow, UK was used to compare 

SCOOT and TRANSYT, which performed equally well during peak morning and 

off-peak periods. In the evening peak period. SCOOT improved average journey 

speeds by about 8%. reduced travel times by 19%, and reduced vehicle delay by 

27%. Averaged over the day, SCOOT achieved a savings in travel time of about 

6%. It is estimated that this translates to approximately a 12% savings in average 

delay at traffic signals. 

8. A floating car survey [40] conducted on Foleshill Road in Coventry, UK, 

evaluating SCOOT versus TRANSYT. The studied section was a major arterial, 

consisting of 9 signals, of which 3 were pedestrian crossings. Averaged over the 

day, SCOOT reduced journey times by 5.5% and delay by 27%. 

9. A floating car survey [40] conducted in an area referred to as Spon End in 

Conventry, UK, compared SCOOT to TRANSYT. The Spon End sub-area is a 

network consisting of 13 signals, of which 3 are pedestrian crossings. 

Considerable congestion was recurrent at 3 of the intersections. TRANSYT was 
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the basis for determining existing signal coordination, but unlike Glasgow, 9 of 

the 13 signals in Spon End were operated on isolated vehicle-actuated control 

during the off-peak periods. The study concluded no significant difference is 

overall journey times. Upon further investigation, it was revealed that travel 

times were generally reduced by SCOOT, but were counteracted by poor 

performance at two particular intersections, referred to as intersections A and B. 

a. At intersection A, it was recognized that SCOOT served a protected 

turning phase once per cycle throughout the day, whereas the existing 

fixed time control served it only every other cycle during the peak 

morning period and not at all for the remainder of the day. SCOOT was 

reconfigured to use the turning phase only during the morning peak 

period, and saturation flow rates were recalibrated. After the changes, the 

additional travel time imposed by SCOOT at this intersection was lowered 

from 15% to 2%. 

b. At intersection B, SCOOT initially imposed an 11% increase in journey 

times. The problem was due to the use of an actuated pedestrian stage, 

which frequently interrupted SCOOT signaling. Under fixed time control, 

the signal was double cycled such that occasional pedestrian demands 

could be accommodated with less disruption. SCOOT was reconfigured 

to double cycle the signal, resulting in a change from an 11% deficit to a 

3% benefit. 
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c. In conclusion, researchers estimated that after adjustmems were made to 

the problem intersections, A and B, SCOOT achieved network wide 

savings in delay of about 5%. 

10. On the basis of several traffic surveys [40] comparing SCOOT with TRANSYT, 

(note this is one of the earliest versions of TRANSYT in 1975), it is estimated that 

SCOOT reduced the average delay at traffic signals by about 12%. 

11. It is often cited that municipalities fail to keep fixed-time plans up to date [40, 

41]. It is estimated that changes in flows are likely to increase average delay at a 

rate of about 3% per year in the absence of revised signal timing plans. The point 

is generally made in promotion of on-line traffic control systems. 

12. Isolated SPPORT controllers were found to outperform TRANSYT in the transit-

dominated Queen Street corridor in Toronto [42]. 

13. In simulation studies [43] using SITRA-B, the French equivalent of NETSIM, 

researchers compared TRANSYT (using Webster's cycle time [4]) with their 

adaptive algorithm. PRODYN. The PRODYN concept outperformed TRANSYT, 

reducing delay by 34.4% and 13.5% on arterial and grid networks respectively. 

The researchers admitted that the tested PRODYN concept was computationally 

impractical for the real-time control being simulated, but stressed the theoretical 

value of the result. Several practical distributed models were then evaluated. One 

distributed model of PRODYN, where controllers exchange predicted arrivals was 

reported to reduce delay by 30.7% and 11.9% on the arterial and grid networks 

respectively. 
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14. CORSIM simulation experiments are shown later in this dissertation comparing 

RHODES versus TRANSYT on an arterial network. The network is modeled 

after Speedway Boulevard in Tucson, Arizona. It is composed of 21 signals, but 

only the 8 signals on Speedway were used in the comparison. The results show 

that TRANSYT (version 8.04) incurs 4% less average delay per vehicle. 

Furthermore, another experiment where RHODES control was used on only the 

most congested, though not oversaturated, intersection in the network. The results 

show that TRANSYT (version 8.04) incurred 2% less average delay per vehicle 

over all approaches to the intersection. The results of both experiments show no 

significant performance benefit due to the adaptively derived RHODES settings 

relative to well-tuned TRANSYT (version 8.04) settings during static volume 

conditions. In contrast, during dynamic traffic conditions, RHODES was found to 

outperform TRANSYT fixed-time control by 20%, and coordinated actuated 

control by 15%. 

Section 2.6.12 Comments on TRANSYT 

1. TRANSYT is dependent on initial values and prone to finding local optima. 

2. Well formed platoons tend to disperse into wider, less dense traffic streams as the 

distance between intersections increases. TRANSYT's platoon dispersion model 

provides a very important mechanism for modeling the reduction in potential 

coordination benefits between adjacent signals as a function of their spacing. 

3. TRANSYT adds a useful delay component that captures extra delay due to 

randomness in traffic. This expression is based on the degree of saturation and 
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adds an increasingly larger proportion of delay (relative to the uniform delay 

value) when the degree of saturation is higher. 

4. In version 8.1. a constant network wide penalty is charged for each time step the 

queue fills its lane to full capacity or overflows. A constant network wide penalty 

seems rather inadequate. Certainly, the cost of overflow of left turn bay is 

significantly different that the cost of overflowing all lanes into an upstream 

intersection. However, simulating over multiple cycles, the effect of overflowing 

queue can be captured with improving accuracy. Perhaps this penalty is not so 

controversial in light of the fact that alternative objective functions such as 

throughput objectives tend to be more appropriate during congestion. One issue 

with switching the entire network to a throughput objective is that the objective is 

global, while congestion may be localized. The TRHU V/C objective is the only 

objective dependent on the link specific degree of saturation. However, a THRU 

objective is inappropriate for the undersaturated intersections in the network. 

Perhaps a DI V/C combination would be more appropriate. 

5. The two-stage successive approximation approach to modeling opposed 

movements is somewhat suspect. Researchers have reported going to the effort of 

manually performing successive optimizations at each cycle length setting such 

that TRANSYT would not improperly choose the optimal cycle time due to the 

crude approximation used in the cycle time optimization pass [35]. 

6. The lane-blocking model reduces saturation flow rate on the blocked link in 

proportion to the number of lanes blocked. In the short term, this is somewhat of 
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an overestimation of the departure rate reduction in that vehicles downstream of 

the blocking point should still depart at the normal rate. 

7. The linear saturation flow rate may be a poor estimator in the context of low or 

irregular flow, where there are not enough vehicles discharged per cycle to reach 

the saturation flow rate. 

Section 2.7 SCOOT 

SCOOT (Split, Cycle, and Offset Optimisation Technique) is "The World's Foremost 

Adaptive Traffic Control System" [44]. Operating in over 170 cities worldwide [45], 

SCOOT is a centralized, fully responsive urban traffic control system (UTCS). It is 

essentially the TRANSYT traffic model [34] with an optimization algorithm adapted for 

online application. The SCOOT approach is to incrementally update a fi.xed-time plan. 

This gradual approach is adaptive, but not prone to overreacting and is less disruptive 

than the process of transitioning between two distinct plans as in a typical time of day 

scheme. 

Section 2.7.1 Application 

SCOOT may be used to optimize splits, cycle time, and offsets on arterials and general 

grid networks. Signals controlled by SCOOT are pre-specified in sub-area groupings 

with the constraint that all intersections in a sub-area must use a common cycle length, 

with double cycling e.xceptions. The traffic model is essentially TRANSYT, with some 

on-line adaptations. SCOOT determines a fixed-time, cyclic signal plan and makes 

periodic incremental adjustments to the plan. Adjustments of splits, cycle time, and 
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offsets are handled by three independent optimizers. Version 3.1, released in 1995, 

incorporates active bus priority logic and integrates with a historical database component 

(ASTRID - Automatic SCOOT Traffic Information Database), an incident detection 

module (INGRID - INteGRated Incident Detection) [46], and a component named 

MONACO for MONitoring and Analysis of Congestion [45]. 

Section 2.7.2 Detector Layout 

Counting detectors are placed just downstream of the upstream intersection and are used 

to generate a cyclic flow profile. This location is also useful for detecting imminent 

spillback conditions. Detectors are placed upstream of the average queuing area because 

the detector becomes less useful when it is covered by a queue. M that point, a lower 

bound of the queue estimate is known, but an accurate estimate is not as attainable. 

Special inductive loops are one possible method of detecting a bus on a given link. 

Section 2.7.3 Arrival Predictions 

Cyclic flow profile information is tracked for each approach to a signal. Newly detected 

flows are weighted against flows from previous cycles to avoid unduly large fluctuations 

in the profiles. A specified cruise time is used to predict when vehicular flows recorded 

in the profile are likely to reach to downstream stop line. A flow dispersion model is 

used to spread out platoons proportionally to the distance between signals. In all cases, 

the cyclic profiles are based on the cycle time of the upstream intersection. SCOOT 

displays regular summaries of the average traffic demand. When a detector is thought to 

be faulty, SCOOT may elect to use historical flow profiles archived in ASTRID. SCOOT 
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also provides active transit priority features, which necessitate that detection of buses. 

SCOOT does not model dwell time at bus stations, hence all detection must occur 

downstream of bus stations. SCOOT does not currently correlate unique bus ID 

information with a schedule to provide priority based on whether or not a bus is late. 

Section 2.7.4 Queue Estimation 

Vehicle arrivals at the stop bar during the red time are added to the back of the queue. 

This vertical queue model discharges vehicles from the front of the queue during the 

green time, after a lost time interval, at a specified saturation flow rate. Inevitably, there 

will be a difference between the actual and estimated queues. SCOOT uses several 

checks and balances to adjust queue estimates in recognition of errors. An estimate is 

made of the number of vehicles that will cause a queue just over the SCOOT detector. 

When this detector is e.xcessively occupied, an underestimated queue can be adjusted to 

the specified number. Similarly, congestion may be detected at downstream detectors, 

indicating that the saturation flow rate should be reduced. SCOOT displays queue 

predictions in a variety of ways to facilitate comparisons with observed queues. 

Section 2.7.5 Objective 

The average value for the sum of queues is used as a petformance index as in 

TRANSYT. Thus, the optimizer attempts to minimize delay. If desired, SCOOT may 

track an estimate of the number of vehicles stopping at the signal stop line. This measure 

may be weighted and summed with the average queues in the performance index. The 

optimizer may also utilize a weighted measure of the proportion of time per cycle that a 
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detector is occupied in order to reduce the likelihood of spillback into upstream 

intersections. The degree of saturation on each approach is also used by the optimizer in 

setting cycle times and green durations. SCOOT display regular summaries of the PI 

value. When traffic demand increases, the PI is expected to increase. However, if the PI 

increases without a corresponding increase in traffic demand, this may indicate an 

abnormal event. SCOOT is capable of adapting to such incidents; nonetheless, this 

information may be useful for the traffic engineer. When active bus priority is enabled, 

the presence of a bus may cause the adjustment of signal phasing to encourage quicker 

service of buses. 

Section 2.7.6 Optimization 

SCOOT maintains a cyclic timing plan for each signal in the network. Periodically, 

SCOOT considers making changes to the signal plan. In lieu of any adjustments, 

SCOOT simply implements the current, cyclic, fixed-time plan. Optimization is divided 

into three types of adjustments: splits, offsets, and cycle times. 

Section 2.7.7 Split Optimization 

A few seconds before each stage change at every SCOOT signal, the signal optimizer re

evaluates whether it is better to make the change, earlier, as scheduled, or later. Phase 

durations or splits are optimized at each signal, independent of all other signal, with the 

objective to minimize the maximum degree of saturation on the approaches to that signal. 

Timing parameters are adjusted by no more than a few seconds per cycle in response to 

changes in the average traffic demand. Changes are constrained in their deviation from 
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phase split target values. The underlying phase split targets evolve by adjusting a small 

step in the direction of cycle-to-cycle, temporary changes. E.xperience with SCOOT 

indicates that two thirds of all split evaluations result in no change from the current 

schedule, whereas the remaining third are equally divided between changing earlier and 

changing later. 

.^s of version 2.3. the split objective may be influenced if the user explicitly specifies 

tolerable degrees of saturation on a link specific basis [47], The optimization then seeks 

to reallocate the resultant spare green time among links with lesser tolerances. This 

technique may be useful to encourage larger splits for preferred routes or arterials. 

As of version 3.1, SCOOT implements active bus priority by modifying the objective 

when an approaching bus has been detected. In this context, a phase may be extended up 

to a few seconds to accommodate the passage of a bus through the signal. Alternatively, 

each phase preceding the phase serving the approaching bus may be shortened up to a 

few seconds to encourage the signal to cycle to service of the bus. Due to the limited 

available adjustment, extension is only possible if the bus is just arriving. However, early 

termination is a much more likely scenario for bus priority. SCOOT does not omit 

phases from the normal sequence for bus priority operations. Furthermore, early 

termination is only allowed if the degree of saturation (DOS) is less than 95%. 

Extensions are allowed up to 110% DOS. 

In version 3.1 of SCOOT, the allowable adjustment range is configurable for each signal 

and for each cycle time setting. The (temporary, permanent) adjustment range may be set 

at (8,2), (4,1), or (1,1). 
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SCOOT handles excessive downstream congestion using gating. Gating refers to 

reducing traffic flow to a particularly congested intersection via the reduction of green 

time at upstream intersections. Gating is triggered when the saturation flow of a link 

exceeds a specified threshold. 

Section 2.7.8 Offset Optimization 

Offset adjustment is scheduled independently for each signal in the network one per 

cycle, during a specified synchronization phase. An offset adjustment for a given signal 

simultaneously adjusts the start time of every split in the signal by the same amount. The 

offset adjustment decision uses information stored in cyclic flow profiles to estimate 

whether or not an alteration to the offset will improve the overall traffic progressions on 

those streets immediately upstream and downstream of the signal. Only streets where 

both the upstream and downstream signals are part of the same SCOOT sub-area are 

considered. This is accomplished by summing the Pi's over all adjacent streets for each 

of the three possibilities, (I) adjusting offset point to occur a few seconds earlier, (2) 

leaving the offset unaltered, or (3) adjusting the offset point to occur a few seconds later 

in the cycle. A comparison is made and the PI minimizing altemative is implemented. 

Version 2.3 of SCOOT allows each link in the offset optimization process to be weighted. 

Version 3.1 allows the adjustment constraints to be configured for each signal and for 

each corresponding cycle time to allow 8, 4, or 1 second adjustments. 
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Section 2.7.9 Cycle Time Optimization 

All signals in a SCOOT sub-area share the same cycle time, with the exception of signals 

where double cycling is recognized as more appropriate. SCOOT considers adjustments 

to the cycle time in increments of a few seconds at intervals of not less than 2'/2 minutes. 

Each sub-area is considered independently of other sub-areas. Cycle times are also 

constrained by sub-area to remain within specified minimum or maximum values. 

Within these constraints, the optimizer increments or decrements the sub-area cycle time 

seeking to maintain a maximum degree of saturation of 90% at the most saturated 

intersection. For each signal, the optimizer estimates at what cycle time a 90% saturation 

rate would be achieved, subject to minimum green and normal cycle time constraints. 

Each intersection that can double cycle with a resultant degree of saturation of no more 

than 90% is allowed to do so. Conversely, when the degree of saturation rises above 

90%, the intersection returns to a single cycle. Additionally, measures are available to 

keep intersections from unduly alternating between single and double cycling. The cycle 

time optimizer includes logic to recognize when incrementing the sub-area cycle time 

will afford the opportunity to double cycle several signals, thereby reducing delay. 

Details are not provided on the exact nature of how this tradeoff is quantified. Cycle time 

optimization in SCOOT is not affected by congestion, as congestion may be the result of 

either insufficient cycle time or e.xcessive cycle time. Congestion reduction is relegated 

to the offset and split optimizers. 
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Section 2.7.10 Results 

1. A floating car survey [40] conducted in Glasgow, UK was used to compare 

SCOOT and TRANSYT, which performed equally well during peak morning and 

off-peak periods. In the evening peak period, SCOOT improved average journey 

speeds by about 8%, reduced travel times by 19%, and reduced vehicle delay by 

27%. Averaged over the day, SCOOT achieved a savings in travel time of about 

6%. It is estimated that this translates to approximately a 12% savings in average 

delay at traffic signals. 

2. A floating car survey [40] conducted on Foleshill Road in Coventry, UK, 

comparing SCOOT to TRANSYT. The studied section was a major arterial, 

consisting of 9 signals, of which 3 were pedestrian crossings. Averaged over the 

day, SCOOT reduced journey times by 5.5% and delay by 27%. 

3. A floating car survey [40] conducted in an area referred to as Spon End in 

Conventry. UK. compared SCOOT to TRANSYT. The Spon End sub-area is a 

network consisting of 13 signals, of which 3 are pedestrian crossings. 

Considerable congestion was recurrent at 3 of the intersections. TRANSYT was 

the basis for determining existing signal coordination, but unlike Glasgow, 9 of 

the 13 signals in Spon End were operated on isolated vehicle-actuated control 

during the off-peak periods. The study concluded no significant difference is 

overall journey times. Upon further investigation, it was revealed that travel 

times were generally reduced by SCOOT, but were counteracted by poor 

performance as two particular intersections, referred to as A and B. 
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At intersection A, it was recognized that SCOOT served a protected turning phase 

once per cycle throughout the day, whereas the existing fixed time control 

served it only every other cycle during the peak morning period and not all the 

remainder of the day. SCOOT was reconfigured to use the turning phase only 

during the morning peak period, and saturation flow rates were recalibrated. 

After the changes, the additional travel time imposed by SCOOT at this 

intersection was lowered from 15% to 2%. 

.\i intersection B, SCOOT initially imposed an 11% increase in journey times. 

The problem was due to the use of an actuated pedestrian stage, which 

frequently intermpted SCOOT signaling. Under fixed time control, the signal 

was double cycled such that occasional pedestrian demands could be 

accommodated with less disruption. SCOOT was reconfigured to double 

cycle the signal, resulting in a change from an 11% deficit to a 3% benefit. 

In conclusion, researchers estimated that after adjustments were made to the 

problem intersections. A and B, SCOOT achieved an overall savings in delay 

of about 5%. 

4. On the basis of several traffic surveys [40] comparing SCOOT with TRANSYT, 

(note this is one of the earliest versions of TRANSYT in 1975), it is estimated that 

SCOOT reduced the average delay at traffic signals by about 12%. 

5. Simulations and a field study in the Camden (ref) area of London indicate that 

active transit priority reduced delay for buses by 20 to 30 percent per signal. 

When applied during undersaturated conditions, there was no significant increase 
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in delay to normal traffic; however, during congested scenarios, significant 

increases in delay were reported for private vehicles. These results form the basis 

of the degree of saturation thresholds now used in the bus priority logic. 

Section 2.7. II Comments on SCOOT 

1. SCOOT's method of gradually evolving signal plans has several benefits. 

Altemative schemes such as time of day or traffic responsive methods have the 

side effect of disruptive transitions between distinct signal plans. SCOOT, 

with its incremental approach, does not cause major disruptions during signal 

plan transition. 

SCOOT need only plan for the current traffic, rather than hedging against possible 

future changes in tlow. This simplifies modeling and allows SCOOT to tailor 

plans to current conditions. 

If a detector fails, giving SCOOT erroneous information, any side effects will 

occur slowly. In this time, SCOOT logic is likely to identify the faulty 

detector and take appropriate action. Thus, SCOOT is rather stable in the 

context of failed hardware. 

2. SCOOT's method of gradually evolving signal plans also has several drawbacks. 

In constraining the signal plan to only small adjustments, SCOOT may not 

transition to a superior long-term signal plan that would require a significant 

adjustment firom the current settings. It seems unlikely that SCOOT would be 

able to escape very far from local optima in the search space due to its 

constraints. 
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SCOOT is not able to adjust a single intersection in response to or recovery from 

short term, gross changes in conditions, such as due to emergency vehicle 

preemption. 

Constraints are hard-coded. In certain situations, such tight constraints may not 

be appropriate. Perhaps the tightness of constraints could be tied to certain 

traffic conditions, affording the possibility of more relaxed operation to 

accommodate local fluctuations. 

The SCOOT logic is extremely efficient in it current realization, but were 

constraints relaxed a bit, the additional computation effort would be 

cumbersome. That is. SCOOT does not have an efficient optimization process 

other than by minimizing considered decisions. 

3. Given that SCOOT does not plan based on historical information, but rather 

responds to traffic conditions, it may neglect a useful opportunity. 

4. Assigning splits based solely on degree of saturation may not result in optimum 

measures of delay and stops, especially when the signal is particularly 

undersaturated. 

5. Using the mini-area concept for offset adjustment strikes a balance between all 

adjacent intersections; however, in ignoring boundary streets, a potential 

performance benefit is lost. Furthermore, save for the constrained adjustments 

and periodic adjustment constraints, it seems that oscillations of offsets would 

result from adjacent intersections reacting to each others' adjustments based on 

their own objectives. 
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6. Adjusting cycle times based solely on the degree of saturation neglects entirely 

the possible saving in delay possible by inflating the cycle time to a level where 

progressions are well timed. 

7. The double cycling feature is well taken, especially the logic seeking to increase 

the sub-area cycle time so as to double-cycle several controllers at more 

appropriate levels. However, measures to prevent oscillation between single and 

double cycling were rather inadequately rationalized. Perhaps a more detailed 

account of how such transitions would be carried out would render the situation 

self-evident. It seems that the simplistic optimization schemes are likely the 

cause of poor transition between these two regimes. 

8. Indeed, given its relatively simplistic optimization criteria, SCOOT is a testament 

to the merits of continuous, gradual responsiveness of cycle times and offsets in 

the tidal-like daily oscillations in traffic flow. 

9. The capability of activating or suppressing each of the split, offset, and cycle 

optimizers is a useful feature. It allows for stable operation of the system in 

fixed-time mode while different sections may be e.xercised and validated. It is 

likely a useful fail-safe feature. 

10. Sub-areas are pre-defined, rather than dynamically combined or separated, as in 

SCATS, an algorithm which will be discussed in Section Section 2.9 . The sub-

area boundaries are also subject to worse performance than SCATS, as they are 

ignored in the offset optimization process of SCOOT and explicitly treated in 

SCATS. 
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11. Pedestrian (Pelican) crossings are frequently utilized in London, yet SCOOT does 

not accommodate pedestrians traffic explicitly in the objective. Pedestrian 

considerations are dictated by constraints on allowable cycle time. 

12. SCOOT is perhaps not appropriate for single isolated intersections. 

13. SCOOT is "tried and tested", operating in over 170 cities in the LFK and overseas 

[45]. 

Section 2.8 MITROP 

.VIITROP (Mixed Integer Traffic Optimization Program) [48, 49] was developed by 

researchers from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). MITROP uses mixed 

integer linear programming (MILP) to determine globally optimal split, cycle, and offset 

settings with a disutility minimization objective. 

Section 2.8.1 Objective 

The objective of MITROP is to minimize the disutility incurred by vehicles traveling 

through the network such as delay and stops. The network is modeled as a node-link 

network, where a node corresponds to a signal and a link corresponds to traffic traveling 

one-way from an upstream signal to a downstream signal. The objective is partitioned 

into two components for each link in the network, a link performance function (LPF) and 

a saturation deterrence function (SDF). The link performance function is model of delay 

on a given link as a function of the arriving platoon size and arrival time with respect to 

the beginning of the corresponding green split. The saturation deterrence function 
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quantifies delay due to the stochastic nature of traffic and is a modeled as a piecewise 

linear function of the saturation level for a each link. 

Section 2.8.2 Traffic Model 

[n MITROP, the average volume on each link is in known, and all flow arrives to the 

corresponding downstream signal in a single rectangular platoon. All platoons depart 

from each signal at the start of the green split. That is, departing platoons are modeled 

independently of the arrival time of the platoon from the upstream signal. The arrival 

platoon is composed of primary and secondary flow components. The primary flow is 

the largest platoon arriving from the upstream signal, and is generally the through 

traveling platoon of the upstream signal. The secondary flow, generally resulting from 

additional turning flow at the upstream intersection, is quantified as the difference 

between the average link volume and the primary flow. The departing primary flow at 

the upstream signal is used to form a rectangular platoon that is uniformly dispersed 

across the green split for that signal. Secondary flow is then appended to this platoon at 

the same density. The platoon is then dispersed laterally in proportion to the distance 

between the upstream and downstream signals, and the rectangular shape is retained, 

albeit longer and less dense. 

The performance of traffic signal settings in MITROP is determined by a link 

performance function. Since all flow on a given link comes in a single rectangular 

platoon, MITROP can estimate the performance, in terms of delay and stops, as a 

function of the arrival time of a platoon, its length and density, the start time and duration 
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of the green split, and the cycle time. Using decision variables expressed in time units 

corresponding to fractions of a cycle, the delay equations can be simplified. The link 

performance function in MITROP is modeled as a variable subject to a piecewise linear 

set of constraints determined by the aforementioned variables. The piecewise linear link 

performance function derived is a conve.x function of the offset between the upstream and 

downstream signals. MITROP optimizes offsets, splits, and cycle time using a branch 

and bound approach to solving a mixed integer linear programming formulation. 

Section 2.8.3 Test Results 

Several test problems were solved throughout the development of MITROP [49], one of 

which included 11 intersections; however, no performance comparisons are available 

between MITROP and other traffic signal control algorithms such as TRANSYT. 

Section 2.8.4 Comments on MITROP 

1. MITROP was the first delay based optimization algorithm to find a globally 

optimal solution. TRANSYT is perhaps the best model for comparison with 

MITROP, and TRANSYT is well known to arrive at solutions that are only 

locally optimal. However, MITROP acheives a globally optimal solution at the 

cost of a trade-off in modeling accuracy. Thus, it cannot be said that MITROP is 

necessarily better than TRANSYT, and the performance of MITROP and 

TRANSYT has not been compared. 

2. A criticism of MITROP is that platoon flows are considered to propagate 

periodically from the start of green at the upstream intersection, whereas in some 
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coordinated networks the platoon may actually arrive some time after the light has 

turned green. By comparison, TRANSYT propagates platoon profiles which are 

dependent too some extent on signaling farther upstream rather than just the 

adjacent upstream signal. 

3. The assumption of a single rectangular platoon severely limits the utility of the 

MITROP model. In networks with multiphase signaling, the assumption of a 

single rectangular platoon compromises modeling accuracy and thus solution 

quality. 

4. .VIITROP is limited to under-saturated applications. 

Section 2.9 SCATS 

The Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System (SCATS) was developed by Australian 

researchers [50, 51]. SCATS uses traffic responsive techniques to dynamically update 

vehicle actuated controller settings. 

Section 2.9.1 Hierarchical Organization 

The hierarchical organization of SCATS is stratified into central, regional, and local 

signal control regimes. The SCATS installation in Sydney, Australia [50] consists of 

over 1000 individual signal controllers, which constitute the local signal control level of 

the hierarchy. Each signal is capable of running fixed-time or vehicle actuated control 

timing plans independently (in its local capacity) or under the coordination of regional or 

central control systems. Each regional computer maintains control over up to 120 local 
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controllers [52]. The local controllers within each region are grouped into systems of 

subsystems. \ subsystem is a group of 1 to 10 adjacent signals that are coordinated under 

a common cycle time and coordination plan. A system is a geographically delineated set 

of traffic signals, which is essentially a collection of subsystems. Adjacent subsystems 

within the same system may also be dynamically aggregated into successively larger, 

synchronized subsystems, or disaggregated as converging or diverging traffic conditions 

dictate. The central computer communicates with other levels in the hierarchy, primarily 

for monitoring purposes, while the regional computers manage actual signal coordination 

activities. 

The SCATS system is an interesting example of a hierarchical design in two respects. 

First, it has the unique capability of dynamically reorganizing its hierarchy, which will be 

e.xplained momentarily. Secondly, SCATS manages lost communications with central 

and regional supervisory computers or adjacent intersection controllers in a relatively 

robust or at least well-defined manner. The vehicle-actuated controllers which form the 

lowest layer of the hierarchy, are capable of falling back to time of day scheduled 

coordinated vehicle-actuated control. SCATS studies [53] have reported that coordinated 

vehicle-actuated control significantly outperformed TRANSYT optimized fixed-time 

control. Thus, the fallback mode of operation for SCATS in the event of communications 

failure is perhaps the most effective control possible. All algorithms must cope with 

communications or other hardware failures, but many research prototypes that have yet to 

be deployed for permanent operation, as opposed to temporary experimental operation. 
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have yet to explicitly define their corresponding fallback plans. For example, it is evident 

that SCOOT would most likely fallback to time-of-day scheduled fixed-time plans in the 

event of communications or other hardware failure. This is due to tiie detector 

placements in SCOOT which are not compatible with vehicle-actuated control 

requirements. 

Section 2.9.2 Objective 

There is no explicit traffic model or integrated signal timing optimization model in 

SCATS, thus the aims to minimize delay and stops or maximize throughput may be more 

appropriately terms goals rather than objectives. Each regional computer selects which 

sub-systems will be linked or independent. A common cycle time, split plan and internal 

offset plan are selected for each synchronized subsystem and an external offset plan is 

chosen to interrelate adjacent subsystems. Adjustments are made by a series of heuristics 

roughly designed to balance saturation levels throughout the network and reduce delay. 

There are many configuration options allowing for a degree of flexibility in the traffic 

responsive network coordination that is analogous to the many heuristic options available 

for vehicle-actuated control at a single intersection. 

Section 2.9.3 Detector Layout 

4 to 4.5 meter inductive loop detectors are placed at the stop bar in each lane of each 

approach to each intersection. Each detector reports vehicles counted during the green 

and the total time the loop was unoccupied during the green. The most important data 

culled firom detectors is a concept analogous to the degree of saturation. It is the ratio of 
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effectively used green time to total available green time, and is referred to as DS. 

Effectively used green time, in SCATS, is calculated as time when the stop-line detector 

is occupied plus a minimum inter-vehicle clearance time for each car counted. Note that 

with detectors that are 4.5 meters long, it is certainly possible that not every vehicle will 

be counted, but the time-space associated with all vehicles crossing the stop-line is fully 

accounted for. The SCATS concept DS is based on time and should be explicitly 

distinguished from the traditional notion of degree of saturation. The degree of 

saturation as originally defined by Webster [12], is a ratio of actual /low to the theoretical 

ma.ximum amount of flow that could be passed through the green split for a given 

approach. Since SCATS has no upstream counting detectors, the demand volume is not 

accurately known. However, SCATS researchers also note that the saturation flow rate 

changes due to weather conditions, incidents, downstream congestion, and many other 

factors. Thus, they believe that degree of saturation, computed using a constant 

theoretical saturation flow rate, is a less accurate measure of traffic performance. The DS 

concept of SCATS does not degrade in the context of deviations in saturation flow rates 

because changes in saturation flow are inherently included into the measurement of 

effectively utilized green time. 

Section 2.9.4 Cycle Adjustment 

In each sub-system of synchronized signals in SCATS, all intersection operate on a 

common cycle time, which is updated once per cycle in steps of up to 6 seconds, within 

pre-specified bounds, according to the highest degree of saturation in that sub-area. If 
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two sub-systems are merged into a larger sub-system, the common cycle for the 

combined system is the larger cycle time of the two sub-systems before linkage. 

Section 2.9.5 Split Adjustment 

Four green split plans are specified for each sub-system. Green split plans are changed 

by a voting process. Once per cycle, a vote is cast for the plan that minimizes the 

ma.ximum estimated DS on all strategic links. Three consecutive votes for the same plan 

result in the adoption of that plan. The intent is to evenly distribute saturation throughout 

the sub-system. Phase time is increased or decreased in one of many possible heuristic 

modes as the cycle time increases or decreases. For instance, one phase may be 

designated as a "stretch" phase to receive all additional time when the cycle is above a 

specified threshold. 

Section 2.9.6 Vehicle-actuated Control 

Each vehicle-actuated controller may be configured for a variety of ways of timing the 

actual duration of each phase within coordination constraints. Options include the 

capability of omitting phases and early termination of phases. In addition to standard gap 

timers, a waste timer can terminate a phase if it detects more cumulative unused green 

time than a specified threshold. 

Section 2.9.7 Offset .Adjustment 

Five internal sub-system offset plans and five external sub-system offset plans are 

available. Offset plans are specified for particular conditions such as minimal cycle time 
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or directional progression. Thus, a separate plan is generally tailored for different periods 

of the day, when prevailing traffic flow is particularly biased in one direction, or perhaps 

particularly balanced in all directions. Offsets are adjusted relative to cycle time 

increases or decreases using a given rule. The active offset plan is changed based on 4 

consecutive votes for the same plan. The heuristic process seems to attempt to bias 

offsets as much as possible in the direction of highest flow. 

Section 2.9.8 Sub-system grouping 

The SCATS control system is divided into several small sub-systems, each of which 

consists of 1 to 10 signals. Adjacent sub-systems may elect (literally) to link together. 

Each cycle, a sub-system vote is cast. If the cycle time requirement of a given sub

system is within 9 seconds of that of an adjacent sub-system, a positive vote is cast; 

otherwise, a negative vote is cast. Votes are tallied cumulative; that is, incremented or 

decremented over time. If the current tally is four or more positive votes, the sub

systems are linked. If the tally is zero or less, the subsystems are de-coupled. The higher 

of the two sub-system cycle times is taken when the sub-systems link. Two sub-systems 

may also be configured to link when flow between the sub-systems exceeds a given 

threshold. 

Section 2.9.9 Results 

1. An early SCAT system prototype was compared with the Combination Method of 

optimizing fixed-time traffic signals, and SCAT was found reduce journey times 
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by 35-39% [51]. It was later recognized that the fixed-time plans used in this 

study might not have been optimal [54], 

2. A field comparison of SCATS and TRANSYT concluded [53] that SCATS 

generally matches TRANSYT in travel times and significantly reduced stops, on 

the order of 9% on average. 

3. A comparison of SCOOT, SCATS, and TRANSYT [54] essentially concludes 

that SCOOT and SCATS are both occasionally capable of better performance 

than TRANSYT, but that each method has its moments. TRANSYT performs 

well and even slightly better than SCATS and SCOOT when traffic is congested, 

constant, and predictable. SCOOT performs better than TRANSYT in scenarios 

where flow is more dynamic, but measurable. SCATS is better suited to 

conditions where flows are more variable, and outperforms TRANSYT in this 

conte.xt due to its vehicle-actuated capability. 

Section 2.9.10 Comments on SCATS 

1. SCATS does not allow for double cycling of less congested intersections within a 

sub-system [54]. 

2. The utilization of vehicle actuated controller capabilities in SCATS makes the 

system relatively robust to communications failures and perturbations in traflic. 

In the context of fluctuating traffic flows, SCATS is capable of skipping a phase 

when there is no demand. Other adaptive systems are capable of extending or 

decreasing green splits in response to demand fluctuations, but SCATS retains 

this independent capability in the event of lost communications to regional 
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coordinating computers, whereas other centralized systems typically fallback to 

fixed-time control. 

3. One drawback from using traditional vehicle actuated split adjustments is that the 

process is greedy in a sense to the currently active phase. If there is more demand 

for the currently active phase, a vehicle-actuated controller will generally extend 

it as long as constraints will allow. The success of vehicle-actuated controllers 

relies on properly calibrated settings, as there is no internal mechanism for 

balancing the tradeoff of split adjustments on all approaches simultaneously. 

Volume-density type actuated controllers can heuristically achieve more of a 

balanced tradeoff between splits on all approaches by using a gap reduction 

technique that is actuated by opposing flows. However, the vehicle-actuated 

approach may not be able to tradeoff competing demands with the precision of 

real-time optimized traffic models. Lowrie [52] admits that it is difficult to 

manage multi-phase splits using vehicle-actuated control in a congested scenario 

and that reliable operation depends on EQUISAT type split settings. The 

EQUISAT concept is essentially that of allocating phase splits such that the 

degree of saturation approximately equal on all phases. Lowrie also suggests that 

the development of an on-line split calculation algorithm may hold the solution to 

this problem. 

4. Given the use of only large presence detectors at the stop-line, SCATS is not 

capable of developing platoon progression models and dynamically evaluating 
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offset performance. SCATS relies on the choice of good offset plans, although a 

diverse set of options are available for selecting the current offset plan. 

5. SCATS relies on a pre-configured set of timing plans from which to base its 

control. It is certainly capable of adaptive responses, but the pre-configured plans 

must be updated over the years by manual methods to maintain good 

performance. In a recent article [55], it is reported that SCATS now requires no 

pre-calculated signal timing plans. This would be a very significant capability, 

however there was no mention, specific or general, of any on-line coordination 

algorithm using traffic model optimization, which would be necessary to achieve 

such a capability. Thus, it is difficult to ascertain the quality of signal timing 

plans automatically generated or perhaps periodically updated on-line. 

6. The detector configuration facilitates collection of dynamic volumes, saturation 

flow rates, and saturation levels on a lane-by-lane basis. 

7. Lowrie [52] comments that average headway models and the degree of saturation 

model based on a ratio of occupancy to green time were unreliable due to 

dependence on vehicle length. He is very insistent that the use of his space-time, 

DS, degree of saturation input was critical to SCATS success. Note that SCATS 

used 4 to 4.5 meter detectors, which would certainly be unreliable for counting 

vehicles and determining average headways, but were considered an optimal 

length for collecting a measure of DS that is a monotonic fimction of density. In 

contrast, volume or headway measures do not provide a one to one mapping to 

traffic density. 
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8. The cycle time adjustment procedure seems based entirely on the maximum 

degree of saturation. It is evident that during less saturated periods, cycle times 

that are higher than required to accommodate demand can be useful in promoting 

good two-way progression. This criteria is somewhat neglected by SCATS. 

Section 2.10 UTOPIA/SPOT 

UTOPIA (Urban Traffic Optimization by Integrated Automation) is a hierarchical 

decentralized traffic control algorithm developed by Italian researchers [56, 57], A two-

layer optimization process consists of an area-wide coordination module on the upper 

level and a distributed set of single intersection modules at the lower level. The 

individual intersection module, referred to as SPOT, uses real-time arrival information in 

a branch and bound optimization to provide absolute priority for intermittently arriving 

transit vehicles while optimizing normal vehicular traffic subject to coordination 

constraints dictated by the area level optimization. Available implementation details are 

fairly vague, but it seems that there is somewhat of a divergence between the 

implementation studied in European research [58] and the implementation details for a 

version of SPOT"^' and UTOPIA™ marketed by the American division of Peek Traffic 

Systems, Inc. [59, 60] These inconsistencies will be pointed out as the arise in the 

following discussion. 

Section 2.10.1 Intersection or Local Zone Level 

The intersection module, SPOT, is divided into two parts, the observer and the controller. 
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Observer 

The observer maintains an up to date estimate of the state of an intersection, which 

includes the state of the traffic signal, queues, and traffic counts. Every 3 seconds, each 

SPOT modules communicates an updated estimate of downstream arrivals in each 3 

second interval over the next 120 seconds. For each approach, the vector of forecasted 

arrivals from upstream intersection is used to update the queue estimate and for 

optimization purposes. A vertical queue model is used in the Peek implementation [59], 

but other references indicate that a form of horizontal queue modeling has been 

incorporated into the European implementation [61]. Travel times, turning percentages 

and saturation flow parameters are initially specified, and the observer monitors and 

updates these parameters online. Queuing parameters are updated online using Kalman 

filtering and other techniques. Observed speeds detected by sensors are also used in the 

queue estimation process, attempting to correct the estimate when possible. Mid-block 

flow in estimated in terms of vehicles turning onto the link and vehicles turning off the 

link. These are also referred to as births and deaths respectively in the SPOT literature 

[59]. 

Controller 

SPOT operates in a rolling horizon manner, frequently re-optimizing traffic controls for a 

single intersection over the immediate decision horizon. The decision horizon is 

partitioned into 3-second intervals, and its duration ranges from 45-60 seconds in the 

Peek implementation [59] to 120 seconds in the European implementation [58]. The roll 
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period between each optimization also varies from to 3 to 6 seconds respectively. SPOT 

optimization is a two-stage process [59] as described below. 

Section 2.10.2 Objective 

The SPOT objective, or functional, is a cost function consisting of traffic performance 

characteristics on inbound and outbound approaches, and also includes a measure of the 

deviation from a suggested reference plan when connected to the area controller. Traffic 

characteristic of interest are delay, stops and ma.ximum queue lengths [59]. Arrivals of 

public or special vehicles are translated into constraints in the optimization process [56]. 

Weights among each com.ponent of the objective are determined by the area level in 

UTOPIA. 

In the first stage of optimization, SPOT heuristically "elaborates" the intersection signal 

plan over the decision horizon [59]. This process is not well specified, but is said to take 

into consideration the control strategy of the previous step, the plan suggested by the 

central system, the arrival forecasts of public vehicles, and certain simple rules for 

coordinating with adjacent intersections [59]. It is not entirely clear whether the final 

product of the first stage is to (a) heuristically determine an initial signal plan to establish 

an upper bound on the objective or to (b) establish a set of constraints customized for 

arriving transit vehicles, or (c) both. 

The second stage of the optimization process is not specified in much detail, but is said to 

use the branch and bound method to enumerate and evaluate all permitted control policies 

[56, 59]. The branch and bound process is also said to apply only to a medium term 
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portion of the horizon, on the order of 20 to 30 seconds [62]. Thus, it is "optimal" with 

respect to more reliable prediction data at the beginning of the horizon and its long term 

consequences have been evaluated. 

UTOPIA provides a mechanism to handle critical situations in the form of two actions 

that a signal controller may request of adjacent signal controllers. Thus, a controller may 

cope with congestion by requesting that a downstream signal increase ihroiighpiit or that 

an upstream controller decrease demand. These requests are realized by relaxing or 

tightening green time constraints respectively. 

Section 2.10.3 Area Level 

The area level control is also broken up into obser\-er and co/irro//er components. 

Observer 

The observer monitors area-wide traffic and predicts the main routes to be used by traffic, 

as well as monitoring flow levels at the origin of those routes. This is performed via a 

discrete time model with 3-minute intervals. A series of fixed routes are superimposed 

on the network and monitored. The model is populated with information reported from 

each intersection module. 

Controller 

The controller optimizes traffic flow over a 30 minute rolling horizon. The details are 

quite sparse and ambiguous. The optimizer acts on fictitious decisions variables, the 

average speed and saturation flows, which are constrained within reasonable bounds. 
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The solution is then translated in an unspecified manner into "suitable" reference rules or 

reference plans and weighting coefficients for each component of the objective function 

for each intersection module. 

Section 2.10.4 Detector Layout 

Detector instrumentation generally consists of an array of inductive loop detectors 

covering all lanes at the upstream end of the link. Theses detectors serve as exit detectors 

for the upstream signal and entry detectors for the downstream signal. Counts and 

occupancy information are tracked and shared between adjacent signals. 

Section 2.10.5 Results 

1. In simulation experiments [56] comparing TRANSYT and UTOPIA on the basis 

of average travel speed. UTOPIA performed as well as TRANSYT with respect to 

normal vehicular traffic while improving street car performance by 26% over 

TRANSYT. 

2. A realization of UTOPLA. referred to as "Progetto Torino" has been installed and 

operating in Torino, Italy since 1984. A performance study was conducted 

comparing existing fixed-time plans versus UTOPIA. The results showed a 7-

20% improvement in travel speeds for private traffic and 20% improvement in 

travel speeds for transit vehicles [57]. 

3. SPOT was evaluated [63] using a Finnish simulation program called HUTSIM. 

SPOT was compared against SOS-H, a Swedish algorithm derived fi-om Miller's 

algorithm and including aspects of the LHOVRA algorithm and the MOVA 
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algorithm. This system, installed in Gothenburg, Sweden, provides also provides 

absolute priority to public transport vehicles. It was found that SPOT is a less 

disruptive priority strategy, reducing delay to private vehicles by 8.9% over the 

e.xisting state of the art Gothenburg system. 

Section 2.10.6 Comments on UTOPIA/SPOT 

1. The area level module is so under-specified in all references as to preclude any 

comment. 

2. Unfortunately, no details are available to specify how constraints are constructed 

for the intersection level. Given the reported success of UTOPIA the constraints 

are evidently not overly restrictive. However, given the time consuming nature of 

branch and bound optimization, it is apparent that the constraints must be at least 

moderately restrictive. Unfortunately, one may only speculate. 

3. No details are provided regarding the monitoring of parameters, such as tuming 

percentages and saturation flows. No model was given for the modeling of 

opposed traffic movements. Furthermore, it is not known whether UTOPIA 

explicitly models transit vehicle dwell times, or whether arrivals are simply 

detected after transit stations as in SCOOT. 

Section 2.11 DYPIC 

DYPIC (Dynamic Programmed Intersection Control) is an algorithm developed for 

theoretical analysis of single intersection control [64]. The algorithm uses dynamic 
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programming to determine the minimum delay set of controls over a 10-minute horizon 

with known vehicle arrivals on each approach. The approach is impractical for real-time 

operation, but experimental results quantify the full potential of real-time adaptive control 

techniques when compared with fixed-time and vehicle-actuated methods. 

The decision horizon, which may be set up to 10 minutes, is divided into 5-second 

intervals. DYPIC considers the relatively simple scenario of an intersection with vehicles 

approaching on only two arms, A and B. The signal may serve arm A with phase A or 

arm B with phase B. Minimum and maximum green requirements are not imposed, 

although a 5-second clearance interval (which includes required amber and all-red 

timing) is mandatory between phases. When the signal is green for a given approach, 

vehicles may depart at a rate of two per 5-second interval. A vertical queue model is 

used, with the modeling constraint that queues are not allowed to exceed 20 vehicles due 

to computer memory constraints. The delay incurred during each time step is simply the 

sum of queues at the end of the time step. 

At time r, the state of the intersection is defined as the set of current queues on each arm 

and the state of the signal for each arm. The optimum policy after time c depends on the 

intersection state at t and on future arrivals, but is said to be independent of events 

occurring before time t. This suggests that dynamic programming would be an efficient 

way to determine the optimal control policy, recursively evaluating optimal phasing 

decisions from the end of the horizon backward to the beginning. 
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The DVTIC algorithm begins by evaluating each possible state value for the time step at 

the end of the horizon. Given that queues are bounded at 20 and the state of the signal 

may either be serving phase A or B, there are 21x21x2 = 882 possible state values, 

assuming that all-red is not a possible state of the signal. DYPIC must retain a set of all 

possible state values for both the current time step t and its following time step, r+ i. The 

algorithm proceeds by setting the objective delay value for each possible (terminal) state 

in the decision horizon. Then, the algorithm iterates to the preceding time step. For each 

possible state value at the current time step, the two possible phasing alternatives are 

evaluated. The objective value is the combination of delay incurred during the current 

time step (i.e. the sum of queues) plus the objective function of the state reached in the 

next time step by applying the chosen control, phase A or phase B. The delay 

minimizing policy and its corresponding objective value are stored for each state. Thus, 

the algorithm continues updating the delay minimizing control policies of all states at 

each time step from the end of the horizon backward to the beginning. 

DYPIC performed very favorably [64] when compared against Webster's [12] optimal 

fi.\ed-time control and the two popular vehicle-actuated control policies. An intersection 

controlled by DYPIC also compared favorably [64] against TRANSYT [34] settings in a 

network environment, where vehicle arrivals were cyclic and platooned. These results 

are discussed later in more detail. However, since DYPIC optimizes performance only 

on inbound approaches and neglects the effects to downstream signals, it is noted that the 

performance of DYPIC relative to TRANSYT in a network setting could hardly be 

speculated if DYPIC were to control each intersection [64]. Arrival forecasts over 10 
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minutes would be terribly unreliably in this context. However, sensitivity analysis was 

carried out using DYPIC to provide interesting revelations with respect to demand 

responsive signal control. In particular, it was found that effective control could be 

obtained using shorter decision horizons with an appropriate objective function, at least 

for the simple two-arm, two-phase scenario tested [64]. The sensitivity analysis leading 

to this conclusion is detailed in the following paragraphs. 

Results from two 10-minute arrival patterns were compared to determine to what extent 

optimum decisions are affected by future arrival rates. Each arrival pattern was identical 

during the first 5 minutes, but differed in their average arrival rate and distribution during 

the last 5 minutes. Comparison of the resulting controls indicated that differences in 

control generally tend to occur from 10-20 seconds in advance of changes in arrival 

information. However, at saturation flow levels, the controls began to deviate as early as 

3 minutes in advance of deviations in future arrivals. 

Investigating the output of DYPIC for a given arrival forecast, delay measurements are 

given for all possible initial states. Naturally, were one able to select the initial state, the 

state resulting in the least delay would be desirable, but this is simply not an available 

luxury. However, were the controller designed to consistently strive to leave the 

intersection in a desirable state, perhaps reduced delay would be possible. Thus, an 

empirically derived expression was derived for delay as a function of queue sizes on each 

approach. 
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D = ̂ ^{Qc,^\2Q,f (1.14) 

D  delay in unit of vehicle-intervals 
Qc is the initial queue on the arm that is green 
QR is the initial queue on the arms that is red 

Y is the sum over both arms, A and B, of the 
proportion of time required to discharge the 
arrival flows at their saturation flow rates 

.^.a! 

f ,  is the arrival flow on arm i  

i", is the saturation flow on arm / 

There is a remarkable fit between this expression and the empirical data gathered from 

DYPIC results, although it must be noted that the expression is tailored to the simple two-

phase. two-arm problem used in the analysis. Finally, combining the conclusions of 

sensitivity analysis, a heuristic method was suggested for real-time, online signal control 

optimization [64]. It is based on the assumption that only short-term arrival forecasts are 

typically necessary and uses the above expression for delay as a function of queues on 

each arm. This policy was evaluated and compares favorably against fixed-time control 

and actuated-control [64], Details are given below. 

1. Assume that vehicle detectors are located upstream on each approach such that an 

accurate prediction of arrivals is available for up to 10 seconds in advance. 

2. Use smoothed detector counts to estimate the current value of K. 

3. Maintain estimates of the current queue sizes. 
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4. Evaluate the total delay for each of the following control alternatives as a function 

the sum of estimated queues during the next 10 seconds plus the expression for 

delay as a function of the resulting queues as given above. 

a. The signals are not changed 

b. The signals change immediately 

c. The signals change in 5 seconds time 

5. If the minimum delay alternative is to change signals immediately, do so. 

6. Repeat steps 2-5 at 5-second intervals. 

Section 2.11.1 Test Results 

1. simulation study [64] was used to compare DYPIC to typical signal setting 

schemes, subject to random arrivals over a lO-minute period (i.e. arrivals were not 

in cyclic patterns of platoons). At all flows levels studied, average vehicle delay 

using DYPIC was at least 50% less than that of the Webster's [12] optimum fixed 

time control policy. Improvement were more pronounced at higher, saturation 

flow levels where DYPIC was able accommodate perturbations in the flow rates 

that could overload a fixed-time signal for one or more cycles. 

2. The saturation flow policy was also evaluated [64] subject to random arrivals over 

a lO-minute period. The saturation flow policy is essentially that of vehicle-

actuated control where the signal serves each phase until it just disperses the 

standing queue, where it then switches to the alternative phase. Thus, presence 

detectors would be required at the stop bar for this form of vehicle-actuated 

control. In the simulation study, the phase terminated when the discharge rate fell 
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below the saturation flow rate, which in this deterministic simulation indicates 

that the queue just cleared. The saturation flow policy was much more effective 

than Webster's fixed-time control policy, and was particularly effective at 

saturation levels. However, DYPIC still significantly outperformed the saturation 

flow policy by over 50% at the lowest flows and appro.ximately 15% at saturation 

levels. 

3. no flow policy was also evaluated [64] subject to random arrivals over a 10-

minute period. This policy may be characterized as a variant of volume-density 

control, a type of vehicle actuated control which generally rests in the service of 

the current phase until there is demand on the opposing phase and demand on the 

current phase has tapered off, such as at the end of a platoon. Thus, stop bar 

presence detectors and upstream passage detectors would be required for this 

form of vehicle-actuated control. In this study, the no flow policy changes the 

signal if there is a queue or an arriving vehicle (in the next interval) serviceable 

by the opposing phase and there would be no discharge from the currently green 

arm in the next interval. The no flow policy performed slightly better than the 

saturation flow policy at low flow levels, but slightly worse at saturation levels. 

At all levels, the no flow policy was much better than Webster's fixed-time 

control policy. DYPIC outperformed the no flow policy by at least 25% at all 

flow levels. 

4. A study was conducted [64] of an intersection virtually embedded in a network of 

fixed-time signals. That is, histograms of arrivals were formed firom such an 
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intersection observed in the field. Two experiments were carried out, (I) one 

experiment with cyclic, platooned arrivals on arm A and random arrivals on arm 

B, and (2) another experiment with random arrivals on both arms. This study was 

designed to quantify the effect of cyclic, platooned arrival patterns on the 

performance of DYPIC relative to fixed-time control. The fixed-time control was 

tuned as in TRANSYT [34] for an optimum offset on arm A relative to the 

periodic arrival of platoons. In the experiment with both arms experiencing 

random arrivals, there was an average vehicle delay of 18 seconds with 

TRANSYT settings and 8 seconds with DYPIC control. In the experiment with 

cyclic arrivals on arm A, there was an average vehicle delay of 11 seconds with 

TIL^NSYT settings and 7 seconds with DYPIC. 

5. A study was conducted [64] comparing the short-term, rolling horizon variant of 

DYPIC. This heuristic was simulated for a range of random and cyclic flows and 

found to serve traffic with about one second more delay per vehicle than DYPIC. 

It is evident that the heuristic performed better than Webster's optimal fixed-time 

control policy and vehicle-actuated methods. 

Section 2.11.2 Comments on DYPIC 

1. The analysis of DYPIC is extremely useful; however, the analysis was based on 

perhaps the most simplistic situation possible: 2 approaches with 2 phases. The 

authors of DYPIC acknowledge that the algorithm is impractical for on-line 

implementation [64] for the reasons that such long-term forecasts of arrivals are 

not possible with a reasonable degree of reliability and the solution time and 
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memory requirements of such an algorithm are prohibitive. Furthermore, 

consider the increase in memory requirements and computational requirements if 

the model were to be reformulated for a 4-arm intersection, a much more typical 

scenario. This would necessitate an increase in state storage requirements from 

882 states per stage (i.e. per time step) to 388962, which is clearly impractical. 

Furthermore, consider that an intersection may also have a left and right turn bays 

on each approach. Thus, if separate queue estimates were maintained for the left, 

through, and right turn movements on a 4-arm approach, DYPIC would require 

the storage of 14.711.655.022.773.282 states per stage. Recall that DYPIC also 

requires the storage of two stages at a time, and has the constraint that each queue 

must not e.xceed 20 vehicles. It is thus clear that an astronomical amount of data 

would already be required, not to mention that from each of 120 stages, each 

phasing alternative must be computed for each state. 

2. Regardless of the impracticality of DYPIC for online implementation, the 

potential for real-time, adaptive traffic control was demonstrated with impressive 

results. 

3. The heuristic, short-term rolling horizon variant of DYPIC essentially forms the 

foundation of several control algorithms that have since been developed, 

including UTOPIA, PRODYN, OPAC, and COP. The expression for delay as a 

function of overall intersection congestion and queues on each arm is a very 

useful objective component, which hedges against the myopic side effects of the 
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rolling horizon scheme. This component of the objective was only included in 

PRODYN. 

Section 2.12 PRODYN 

PRODYN is a hierarchical, distributed traffic control algorithm developed by French 

researchers [65]. The core module of the PRODYN algorithm is an intersection 

component that optimizes control over a rolling horizon using forward dynamic 

programming. Since the original PRODYN concept was published in 1983 [65], several 

studies have followed, and the algorithm has evolved architecturally as a result. The 

original, hierarchical architecture of PRODYN [65] was abandoned due to tractability 

issues, and replaced by a completely distributed version of PRODYN with 

intercommunication between adjacent signal controllers [43]. Later, an upper layer was 

reestablished for management of congested scenarios [66]. The complete evolution of 

PRODYN is discussed, as the many lessons of real-time traffic control learned 

throughout PRODYN history are valuable e.xperiences. The intersection module of 

PRODYN is presented first. 

Section 2.12.1 Intersection Module 

The intersection module plays two roles, observer and optimizer. Observation consists of 

monitoring detectors and developing predictions of future arrivals. The module also 

maintains a current estimate of the queues on each approach. Observed state information 

is then utilized by the optimization procedure, to determine optimal signal control for the 
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near future. The detector layout, arrival forecasting process, and queue estimation 

method are discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs. Then, the objective of 

the optimization is presented, followed by a discussion of the search process used to find 

the optimal control trajectory. 

Section 2.12.2 Detector Layout 

For each link, vehicle detectors are placed at 50 and 200 meters upstream from the stop 

bar [67], The detectors at the 200-meter location are used to forecast future vehicle 

arrivals at the downstream intersection. The detectors at the 50-meter location are used 

for queue estimation, which uses a vertical queue model. Additionally, a detector may be 

placed at the stop bar and/or pedestrian call buttons may be installed [68]. 

Section 2.12.3 Arrival Forecasts 

Arrivals to the downstream stop bar are expected after a constant travel time has elapsed. 

The prediction horizon may be extended beyond the travel time from detector to stop bar 

by predicting discharges from the upstream controller, if there is one. In the original 

implementation, future arrivals were provided by an upper layer that simulated the 

dispersion of vehicles at each signal in the network [65]. Later, the original hierarchical 

approach was abandoned in favor of a purely decentralized approach where future 

discharge from the upstream signal was simulated by the upstream signal and 

communicated directly to the downstream signal [43]. In lieu of prediction from an 

upstream signal, the prediction horizon may be extended by modeling arrivals per time 

interval based on average flow [69]. 
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Section 2.12.4 Queue Estimates 

PRODYN uses a vertical queue estimation model [69]. In the optimization algorithm, a 

simple deterministic model of a vertical queue is used. However, PRODYN maintains 

current queue estimates using a vertical queue estimate obtained via a Bayesian 

technique, which unfortunately is not well-specified [67], 

Section 2.12.5 Objective 

PRODYN operates in a rolling horizon, solving for an optimal control trajectory over a 

75-second horizon. The decision horizon is partitioned into 5-second intervals [65]. The 

control trajectory is obtained using a fonvard dynamic programming algorithm that 

minimizes cumulative delay over the decision horizon plus a terminal criterion. The 

terminal criterion is adapted from the heuristic variant of the DYPIC algorithm [64] and 

used to characterize the resultant future delay due to queue lengths and the state of the 

signal at the end of the horizon. The objective function is given as follows [69]. 

1 SC 1 VC 

-I ;=1 /-I 2(5^ -

A' 
^ v i s )  (1.15) 

is a time step or time interval index, and there are 15 such 

intervals of 5 seconds duration each in the decision horizon 

is a link index, and each approach link to the intersection is 

considered 
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.vc is the number of links entering the intersection 

4 is the vertical queue of link j during time interval k 

L'u 

is a parameter whose value is 1 if the phase during phase u 

serves traffic on link j and 0 otherwise 

U 1 5  is the phase at the end of the horizon, which is time step 15 

A '  

is the average arrival flow for link j  in vehicles per time 

interval 

S '  

is the average saturation flow for link j  in vehicles per time 

i interval 

The optimization method used by the intersection module of PRODYN was derived from 

the DYPIC algorithm [64]. DYPIC is dynamic programming algorithm developed for 

analysis of adaptive signal intersection control. The process iterates time step by time 

step baclavard from the end of the horizon to the beginning of the horizon to determine 

the optimal control trajectory. At each time step, all possible states of the intersection are 

considered. However, the possible state-space that must be enumerated is enormous, 

rendering DYPIC impractical real-time application. PROD\'N reduces the complexity of 

the optimization by reducing the state-space and using forward dynamic programming. 

State-space reduction techniques and the forward dynamic programming process are 

discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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Section 2.12.6 State space reduction 

The current state of the intersection is represented with four queue estimates (one for 

each approach), the current phase of the signal (one of two phases in this case), the 

elapsed green time in that phase (used to adhere to minimum and maximum green time 

constraints), the current time step in the horizon, and the arrival forecasts for each 

approach over the remaining decision horizon. Since PRODYN uses a vertical queue 

model, the current time step serves as a sufficient placeholder indicating which vehicles 

in the forecast vector have already arrived. Thus, arrival vectors are a state attribute 

shared by all possible state values. The elapsed green time in the current phase is an 

attribute with a range of zero to the maximum green time. PRODYN restricts 

comparison and consolidation of identical states to scenarios where the previous phase 

has just terminated and the next phase is about to begin timing, and thus the elapsed 

green time in the current phase is zero. The dimensionality of the queue estimates is 

reduced in PRODYN by limiting the maximum queue length. A value of 14 was chosen 

in the discussion of state-space requirements for PRODYN [65]. Furthermore, an 

equivalence class is defined, whereby the state space is drastically reduced. This is 

accomplished by partitioning the set of possible queue lengths into intervals such as, 

![0,i).[l.3).[3.6).[6.i0).[l0.i4]}. In comparing two states, each 4-tuple of queue lengths is 

mapped into a 4-tuple of corresponding queue length intervals. If two states are mapped 

into the same 4-tuple of queue intervals, they are deemed equivalent. Thus, the queue-

space is reduced from U"* to 5"*, although it is noted that this particular technique results 

in a slight degradation of the solution [65]. Furthermore, since only a subset of all 
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possible state values will be reachable from the initial state, only these values need be 

stored. A sparse storage structure is used, and is populated dynamically as the algorithm 

progresses. The algorithm progresses forward one time step at a time, using a breadth 

first state update process, such that only state values in the current time step and the next 

time step are of interest at any time. Thus, the dimensionality of the current time step is 

reduced from 16 time steps to 2. 

Section 2.12.7 Custom FDP method 

PRODYN uses forward dynamic programming in a breadth first search, partitioning the 

problem into a stage for each time step in the decision horizon. Proceeding from the 

initial state, the algorithm updates the state, if necessary, until the minimum green 

requirement has been satisfied. Then, PRODYN considers the alternative of remaining 

green versus switching the signal. Thus, there will be two possible values of the state in 

the ne.xt stage, or the control trajectory can be thought of as forking. One trajectory keeps 

the current phase green for another time step and a new alternative trajectory is created 

where the current phase serves the clearance interval during this time step. PRODYN 

compares state values only when there is a phase change, or at the end of the horizon. 

Thus, for the alternative where the phase has just switched, there are two possible 

outcomes as follows. If this state has not already been reached by some alternative 

control trajectory, then the new state is dynamically allocated and stored. If this state has 

already been reached through an alternative phase trajectory, then the objective values of 

the two trajectories are compared. If the new trajectory is preferred to the previous 
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trajectory, then the state value is overwritten with the new trajectory and objective value. 

Having updated all state values of the current stage to all reachable state values in the 

next stage, the memory allocated to the current stage may now be released, and the 

algorithm iterates to the next stage. This scheme continues until all state values have 

been updated to the final stage in the decision horizon. Then, the objective value of each 

state is updated by adding the value of the terminal criterion. This value estimates the 

anticipated future delay as a function of the current queue estimates and signal state. 

Finally, the state with the lowest objective value is chosen and its corresponding 

trajectory is then implemented for the duration of the roll period. 

Section 2.12.8 Architecture 

The original PRODYN concept was hierarchical[65], but was more of theoretical value 

than practical value. Thus, several decentralized realizations of PRODYN were studied 

[43]. It was found that a distributed model could perform almost as well as the original 

hierarchical model, but the decentralized architecture is considered much more practical. 

The hierarchical model required such excessive communication, that an Ethernet 

connection was deemed necessary; and, the algorithm had scaling issues as well, proving 

intractable when controlling more than 10 intersections. Thus, a distributed model was 

finally chosen as the architecture of choice for field-testing. However, it was later 

realized that PRODYN did not handle congestion well[66]. A new upper layer was 

created, which operates by setting minimum and maximum green requirements on the 

lower layer. Thus, minimum greens could be increased whether congestion threatened to 
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spillback into an upstream intersection. Maximum green could also be decreased at 

upstream intersections to reduce congestion at downstream intersections. The alternative 

architectures of PRODYN are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Section 2.12.9 Original hierarchical approach 

The original PRODYN architecture [65], referred to as PRODYN-H in later studies [69], 

decomposed the problem spatially, solving a subproblem for control of each intersection 

on the lower level of the hierarchy and then considering the interactions of all signals in 

the network at the upper layer. The upper layer is only vaguely specified, but the 

following e.xplanation is representative. Given a set of controls from the lower layer, the 

upper layer simulated the network, generating a departure profile and a sensitivity profile 

for each link. A departure profile from one signal was translated into an arrival forecast 

for the downstream signal. The sensitivity profile, originating from dual variables of an 

unspecified upper level formulation, characterizes the sensitivity of the performance on a 

given link to the variation in arrivals on that link. As the algorithm iterates, each signal at 

the lower level receives the following information from the upper level: (a) an arrival 

forecast from each upstream intersection and (b) a forecast of the impact that a discharge 

from the current intersection will impose on the downstream intersection over each 5-

second time interval in a 75-second future. The lower layer then resolves the 

optimization problem, considering delay on all approaches and the impact on downstream 

links as quantified using the sensitivity profile fi-om the upper layer. The algorithm 
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terminates when the lower layer obtains the same control in two successive iterations. 

During testing, the algorithm was limited to four iterations [65]. 

Simulation experiments with the original hierarchical architecture were successful. The 

results are presented in a later section. However, the approach was abandoned for a 

number of reasons. Communication requirements were deemed excessive [43]. The 

upper layer was not performing any task that could not be performed at the lower layer. 

Furthermore, it was determined that in the context of saturation flow, the sensitivity 

coefficients could not be computed by the upper layer [43]. 

Section 2.12.10 Completely decentralized 

PRODYN-Dl is a completely decentralized architecture where no information is 

communicated be^veen intersections [43]. Arrival forecasts are obtained from upstream 

detectors, and four models were investigated to forecast arrivals beyond the prediction 

horizon afforded by detectors. Each prediction model used historical data to form an 

extended forecast of arrivals. While PRODYN-Dl performed well on a grid network, it 

performed worse than TRANSYT (using Webster's cycle) on an arterial network. 

Details of these results are given later. 

Section 2.12.11 Decentralized with intercommunication 

PR0DYN-D2 is decentralized realization of PRODYN where adjacent controllers 

exchange information [43]. Three versions of PR0DYN-D2 were investigated, each 

employing a different type of information exchange. The most successful model 
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communicated estimated future discharge of vehicles to downstream controllers, which 

incorporated this information into the optimization process as future arrival information. 

This method was finally chosen as the preferred model for field test implementation [69]. 

Following the study of decentralized control versus hierarchical control, PRODYN is 

taken to refer to the PR0DYN-D2 architecture rather than the PRODYN-H architecture. 

Section 2.12.12 Upper congestion layer 

In investigating the behavior of PRODYN in congestion, several discoveries were made 

leading to the incorporation of an upper layer to help manage congestion. Indeed, the 

vertical queue model is not valid in saturated or over-saturated conditions [66]. In this 

context, the discharge rate is dependent on the queue length on the downstream link. 

PRODYN handles this situation by attempting to avoid congestion when possible, and 

then to delay spillback into the upstream intersection as long as possible when congestion 

is unavoidable [66]. Thus, a version with horizontal queues was developed [43], 

incorporating a penalty for large queues in the objective. This was said to be effective, 

but was not accepted as a final solution due to the difficulty in setting appropriate 

objective weighting coefficients [66]. Perhaps the most outstanding problem is that given 

the queue constraints of PRODYN, when unavoidable congestion occurs, the 

optimization has no solution and no control can be computed [66]. Finally, an upper 

layer was established to dynamically set minimum and maximum green time constraints 

such that the set of solutions is never empty. This heuristic layer seeks to avoid 

congestion, and shares congestion among links proportionally to their capacities when 
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congestion is unavoidable [66], Very significant improvements were found in simulation 

testing, which is presented in a later section. 

Section 2.12.13 Pedestrian Activity 

Pedestrian activity is accommodated in PRODVN by simply constraining the minimum 

green time such that pedestrian intervals are satisfied [68]. PRODYN can also be 

constrained such that a phase, such as a pedestrian phase, must be serviced within a 

limited time of a call being actuated. This feature may be especially useful for signalized 

pedestrian crossings. 

Section 2.12.14 Public Transport Priority 

Transit priority is accommodated in PRODYN similar to pedestrian actuation [70]. 

When an approach transit vehicle is detected, a model is used to estimate its arrival time. 

The objective is modified to provide either weighted priority or absolute priority. If 

weighted priority is desired, a transit vehicle weight is added into the sum of vehicle 

delays for each time step the transit vehicle waits beyond its predicted arrival time. If 

absolute priority is desired, the objective is 0 if the transit phase is green and I if the 

transit phase is red [70]. 

Section 2.12.15 Test Results 

I. A simulation study compared TRANSYT versus PRODYN with an without the 

upper layer in the original hierarchical model [65]. The network was a 4-

intersection grid in a loop formation. Note that in the fixed-time settings used by 
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TRANSYT, Webster's cycle was chosen, which could be a particularly 

ineffective cycle length in a grid network. The distributed version of PRODYN 

reduced delay by approximately 11% over TRANSYT, and the hierarchical 

version reduced delay by 16% over TRANS YT. 

2. In simulation studies [43] using SITRA-B, the French equivalent of NETSIM, 

researchers compared TRANSYT with their adaptive algorithm, PRODYN. The 

PRODYN concept outperformed TRANSYT, reducing delay by 34.4% and 

13.5% on arterial and grid networks respectively. Note that Webster's cycle was 

used in the TRANSYT settings. The researchers admitted that the tested 

PRODYN concept was computationally impractical for the real-time control 

being simulated, but stress the theoretical value of the result. Several practical 

distributed models were then evaluated. One distributed model of PRODYN 

where controllers exchange predicted arrivals was reported to reduce delay by 

30.7% and 11.9% on the arterial and grid networks respectively. 

3. Field tests were conducted [67] comparing PRODYN to THEBES, which is 

essentially the French equivalent of TRANSYT, a program for determining 

optimum fixed-time control. Results from a single intersection show that 

PRODYN performed from 2% degradation in travel time to a 4% improvement in 

travel time. Improvements over vehicle-actuated control were measured at 3%. 

On a seven-intersection network, PRODYN improved total travel time by an 

average of 10% throughout the day. 
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4. Comparison of field performance between an existing vehicle-actuated controller 

and a PRODYN controller at an isolated intersection showed that PRODYN 

reduced total travel time by 9% [68]. Further experimentation on an eight-

intersection network compared PRODYN against the city's current strategy, and 

an updated fixed-time strategy. Travel time through the network with PRODYN 

improved over the old and new city strategies by 8% and 3% respectively. 

5. A 3-intersection arterial was simulated to compare PRODYN versus PRODYN 

with an upper layer designed to manage congestion [66]. With properly tuned 

parameters on the upper layer, a 37% savings was achieved. 

6. A simulation experiment was conducted [70] to compare PRODYN with transit 

priority versus an alternative method that uses fixed-time control in the absence of 

a transit call and absolute priority when there is a transit call. For a single 

intersection scenario with designated transit lanes, the absolute priority version of 

PRODYN achieves an equivalent level of performance for transit vehicles as the 

fixed-time plan, with an additional 11% reduction in travel time by private 

vehicles. For a single intersection with mixed-traffic, the absolute priority version 

of PRODYN outperforms a fixed-time plan using Webster's cycle with an 18% 

improvement for private traffic and an 8% increase in throughput. On a 3-

intersection arterial, the absolute priority version of PRODYN outperformed 

TRANSYT with Webster's cycle with a 10% reduction in private traffic travel 

time while maintaining an equivalent level of service for transit vehicles. 
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Section 2.12.16 Comments on PRODYN 

1. In comparing PRODYN with TRANSYT, Webster's cycle was used as the 

common cycle time for TRANSYT setting. However, Webster's cycle is not 

necessarily a good cycle for coordination. Thus, the comparison may fairly be 

viewed as somewhat optimistic in favor of PRODYN. 

2. The memory requirements and solution time of PRODYN do not scale well. That 

is, enhancements for more complex geometry, phasing, or queuing would render 

the PRODYN algorithm intractable. For instance, were the PRODYN algorithm 

e.xtended to an intersection geometry with separate left, right, and through 

movements on each approach, the algorithm would be required to compare 

against an increased number of queues while the probability of matching all 

queues would decrease. 

Section 2.13 OP AC 

Section 2.13.1 Overview 

OPAC (Optimization Policies for Adaptive Control), developed by Nathan H. Gartner, is 

a real-time demand responsive single intersection control strategy that minimizes delay 

over a finite future horizon on the order of one cycle in duration [71]. OPAC was 

conceptually derived from a dynamic programming (DP) formulation (OPAC-l), then 

simplified in the interest of computational tractability (OPAC-2), and finally recast in a 

rolling horizon scheme (OPAC-RT version I.O) for practical online application. Based 
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on field tests [72], enhancements were identified and implemented (OPAC-RT version 

2.0) which incorporated a measure of stops in the objective, added call-detectors such 

that a phase need not be ser\'iced unless there is an active call, and made possible 

operation compatible with a particular realization of a dual-ring, eight-phase actuated 

controller. In preparation for testing on an arterial network [28], further enhancements 

were later incorporated (OPAC-RT version 3.0). The development of OPAC and testing 

results [73. 74] are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Section 2.13.2 OPAC-1 

OPAC-1 is a traditional DP formulation for minimizing total vehicular delay over a finite 

horizon. The control decisions at each decision stage are whether or not to switch the 

phase. Only two phases are considered in OPAC-l. 

The general form of the model is presented here with slightly different notation than used 

in the published account [71]. The decision horizon is divided into ,v intervals of 5 

seconds and the intersection has / approaches. Let r € |1.2 .V} be a time step index and 

/ € 11.2...../[ is an approach index. The state of the intersection in OPAC is taken as a 

combination of the current signal stale and queue lengths on each approach. The signal 

may change only at the begirming of an interval. Let C ={o.ij be the signal control 

decision {do not switch phases, switch phases} at the beginning of time step r. C/ = |0.l{ 

is the state of the signal {not green, green} on approach i at time r. € K is the queue 

estimate on approach / at time t. .4- e N is the number of arrivals expected to the stop 
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bar on approach / at time t . Let S iQ" .a ' .G ' .C)  be the state update function where Q' ,  

. G', and C are vectors consisting of components from each approach and S maps 

0' and G- ->Gl''. s updates the queues based on arrival and phase specific 

departure rates by 0/'' -Qj ̂  - D,', where D/ is the number of departures on approach / 

at time t. The published description of OPAC-l indicates that is essentially optimizes 

the objective stated in Equation (1.16). although the original OPAC paper [71] provides 

an alternative objective, that of Equation (1.17), which seems to be a typo. Taken 

literally, the published objective given in Equation (1.17), and rewritten in Equation 

(1.18) to emphasize the apparent typo, indicates the maximization of departures over the 

horizon, whereas the objective in Equation (1.16) is also concerned with the time of 

departures, or more specifically, the minimization of vehicular delay. 

V 

Minimize^ g/ (1.16) 

k 
Minimize + --1. - A) (1.17) 

f  k  \  M 

Minimize X J ^ [ Z 

A recursive function is defined and the optimization is carried out backwards from the 

end of the horizon at time step N to the beginning at time step 1. For each feasible 

terminal state value, the performance index is set according to modeled delay for queues 
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on each approach during that time interval. Backtracking to the previous time interval, 

for each feasible state value and possible control decision, the performance function is 

evaluated as the sum of delay during the current interval plus the performance function of 

the resulting state value. The control resulting in minimum delay is taken as the optimal 

policy and the performance value for the current state value is assigned accordingly. 

When the procedure has completely backtracked through interval I then the optimal 

trajectory may be found by tracing forward, from the any initial state value, following the 

optimal control decisions from each state to the resulting state during the successive lime 

interval until the horizon is reached. This is the minimum delay control trajectory. 

OPAC-1 forms a basis of comparison for more practical models to come (OPAC-2 and 

OPAC-RT), providing a benchmark of optimal performance for the stated problem 

formulation. Gartner proceeds to describe the impracticality of the DP formulation. 

Arrival information may not be available over the entire horizon as is assumed in the DP 

formulation, and it may be imperfect information. The calculations are computationally 

demanding and could not be easily updated when more accurate information becomes 

available. Thus, the DP is abandoned for practical on-line use and a simplified approach 

is suggested. 

Section 2.13.3 OPAC-2 

OPAC-2 is a simplified, suboptimal version of OPAC-1, more amenable to practical 

computation, though it gives up a performance margin to OPAC-2 on the order of 10% in 

observed test results. The optimization horizon is divided into stages of T seconds in the 
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range of 50-100 seconds, similar to the cycle length of a fixed-time traffic signal. Each 

stage is further divided into an integral number of time intervals, k, which are typically 4 

to 5 seconds in duration. During each stage, OPAC-2 constrains control decisions to at 

least one signal change and no more than three signal changes. Valid switch times are 

also constrained in OPAC-2 by minimum and maximum phase durations. A performance 

function is given to calculate total vehicular delay during the stage. A procedure called 

the optimal sequence constrained search (OSCO) method is used to solve each stage or 

subproblem. The procedure sequentially examines all feasible switching sequences in an 

exhaustive search to find the minimum delay sequence. The optimal switching policies 

are calculated sequentially for each stage, solving for optimal trajectory feasible only 

from the initial state, rather than all possible initial states. That is, the initial state of the 

intersection is used as a starting point OSCO in stage 1. The terminal state determined by 

the optimization of the stage 1 subproblem is used as the initial state for stage 2, and so 

on. Thus, the procedure is a much more practical computational effort than OPAC-1. 

Gartner reports that in most cases, the difference between the performance index of 

OPAC-1 and OPAC-2 are less than 10 percent. However, the assumption of known 

arrivals over the entire optimization horizon still presents an impractical obstacle to 

online optimization. Given the inherent variability of traffic, the problem must be 

resolved completely when arrival information changes. 
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Section 2.13.4 OPAC-RT Version l.O 

OPAC-RT is a version of OPAC-2 recast in a rolling horizon implementation where only 

the first stage of T seconds is solved, reducing arrival input requirements and 

computational demands substantially and without loss of performance from OPAC-2. 

Furthermore, computational effort was reduced by constraining the algorithm to allow 

only two phase changes per stage rather that three [72], a strategy resulting in only 

occasional loss of performance from OPAC-2. In solving the single stage problem, the 

arrivals of only the first k time intervals are required. However, predictions from 

upstream detectors may only supply arrival information for r of k intervals at the head or 

beginning of the stage. For the remaining arrival predictions during the (k-r) intervals at 

the tail or end of the stage, estimates are obtained from a model. The loss of accuracy 

due to the arrival model does result in a loss of performance from OPAC-2 where arrivals 

were known for the entire horizon. The stage is optimized and the controls 

corresponding to the first r intervals are implemented. Then, the problem is re-optimized 

with new information now available for the new immediate r intervals. This process 

continues indefinitely. Using this scheme, it is not necessary to solve more than one 

stage, rendering the technique feasible for real-time, online applications. 

The process is presented in the following steps: 

1. Determine the stage length k and roll period r 

2. Obtain flow data for the first r intervals from detectors and calculate flow data for 

the next k-r intervals from model and detector information 

3. Calculate the optimal switching policy for entire stage by OSCO 
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4. Implement switching policy for the roll period only 

5. Shift the projection horizon by r units to obtain a new stage and repeat steps 2-5 

Performance was evaluated for two models of the arrivals at the tail of the stage, (a) a 

variable-tail model that projects actual arrivals and (b) a fixed-tail model using smoothed 

average flow. The first method was used only to test the rolling horizon process. 

Although the first model performs better, the second model is suggested as the only 

feasible online method. 

OPAC-2 also accommodates pedestrian actuated activity by increasing the minimum 

green constraints to at least the duration of the sum of pedestrian walk and pedestrian 

clearance intervals. This increased occurs in response to any call placed for pedestrian 

service. Simulation testing and field test results for OPAC-2 are discussed in a following 

subsection on testing results. OPAC-RT version 1.0 was revised during these field test 

trials to form a new and improved version. 

Section 2.13.5 OPAC-RT Version 2.0 

Based on field tests [72], enhancements were identified, resulting in the development of 

OPAC-RT version 2.0. Version 2.0 incorporated a measure of stops in the objective, 

added call-detectors such that a phase need not be serviced unless there is an active call, 

and made possible operation compatible with a particular realization of a dual-ring, eight-

phase actuated controller. 
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Testing with version 1.0 of OPAC-RT revealed that stops were decreased in one study 

and increased in another [73]. One identified issue was that OPAC was constrained to 

switch phases once per stage whereas the existing actuated controller used as a 

benchmark was not switching to serve the other phase in the absence of demand. Hence, 

OPAC-RT version 1.0 occasionally served a phase with no demand, incurring 

unnecessary stops and delay for the phase with demand. This phenomenon was 

eliminated in version 2.0 by allowing the signal to rest in the green interval of the current 

phase in the absence of any opposing queues or phase calls. The actuated controller had 

a distinct advantage utilizing presence detectors located at the stop bar. OPAC-RT 

version l.O utilized detectors located 400 to 600 feet upstream, with no presence 

detectors at the stop bar. In field tests, vehicles occasionally entered the street from a 

shopping center downstream from the detector. In this case, OPAC-RT version 1.0 was 

unable to respond appropriately as it was not aware of these vehicles. OPAC-RT version 

2.0 ameliorated this situation with the addition of call-only detectors placed at the stop 

bar. These improvements to OPAC helped decrease delay and stops, but the objective 

function was also modified to decrease stops. 

OPAC-RT version 2.0 defines stops in a rather unintuitive way. "Stops are defined to be 

the sum of the maximum queues on all phases expected to develop over the horizon as a 

result of the switching decision," [72]. This measure of "stops" and delay may be 

weighted with proportionality constants to achieve any desired linear tradeoff. In testing 

version 2.0. one stop was equated to one second of delay. 
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Version 2.0 also extends operation to dual-ring, eight-phase control, although the 

extension seems somewhat improvised. OPAC-RT may explicitly optimize at least ^vo 

and at most four of the eight phases [72]. Other phases, termed minor phases, are 

handled by allowing normal actuated control including phase extension timing. The 

obser\'ed duration of each minor phase is used in an exponential smoothing model to 

yield an average phase duration estimator. This value is incorporated into the inter-green 

time between explicitly optimized phases. In this manner, the optimization process is 

cognizant of an expected time between service of main phases. Typically, through 

movements are taken as main phases and turning movements are defined as minor 

phases. 

Incorporating both through and turning traffic into the OP AC model presented somewhat 

of challenge. The saturation flow rate scheme used to model departures was deemed an 

unsatisfactory model in the context of permitted left turns against opposing traffic. In 

relegating turning traffic to actuated control, exact timing is not an issue of concern to 

OPAC, but determining the likelihood that a vehicle detected upstream turns left versus 

proceeding straight through does have a direct effect on the duration of through phases. 

Left turn flows are estimated based on the aforementioned exponentially smoothed phase 

duration and the expected discharge rate, a configurable parameter. This information is 

used to assign left turn and through flows, though the details of this process were not 

available. 

Version 2.0 also tracks the occupancy of detectors to determine the onset of congestion. 

OPAC is limited to operation in undersaturated conditions only, and automatically shuts 
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down, returning to normal actuated control when congestion is detected. OPAC is also 

capable of taking control again when it determines that the intersection has returned to 

undersaturated conditions. 

Section 2.13.6 OPAC-RT Version 3.0 

Several enhancements were incorporated into version 3.0 to make the OPAC algorithm 

workable for situations other than isolated intersections. Enhancements include explicit 

optimization of all eight phases of a dual-ring, eight-phase controller, phase skipping, 

dynamic speed calculations, and a platoon identification and modeling algorithm that 

provides a coordination mechanism for adjacent controllers [28]. Unfortunately, detailed 

accounts of these algorithmic modifications have not appeared in any journal 

publications. 

Gartner reports that OPAC is a demand-responsive building block, and envisions further 

research where adjacent controllers, using algorithmic concepts from OPAC, exchange 

information in a decentralized and coordinated environment. Gartner suggests that an 

optimized component such as OPAC would be superior to the ad hoc process of actuated-

control as a building block for demand responsive and coordinated traffic control. 

While recent advances in OPAC remain somewhat ambiguious, slides from various 

OPAC presentations have been posted on the world wide web [75-77]. These algorithmic 

presentations are somewhat restricted to a high level overview; nevertheless, the slides 

have provided valuable insight into the most recent advances in OPAC. Namely, a 

version of OPAC, referred to as "Virtual Fixed Cycle" OPAC, or VFC-OPAC, is 
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discussed, and recent extensions to incorporate transit priority and dynamic traffic 

assignment concepts are mentioned. Perhaps the most elucidating information applies to 

the dual-ring, eight-phase control optimization capability. The slide presentations reveal 

that although OPAC supports optimization of all 8 phases in the dual-ring configuration, 

OPAC "[d]oes not explicitly control phase sequence"[75]. Rather, "[p]hase sequencing 

is based on time of day, " [77]. Thus, OPAC is optimizing the durations of phases in a 

single, fixed phase sequence, which may be scheduled to change depending on the time 

of day. 

Section 2.13.7 Testing Results 

OPAC is reported to reduce delay substantially in comparison to Webster's fixed-time 

strategy for the same total intersection volume [71]. These saving are apparently superior 

to vehicle actuated or Miller's control, which are reported to perform 10-25 percent better 

than Webster's method. A NETSIM simulation was used to compare the original settings 

of a modeled intersection in Tucson, Arizona versus OPAC using the same arrival data. 

Five runs were made of a thirty-minute simulation. The results show that using OPAC 

resulted in 30-50 percent less delay than the original settings. 

Field tests were performed to ascertain the performance benefit of OPAC versus actuated 

control [73]. The tests revealed some weaknesses in OPAC. A major issue was that 

OPAC was forced to transition once per stage, whereas the actuated controller did not 

transition in the absence of side street traffic. Nonetheless, OPAC performed from 3-15 

percent better than actuated control, with increasing improvements under higher flows. 
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Average cycle times were shorter for OP AC. Stops were slightly reduced at low flow 

and moderately increased under higher flows. 

In 1997. field tests were conducted on New Jersey Route 18 [28]. In this study, OPAC-

RT version 3.0 was tested against actuated signal timing plans developed using PASSER 

II. Performance was compared on a l5-intersection arterial and a single isolated 

intersection. Arterial testing was conducted under heavy demand, changing demand, and 

light demand. The isolated intersection was studied under off-peak demand. On the 

arterial, results ranged from insignificant, to a tradeoff, to an improvement. OPAC was 

found to perform particularly well during the period of transition from peak flows to low 

flows. This single intersection study showed that OPAC reduced delay by 21.2%. 

Gartner envisioned OPAC eventually evolving into a building block for demand 

responsive and coordinated traffic control in a network setting. However, in one study of 

real-time adaptive control algorithms on a network [74], OPAC is reported to perform 

worse than original settings and two alternative strategies, GASCAP and RHODES. In 

that study, traffic ramps up from moderate volumes to high peak volumes, and then 

returns to moderate volumes. This study is configured particularly to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of a demand responsive controller, yet OPAC fared worse than existing 

actuated control settings. It is not clear from the network study whether OPAC was 

applied as is, or if OPAC was enhanced for intercommunication between intersections. 

Gartner's vision of a distributed architecture includes intercommunication between 

intersections. 
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Section 2.13.8 Comments on OPAC 

Given the computational constraints present in the 1980's, the development of OPAC is a 

significant contribution. The following list enumerates a number of issues or items of 

particular note. 

1. OPAC employs vertical queue modeling, which is not as accurate as a horizontal 

queue model, although it is much faster. 

2. The interval length seems to be set at about 5 seconds, which is perhaps too large 

of an interval to fully e.vploit the benefits of real-time control. Shorter intervals 

would allow for optimization at a finer resolution, but would also be more 

computationally demanding. 

3. Gartner states that OPAC-1 is computationally intractable since it calculates 

optimal policies for all possible initial conditions, yet only one of the policies 

applies in practice [71]. This is the motivation for developing OPAC-2. It is 

evident that Gartner implemented an explicit backtracking scheme for solving the 

DP formulation rather than using given initial conditions in a recursive relation to 

solve for only the required policy. Thus, substantial computational effort could be 

saved with an appropriate recursive implementation, without loss of optimality. 

However, OPAC-2 is less computationally demanding than such an 

implementation, albeit at the price of some performance. 

4. The objective does not hedge against the negative effect of the rolling horizon, 

nor is the algorithm constrained to guarantee any particular level of service for 

each approach. Given that only two main phases were actually optimized in 
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testing and there is a constraint to switch phases at least once per stage in the 

context of an opposing phase call, OPAC has managed to elude underlying 

weaknesses. However, were OPAC extended for more complicated phasing 

alternative, these drawbacks would certainly surface. Extremely poor service may 

be possible in the rolling horizon context without sufficient precautions. Newell 

[78] discusses the pitfalls of using a rolling horizon in traffic control. 

5. The original DP version (OPAC-1) that serves as the basis of comparison 

provides only a control that is optimal for the finite horizon. For example, there is 

no direct cost for terminating the control trajectory with an enormous queue on a 

subset of approaches. Hence, the long-term delay, which would be experienced 

by operating indefinitely. Is not optimized by even OPAC-1. The DP suffers from 

the general drawbacks of the rolling horizon method. Hence, OPAC-1 does not 

present quite the powerful benchmark for comparison with OPAC-2 as Gartner 

construes. Were a terminal, queue-related criterion added to each stage, the 

method could potentially be significantly improved, hedging somewhat against 

the effects of a rolling horizon. The "stops" component of the objective in 

OPAC-RT version 2.0, which penalizes based on the maximum queue sizes of 

each approach over the entire horizon, does indirectly penalize for a large 

terminal state queue. 

6. A variable tail arrival model is possible even online, and in some instances could 

provide superior performance to the fixed-tail model. However, Gartner relates 
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testing over 15 alternate models and chooses the smoothed average flow model as 

the best. 

7. OPAC was evaluated in simulation studies using NETSIM, a well-known and 

relatively accurate simulation, was used for testing. This practice lends a certain 

credibility to the results, whereas many simulation studies use unreliable in-house 

simulations for testing. 

8. Testing consisted of only 5 runs, which is perhaps an insufficient number. 

9. Testing compared with Webster's method. This is a useful comparison in an 

isolated intersection environment with random arrivals, but the arrival profiles 

illustrated in the paper show well-defined platoons, which suggests that the 

intersection was not very isolated. TRANSYT is a preferable benchmark to 

Webster's method if the intersection is indeed embedded in a network and a cycle 

time is known for adjacent intersections. 

10. Simulation testing compared with original signal settings. This gives a ballpark 

idea of possible improvement. However, it perhaps overestimates the capability 

of the algorithm, as original settings could be arbitrarily poor. Furthermore, 

actual settings are generally tuned based on factors such as pedestrian flow and 

mid-block sinks or sources that were most likely absent from the simulation. 

11. No testing was performed for over-saturated conditions. In fact, OPAC is limited 

to undersaturated conditions, shutting down automatically in that context. 

12. The dual-ring, eight phase adaptation of OPAC-RT version 2.0, especially with 

regard to left turn movements is a rather improvised scheme. If left turns are 
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interlocked, one approach may drive the phase duration while the other is not 

serving traffic. In this situation, the turning volume procedure of OPAC-RT 

version 2.0, which estimates turning volume based on phase duration and an 

e.xpected departure rate, could significantly overestimate left turning volume, 

resulting in underestimation of through queues. This would likely result in poor 

performance. Although version 3.0 explicitly optimizes over all eight phases, no 

mention was made regarding any changes to the turning flow estimation process. 

13. Field-testing revealed that the saturation flow rate calibration was difficult, 

especially when flows were very low [73]. It is thought that the saturation flow 

rates were overestimated. This is likely due to the slower rates at the beginning of 

the phase. When flows are low, the queue may clear before the saturation flow 

rate reaches its steady-state rate. This result shows the drawback of using the 

traditional model of lost startup time and a constant saturation flow rate. 

14. When testing against a dual-ring, eight-phase actuated controller, a passage time 

of 5 seconds was used for the actuated controller. Volume density operation was 

apparently not used. Thus, the actuated controller is configured to reduce stops 

on the main street rather than entirely focus on delay, which would entail lower 

passage time or gap reduction logic. As it tiuned out, OPAC reduced delay and 

increased stops, using a shorter cycle time. The same effect would likely have 

resulted if the passage time were decreased for the actuated controller. 

15. It should be noted that OPAC weighted one "stop" equal to one second of delay 

when stops were incorporated into version 2.0 of the real-time algorithm. This 
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strongly favor delay over stops, perhaps explaining the outcome of decreased 

delay and increased stops versus existing actuated control. However, the nature 

of the tradeoff of stops versus delay is not as apprehensible in OPAC where the 

measure of stops is atypically defined. 

Section 2.13.9 Detector Instrumentation 

For OPAC-RT version 1.0, detectors are located 400 to 600 ft upstream of the stop bar on 

all approaches. Version 2.0 also uses call-only presence detectors that are placed at the 

stop bar. Six by six foot detectors were used at the stop bar, which seem inadequate for 

presence detection. Drivers occasionally stop just beyond six feet upstream from the stop 

bar. 

Section 2.13.10 Objective 

OPAC-RT version 1.0 minimizes total horizon delay. OPAC-RT version 2.0 minimizes a 

combination of total horizon delay and a measure of stops. Stop are defined to be the 

sum of maximum queues on all phase expected to develop over the horizon as a result of 

the switching decision. The user may configure proportionality factors for delay and 

stops in the objective function. In testing, one stop was equated to one second of delay. 

Section 2.14 SPPORT 

SPPORT (Signal Priority Procedure for Optimization in Real-Time) was developed by 

Canadian researchers as a model for single intersection control that explicitly trades off 
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transit priority with private traffic performance rather than constraining control to provide 

absolute priority [42, 79-81]. The interesting contribution of SPPORT is the philosophy 

of quality over quantity, where only a few well chosen (rule based) control trajectories 

are more accurately evaluated (with improved transit modeling) rather than exhaustively 

enumerating alternatives with a less accurate model. SPPORT operates in a rolling 

horizon fashion, using a rule-based strategy to generate alternative acyclic signal plans, 

which are evaluated with a real-time discrete event simulation to select the best plan with 

respect to a given objective function. SPPORT supports relatively sophisticated 

modeling of transit loading operations, which lends to higher computational demands. 

Section 2.14.1 State Model 

SPPORT requires special detector instrumentation and state modeling to appropriately 

evaluate the effect of traffic signaling decisions with respect to transit arrivals, loading 

operations and interference between public transit and private traffic vehicles. 

Section 2.14.2 Detector Layout 

In the initial simulation study of SPPORT, vehicle detectors were placed at 250, 650, and 

1000 meters upstream from the intersection on all approaches [80]. Detectors closer to 

the intersection may provide about 10 to 15 seconds of relatively reliable advance arrival 

information depending on the travel speeds [79]. If the upstream intersection is far 

enough back to place detectors 1000 meters from the downstream stop line, then 60-90 

seconds of advance information is available. Then, the information from both detectors 

can be combined, giving a higher weight to the closest detectors, as they will provide 
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more precise immediate data due to the shorter travel distance to the stop line and lower 

corresponding estimation errors. Additionally, an exit detector may be placed at the stop 

line or beyond on the far side of the intersection to monitor when vehicles check out of 

the signal system[79]. This information can be monitored to derive historical values for 

average transit dwell times as well as to correct the estimated state of traffic as it deviates 

from prior predictions. Additionally, a ready-button can be installed on the transport 

vehicle, such that the operator may give a preliminary indication in real-time that the 

dwell time is about to end [79]. Performance can be improved with each successive level 

of more accurate information that can be incorporated into the decision process in real 

time. 

Section 2.14.3 Arrival Predictions 

Arrivals are predicted based on the distance from the detector to the downstream stop line 

and the average travel speed. This is typical of virtually all real-time traffic control 

algorithms, but arrival predictions in SPPORT are slightly distinguished from the norm. 

SPPORT assumes that detectors can distinguish between private traffic and public 

transport vehicles. Thus, the vehicle type may be taken into account in the prediction 

model. For example, a street car or bus is expected to take longer to travel to the stop 

bar. Between the upstream and downstream signals, a public transport vehicle may be 

expected to stop for some average dwell time plus deceleration and acceleration time. 

Unlike other real-time algorithms such as OP AC, arrival forecasts in SPPORT are not 

extended beyond the advance information available from upstream detectors with a 
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historical flow model [80]. SPPORT is also different in that it does not partition the 

projection horizon into a succession of fixed-size intervals, but rather models discrete 

event times directly, such as arrival times and departure times. 

Section 2.14.4 Queue Estimates 

SPPORT uses a horizontal queue model with the explicit intent of determining where one 

traffic stream blocked another, such as a queue blocking a bus from access to its station 

or a bus blocking private traffic while loading. Horizontal queue modeling in SPPORT is 

achieved via a segmentation of the roadway [81]. Each segment represents about 25 to 

50 meters of roadway, and modeling the progression of vehicles between segments is 

affected by segment attributes such as length, flow capacity, maximum vehicle density, 

and a statistical distribution of speeds. However, vehicle dispersion modeling is still 

primarily dependent on signaling decisions and transit stop modeling. SPPORT 

explicitly models vehicle queues blocking access to a transit station, a behavior largely 

ignored by other optimization algorithms. 

Section 2.14.5 Optimization 

SPPORT operates in a rolling horizon manner, re-optimizing signal controls every 5 

seconds for the entire decision horizon. The decision horizon in SPPORT is divided into 

variable length time intervals, which are placed on the boundary of forecasted events, 

such as the arrival of a transit vehicle, or the arrival of a platoon. The decision horizon 

corresponds to the extent of advance arrival information, typically on the order of 30-90 

seconds [80], but possibly up to 120 seconds [81]. 
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Section 2.14.6 Objective 

The objective of SPPORT is provide active priority for transit vehicles such as buses and 

streetcars, but at the same time maintain overall control performance for the intersection 

[80]. This objective may be distinguished from that of SPOT/UTOPIA in that absolute 

priority is not necessarily the goal. Absolute priority may be constructed through more 

simplistic use of rules or constraints. However, it is the observation of the authors of 

SPPORT that absolute priority can be very disruptive for private traffic. As transit 

vehicles arrivals become more frequent, this process resulting in degrading queues. The 

queues may also block the transit loading and unloading stations, degrading the priority 

service for future transit vehicles as well as private traffic. Thus, SPPORT uses a 

weighted tradeoff between transit priority and vehicular delays. SPPORT was also 

motivated primarily by streetcar traffic (i.e. light rail vehicles) in Toronto. Streetcar 

traffic often is not amenable to traditional methods as distinct phasing may be required 

for streetcar service. Streetcar phasing is analogous to pedestrian phasing in that signal 

display heads appear differently than vehicle phase displays (i.e. a white WALK display 

rather than a green ball) and phasing may be configured to give preference over private 

vehicle traffic (i.e. a queue jump style of service may be used were pedestrians are 

allowed to go a few seconds earlier than vehicles such that vehicles are less likely to turn 

in front of crossing pedestrians). The objective function is as follows [80]. 

(1.19) 
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Objective variables are defined as follows. 

D  -  total delay for the projection period . 

n  = total number of approaches. 

Qjk = queue length for approach y between and 

=  n - , k  =  i l  / .  

= the weighting factor for vehicle i  in the queue on approach j  during 

interval r,j./ = 1.2  0,4:7 = 1.2  n-.k = 1.2 , . . . / . A car typically has a weight 

of 1, while a street car has a higher weight to give it priority in 

accordance with its occupancy. 

Section 2.14.7 Search 

SPPORT uses the analogy of a traffic cop component that generates a traffic control plan. 

A traffic cop is realized as a list of prioritized and weighted phasing preferences or rules. 

Each traffic cop generates a signal trajectory over a finite horizon using rule-based logic. 

Multiple traffic cops may be used to generate multiple signal plan alternatives. These 

competing plans are then evaluated using the real-time discrete event simulator and the 

final plan is chosen that optimizes the objective function. The philosophy of SPPORT is 

to use the traffic cop concept to intelligently generate signal plans expected to minimize 

the objective function. Thus. SPPORT evaluates fewer alternatives and is able to spend 

more time modeling sophisticated transit operations than other algorithms such as 
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UTOPIA, which are based on exhaustive search schemes Hke branch and bound. The 

rules and signal plan generation logic are explained below. 

For each link, each rule has a unique user-assigned, real number weighting, or priority 

[81]. 

1. If a platoon is approaching the stop line, begin serving the link just soon enough 

so that any traffic ahead of the platoon (traffic that might form a queue, blocking 

the platoon) will be able to clear the stop line before the platoon begins to enter 

the intersection. 

2. If a queue exists and is not being served, begin serving the link. 

3. If a spillback condition is imminent and not being served, begin serving the link 

(a spillback condition is imminent if the location of the back of queue exceeds a 

user-specified critical back of queue location at the upstream end of the link). 

4. If a platoon is being served, continue serving the link. 

5. If a queue is being served, continue serving the link. 

6. If a spillback condition is being served, continue serving the link. 

7. If a transit vehicle is approaching a transit stop and if the traffic ahead of the 

transit vehicle (traffic that might form a queue, blocking the transit vehicle) 

exceeds the storage capacity of the portion of the link that id downstream of the 

transit stop, begin serving the link just soon enough so that the traffic ahead of the 

transit vehicle will be able to clear the transit stop before the transit vehicle 

reaches the transit stop. 
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8. If a transit vehicle is approaching the stop line, begin serving the link just son 

enough so that any traffic ahead of the transit vehicle (traffic that might form a 

queue, blocking the transit vehicle) will be able to clear the stop line before the 

transit vehicle enters the intersection. 

Traffic plan generation is based on the processing of a request list. If the given condition 

for a rule is satisfied, a request is generated for that rule. Each request in the list has the 

following attributes. 

1. rule number 

2. rule priority 

3. link for which the rule applies 

4. time at which the predicate of the rule was detected 

The request list is then classified into active requests and inactive requests. Items in the 

inactive request list are not serviceable at the request time due to phasing constraints, 

such as minimum green or clearance interval requirements. All other items are active 

requests. 

At a switching decision point, rule-based logic trades off the alternative controls by 

considering the sum of the immediate benefit minus the future cost for each possible 

decision, i.e. each possible phase selection. If a given phase is selected, the immediate 

benefit is calculated as the sum of all priorities of active requests that would be served by 
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switching to that phase. The future cost of selecting the given phase is calculated as the 

sum of the priorities of the inactive requests to which service would be delayed by 

switching to that phase, due to minimum green and clearance requirements. In this 

manner, each phase is evaluated by combining immediate benefits and future costs for 

each link, and finally the phase with the highest rating is selected. 

.A inijfic cop starts from the initial state and builds its preferred control trajectory over the 

decision horizon with by applying this rule-base logic to its own prioritized list of rules 

and weighting coefficients. The complete control trajectory is evaluated using the 

objective function and compared on that basis with the control trajectory suggest by an 

alternative traffic cops. In this way, several intelligent strategies may be generated and 

evaluated, and the objective optimizing control is applied. 

Section 2.14.8 Test Results 

1. Simulation tests have been conducted [79] to compare SPPORT versus existing 

fi.\ed-time control with offsets tuned for coordination. The study was based on a 

single intersection model of Bathurst and Queen Street in Toronto. This 

intersection services a steady stream of buses and streetcars in addition to private 

traffic. The results concluded that no savings in delay resulted when transit 

priority was not considered. When transit priority was included in the SPPORT 

objective, delay per person was reduced by 6%. The additional use of an exit 

detector allows for an additional 5% improvement. Note that delays to private 

vehicles were slightly increased over that of fixed-time control. However, when 
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ready-button information was made available, SPPORT reduced delay per person 

by an additional 9% from what was possible with just exit detectors. Thus, 

SPPORT reduced the average delay per passenger by 20% when compared with 

existing fixed-time control. During this study, a conservative minimum green 

constraint was used to account for pedestrian activity. An additional experiment 

concluded that delay could be reduced by 32% were the pedestrian safety 

constraints not necessary. 

2. It is stated in one SPPORT reference [42] that isolated SPPORT controllers were 

found to outperform TRANSYT in the transit-dominated Queen Street corridor in 

Toronto. However, this study was erroneous referenced to a paper having no 

mention of SPPORT. Presumably, the study refers to the study in [79], which 

makes no explicit mention of TRANSYT but rather asserts that the fixed-time 

offset was chosen for favorable coordination. 

3. Simulations results have also been conducted to show that SPPORT reduces a 

combination of delay and stops versus pre-timed control [81]. 

Section 2.14.9 Comments 

I. When combining near and far upstream detector information, or upstream 

predictions from an adjacent signal (as in other architectures such as UTOPIA), 

error can be quite compounding. If a platoon arrives well ahead of schedule, the 

near detector may contribute arrivals to the forecast without subtracting them 

from the contribution of the far detector. Thus, cars may be double counted, 

queue estimates may be overestimated, and excessive phase times may be 
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allocated. Conversely, if a platoon measured at the far detector arrives much 

later than anticipated, say due to a pedestrian crossing the street between these 

locations, then the expected arrival time may pass without the arrivals of 

vehicles. Thus, the lack of vehicles at the near detector overbearing the estimate 

from the far detector may result in an arrival forecast with no vehicles, whereas 

the platoon will shortly cross the near detector. If the optimization occurs at this 

time, then a phase may be skipped entirely for this approach. This problem is 

especially poor in the case of double counting a streetcar. However, the 

SPPORT authors recognize this problem and take precautions so as not to over or 

under count transit vehicles. However, no such precautions are noted for private 

traffic. 

2. The practice of not modeling arrivals beyond the prediction horizon afforded by 

detectors is somewhat questionable. Algorithms such as PRODYN have 

reported significant improvements [43] due to e.xtending the prediction horizon 

with the use of historical models. 

3. The exposition of transit priority in SPPORT [81] mentions alternative forms of 

traffic control with transit consideration including UTOPIA and SCOOT, and 

also references well-known simulation environments such as TRAF-NETSIM, 

yet SPPORT is compared only with pre-timed control (of unknown origin) and 

an in house simulation is used. SPPORT can hardly be evaluated relative to its 

algorithmic peers given that it was not compared with established benchmarks 

using established simulation software. 
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Section 2.15 RHODES 

[IHODES (Real-time Hierarchical Optimized Distributed Effective System) is an 

adaptive traffic signal control algorithm developed by University of Arizona researchers 

[82]. RHODES decomposes the control problem topographically with each intersection 

solving a subproblem locally. The local intersection optimization algorithm, COP 

(Controlled Optimization of Phases) [83], applies forward dynamic programming 

concepts to optimize delay over a finite horizon. 

Section 2.15.1 Detector Layout 

RHODES generally uses two detectors in each lane of every approach, a presence 

detector at the stop bar and an advance detector approximately 325 feet upstream. The 

presence detector primarily facilitates the correction of obvious queue estimate errors, 

while upstream detectors are utilized to forecast vehicle arrivals to downstream 

intersections. 

Section 2.15.2 Arrival Predictions 

RHODES maintains a forecasted arrival profile for each allowable movement type, i.e. 

left, through, or right turns, on each approach to each intersection with a 1-second time 

interval resolution. Predictions of travel time from the upstream detector to the stop bar 

can be approximated based on the distance and average cruise speed of vehicles on the 

link [84]. Thus, the prediction horizon for future arrivals is proportional to the distance 

to the upstream detector. On long approaches, such as a freeway off-ramp, another set of 
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detectors may be placed further upstream to extend the prediction horizon. In the context 

of urban signal ne^vorks, estimated departures communicated from adjacent, upstream 

intersections may be used to forecast the profile of future arrivals. Furthermore, a 

moving average of vehicles per second over the last 15 minutes may be used to 

approximate demand farther into the future. 

Section 2.15.3 Queue Estimation 

RHODES was updated from a vertical queue model to a horizontal queue estimation 

process in 1996. That is, an estimate is maintained of the position of the end of queue 

relative to the downstream stop bar and forecasted arrivals are added to the queue 

estimate when they are predicted to arrive at this position, rather than at the stop bar. 

This type of modeling proves valuable, especially in cases where there is limited roadway 

to store vehicles. For instance, at a diamond interchange, there are two signals spaced 

closely on either side of the corresponding freeway underpass or overpass. In this 

context, effective signal control must be careful not to queue vehicles to the point that 

spillback into the upstream intersection blocks cross-street traffic. At the same time, the 

capacity to accurately model the queue and fully utilize roadway storage results in 

improved performance. Taking into account the remaining space in the downstream 

roadway, RHODES is better able to estimate the number of vehicles that may possibly 

leave the upstream queue in congested scenarios. With improved queue estimation, 

RHODES is able to provide improved traffic control. RHODES also incorporates 

horizontal queue modeling into the intersection control optimization algorithm. 
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Section 2.15.4 Network Level Control 

REALBAND [85] is a network layer algorithm designed to determine optimal 

coordination constraints for a network of signals. Evaluation of coordination alternatives 

is based on an appro.ximate traffic model used to propagate predicted platoons through a 

network model for a given time horizon. The algorithm forms a decision tree, where 

each decision node appears when two platoons simultaneously arrive to an intersection on 

conflicting phases. It then considers the alternatives of giving absolute priority to either 

platoon with the objective of optimizing a given criterion, such as vehicle delay. If 

platoon arrivals are slightly offset, the platoon arriving first may be split in order to 

provide absolute priority to the crossing platoon. REALBAND is essentially a branch 

and bound algorithm. 

The resulting output is a set of phase constraints for each signal, mandating the "winning 

phase" for the duration of each conflict resolution in the optimal root-to-leaf path of the 

decision tree. These phase constraints are passed down to local controllers. The local 

control algorithm, COP, signals according to coordination constraints and may make 

signal timing adjustment to minimize delay during non-conflict time intervals. However, 

due to computational tractability issues, the REALBAND layer was withdrawn from the 

deployable realization of the RHODES system after initial performance testing, pending 

further research. This follows the fate of the original upper layer of PRODYN [43], 

which was not incorporated into the version deployed in the field for evaluation. 
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Section 2.15.5 Intersection Level Control 

The intersection level control is based on the COP algorithm [83]. The COP algorithm 

uses a forward dynamic programming method to minimize vehicle delay over a 45 

second horizon, with a I -second decision space resolution. 

Objective 

The objective of COP. as originally published, is to minimize cumulative vehicle delay 

over the decision horizon [83]. Subsequent revisions of the COP algorithm appended an 

enhancement to the objective called historical delay to counteract the suboptimal 

tendencies of a rolling horizon algorithm with an insufficient horizon [86]. It can be 

proven that for insufficient optimization horizons, a demand on a given approach may 

never be served by a traffic control algorithm with a cumulative delay objective using the 

rolling horizon technique [78]. Historical delay overcomes this myopic side effect by 

penalizing proportionally to the average duration each individual vehicle has been queued 

prior to the optimization horizon, until that vehicle is served. Thus, historical delay is not 

a terminal criterion, but may contribute to the objective during all time intervals in the 

horizon. 

Search Method 

The optimization algorithm in COP begins fi-om the initial intersection state and 

iteratively progresses in stages corresponding to phases in a pre-specified, cyclic 

sequence. Each stage e.xpands the decision network by appending service of its 

corresponding phase to all current control trajectories, for all valid durations. Zero is 

considered a valid phase duration; thus, any phase sequence may be realized by skipping 
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intermediate phases in the sequence. After each phase-wise iteration, COP stores a 

vector of attained state values. However, COP aggregates state values corresponding to 

the final time step reached by the control trajectory. Algorithmic efficiency in COP is 

achieved by storing only the objective minimizing control trajectory at each reachable 

time step. This pruning method, key to attaining solutions in real-time, results in slightly 

suboptimal solutions, as much as 6% in conducted experiments [86]. At an INFORMS 

presentation [86], the University of Arizona researchers reported a reorganization of the 

COP algorithm, referred to as COP-97. resulting in a reduction of the computational 

complexity by an order of magnitude. Additionally, a simple heuristic which reorders 

the search method has been applied, resulting in substantial computational savings. The 

previous explanation of the search method, expanding frontier state of the decision 

network in a phase-wise manner, is still valid; but the current implementation differs 

significantly from the original publication [83]. COP-97 and the RHODES framework 

have also been extended for successful experimentation in diamond-interchanges [87] 

and transit priority. Instrumentation for field testing is currently underway for a section 

of the Speedway arterial in Tucson, Arizona, and results are pending from a recent field 

test on a diamond interchange in Tempe, Arizona. 

Section 2.15.6 Test Results 

I. In simulation tests, two intersections were coordinated with REALBAND over a 

200 second horizon. A 41-node, 42-link network area surrounding the two 

intersections under REALBAND control was evaluated using REALBAND 
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settings versus TRANSYT settings. The authors report that the total delay over 

the whole 41-node network was reduced by 10% by applying REALBAND 

controls to two intersections over a 200 second horizon [85]. 

The Federal Highway Administration's Real-Time Traffic Adaptive Control 

System (RT-TRACS) project funded the development of 5 real-time algorithms. 

Independent laboratory testing of each prototype was to be carried out by Kaman 

Sciences using the CORSIM simulation environment. PASSER U-90 was used 

as the baseline control strategy, and testing was conducted for an arterial 

network. The arterial is modeled after Tara Boulevard in Atlanta. Georgia, and 

control was tested on 13 intersections. Testing was conducted using average 

peak hour flows. RHODES performed better than the semi-actuated plan 

generated from PASSER-II 90. Preliminary results showed that Arizona's 

RHODES prototype significantly increased throughput and reduced delay, stops, 

and fuel consumption [27]. At the time that study was published, RHODES was 

the only prototype to successfully begin evaluation. 

Engineers at Kaman Sciences conducting neutral third party testing later 

developed their own adaptive traffic control algorithm, GASCAP. They used the 

Tara Boulevard model mentioned previously to compare GASCAP against 

RHODES and OPAC, and the PASSER 11-90 baseline. RHODES provided 

higher throughput, lower delay, and fewer stops per vehicle than GASCAP, 

OPAC, and the baseline settings [74]. 
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4. CORSIM simulation experiments were conducted for this dissertation comparing 

RHODES versus TRANSYT Release 8.04 on an arterial network. The 

experiments were based on a network modeled after Speedway Boulevard in 

Tucson. .Arizona, which is composed of 21 signals; however, only the 8 signals 

of the Speedway arterial were allowed to operate using the RHODES algorithm 

while the remainder retained their TRANSYT fixed-time control settings. 

Results were averaged over 25 individual 1-hour simulations, where traffic flow 

was constant for the entire hour. The results, shown in more detail later in this 

dissertation, show that TRANSYT (Release 8.04) incurs 4% less average delay 

per vehicle. Furthermore, another scenario was simulated where RHODES 

control was used on only a single intersection in the Speedway network, while 

the remainder of the network remained under TRANSYT optimized fixed-time 

control. The intersection is Campbell & Speedway, the most congested 

intersection in the network, though it was not saturated. The results indicated 

that TRANSYT (Release 8.04) incurred 2% less average delay per vehicle on all 

approaches to Campbell & Speedway. The results of both experiments show 

little or no significant difference in performance between RHODES and 

TRANSYT (Release 8.04) during static traffic conditions. Tests during dynamic 

traffic conditions, where traffic was relatively variable throughout the simulated 

hour, indicated that RHODES outperformed TRANSYT fixed-time control by 

20%, in terms of delay, and outperformed coordinated actuated control by 15%. 
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Section 2.15.7 Comments on RHODES 

1. It seems simply phenomenal that the delay of 41 intersections improved by 10% 

from TRANSYT settings by manipulating the control of only 2 of the 

intersections over a 200-second horizon. One possible explanation is that the 

lower layer control, COP, was still active on more than the 2 REALBAM) 

intersections, in which case the effect of the upper layer, R£ ALB AND, has not 

been removed from the effect of the lower layer control, COP. Another possible 

explanation is that the delay reported is derived from the approximate traffic 

model used by RE ALB AND, in which case the deviation of approximate 

REALBAND technique from NETSIM has not been established. 

2. Experiments showing that RHODES outperforms PASSER 11-90 and OPAC are 

based on a two hour scenario modeling rush hour. Traffic begins at moderate 

levels, then increases within the first half hour to high levels, and finally 

decreases in the final half hour back to moderate levels. This experiment shows 

that RHODES is better able to adapt to changing traffic conditions than OPAC. It 

also shows that PASSER 11-90 derived actuated control can accommodate 

fluctuations in traffic, outperforming OPAC, a demand responsive policy for 

adaptive control. However, RHODES also significantly outperformed PASSER 

[1-90 settings. 

3. The loss of optimality due to aggregating state values at (time, phase) stages 

seems likely to grow as the number of phases increase, the phase sequence is not 

in the best order, the horizon increases, and as congestion increases. 
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Section 2.16 ALLONS-D 

ALLONS-D (Adaptive Limited Look-ahead Optimization of Network Signals -

Decentralized) was developed by University of Michigan researchers [88], and serves as 

the primary component (Chapter 2) of a dissertation by Isaac Porche [89]. The 

.\LLONS-D algorithm operates in a rolling horizon fashion, solving a heuristically 

directed depth-first branch and bound to minimize weighted vehicle delay for a single 

intersection over a finite, but variable decision horizon. ALLONS-D is slightly different 

from other approaches in defining its horizon to end only when all anticipate arrivals 

have been served. This also lends to a slightly different interpretation of the objective 

function. Porche also investigates two hierarchical variants of the ALLONS architecture 

(Chapters 3 and 4 respectively) in his dissertation, seeking to improve signal 

coordination. 

Section 2.16.1 Optimization 

Perhaps the most distinguishing feature of ALLONS-D relative to other algorithms such 

as OPAC, PRODYN, or UTOPL\ is that an accurate "snapshot" of the state of the 

intersection is assumed available in real-time as needed. That is, ALLONS-D does not 

maintain up-to-date queue estimates and arrival predictions, but rather receives accurate 

queue estimates and arrival predictions directly from the simulation in all research 

efforts. It is assumed that in field installations, this "snapshot" would be available from 

sophisticated detector technology such as AUTOSCOPE [88]. Thus, the state model 
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applies only to the optimization routine in its efforts to forecast future conditions from the 

current "snapshot". 

ALLONS-D operates in a rolling horizon fashion, resolving the optimization problem 

every A seconds, where A is typically on the order of 5 to 15 seconds, but perhaps 20 

seconds or higher as well [88]. The duration of the decision horizon is variable, 

depending on the control trajectory. The stopping criterion is that all anticipated future 

arrivals have been served on every link. ALLONS-D considers switching phases in any 

arbitrary sequence at decision points spaced by A seconds, subject to minimum and 

ma.\imum green requirements and mandatory yellow and all-red clearance intervals. 

The state vector consists of the absolute time in the horizon, the queue sizes on all 

approaches, the current green phase, and the time the current green phase has been active. 

An arrival vector specifies the estimated vehicle arrival times and vehicle types on each 

approach. A bound on the arrival times is determined geographically by the location and 

distance between neighboring intersections. An additional a,^, state variable is also used 

to store the time of the most recent departure from a link. This is necessary in order to 

carry over headway constraints from one interval to the next. ALLONS-D updates the 

state using a vertical queue model. During the yellow-red period, no vehicles can leave 

the intersection. No separate modeling considerations, such as transit stops, are used for 

transit vehicles. The arrival time of transit vehicles are also supplied by the initial 

"snapshot". 

Objective 
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The objective is to minimize the weighted cumulative delay over the horizon, where 

vehicles are weighted according to occupancy to encourage transit priority and minimize 

passenger delay. 

Search Method 

ALLONS-D uses a decision tree, citing the computational effort to find equivalent states 

and develop a decision network are too burdensome [88]. An e.xample is presented 

where pruning results in more efficient state-space reduction than the state aggregation, 

though no significant advantage computational advantage was found by ALLONS-D over 

FDP [88]. ALLONS-D searches the decision tree with a heuristically directed depth-first 

branch and bound algorithm to find the optimal control trajectory. The order of trajectory 

exploration in the decision tree is directed using a "serve the largest cost" (STLC) 

heuristic [88]. That is, the phase that incurred the highest cost or delay during the most 

recent interval is considered first among the remaining alternatives in the next interval. 

The STLC heuristic is applied at each decision node in the decision tree until the stopping 

criterion has been met. establishing an initial path and initial upper bound on the 

objective for the remainder of the search. From this starting point, a depth-first search is 

used with the philosophy that an optimum policy may lie near or on this path. The 

remainder of the depth-first search is also expanded in an order determined by the STLC 

heuristic. The authors of ALLONS-D report that only 10% of the state space is actually 

expanded due to pruning opportunities [88]. Additionally, a heuristic called STLC-e is 

suggested, where the cost of the next phase must be at least £ greater than the cost of the 

current phase to trigger a phase switch. It is also suggested that e be set proportional to 
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the degree of saturation for the intersection. Thus, a more saturated intersection would 

consider the service of longer green times first. However, STLC-e is merely provided as 

a suggestion and was not implemented. 

Section 2.16.2 Coordination 

Porche investigated two architectures for e.xtending the ALLONS-D model for improved 

performance in the conte.\t of an urban signal network [89]. In chapter 3 of his 

dissertation, Porche suggests a hierarchical framework and analyzes its potential. In 

chapter 4, Porche attempts an iterative approach which employs a network wide 

simulation component, and concludes with analysis on the convergence properties of this 

approach. 

Section 2.16.3 Iterative Coordination Technique 

Chapter 4 of Porche's dissertation introduces ALLONS-I [89], an iterative technique that 

seeks to achieve stable coordination among independent controllers. The process is 

similar to the original hierarchical version of PRODYN [65], with the difference that 

PRODYN controllers included downstream time dependent arrival costs (developed by 

the upper layer) in the objective at the lower layer. The iterative architecture incorporates 

a simulation program also developed by researchers at the University of Michigan called 

the Simple Traffic Network Simulator (STNS) [88]. Each local controller generates a 

plan over a fixed time horizon T using the normal ALLONS-D optimizer. The plan firom 

each controller is fed into the STNS, which records simulated departures to form the 

incoming arrival forecasts for adjacent signals during the ne.xt iteration. The algorithm 
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then iterates. Given new arrival forecasts from the simulation in the previous iteration, 

each controller individually re-optimizes. The new controls are simulated with the STNS 

to derive arrival forecasts for the next iteration. The ALLONS-I process terminates when 

the controls from the current iteration match the controls of the previous iteration. 

Porche presents this architecture as a method for coordinated traffic control in real-time, 

but later admits that the attempt was "naive" [89] and that coordination of time varying 

demand on competing right of ways is a non-trivial matter. In one test case with no side 

street traffic on a four intersection arterial, the algorithm converged after 19 iterations. 

E.xcept for simple cases with very little or no contention, ALLONS-I was found to cycle 

rather than converge. In the final analysis. Porche concludes that the algorithm can be 

guaranteed to converge when the weights are completely apportioned to one right of way 

on each intersection (i.e. the objective weights on all other approaches are set to zero). 

Section 2.16.4 Hierarchical Coordination Technique 

Porche addresses coordination by opening up the intersection optimizer to manipulation, 

arguing that if this manipulation results in better performance than a lack of 

manipulation, then coordination has been achieved. In this hierarchical architecture 

(Chapter 3) [89], manipulation consists of separating the objective into East-West and 

North-South contributions to the delay. Noting that often the cross-streets do not get as 

much attention as the arterial, higher weights are assigned to the cross-street delay 

contribution to improve performance, and thereby achieve coordination as previously 

defined. An extensive number of weighting ratios, of North-South to East-West objective 
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contributions, were examined and analyzed to project the potential benefit of such a 

hierarchical biasing scheme. Several schemes were investigated for automatically 

establishing the North-South to East-West weighting ratio based on ratios of flow and 

saturation tlow. It was found that a biasing scheme could significantly improve the 

performance of ALLONS-D relative to unbiased performance on a signal network. 

Section 2.16.5 Results 

1. ALLONS-D was evaluated using an in-house simulation program called the 

Simple Traffic Network Simulator (STNS) [88]. In a single intersection 

performance study, the baseline for comparison was a fixed-time plan developed 

by enumerating all possible fixed-time plans and simulating them. The best was 

chosen as the baseline. It was found that in undersaturated conditions, ALLONS-

D performed better in some cases, though it was equivalent in others. In saturated 

conditions. .ALLONS-D significantly outperformed the fixed-time control, and the 

same result was found during time varying demand experiments. 

2. A simulation experiment was performed using a 3 intersection arterial to test 

.ALLONS-D versus fixed time control [88]. Fixed-time control was established 

by using Webster's cycle time and tuning offsets for minimum delay. The purely 

decentralized version of ALLONS-D showed 2% less delay than the fixed-time 

control. Applying weights from the upper level control resulted in 9% less delay 

than the fixed-time control. 
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3. In simulation experiments on 5 intersection arterial, it was found that delay was 

reduced by over 50% by biasing the weights of ALLONS-D [89]. The fixed-time 

model was not simulated in this experiment. Interestingly, in comparing a plot of 

performance from the same arterial with the optimization step size reduced from 

A = 10, to A =5, even the most poorly biased results with A = 5 had 

significantly less delay than the best biased case with A = 10. Thus, the step size 

is a more significant factor in performance than biasing. 

4. Simulation experiment comparing ALLONS-D with and without higher weights 

for transit vehicles show that a trade off generally exists between transit delay and 

private vehicles delay [88]. By weighting vehicles according to occupancy, 

passenger delay can be minimized. 

Section 2.16.6 Comments on ALLONS-D 

1. ALLONS-D relies on the availability of a "snapshot" of the intersection to prime 

the initial state of the optimization. It is rationalized that the use of intelligent 

video sensors such as AUTOSCOPE could readily provide this information. 

Thus. .A.LLONS-D was able to optimize with correct initial queue estimates and 

arrival estimates obtained directly from the simulation environment, whereas 

other decentralized algorithms such as PRODYN, UTOPIA, and OPAC have not 

experimented with this potential luxury. 

2. The practice of considering only those arrivals forecasted by actual detection 

upstream is debatable. Algorithms such as PRODYN [43] have experienced a 

marked improvement in performance by extending the prediction horizon through 
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the use of historical models. However, the stopping criterion of ALLONS-D 

depends on a short prediction horizon. Due to the "snapshot" architecture of 

.A.LLONS-D, state information is not currently tracked in any way. Perhaps an 

average flow model could be incorporated into the upper layer to maintain the 

simplicity of the lower layer design. 

3. Optimizing with a resolution of 5 to 15 seconds is clearly substandard when 

compared to UTOPIA, with a step size of 3 seconds or COP with 1 second 

resolution. ALLONS-D testing confirmed that reducing the step size from 10 to 5 

in one case reduced delay by 30% [89]. 

5. It is reported that STNS was chosen to evaluate ALLONS-D because TRAF-

NETSIM could not be used to implement and simulate new traffic control 

scheme, and particularly not acyclic controls [88]. This is simply not the case, as 

is evidenced by several acyclic prototypes being tested with TRAF-NETSIM [27, 

74, 83]. 

6. Given that ALLONS-D was not compared with an established benchmark such as 

TRANSYT or evaluated with an established simulation such as TRAF-NETSIM, 

the results are unfortunately difficult to interpret. An effort was made to find a 

best fi.xed-time control using Webster's cycle; however, Webster's cycle is not a 

necessarily an effective cycle time for a coordinated network. 

7. Constructing the decision horizon such that all vehicles must be served does 

indeed drive ALLONS-D to seek long term solutions, but since ALLONS-D is a 

rolling horizon process, the solution and ultimate implementation of a control may 
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change with each successive solution. Especially in light of the differing arrival 

projections which may be available on each approach, it seems that the objective 

function would be biased in favor of the approach with the longer arrival 

projection. This is in fact the observation of Porche [89] in his dissertation. The 

success of the hierarchical biasing scheme may be completely due to its 

compensation for asymmetric arrival forecasts in the ALLONS-D model. Thus, 

the upper layer would likely provide little benefit if arrival forecasts had equal 

durations on all approaches. 

8. When the intersection is oversaturated and'or arrivals are forecasted well in 

advance, .A-LLONS-D takes significantly longer to solve as the decision horizon is 

e.xtended farther into the future by the requirement to serve all anticipated 

arrivals. 

9. The finding that only 10% of the state space was searched is encouraging. 

Indeed, the incorporation of the STLC heuristic direction into the depth first 

branch and bound search is the most significant contribution of Porche's 

dissertation. Note, however, that the percent of state space pruned is likely to 

reduce when time step sizes are reduced for higher resolution, and that ALLONS-

D uses perhaps the lowest resolution among decentralized algorithms. 

Section 2.17 OTSCS 

OTSCS (Optimal Traffic Signal Control System) is an algorithm for optimally timing 

two-phase, isolated traffic signals developed by researchers at the City University of New 
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York (CUNY) [90], and serving as the dissertation of Jianzhong Fan [91], OTSCS 

consists of an artificial neural network (ANN) component and an artificial intelligence 

based search model, the optimum traffic signal timing model (OTSTM). 

Section 2.17.1 Neural Network 

The anificial neural network module is called LOS ANN (Level of Service Analysis 

Neural Network) [92]. LOS ANN is trained to estimate the relationship between input 

(traffic conditions and control strategy) and the output (the corresponding delay per 

vehicle) for an intersection with given geometric conditions. LOSANN uses the 

Highway Capacity Software available fi-om the U. S. Federal Highway Association 

(FHWA) to estimate the resultant delay output for a given set of input conditions. Input 

conditions may be categorized as geometric conditions, traffic conditions, or signalization 

conditions. A three or four arm intersection may be considered, and it is anticipated that 

there may be left, through, and right turning movements on each approach. Geometric 

input includes the number of lanes, lane width, grade, and degree of friction due to 

parking accommodations. Dynamic traffic input consists of volumes by movement in 

vehicles per hour, percentage of heavy vehicles, number of bus stops, and pedestrian 

volumes. Signalization input consists of a phase sequence, and green, yellow, and red 

times for all phases. LOSANN uses a multi-layer artificial neural network model and is 

trained with an extensive set of input-output patterns to approximate the output for any 

given input pattern. Training consists of adjusting weights of linear combination 
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functions and activation functions to minimize the deviation of the approximated output 

from the real output for all input-output training pairs. 

Section 2.17.2 Optimization Module 

Although a real-time traffic signal control algorithm is suggested as the final goal, the 

OTSCS research conducted was more of a feasibility inquiry. No specific detector layout 

is specified, but it is presumed that detectors could directly measure the flows on the left, 

through, and right turning movements for each approach to the intersection. The 

geometric conditions for a given intersection are known, and LOSANN is trained for a 

range of traffic flows and signal timing strategies. Thus, for a given intersection, traffic 

flows can be measured in real-time and the OTSTM can determine which signal control 

strategy (as evaluated by LOSANN) will minimize the average stopped delay per vehicle 

for the intersection. 

Section 2.17.3 Decision Variables 

The search space is partitioned into sets of decision variables referred to as generations. 

The first generation of traffic control decisions is the phase sequence. OTSCS research 

was constrained to a simple two phase sequence for practicality; hence, the 

dimensionality due to phase sequencing was eliminated. The second generation is the 

cycle time variable, which is partitioned into a discrete decision space at 5 second 

increments, with the option of bounding the search space within 30% of Webster's cycle. 

Unconstrained, the cycle time may range firom 45 to 180 seconds. The third and final 

generation is the green duration for each phase, which is partitioned into a decision space 
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with 0.2 second increments. For a two phase sequence and a given cycle time, the third 

generation decision variable can be expressed as a ratio of North-South green time to 

East-West green time. Thus, there are only two directions in the OTSTM, the cycle time 

and the green time ratio. Two alternative signal timing optimization strategies were 

researched for the OTSCS, a depth first search model and a direction search model. In 

either approach, the signal timing strategy is evaluated by LOSANN as function of the 

cycle time and green time ratio. "As long as the training data are accurate, the output of 

both LOSANN and OTSTM modules can be very reliable." [90] 

Section 2.17.4 Depth First Search 

The depth first search enumerates all possibilities in order of generations, where the first 

generation (phase sequence) is the root node in the decision tree, the second generation 

(cycle time) represents the next level in the tree, and the third generation (green time 

ratio) represents the deepest and final level in the decision tree. Since only a ^vo phase 

sequence is considered, the first generation is essentially ignored. OTSTS only considers 

isolated signals and average traffic volumes for each movement. Thus, the order of 

phases does not matter and there is no offset to bother with. Thus, at each cycle time 

setting in the allowable range, and then at each possible green time ratio permitted by that 

cycle time, LOSANN evaluates the expected delay per vehicle. The cycle time and green 

time ratio resulting in the least delay is the optimal signal setting. Solution of the two 

phase optimal signal control timing was achieved after approximately I minute of 
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computation time during testing [90]. Thus, a direction search approach was developed 

to render the method more amenable to real-time application. 

Section 2.17.5 Heuristic Best-First Direction Search 

OTSTM uses a heuristic "direction search" that alternates searches along the two possible 

directions, the cycle time and the green time ratio. Initially, the green ratio is fi.xed at 0.5, 

an even balance between the North-South and East-West phases, and then the algorithm 

searches for the local optimum of the cycle time variable. That is, the combination of the 

fi.xed green time ratio and each cycle time in the feasible range is evaluated by LOSANN. 

The cycle time is then fixed to the value that resulted in the least delay. Then, the 

algorithm evaluates all possible green time ratios subject to the fixed cycle time. The 

green time ratio is then fixed to the delay minimizing value. In this way, the algorithm 

iterates, alternating search directions while the fixing value of the other direction, until 

the next iteration results in no further decrease in the objective. Thus, an exhaustive 

search is avoided, and an effective solution is found quickly. The heuristic best-first 

direction search solved in less than 10 seconds with only a negligible loss in optimality, 

rending it feasible for real-time applications. 

Section 2.17.6 Results 

I. It was found that the best-first direction search resulted in 10 to 100 times less 

run-time, and provided equivalent or just slightly degraded performance (less than 

1% degradation in the given results). 
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2. Narrowing the search space to within 30% of Webster's cycle increases speed, but 

significantly degraded the resulting performance (as much as 50% in the given 

results). 

3. The direction search ran in less than 10 seconds. 

Section 2.17.7 Comments on OTSCS 

1. OTSCS was not compared with any established benchmarks. Although it is 

implicitly better than Webster's, the difference was not quantified using an 

established evaluation methodology such as CORSIM. The LOSANN evaluation 

only appro.ximates the Highway Capacity Software with a measure of error, and 

does not quantify, for better or worse, the performance under dynamic traffic 

conditions. 

2. OTSCS does seem capable of operating with less detector instrumentation than 

may other real-time optimization algorithms, albeit at the potential price of some 

performance. 

3. OTSCS applies only to isolated traffic signals. In addition, the effort required to 

train LOSANN for a given intersection may be more intensive and technical than 

that of calibrating an actuated controller to achieve a similar level of performance. 

4. That such a simplistic search takes so long to solve computationally indicates that 

the multi-layer neural network approach may be too intensive for more elaborate 

models including real-time forecasts of arrival profiles as input. 
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CHAPTER 3 - EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF TRAFFIC SIGNAL CONTROL 
ALGORITHMS 

Section 3.0 Introduction 

This chapter seeks to establish a framework for the evaluation of single intersection 

traffic signal control algorithms. Comparing algorithms based only on their 

corresponding publications can be problematic. The topic is discussed here and a 

prescription for a truly objective evaluation is proposed, removing many confounding 

factors from the process. .A. simple state model, similar to Webster's simulation model 

[12] and the DYPIC model [64], is used to simulate and compare several well-known 

traffic signal control strategies including Webster's fi.\ed-time control [12], vehicle-

actuated control, PRODYN [65], OPAC [71], COP [83], ALLONS-D [89], and a more 

efficient version of the RHODES intersection control module. COP-97 [86]. The 

resulting performance benchmarks are elucidating, and to the author's knowledge, such 

an elaborate study has never been published before. Additionally, several simple and 

generic alternative algorithms are proposed. These alternative strategies form intuitive 

benchmarks, and are found to perform very favorably to the existing state of the art. 

Section 3.1 Evaluation faux pas 

The literature of adaptive real-time traffic signal control is rife with egregious algorithmic 

evaluations. Without reliable measures of effectiveness, collected in a statistically 

responsible maimer fi-om accurate models and compared to well known benchmarks, it is 

difficult to evaluate the efficacy of an algorithm or its theoretical contribution to the field 
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of traffic signal control. Several overly common instances of questionable evaluation 

techniques are enumerated in the discussion that follows, and several preferred practices 

are proposed or endorsed. 

Section 3.1.1 Algorithms of incomparable performance 

There are a few e.Kamples of algorithms in the literature that make no comparison to any 

other control strategy whatsoever. Some of these researchers stop at observing that an 

algorithm converged to a solution for a particular problem instance. Others make an 

effort to prove that an algorithm will always converge to a solution. The implication 

seems to be that due to theoretical underpinnings, these algorithms yield such 

unparalleled performance that simulation and comparison is not necessary. However, the 

traffic signal control problem does not yield to many theoretical assumptions, such as 

linearity, stationary parameters, independent and identically distributed inter-arrivals at 

known arrival rates, or constant departure rates, and thus the real problem of moving 

traffic efficiently in the streets eludes any analytical claims of optimal performance. 

Short of a field test, evaluation with a simulation package is the prudent course. Even 

under the idealized assumptions from which Webster's fi.xed-time control results were 

obtained, the analytical approach is somewhat intractable [9], thus Webster's results are 

based in part on approximations of simulated results [12]. 

Section 3.1.2 Comparing against existing settings 

A field comparison of existing settings to a new control strategy is clearly a valuable 

measure of performance for the citizenry of the local jurisdiction. However, the existing 
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settings could be arbitrarily poor depending on the competence of the local traffic 

engineer, and thus it may not be possible to duplicate successful results when deploying 

the same strategy on another test site. The argument here assumes that no optimization 

software was used for the existing settings, but the potential to use optimization packages 

with a lack of competence still remains. Aside from issues of competence, signals are 

rarely kept up to date and a great deal of time may have passed since the signals were last 

calibrated. It has been estimated that out of date fi.xed time signal settings degrade on the 

order of 4 to 5 percent delay per year [40]. Finally, there are often many factors which 

motivated the current settings in the field that are not represented in the simulation 

context. For example, pedestrians, transit vehicles, and many mid-block sources and 

sinks are typically not modeled in simulations. Thus, traffic in the simulation 

environment may show less variance in terms of flow levels and tighter clustering of 

vehicles than observed in the field. Adaptive algorithms take advantage of these 

conditions and perform well. Thus, there are many representative cases in the literature, 

none of which will be single out here, where field tests are far less optimistic than 

simulation results. 

Section 3.1.3 Comparing against fixed-time control 

Many algorithms are simply compared against fixed-time control. Simply put, any 

adaptive real-time algorithm worthy of publication, today or in the last 20 years, should 

very well be able to outperform optimized fixed-time control at least in the single, 

isolated intersection scenario. Often researchers simply select a fixed-time strategy to 
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perform well. However, as with the e.\isting settings problem in the previous section, the 

selected strategy could be arbitrarily poor, rendering the comparison of minimal value. 

Webster's method [12] is perhaps the most recognized version of optimized fixed time 

control. It is a relatively simple exercise to implement Webster's settings, and the results 

of a comparison establish that at least the minimum standard of performance has been 

met. Although fixed-time control is perhaps the most easily duplicated benchmark, the 

margin of improvement gives no absolute standard of performance. Results from two 

algorithms shown to outperform optimized fixed-time controllers are not comparable 

unless both algorithms are compared using the exact same simulation model and traffic 

demand levels, as those factors dictate the margin of improvement to a great extent. In 

any case, an improvement over fixed-time control in the context of a single isolated 

intersection is hardly grounds for claiming optimal real-time control, although the 

practice appears in the literature with reasonable fi-equency. There are many other more 

useful benchmarks that may be duplicated with only a modicum of effort, such as a 

vehicle-actuated controller implementing the saturation flow policy. Such a comparison 

is much more meaningful, as vehicle-actuated control has been shown to outperform 

optimized fixed-time settings by as much as 50% [64]. Note the work of Webster and 

Cobb [4], where they find that a well-calibrated vehicle-actuated controller can 

outperform optimal fixed-time settings over a wide range of traffic flows. However, the 

comparison with fixed-time control is interesting in the context of a coordinated network 

of intersections. 
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[n the context of coordinated networks of signals, it has been found that the fixed-time 

solutions of TRANSYT have occasionally outperformed adaptive methods such as 

SCOOT and SCATS in field studies [54]. Thus, the comparison with fixed-time control 

is of certain utility in this context. However, the comparison with fixed-time control can 

easily be designed, for lack of competence or intent for sure success, in such a manner 

that fixed-time control performs at well less than its full potential on a network. A very 

common faux pas is that of using Webster's cycle as the common cycle for a coordinated 

network. In the case less recent experiments, it could be argued that the automated 

feature of searching over all cycle times in a range was not available in the version of 

TflANSYT software available at that time, so Webster's cycle was simply selected. 

Then. TRANSYT was applied to optimize offsets and splits, given the selected cycle 

time. However, in recent experiments, where available versions of TRANSYT would 

certainly be capable of properly optimizing the cycle time, there is no excuse for using 

Webster's cycle. Make no mistake about it - the selection of a cycle time that facilitates 

timely two-way progression of platooned vehicle flow through a network does not 

necessarily coincide with Webster's cycle time and corresponding phase splits, which 

were designed to minimize delay for a single isolated intersection under the assumption 

of Poisson distributed arrivals. It is also occasionally claimed that TRANSYT was used 

to determine optimum fixed-time controls as a benchmark for comparison, when in fact a 

heuristic offset tuning process was used. Such claims and corresponding results are 

misleading. 
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Section 3.1.4 Using an in-house network simulation 

Many researchers conduct evaluation of their traffic signal control algorithm using 

network simulations built in-house specifically for the purpose. Although a very 

elaborate and sophisticated effort can be e.xpended, the validity of the results can be 

questionable. Over the years, a few de facto standards have appeared. TRANSYT is an 

often used standard for evaluating split, cycle, and offset settings for a network of signals. 

However, the evaluation of TRANSYT is perhaps not as accurate as compiled results 

from a set of several replications with a full-featured micro-simulation. For the 

evaluation of adaptive, and often acyclic, real-time traffic signal controllers, a micro-

simulation is the only reasonable evaluation alternative short of a field test. CORSIM, 

formerly known as NTETSIM, as in network simulation, is a full-featured micro-

simulation environment produced by the FHWA. It can be interfaced with adaptive 

algorithms for testing as in the RT-TRACS evaluation [27, 93, 94]. Several other 

simulation packages are available, include VISSIM, SIGNAL94, SYNCHRO, and 

PASSER 11-90. One study [95] indicates that perhaps CORSIM is the most accurate 

estimator of queue length over a range of different degrees of saturation. Results 

generated from such well known simulation packages are much more meaningful, as 

more reliable comparisons can be made against other algorithms. 

In the case of a single intersection, the use of an in-house simulation is less problematic, 

since there are many fewer phenomena to model. Webster's model for delay and the 

resulting method for obtaining minimal delay fi.\ed-time settings were based on a simple, 

single intersection simulation with Poisson distributed arrivals [12]. The DYPIC model 
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is also an example of a useful and simply constmcted model for single intersection 

simulation and evaluation [64], Although these simple methods do not accurately model 

more complicated phenomena such as permitted movements through opposing traffic, 

they are capable of fairly reliable modeling of traffic traversing an intersection of single 

lane roadways via protected movements. In this limited functionality, they provide an 

effective means of making relative comparisons among different signal control strategies. 

The simplicity also affords the opportunity to easily implement the model and reproduce 

existing results, or extend the comparison to new algorithms. 

Section 3.2 Evaluation using the simple DYPIC model 

In this section, a simplistic model is presented for the evaluation of alternative traffic 

signal control algorithms at a single intersection. The model is essentially that of DYPIC 

[64], with a couple of slight modifications. This model was chosen for a number of 

reasons. 

Section 3.2.1 Motivation 

Each algorithm typically has it's own particular method of system identification. Given 

the stochastic nature of traffic, no model could exactly predict the state true state of the 

system at all times. Thus, it is incumbent on the algorithm to deduce from detector input 

what the actual queue sizes are, make corrections to the arrival predictions when possible, 

and update saturation flow parameters, turning probabilities, and perhaps additional 

parameters used in the trafBc model. However, by adopting the DYPIC model for 

testing, all algorithms were provided with the same, exact state model and access to exact 
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arrival predictions. This removes any biasing in the performance metrics due to disparate 

prediction and state models in each algorithm. Thus, the performance of the algorithm is 

purely a function of the search process of the algorithm, and perhaps any specific changes 

from the typical objective function. The modified model is given here, and is very 

simple. Thus, it could easy be duplicated with a minimum of effort. 

Section 3.2.2 Intersection Configuration 

The intersection may be configured with a variable number of phases and queues, and 

each queue has a corresponding arrival vector. This setup affords a number of 

interpretations. In DYPIC. a simple two-arm intersection was used. In experiments 

presented here, four queues and four phases were used. This may be interpreted as four 

separate approaches, where each approach is served by a separate phase. Alternatively, 

the configuration could be interpreted as modeling a two-arm intersection, where each 

approach has a left turn bay and a through lane. Left turns are only allowed during 

protected left phases, and each queue is served by a separate phase, as opposed to 

grouping left turns together in a common phase. This later interpretation was in fact the 

design, and accordingly left turns queues employed a somewhat slower saturation flow 

rate. 

Section 3.2.3 Time Partitioning 

Time is divided into short intervals, which are taken to be 5 seconds in this case. 

However, the state model is implemented such that time steps can be redefined to any 

positive constant value, at least within reasonable limits which seem to be 0.1 to 20 
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seconds depending on the researcher. The simulation runs for a finite number of time 

steps. DYPIC simulated 10 minutes of traffic. In this model, the time horizon of the 

simulation was allowed to be redefined to an arbitrarily positive integer number of time 

steps, and e.xperiments were conducted at lengths of up to 5 hours of simulated traffic. 

Section 3.2.4 Signaling Process 

Signals are only allowed to change at the boundary between time intervals. When a 

phase changes, a minimum duration of clearance time must be served. The approach of 

DYPIC traffic model was adopted where a single 5 second interval was served where no 

vehicles were allowed to depart any queue in the transition between different phases. 

Unlike the DYPIC traffic model, minimum and maximum phase constraints were used, 

which requires the addition of an elapsed green time state value parameter for each active 

phase. It is felt that the use of minimum and maximum green times is more refiective of 

real-world operational constraints. However, this situation greatly increases the state 

space considered by the DYPIC optimization algorithm, which explicitly evaluates all 

possible states in the planning horizon, subject to maximum queue size constraints. In 

contrast, every real-time optimization algorithm considered in this chapter explicitly 

evaluates only a subset of the set of all states in the optimization planning horizon that are 

actually reachable fi-om the initial state. Thus, the DYPIC optimization algorithm will be 

intractable for the range of interesting problem sizes, and will not be evaluated in this 

chapter. 
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Section 3.2.5 Arrival Process 

As previously stated, each queue has a corresponding arrival vector. The arrival vector 

for a given queue specifies the number of arrivals to the stop bar during each time step of 

the simulation. Arrivals in this model were assumed to be non-negative integers. The 

assumption of Poisson distributed arrivals at specified rates was used in these 

experiments, but as in DYPIC, any distribution may be adopted, such as uniform or 

platooned arrivals. 

Section 3.2.6 Queuing Process 

When the indication is green for a given queue, vehicles are dispersed from the queue at a 

maximum rate. As in DYPIC. 2 vehicles were allowed to depart during each 5 second 

time step in these experiments. Additionally, on approaches intended to model left 

protected left turn bays, 1 vehicle was allowed to depart per 5 second time step. When 

the light is not green, no vehicle may depart from the queue. During each time step, 

arrivals are added to the queue estimate and then departures fi'om the queue are calculated 

to derive the final queue estimate. Queue lengths are only calculated at the end of each 

time interval. Thus, the delay at the intersection is taken as a sum of queues at the end of 

each time step. 

Section 3.3 Experimental description. 

This section presents a description of a simulation experiment performed to evaluate and 

compare several traffic signal control strategies. Tested strategies include, but are not 
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limited to, Webster's fixed time control, two vehicle-actuated control policies, PRODYN, 

OPAC, COP, COP-97. and ALLONS-D. Results are presented in the following section. 

Section 3.3.1 Intersection Configuration and Simulation Parameters 

The intersection simulated was a 4-arm intersection, where each arm is served by a 

distinct phase in the sequence. Time was partitioned into 5 second intervals, and each 

replication simulated 2 hours of traffic. Five different demand levels were chosen, and 

30 replications were simulated at each demand level for a total of 150 runs. Arrivals 

were Poisson distributed, and the rates for each approach are given in the following 

tables. The 5 second time interval was chosen as it was the most often cited time 

resolution in the literature. Each phase served a minimum green time of 5 seconds and 

was constrained to serve no more than a generous maximum green time set at twice the 

optimum cycle time calculated by Webster's theory. The phase sequence was fixed with 

no phase skipping allowed. 
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Arrival Rates (vehicles per second) 
Departur 
e Rate 

Very 
Low 

Low Mediu 
m 

High Very 
High 

Approach 1 0.4000 0.0750 O.IOOO 0.1250 0.1500 0.1750 

Approach 2 O.IOOO 0.0050 0.0050 0.0050 0.0050 0.0050 

Approach 3 0.4000 0.0750 0.1000 0.1250 0.1500 0.1750 

Approach 4 0.1000 0.0050 0.0050 0.0050 0.0050 0.0050 

Intersection 1.0000 0.1600 0.2100 0.2600 0.3100 0.3600 

Table 3.1 Departure and arrival rates for each approach at each demand level. 

Saturation Ratios (arrival flow/saturation flow) 
Very 
Low 

Low Mediu 
m 

High Very 
High 

Approach 1 j 0.1875 0.2500 0.3125 0.3750 0.4375 

Approach 2 | 0.5000 0.0500 1 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 
Approach 3 0.1875 0.2500 0.3125 0.3750 0.4375 

Approach 4 0.5000 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 
Intersection 0.4750 0.6000 0.7250 0.8500 0.9750 

Table 3.2 Saturation ratios for each approach at each demand level. 
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Webster's Phase Splits 
phase split in seconds (green time as percentage of 
cycle time) 
Very j Low 
Low 1 

Medium High Very 
High 

Approach 1 30 (33%) 35 (33%) 55 (36%) 105 
(41%) 

115 
(42%) 

Approach 2 10 (7%) 10(6%) 15(7%) 20 (6%) 20 (6%) 
Approach 3 25 (27%) 35 (33%) 55 (36%) 100 

(39%) 
110 
(40%) 

Approach 4 10(7%) 1 10(6%) 15(7%) 20 (6%) 20 (6%) 

Intersection 75 (73%) 1 90(78%) 140 
(86%) 

245 
(92%) 

265 
(93%) 

Table 3.3 Webster's phase splits for each approach/phase at each demand level. 

Degree of Saturation based on Webster's 
splits. 
Very 
Low 

Low Mediu 1 High 
m 

Very 
High 

Approach 1 0.563 0.750 ! 0.875 1 0.919 1.054 

.Approach 2 0.750 0.900 0.700 0.817 0.883 

Approach 3 0.703 0.750 0.875 0.967 1.104 

Approach 4 0.750 0.900 j 0.700 0.817 0.883 

Intersection 
(Ideally) 

0.644 0.750 0.841 0.919 0.987 

Table 3.4 Degree of saturation using Webster's splits. 

Section 3.4 Experimental results 

This section presents the results of the simulation experiment described in the previous 

section. The general results are summarized and each algorithm is revisited in a 

discussion of particular aspects of the search method which affect the algorithm's 

performance relative to its peers. 
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Section 3.4.1 Total Delay 

This section presents the total vehicular delay of each algorithm at each of 5 different 

demand levels. The results are presented in tabular format, where algorithms are grouped 

into their corresponding class: fi.\ed-time (FT), vehicle-actuated (VA), or real-time 

optimized (RT). Successive tables display the results in percentage-wise comparisons 

against various well-known benchmarks for convenience of interpretation. 



Degree of Saturation (Ideal) 0.644 0.75 0.841 0.919 0.987 
Demand Level Very Low Low Medium High Very High 
Control Algorithm Type Total vehicle delay in seconds 
Webster FT 979,305 1,523,245 3,104,855 6,824,765 25,881,695 

Saturation Flow (no extension) VA 773,550 1,180,415 1,839,790 3,154,105 7,332,890 
Saturation Flow (5 sec extension) VA 638,355 1,023,400 1,696,315 3,148,510 • 7,758,380 
No Flow Policy VA 624,470 • 1,016,460 • 1,694,050 • 3,149,200 7,743,865 

OPAC RT 627,150 1,025,110 1,660,085 2,911,740 7,348,730 
PRODYN (with terminal criterion) RT 505,045 892,300 1,581,485 3,099,570 8,791,600 
PRODYN (without terminal criterion) RT 504,615 * 886,605 1,547,140 2,892,860 7,342,795 

COPt RT 508,795 890,980 1,555,795 2,904,025 7,339,430 
COP-97t (without historical delay) RT 508,910 890,980 1,555,795 2,904,020 7,339,430 
COP-97t (with historical delay) RT 507,960 895,220 1,548,755 2,866,650 7,086,310 
ALLONS-D (15-step arrival vector) RT 518,240 879,560 • 1,512,135 • 2,812,855 * intractable 

COP-97tt (without historical delay) RT 494,895 • 866,790 • 1,500,640 2,836,645 7,314,145 
COP-97tt (with historical delay) RT 495,510 867,830 1,496,225 . 2,789,400 • 6,920,950 

t indicates that the implementation of the corresponding algorithm, in this experiment, was different than the published account, 
constraining the decision space to a fixed phase sequence with minimum and maximum green constraints. 

t indicates that the corresponding algorithm optimized over a double length decision horizon. 
* indicates the best performing algorithm among algorithms in the same class (or type) and at the same arrival volumes. 
00 indicates that performance values are unavailable due to algorithm intractability. 

Table 3.5 Comparison of total vehicle delay of various traffic control strategies. 



Degree of Saturation (Ideal) 0.644 0.75 0.841 0.919 0.987 
Demand Level Very Low Low Medium High Very High Min Max Average 
Control Algorithm Type Percentage of delay relative to Webster's performance Performance Summary 
Webster FT 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

Saturation Flow (no extension) VA 78.99% 77.49% 59.26% 46.22% 28.33% * 28.33% • 78.99% 58.06% 
Saturation Flow (5 sec extension) VA 65.18% 67.19% 54.63% 46.13% . 29.98% 29.98% 67.19% 52.62% 
No Flow Policy VA 63.77% * 66.73% • 54.56% . 46.14% 29.92% 29.92% 66.73% * 52.22% 

OPAC RT 64.04% 67.30% 53.47% 42.66% 28.39% 28.39% 67.30% 51.17% 
PRODYN (with terminal criterion) RT 51.57% 58.58% 50.94% 45.42% 33.97% 33.97% 58.58% 48.09% 
PRODYN (without terminal 
criterion) RT 51.53% • 58.21% 49.83% 42.39% 28.37% 28.37% 58.21% • 46.06% 
COPt RT 51.95% 58.49% 50.11% 42.55% 28.36% 28.36% 58.49% 46.29% 
COP-97t (without historical delay) RT 51.97% 58.49% 50.11% 42.55% 28.36% 28.36% 58.49% 46.30% 
COP-97t (with historical delay) RT 51.87% 58.77% 49.88% 42.00% 27.38% . 27.38% • 58.77% 45.98% 

ALLONS-D (15-step arrival vector) RT 52.92% 57.74% * 48.70% . 41.22% • rf) f / i  r / }  '/J 

COP-97tt (without historical delay) RT 50.54% • 56.90% • 48.33% 41.56% 28.26% 28.26% 56.90% * 45.12% 
COP-97tt (with historical delay) RT 50.60% 56.97% 48.19% • 40.87% • 26.74% * 26.74% • 56.97% 44.67% 

t indicates that the implementation of the corresponding algorithm, in this experiment, was different than the published account, 
constraining the decision space to a fixed phase sequence with minimum and maximum green constraints. 

t indicates that the corresponding algorithm optimized over a double length decision horizon. 
* indicates the "best" performing algorithm among algorithms In the same class (or type) and at the same arrival volumes. 
oo indicates that performance values are unavailable due to algorithm intractability. 

Table 3.6 Comparison of algorithms expressed as a percentage of the delay of Webster's optimized fixed-time control. 



Degree of Saturation (Ideal) 0.644 0.75 0.841 0.919 0.987 
Demand Level Very Low Low Medium High Very High Min Max Average 
Control Algorithm Type Percentage change relative to Webster's performance Performance Summary 
Webster FT 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Saturation Flow (no extension) VA -21.01% -22.51% -40.74% -53.78% •71.67% * -71.67%* •21.01% •41.94% 
Saturation Flow (5 sec extension) VA -34.82% -32.81% -45.37% -53.87%* -70.02% -70.02% -32.81% •47.38% 
No Flow Policy VA -36.23% *-33.27%* -45.44% * -53.86% -70.08% -70.08% -33.27%* -47.78% 

OPAC RT -35.96% -32.70% -46.53% -57.34% -71.61% -71.61% •32.70% -48.83% 
PRODYN (with terminal criterion) RT -48.43% -41.42% -49.06% -54.58% •66.03% -66.03% •41.42% -51.91% 
PRODYN (without terminal criterion) RT •48.47% *-41.79% -50.17% •57.61% •71.63% -71.63% •41.79%* -53.94% 

COPt RT -48.05% -41.51% -49.89% -57.45% -71.64% -71.64% -41.51% -53.71% 
COP-97t (without historical delay) RT -48.03% -41.51% -49.89% •57.45% •71.64% -71.64% •41.51% •53.70% 
COP-97t (with historical delay) RT -48.13% -41.23% -50.12% •58.00% •72.62% * -72.62%* •41.23% •54.02% 
ALLONS-D (15-step arrival vector) RT •47.08% -42.26%* -51.30%* •58.78%* f/1 »/) f/) 

COP-97tt (without historical delay) RT -49.46% *-43.10%* -51.67% •58.44% •71.74% •71.74% -43.10%* •54.88% 
COP-97tt (with historical delay) RT -49.40% -43.03% -51.81%* •59.13%* -73.26% * •73.26%* -43.03% -55.33% 

t is used to indicate that the implementation of the corresponding algorithm, in this experiment, was different than the published 
account, constraining the decision space to a fixed phase sequence with minimum and maximum green constraints. 
is used to indicate that the corresponding algorithm optimized over a double length decision horizon. 

• is used to indicate the best performing algorithm among algorithms in the same class (or type) and at the same arrival volumes. 
oois used to indicate that performance values are unavailable due to algorithm intractability. 

Table 3.7 Comparison of algorithms expressed as percentage change in delay from Webster's optimized fixed-time control. 



Degree of Saturation (Ideal) 0.644 0.75 0.841 0.919 0.987 
Demand Level Very Low Low Medium High Very High Min Max Average 

Control Algorithm Type Percentage delay relative to the no flow policy Performance Summary 
Webster FT 156.82% 149.86% 183.28% 216.71% 334.22% 149.86% 334.22% 208.18% 

Saturation Flow (no extension) VA 123.87% 116.13% 108.60% 100.16% 94.69% » 94.69% • 123.87% 108.69% 

Saturation Flow (5 sec extension) VA 102.22% 100.68% 100.13% 99.98% . 100.19% 99.98% 102.22% 100.64% 

No Flow Policy VA 100.00% • 100.00% • 100.00% • 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% • 100.00% 

OPAC RT 100.43% 100.85% 98.00% 92.46% 94.90% 92.46% 100.85% 97.33% 

PRODYN (with terminal criterion) RT 80.88% 87.79% 93.36% 98.42% 113.53% 80.88% 113.53% 94.79% 
PRODYN (without terminal 
criterion) RT 80.81% • 87.22% 91.33% 91.86% 94.82% 80.81% • 94.82% 89.21% 

COPt RT 81.48% 87.66% 91.84% 92.21% 94.78% 81.48% 94.78% 89.59% 
COP-97t (without historical delay) RT 81.49% 87.66% 91.84% 92.21% 94.78% 81.49% 94.78% 89.60% 
COP-97t (with historical delay) RT 81.34% 88.07% 91.42% 91.03% 91.51% • 81.34% 91.51% • 88.67% 
ALLONS-D (15-step arrival vector) RT 82.99% 86.53% • 89.26% • 89.32% • f/J ' / »  (/.t 

COP-97tt (without historical delay) RT 79.25% . 85.28% • 88.58% 90.08% 94.45% 79.25% • 94.45% 87.53% 
COP-97tt (with historical delay) RT 79.35% 85.38% 88.32% • 88.57% • 89.37% • 79.35% 89.37% • 86.20% 

t is used to indicate that the implementation of the corresponding algorithm, in this experiment, was different than the published 
account, constraining the decision space to a fixed phase sequence with minimum and maximum green constraints. 

t is used to indicate that the corresponding algorithm optimized over a double length decision horizon. 
* is used to indicate the best performing algorithm among algorithms in the same class (or type) and at the same arrival volumes. 
00 is used to indicate that performance values are unavailable due to algorithm intractability. 

Table 3.8 Comparison of algorithms as a percentage of the delay of the no flow policy of vehicle-actuated control. 



Degree of Saturation (Ideal) 0.644 0.75 0.841 0.919 0.987 
Demand Level Very Low Low Medium High Very High MIn Max Average 

Control Algorithm Type Percentage change relative to the no flow policy Performance Summary 
Webster FT 56.82% 49.86% 83.28% 116.71% 234.22% 49.86% 234.22% 108.18% 

Saturation Flow (no extension) VA 23.87% 16.13% 8.60% 0.16% -5.31% . -5.31% » 23.87% 8.69% 
Saturation Flow (5 sec extension) VA 2.22% 0.68% 0.13% -0.02% . 0.19% -0.02% 2.22% 0.64% 
No Flow Policy VA 0.00% • 0.00% • 0.00% » 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% . 0.00% 

OPAC RT 0.43% 0.85% -2.00% -7.54% -5.10% -7.54% 0.85% -2.67% 
PRODYN (with terminal criterion) RT -19.12% -12.21% -6.64% •1.58% 13.53% -19.12% 13.53% -5.21% 
PRODYN (without terminal 
criterion) RT -19.19% • -12.78% -8.67% -8.14% -5.18% -19.19%. •5.18% -10.79% 

COPt RT -18.52% -12.34% -8.16% -7.79% -5.22% •18.52% •5.22% -10.41% 
COP-97t (without historical delay) RT -18.51% -12.34% -8.16% -7.79% •5.22% -18.51% -5.22% •10.40% 
COP-97t (with historical delay) RT -18.66% -11.93% -8.58% -8.97% -8.49% • -18.66% -8.49% • -11.33% 
ALLONS-D (15-step arrival vector) RT -17.01% -13.47%* -10.74%. -10.68% • i f )  fr) f f )  f/) 

COP-97tt (without historical delay) RT -20.75% . -14.72%* -11.42% -9.92% -5.55% •20.75%. -5.55% -12.47% 
COP-97tt (with historical delay) RT -20.65% -14.62% -11.68%. -11.43% • -10.63% . -20.65% -10.63% . -13.80% 

t is used to indicate that the implementation of the corresponding algorithm, In this experiment, was different than the published 
account, constraining the decision space to a fixed phase sequence with minimum and maximum green constraints. 

X Is used to Indicate that the corresponding algorithm optimized over a double length decision horizon. 
* is used to indicate the best performing algorithm among algorithms in the same class (or type) and at the same arrival volumes. 
00 is used to indicate that performance values are unavailable due to algorithm intractability. 

Table 3.9 Comparison of algorithms expressed as the percentage change in delay from the no flow policy of vehicle-actuated control. 



Section 3.4.2 Webster's Optimized Fixed-Time Control 

It should be noted that to adhere to the state model with 5 seconds time steps, the results 

from Webster's are somewhat skewed due to rounding up phase splits to the nearest 

integer multiple of 5. Thus, the cycle time was also somewhat inflated. Furthermore, the 

simulation was initialized with empty queues, and results were tabulated from the 

beginning of the simulation rather than from the beginning of steady-state or equilibrium 

conditions. Thus, the gap in performance between fixed-time control and the adaptive 

methods is perhaps somewhat exaggerated due to the transient behavior at the beginning 

of each simulation. Also, in the highest flow scenario, the rounded fixed-time settings 

were slightly over-saturated. Thus, there are several factors contributing to an 

overestimate of the delay measures of Webster's settings. .>\ltematively, it may be argued 

that traffic is not guaranteed to be stationary, always undersaturaied, and arriving at 

known predicted arrival rates, and that the handicap represents a fair assessment. In any 

case, the handicap is duly noted here. 

Section 3.4.3 Saturation Flow Algorithm 

The saturation flow method was tested in its pure form, with only knowledge of a queue 

at the stop bar, and separately with knowledge of imminent arrivals as would be possible 

with the use of an upstream detector. As might be expected, the upstream detector 

improves performance during low flow, and adhering to the pure form is more effective 

at saturation levels. As in the case of Webster's, using 5-second time steps between 

decisions generally gives poorer performance than might be possible in practice. The 
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saturation flow algorithm would presumably perform better if step sizes in the state 

model were approximately equal to the average headway between vehicles, which is 

generally about 2 seconds. Thus, the delay of the saturation flow algorithm may be 

overestimated at high saturation levels in this experiment. Conversely, delay may 

perhaps be underestimated at low saturation levels, as the results indicate that the more 

generous green times resulting from the upstream detector correspond with improved 

performance. In any event, all methods suffer from a lack of responsiveness due to 

selection of 5-second time steps in the state model. Thus, the experiment conducted may 

somewhat overestimate the delay due to traditional methods. However, this corresponds 

to the most often quoted selection of a step size in all of the real-time control literature. 

A 5-second time step was used in DYPIC. OPAC, PRODYN, and ALLONS-D. 

Section 3.4.4 No Flow Policy 

The no flow policy corresponds somewhat with what is known as the volume density 

approach to vehicle-actuated control. It seems a clearly a more suitable approach when 

arrivals on any given approach are intermittent. However, note that the controller was 

not allowed to skip any phases in the sequence, as might typically be allowed for a 

vehicle-actuated controller. At saturation levels, the control is essentially identical to the 

actuated approach with an advance detector, which is somewhat of a hindrance delay-

wise at high saturation levels. 
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Section 3.4.5 OPAC 

That OPAC performs slightly worse than vehicle-actuated control at low flow is almost 

certainly due to its constraints on the number of switches, requiring at least one and no 

more than three phase switches during the decision horizon. The margin of improvement 

over vehicle actuated control reported here, which ranges between an increase in delay of 

0.85% to a decrease in delay of 18.93%, is well centered within the range of published 

results from various field studies of OPAC. Specifically, performance improvements due 

to OPAC. as measured in field studies, have ranged from insignificant increases to a 

21.2% decrease in delay [28]. Note that the range in performance between various 

vehicle actuated control strategies is fairly significant depending on the flow level. Thus, 

comparisons with vehicle-actuated control could yield a wide ranging set of outcomes 

depending on the actuated strategy employed. Upon further reflection, it also seems that 

the initial transient conditions of starting from an empty queue rather than a steady state 

queue may have introduced a bias. In general, most of the real-time algorithms switched 

phases more often during the transition from startup to steady-state, and the constraint of 

no more than 3 phase switches during the optimization horizon may have resulted in 

relatively poor performance for OPAC during this transition. This outcome, while 

reflecting poorly on the e.xperimental procedure, does ser\'e to highlight the inflexibility 

of OPAC and its switch constraint scheme relative to other algorithms in the context of 

more variable traffic flow. 
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Section 3.4.6 PRODYN 

PRODYN performed well in this experiment. However, note the effect of the terminal 

criterion, which in most cases proved to degrade rather than improve performance. It 

may well be the case that the terminal criterion contained parameters that were not well 

tuned for the configuration of arrival patterns in this experiment. However, the horizon 

length and step size of the experiment were chosen to match parameters given in the 

same reference from which the terminal criterion of PRODYN was stated [69]. 

Experience with the historical delay criterion of the COP-97 algorithm has shown that 

limed parameters can make the difference be^veen a detrimental and beneficial effect 

from the terminal criterion. 

Section 3.4.7 COP and COP-97 

COP-97 is essentially a re-engineered version of the COP algorithm, re-implemented to 

conduct its search process more efficiently and expanding the objective function to 

include a historical delay criterion. Thus, the performance of COP and COP-97, without 

its typical historical delay criterion, is approximately equivalent in terms of delay. The 

revised implementation scheme and corresponding results were presented by the author at 

an international conference [86]. Unfortunately, an extension of the revised COP-97 

algorithm and the RHODES framework to a diamond interchange was not accepted for 

publication, so the technique remains unpublished. However, as the author had a hand in 

the implementation of the RHODES. COP-96, COP-97, and its particular historical delay 

criterion, it was possible to time the parameters of the historical delay criterion for the 
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current experiment. This luxury was not possible in the case of the parameters for the 

PRODYN terminal criterion, which proved to be more of a hindrance than a help in these 

experiments. COP-97 performs exceptionally well among state-of-the-art real-time 

traffic control algorithms. Note that in addition to tests using the nominal planning 

horizon, COP-97 was also tested at double the normal horizon length. COP-97 is 

certainly the fastest of the algorithms tested in terms of total computation effort, and thus 

was the best candidate for this experiment. The other methods do not scale particularly 

well to much larger problem domains. Scalability to larger problems will be discussed in 

more detail later on. but the current sub-section points out that consideration of the larger 

problem can improve performance, and thus the myopia of the rolling horizon technique 

is a relevant issue given then significant margin of improvement gained in doubling the 

decision horizon. 

Section 3.4.8 ALLONS-D 

ALLONS-D performed exceedingly well in the context of medium flow levels. 

However, the relatively poor performance in the very low flow regime is of interest, and 

evades an obvious explanation. Finally, despite the great success of ALLONS-D during 

medium flows, it is thoroughly intractable in the context of saturation flows. In fact, a 

variant was produced with merely a 2-step horizon of predicted arrivals in order to obtain 

and upper bound on ALLONS-D performance at the highest demand level in lieu of the 

intractability 15-step horizon variant. However, even the 2-step variant also proved to be 

thoroughly intractable. To quantify thoroughly intractable, one particular replication of 
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ALLONS-D controlling traffic for a two hour simulation at the highest demand level was 

running for a duration of two weeks before it was terminated prematurely. Clearly, the 

algorithm was not running in real time, though a very generous amount of leeway was 

allowed in light of the possibility that future computers might indeed be able to reduce 

the solution time somewhat. However, it seems clear that the ALLONS-D algorithm is 

thoroughly intractable, to the point that future improvements in processor speed, even an 

order of magnitude improvement, are unlikely to grant ALLONS-D with real-time 

capability in the context of saturated conditions. 

Section 3.4.9 Computational Effort 

This section presents a measure of computation effort as a means of evaluation and 

comparison of alternative traffic signal control strategies. Due to the difficulty of 

presenting easily duplicated run-times, the number of state updates was tracked for each 

algorithm as an alternative. Given a more complicated intersection configuration, with 

more queues or phases for example, the run-time would clearly be much greater for each 

real-time algorithm. However, the number of state-updates is forwarded as a more 

reliable measure of computational complexity, though there are certain exceptions. The 

results are presented in tabular format, and discussion is postponed until after the 

presentation of benchmark methods discussed later in this chapter. 



Degree of Saturation (Ideal) 0.644 0.75 0.841 0.919 0.987 

Demand Level Very Low Low Medium High Very High 
Control Algorithm Type Average number of state updates per decision epoch 
Webster FT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Saturation Flow (no extension) VA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Saturation Flow (5 sec extension) VA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
No Flow Policy VA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

OPAC RT 680.4 721.9 768.9 855.5 1,143.7 
PRODYN (with terminal criterion) RT 918.4 1,070.3 1,185.9 1,313.1 1,416.0 
PRODYN (without terminal criterion) RT 918.7 1,073.1 1,192.8 1,307.8 1,458.4 
COPt RT 1,456.2 1,480.6 1,525.9 1,629.4 1,859.1 
COP-97t (without historical delay) RT 376.7 • 372.8 * 371.7 • 394.7 • 472.7 
COP-97t (with historical delay) RT 378.7 375.5 372.7 394.9 479.9 

ALLONS-D (15-step arrival vector) RT 1,156.1 1,952.0 3,364.9 10,195.3 •" 

COP-97tt (without historical delay) RT 2,422.9 • 2,551.2 * 2,660.4 2,595.2 2,993.9 

COP-97tt (with historical delay) RT 2,429.7 2,555.4 2,650.7 • 2,559.2 • 2,949.0 

t is used to indicate that the implementation of the corresponding algorithm, in this experiment, was different than the published 
account, constraining the decision space to a fixed phase sequence with minimum and maximum green constraints. 

t is used to indicate that the corresponding algorithm optimized over a double length decision horizon. 
* is used to indicate the best performing algorithm among algorithms in the same class (or type) and at the same arrival volumes, 

is used to indicate that performance values are unavailable due to algorithm Intractability. 

Table 3.10 Comparison of various algorithms in terms of the number of state updates per decision epoch. 
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Section 3.5 Generic algorithmic extensions 

In this section, several rather generic strategies are proposed, that may be considered as 

stand alone algorithms, or as algorithmic enhancements that are applicable to range of 

algorithms. These enhanced algorithms are tested via the same experimental procedure 

previously used, and the results are shown. The improvements due to these methods are 

discussed. 

Section 3.5.1 Branch and Bound 

A simple branch and bound algorithm was implemented to provide an intuitive 

benchmark. The branch and bound performs an implicit enumeration of all possible 

signaling decisions in the solution space over the finite planning horizon, thus its results 

highlight the degradation in performance due to time-saving measures employed by each 

real-time scheme, and the improvement in performance due to the addition of terminal 

criteria to the objective function. Furthermore, it stands as a well understood benchmark 

for the purpose of investigating algorithmic speeds, in terms of the number of state 

updates explored while traversing the decision tree. This simple realization of a branch 

and bound algorithm prunes only partial solutions which have already exceeded the best 

solution obtained thus far. No attempt is made in this most primitive version to improve 

the lower bound on the partial solution beyond delay experienced along the partial 

decision trajectory. Such improvements in pruning efforts are proposed and implemented 

in enhanced versions of the algorithm consider later in this chapter. 
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Section 3.5.2 STLC 

The serve the largest cost (STLC) heuristic of ALLONS-D has been recast in a finite 

horizon, depth-first branch and bound search. This method serves to highlight the margin 

of speed improvement due to the STLC-directives relative to an undirected depth first 

branch and bound search. The use of the STLC heuristic within a finite horizon branch 

and bound is more readily understood than it is within the variable horizon ALLONS-D 

framework. The finite horizon framework also affords a direct comparison with 

alternative directed methods to follow. 

Section 3.5.3 Miller's Saturation Flow 

This heuristic was constructed as part of the current study as a more intuitive way of 

directing the depth-first search of ALLONS-D. As mentioned previous, ALLONS-D 

becomes intractable, or at least fails to operate in real-time, in the context of a highly 

saturated approach. Thus, this alternative direction scheme was tested instead of the 

serve the largest cost (STLC) scheme of ALLONS-D to see if tractability could be 

reclaimed in the context of saturated traffic levels. It proved faster than the STLC 

heuristic, but was not spectacular enough to render ALLONS-D real-time capable in the 

saturation scenario. Here, the heuristic is presented within the framework of a finite 

horizon, depth-first branch and bound search. It has been dubbed Miller's Saturation 

Flow (MSF) since it derives first from the saturation flow policy of vehicle actuated 

control, and secondly from Miller's algorithm for adaptive control. The heuristic 

determines which of the following decisions to consider first while expanding the 
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decision tree in a depth first manner, (a) switching to the next phase in the phase 

sequence or (b) extending the currently green phase. First, minimum and maximum 

green phase constraints are considered. If phase duration constraints do not constrain the 

decision to only one choice, then if there is a standing queue for the currently green 

phase, the decision to extend the green phase is always considered first. This policy 

mimics the control law of the saturation flow algorithm. If there is no standing queue on 

the currently green phase, then the decision is made on the basis of a simple tradeoff as in 

a one-step version of Miller's algorithm [96]. The tradeoff begins by tallying the number 

of vehicles which would be allowed through the intersection given that the currently 

green phase were extended for an addition time step, which is 5 seconds in this case. 

Additionally, the method keeps track of reservice intervals. That is, the amount of time 

between the termination of a phase and when it turns green again is estimated using an 

exponentially weighted moving average. The vehicles expected to arrive during the 

current time step would be expected to save an amount of delay approximately equivalent 

to the reservice time if the current phase were extended an additional time step. Thus, the 

number of arriving vehicles multiplied by the reservice time is taken as an estimate of 

delay saved by extending the current phase. On the other hand, all vehicles currently 

queued on approaches not served by the current phase or expected to arrive during the 

current time step on such an approach will experience an additional time step of delay as 

a result of extending the current green phase. If the savings in delay expected from 

extending the current phase outweighs the costs in delay to vehicles whose service will be 

postponed a time step, then the decision to extend the current phase is considered first. 
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This simple tradeoff is trivial to calculate, and is more intuitive from a traffic engineering 

standpoint than the STLC heuristic used in ALLONS-D. 

Section 3.5.4 Last Trajectory Miller's Saturation Flow 

This decision preference heuristic is a simple and effective improvement on the MSF 

heuristic. Note that none of the previously discussed algorithms save any information 

from the previous decision-making effort and apply it to improved decision-making in the 

subsequent look-ahead, hi the Last Trajectory Miller's Saturation Flow (LTMSF) policy, 

the optimal trajectory or trajectories are saved from the previous time step. The 

information saved along the last optimal trajectory consists of staie-aciion values, which 

give the minimum amount of delay possible according to the previous solution if a 

corresponding action is taken from the current state. That is, at any given decision node 

which was along the optimal trajectory of the previous decision tree, the minimum delay 

value is known for each possible phasing decision. If the decision tree is currently on 

such a node, LTMSF considers the delay minimizing action first. Otherwise, the MSF 

policy is used as described previously. The result is very effective in improving the 

search speed of the depth first branch and bound algorithm. 

Section 3.5.5 Memory Depth First 

The Memory Depth First (MDF) strategy is a natural extension to the LTMSF policy. 

Rather than just saving the optimal policy from the previous time step, the entire decision 

tree is saved. Then, state-action values from the previous decision tree are used to direct 
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the depth first search more efficiently. When there is no prior information, the MSF 

policy directs the sub-graph expansion process. This procedure has the drawback that it 

requires a considerable amount of computer memory, but is at least as effective as the 

LTMSF policy. 

Section 3.5.6 Memory Trajectory First 

The Memory Trajectory First (MTF) strategy is a natural extension from the MDF 

strategy. Rather than using a depth-first search, MTF adopts a best trajectory first 

approach, using the decision tree from the previous time step to guide the process when 

available, and the MSF strategy when no prior information is available. More explicitly, 

MTF follows the best trajectory to the horizon. However, when the process backtracks 

along the decision tree to the consider the next alternative, it backtracks to the best 

remaining state-action pair along the trajectory from the horizon node to the root. After 

backtracking, the next trajectory is evaluated all the way to the end of the horizon. The 

process continues until all alternatives have been enumerated or bounded out of 

consideration. One drawback of MTF is that a large amount a memory must be retained. 

Also, the computational effort required to search the tree in such a manner must outweigh 

the computational effort of evaluating each action. In this experiment, the technique was 

somewhat effective in accelerating the search process. 

Section 3.5.7 Total Delay Results 

All of the above methods presented in the section perform essentially equivalent to the 

generic, undirected, depth-first branch and bound method; however, when the problem 
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becomes more complicated, only the quickest algorithms are still able to obtain solutions 

in real-time. The following tables present the delay performance for the branch and 

bound algorithm relative to all previously discussed algorithms. 



Degree of Saturation (Ideal) 0.644 0.75 0.841 0.919 0.987 
Demand Level Very Low Low Medium High Very High 
Control Algorithm Type Total vehicle delay in seconds 
Webster FT 979,305 1,523,245 3,104,855 6,824,765 25,881,695 

Saturation Flow (no extension) VA 773,550 1,180,415 1,839,790 3,154,105 7,332,890 
Saturation Flow (5 sec extension) VA 638,355 1,023,400 1,696,315 3,148,510 • 7,758,380 
No Flow Policy VA 624,470 * 1,016,460 • 1,694,050 • 3,149,200 7,743,865 

OPAC RT 627,150 1,025,110 1,660,085 2,911,740 7,348,730 
PRODYN (with terminal criterion) RT 505,045 892,300 1,581,485 3,099,570 8,791,600 
PRODYN (without terminal criterion) RT 504,615 * 886,605 1,547,140 2,892,860 7,342,795 

COPt RT 508,795 890,980 1,555,795 2,904,025 7,339,430 
COP-97t (without historical delay) RT 508,910 890,980 1,555,795 2,904,020 7,339,430 
COP-97t (with historical delay) RT 507,960 895,220 1,548,755 2,866,650 7,086,310 
ALLONS-D (15-step arrival vector) RT 518,240 879,560 • 1,512,135 • 2,812,855 • rr) 

BRANCH a BOUND# RT 504,535 885,750 1,545,645 2,894,710 7,338,430 
BRANCH a BOUND#! RT 488,160 850,405 1,469,180 2,747,905 7,253,185 

COP-97tt (without historical delay) RT 494,895 • 866,790 * 1,500,640 2,836,645 7,314,145 
COP-97tt (with historical delay) RT 495,510 867,830 1,496,225 • 2,789,400 • 6,920,950 

t is used to indicate that the implementation of the corresponding algorithm, in this experiment, was different than the published 
account, constraining the decision space to a fixed phase sequence with minimum and maximum green constraints. 

t is used to indicate that the corresponding algorithm optimized over a double length decision horizon. 
• Is used to indicate Ihe best performing algorithm among algorithms In the same class (or type) and at the same arrival volumes. 

is used to indicate that performance values are unavailable due to algorithm intractability. 
• a standard branch & bound algorithm is included for academic interest as an intuitive benchmark. 

Table 3.11 Comparison of various traffic signal control strategies, including branch & bound as a generic benchmark. 



Degree of Saturation (Ideal) 0.644 0.75 0.841 0.919 0.987 
Demand Level Very Low Low Medium High Very High Min Max Average 
Control Algorithm Type Percentage change relative to branch Et bound Performance Summary 
Webster FT 94.10% 71.97% 100.88% 135.77% 252.69% 71.97% 252.69% 131.08% 

Saturation Flow (no extension) VA 53.32% 33.27% 19.03% 8.96% -0.08% • -0.08% • 53.32% 22.90% 
Saturation Flow (5 sec extension) VA 26.52% 15.54% 9.75% 8.77% • 5.72% 5.72% 26.52% 13.26% 
No Flow Policy VA 23.77% . 14.76% • 9.60% • 8.79% 5.52% 5.52% 23.77% • 12.49% 

OPAC RT 24.30% 15.73% 7.40% 0.59% 0.14% 0.14% 24.30% 9.63% 
PRODYN (with terminal criterion) RT 0.10% 0.74% 2.32% 7.08% 19.80% 0.10% 19.80% 6.01% 
PRODYN (without terminal criterion) RT 0.02% * 0.10% 0.10% -0.06% 0.06% -0.06% 0.10% * 0.04% 
COPt RT 0.84% 0.59% 0.66% 0.32% 0.01% 0.01% 0.84% 0.49% 
COP-97t (without historical delay) RT 0.87% 0.59% 0.66% 0.32% 0.01% 0.01% 0.87% 0.49% 
COP-97t (with historical delay) RT 0.68% 1.07% 0.20% -0.97% -3.44% • -3.44% • 1.07% -0.49% 
ALLONS-D (15-step arrival vector) RT 2.72% -0.70% • -2.17% • -2.83% •  f / )  ( f )  r f )  I f )  

BRANCH ft BOUND* RT 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
BRANCH a BOUND^t RT -3.25% -3.99% -4.95% -5.07% -1.16% -5.07% -1.16% -3.68% 

COP-97tt (without historical delay) RT -1.91% * -2.14% • -2.91% -2.01% -0.33% -2.91% • -0.33% -1.86% 
COP-97tt (with historical delay) RT -1.79% -2.02% -3.20% • -3.64% • -5.69% • -5.69% -1.79% • -3.27% 

t is used to indicate that the implementation of the corresponding algorithm, in this experiment, was different than the published 
account, constraining the decision space to a fixed phase sequence with minimum and maximum green constraints. 

t is used to indicate that the corresponding algorithm optimized over a double length decision horizon. 
• is used to indicate the best performing algorithm among algorithms in the same class (or type) and at the same arrival volumes. 
<n is used to indicate that performance values are unavailable due to algorithm intractability. 
• a standard branch & bound algorithm is included for academic interest as an intuitive benchmark. 

Table 3.12 Comparison of several algorithms expressed as the percentage change from the delay of a standard branch & bound search. 
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Section 3.5.8 Search Effectiveness 

This subsection presents an alternative measure of performance that is very relevant to 

real-time systems. The problem posed is that of enumerating many alternatives, and 

algorithms capable of searching more of the decision-space or bounding out more 

mathematically inferior alternatives in less time are capable of obtaining better solutions. 

Here, the number of state updates is taken as a measure of computational effort, that is 

common to all models. The following tables present the number of state updates per 

phasing decision, and the number of state updates to convergence to the optimal solution 

value of the final phasing decision. The best, average, and worst observed performances 

are given and comparative tables are provided listing the solution quality of each 

algorithm as a function of number of state updates. 



Degree of Saturation (Ideal) 0.644 0.75 0.841 0.919 0.987 
Demand Level Very Low Low Medium High Very High 
Control Algorithm Type Average number of state updates per decision epoch 
OPAC RT 680.4 721.9 768.9 855.5 1,143.7 
PRODYN (with terminal criterion) RT 918.4 1,070.3 1,185.9 1,313.1 1,416.0 
PRODYN (without terminal 
criterion) RT 918.7 1,073.1 1,192.8 1,307.8 1,458.4 

COPt RT 1,456.2 1,480.6 1,525.9 1,629.4 1,859.1 
COP-97t (without historical delay) RT 376.7* 372.8* 371.7* 394.7* 472.7* 
COP-97t (with historical delay) RT 378.7 375.5 372.7 394.9 479.9 
ALLONS-D (15-step arrival vector) RT 1,156.1 1,952.0 3,364.9 10,195.3 1/1 

BRANCH ft BOUND RT 938.2 975.2 1,027.1 1,250.4 2,092.9 
STLC RT 645.9 704.3 800.1 1,076.1 2,090.3 
MSF RT 506.2 572.3 698.7 1,028.4 2,018.3 
LTMSF RT 453.6 541.5 678.5 1,000.1 1,976.5 
AADF RT 453.6 541.5 678.6 1,000.2 1,976.5 
MTF RT 452.9* 540.7* 677.9* 999.8* 1,976.4* 

MSFJ RT 26034.4 29933.4 36269.6 71600.6 382786.2 

LTMSFt RT 22949.8 27202.1 34077.4 68263.2 382257.2 

COP-97tt (without historical delay) RT 2,422.9* 2,551.2* 2,660.4 2,595.2 2,993.9 
COP-97tt (with historical delay) RT 2,429.7 2,555.4 2,650.7* 2,559.2* 2,949.0* 

t is used to indicate that the implementation of the corresponding algorithm, in this experiment, was different than the published 
account, constraining the decision space to a fixed phase sequence with minimum and maximum green constraints. 

t is used to indicate that the corresponding algorithm optimized over a double length decision horizon. 
* is used to indicate the best performing algorithm among algorithms in the same class (or type) and at the same arrival volumes, 

is used to indicate that the corresponding algorithm was consistently unable to solve for a control in real-time. 

Table 3.13 Average number of state updates to solve for a phase decision. 



Degree of Saturation (Ideal) 0.644 0.75 0.841 0.919 0.987 
Demand Level Very Low Low Medium High Very High Min Max Average 
Control Algorithm Type Ratio of state updates to COP-97 updates Performance Summary 
OPAC RT 1.80 1.92 2.06 2.17 2.38 1.80 2.38 2.07 
PRODYN (with terminal criterion) RT 2.42 2.85 3.18 3.33 2.95 2.42 3.33 2.95 
PRODYN (without terminal criterion) RT 2.43 2.86 3.20 3.31 3.04 2.43 3.31 2.97 
COPt RT 3.84 3.94 4.09 4.13 3.87 3.84 4.13 3.98 
COP-97t (without historical delay) RT 0.99* 0.99* 1.00* 1.00* 0.98* 0.98* 1.00* 0.99* 
COP-97t (with historical delay) RT 1.00 1.00 1.00* 1.00* 1.00 1.00 1.00* 1.00 
ALLONS-D (15-step arrival vector) RT 3.05 5.20 9.03 25.82 oo 00 OO 00 

BRANCH a BOUND RT 2.48 2.60 2.76 3.17 4.36 2.48 4.36 3.07 
STLC RT 1.71 1.88 2.15 2.72 4.36 1.71 4.36 2.56 
MSF RT 1.34 1.52 1.87 2.60 4.21 1.34 4.21 2.31 
LTMSF RT 1.20* 1.44* 1.82* 2.53* 4.12* 1.20* 4.12* 2.22* 
MDF RT 1.20* 1.44* 1.82* 2.53* 4.12* 1.20* 4.12* 2.22* 
MTF RT 1.20* 1.44* 1.82* 2.53* 4.12* 1.20* 4.12* 2.22* 

MSFJ RT 68.74 79.71 97.33 181.31 797.57 68.74 797.57 244.93 

LTMSFt RT 60.60 72.44 91.44 172.86 796.47 60.60 796.47 238.76 

COP-97tt (without historical delay) RT 6.40* 6.79* 7.14 6.57 6.24 6.24 7.14 6.63 
COP-97tt (with historical delay) RT 6.42 6.81 7.11* 6.48* 6.14* 6.14* 7.11* 6.59* 

t is used to indicate that the implementation of the corresponding algorithm, in this experiment, was different than the published 
account, constraining the decision space to a fixed phase sequence with minimum and maximum green constraints. 

t is used to indicate that the corresponding algorithm optimized over a double length decision horizon. 
• is used to indicate the best performing algorithm among algorithms in the same class (or type) and at the same arrival volumes. 
oots used to indicate that the corresponding algorithm was consistently unable to solve for a control in real-time. 

Table 3.14 Ratio of the average number of state updates to solve for a phase decision as compared with COP-97. 



Degree of Saturation (Ideal) 0.644 0.75 0.841 0.919 0.987 
Demand Level Very Low Low Medium High Very High Min Max Average 
Control Algorithm Type Ratio of state updates to BRANCH ft BOUND updates Performance Summary 
OPAC RT 0.73 0.74 0.75 0.68 0.55 0.55 0.75 0.69 
PRODYN (with terminal criterion) RT 0.98 1.10 1.15 1.05 0.68 0.68 1.15 0.99 
PRODYN (without terminal criterion) RT 0.98 1.10 1.16 1.05 0.70 0.70 1.16 1.00 

COPt RT 1.55 1.52 1.49 1.30 0.89 0.89 1.55 1.35 

COP-97t (without historical delay) RT 0.40* 0.38* 0.36* 0.32* 0.23* 0.23* 0.40* 0.34< 

COP-97t (with historical delay) RT 0.40* 0.39 0.36* 0.32* 0.23* 0.23* 0.40* 0.34< 

ALLONS-D (15-step arrival vector) RT 1.23 2.00 3.28 8.15 00 00 00 00 

BRANCH a BOUND RT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

STLC RT 0.69 0.72 0.78 0.86 1.00 0.69 1.00 0.81 

MSF RT 0.54 0.59 0.68 0.82 0.96 0.54 0.96 0.72 

LTMSF RT 0.48* 0.56 0.66* 0.80* 0.94* 0.48* 0.94* 0.69-

MDF RT 0.48* 0.56 0.66* 0.80* 0.94* 0.48* 0.94* 0.69 < 

AATF RT 0.48* 0.55* 0.66* 0.80* 0.94* 0.48* 0.94* 0.69 < 

MSFJ RT 27.75 30.70 35.31 57.26 182.89 27.75 182.89 66.78 

LTMSFt RT 24.46 27.89 33.18 54.59 182.64 24.46 182.64 64.55 

COP-97tt (without historical delay) RT 2.58* 2.62* 2.59 2.08 1.43 1.43 2.62* 2.26 
COP-97tt (with historical delay) RT 2.59 2.62* 2.58* 2.05* 1.41* 1.41* 2.62* 2.25-

t is used to indicate that the implementation of the corresponding algorithm, in this experiment, was different than the published 
account, constraining the decision space to a fixed phase sequence with minimum and maximum green constraints. 

t is used to indicate that the corresponding algorithm optimized over a double length decision horizon. 
• is used to indicate the best performing algorithm among algorithms in the same class (or type) and at the same arrival volumes. 

ocis used to indicate that the corresponding algorithm was consistently unable to solve for a control in real-time. 

Table 3.15 Ratio of the average number of state updates to solve for a phase decision as compared with branch and bound. 



Demand Level Least Average Most Average 
Control Algorithm Type Observed updates to optimal solution value Observed updates to termination 
OPAC RT 15 438.7 1,395 680.4 
PRODYN (with terminal criterion) RT 418 918.4 2,179 918.4 
PRODYN (without terminal criterion) RT 418 918.7 2,254 918.7 
COPt RT 119 1,357.2 2,102 1,456.2 
COP-97t (without historical delay) RT 28 344.1* 557* 376.7* 
COP-97t (with historical delay) RT 28 346.7 561 378.7 
ALLONS-D (15-step arrival vector) RT 1* 874.1 17,481 1,156.1 

BRANCH a BOUND RT 15* 737.7 3,208 938.2 
STLC RT 15* 350.4 2,660 645.9 
MSF RT 15* 134.6 1,926 506.2 
LTMSF RT 15* 23.1* 1,469 453.6 
MDF RT 15* 23.5 1,294 453.6 
MTF RT 15* 29.1 1,115* 452.9* 

MSFt RT 30* 6,855.5 702,644 26,034.4 
LTMSFt RT 30* 133.4* 134,919* 22,949.8* 

COP-97tt (without historical delay) RT 834* 2,378.9* 3,434 2,422.9* 
COP-97tt (with historical delay) RT 834* 2,386.4 3,432* 2,429.7 

t is used to indicate that the implementation of the corresponding algorithm, in this experiment, was different than the published 
account, constraining the decision space to a fixed phase sequence with minimum and maximum green constraints. 

t is used to indicate that the corresponding algorithm optimized over a double length decision horizon. 

* is used to indicate the best performing algorithm among algorithms in the same class (or type) and at the same arrival volumes. 

Table 3.16 Number of state updates to converge to the optimal solution value as observed over 30 replications at the lowest demand 
level. The average number of stale updates used to complete the search for each phase decision is all provided. 
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Section 3.5.9 OPAC 

It is evident from the state update results that the switching constraints of OPAC bound 

out at approximately 30 to 40 percent more alternatives than a simple branch and bound 

strategy. However, the increase in speed was achieved at a 0 to 25 percent loss in 

performance relative to the exhaustive search. Note that at the most saturated demand 

levels, OPAC performed essentially equivalent to branch and bound in terms of delay, 

while searching approximately half of the state space of the branch and bound technique. 

Certainly, there is a measure of merit to the space reduction technique of constraining the 

number of allowed phase switches, but the loss in performance is perhaps not worth the 

tradeoff. Note that the systematic, but undirected search of OPAC lags behind directed 

methods in it's the convergence of its solution value to the optimum value. Thus, it is 

clear that were the directed methods applied within the OPAC framework, it would be 

capable of significantly faster performance, and would arrive at better solutions earlier in 

the process. Clearly, when the search must be cut short due to the need for a real-time 

solution, having better quality solutions earlier in the search would result in better 

performance. Of course, how much time the search is allowed to take is a function of the 

processor used on the controller. In this experiment, directed exhaustive searches easily 

ran in real-time and with up to 25 percent better solution values than OPAC as previously 

mentioned. 
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It should be mentioned that the implementation of OPAC used for this chapter assumes 

that OPAC uses an undirected, depth-first-search strategy, employing pruning of partial 

trajectories that exceed the objective value of the best full horizon solution found so far in 

the search. Trajectories are constrained such that there is at least one phase switch, and 

no more than three phase switches within the planning horizon. In testing on the double 

horizon, 150 seconds, a minimum of two switches and a maximum of six switches were 

allowed in the planning horizon. There is no explicit mention in OPAC literature as to 

whether OPAC actually prunes partial solution trajectories, and the implementation of 

OPAC as a depth-first-search algorithm is also an evolutionary assumption on the part of 

the author. In fact, the algorithm has been explicitly explained in publications as 

following a potentially less efficient process. It is stated [72] that, "The algorithm first 

assumes there will be three switches in the stage. An exhaustive search is made of all 

possible switch combinations and the one which results in the least delay is saved. The 

process is repeated with the assumptions of two switches within the stage and the a single 

change." In separately evaluating all 3 switch combinations, separate from all 2 switches 

combinations and all single switch combinations, and storing only the results of the least 

delay solution, it is apparent that the initial portion of several 3 switch trajectories would 

have to be re-evaluated in the separate evaluation of some 2 switch trajectories. Thus, 

there appears to be a measure of redundancy in the published methodology, that is not 

captured in the implementation tested in this chapter. The author has made the 

assumption that OPAC researchers have since corrected this oversight, and adopted the 

depth-first-search strategy implemented in this study. 
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Section 3.5.10 PRODYN 

PRODYN. without its terminal criterion function, performs very much the same as the 

branch and bound technique. Thus, the effect of aggregating similar states into 

equivalence classes does not seem to have a very detrimental effect on the final outcome 

of the forward dynamic programming search method. Overall, PRODYN is not quite as 

quick as directed methods, due to its complete lack of bounding, but the state space 

reduction of forward dynamic programming is effective at saturation levels, where it is 

quicker than directed branch and bound methods. In terms of the speed of convergence 

to a good solution. PRODYN is not competitive since it does not obtain any sort of 

preliminary solution until the final stage of the dynamic program, a negligible duration 

from obtaining a final solution. This is clear from an understanding of its search method, 

and reiterated in the results where the average number of states updates to obtain an 

optimal solution value were virtually identical to the average number of states updated 

prior to terminating the search. While an effective algorithm in the tested scenario, 

PRODYN is not a very scalable algorithm in terms of adding queues or increasing 

horizon time. 

Section 3.5.11 COP 

It is interesting to note that at the lowest congestion levels, COP performs slower than 

any other algorithm tested. Simply stated, the algorithm is redundant in nature, 

evaluating certain sub-sections of phasing scenarios a multitude of times. In the 

incorporation of the COP algorithm into the RHODES architecture, this redundancy was 
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eventually discovered and eliminated in subsequent revisions of COP. Thus, while the 

solution quality of COP and the COP-97 implementation are essentially equivalent, the 

COP-97 implementation strictly dominates COP in terms of computational complexity by 

an order of magnitude. Thus, it is of little value to spend much time interpreting the state 

update results of the initial COP realization. 

Section 3.5.12 COP-97 

The results of total ohsen-ed computational effort show that the fi.xed phase sequence 

variant of COP-97 implemented and tested for this study is in a class by itself. COP-97 is 

consistently faster than any previously existing real-time optimized traffic control 

algorithm. OPAC is the closest competition running 1.80 times longer than COP-97 at 

the lowest congestion levels. The gap between the solution speed of COP-97 and all 

other algorithms grows with the degree of saturation, and OPAC maintains the tightest 

margin at 2.38 times as much effort during the most congested scenario. It is interesting 

to note that when considering a double length optimization horizon, COP-97 expended 

more than 6 times as much effort as required for the initial 75-second horizon length. 

Meanwhile, directed branch and bound algorithms increased their computational needs 

by between 24 and 182 times in considering the double horizon problem. These numbers 

quantify the scalability of COP-97 relative to other algorithms. Note that COP-97 was 

outperformed by directed methods in terms of the average number of state updates to 

converge to the optimal solution value. Thus, while COP-97 is not the quickest algorithm 

to find a good solution, it is the quickest algorithm to determine its "final answer". This 

indicates a margin for improvement. For example, were the COP-97 algorithm to adopt a 
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directed approach as in the LTMSF method, then perhaps the COP-97 algorithm could 

significantly increase its computational speed. Alternatively, if a directed method such as 

LTMSF adopted an effective pruning technique as in COP-97, the LTMSF technique 

could operate more efficiently, albeit at a potential loss of optimality. Finally, one very 

significant comment should be considered in the evaluation of COP-97 presented here. 

The version of the COP and COP-97 algorithms implemented in this e.xperiment are not 

identical to the algorithms as previously published. Particularly, published accounts of 

these algorithms highlight the capability of arbitrary phase sequencing, and its potential 

benefits. In this experiment, fixed phase sequence variants of these algorithms were 

implemented. The significance of a fixed phase sequence is that the algorithm can 

terminate significantly faster, as it does not consider nearly the multitude of possibilities 

as exist in an arbitrary phase sequence problem. Furthermore, the resulting performance 

is perhaps not as good as would be possible in the wider solution space of arbitrary phase 

sequencing. While previous studies have established that RHODES, using the COP-97 

algorithm, has outperformed OPAC and PASSER [1-90 solutions in simulation 

experiments [27, 74], results presented here are perhaps the first publication of any fixed 

phase sequence results for COP and COP-97 compared to other real-time optimization 

algorithms. It is the position of the author that it would be unfair to compare the 

performance of an arbitrary phase sequence algorithm to a fixed phase sequence 

algorithm, as the arbitrary phase sequence solution space affords lower delay solutions. 

Furthermore, although the fixed phase variant of COP and COP-97 developed here are 

faster than previously published accounts due to the reduced solution space of the fixed-
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phase sequence problem domain, it also seems an unfair comparison to develop arbitrary 

phase sequence variants of OPAC, PRODYN, and ALLONS-D. These algorithms seem 

ill-positioned for such an extension, and it seems they would fare poorly in a speed 

comparison with algorithms developed explicitly for efficient arbitrary phase sequencing. 

It is noted that ALLONS-D, as published with an example of a 3-phase problem [89], 

does utilize arbitrary phase sequencing rather than fixed sequence phase sequencing. 

However, a fixed phase sequence version of ALLONS-D was implemented and tested in 

the current study for the previously mentioned need of comparing all algorithms with the 

same solution space, namely the fixed phase sequence solution space. Furthermore, it is 

evident that even the faster fixed phase sequence variant of ALLONS-D studied here is in 

a class by itself, with the worst computational complexity of any algorithm tested. 

Section 3.5.13 ALLONS-D 

ALLONS-D was far and away the slowest algorithm in this study. It proved to be 

thoroughly intractable in the context of intersection saturation; however, the method is 

not without merit. Quite the contrary, ALLONS-D with its STLC-heuristic is perhaps the 

first real-time optimized single intersection traffic control algorithm to exploit the 

possibilities of a directed search. However, the variable length decision horizon, which 

was key to establishing good performance at medium congestion levels, proved to be the 

cause of its demise at saturation levels. It is interesting to note the performance of the 

SLTC-directed. finite horizon, depth-first branch and bound algorithm relative to the 

generic, undirected branch and bound method. The STLC heuristic is effective at 
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undersaturated levels, but proved to be ineffective at decreasing the amount of the 

solution space searched at saturated levels. 

Section 3.5.14 Branch and Bound 

The generic, undirected depth-first branch and bound algorithm provides a convenient 

benchmark for comparison. All of the previously published real-time optimization 

algorithms use some method to reduce the computational effort below that of the 

exhaustive nature of branch and bound. Note that in some cases, the bound afforded by a 

depth first search results in faster solution than the forward dynamic programming 

technique of PRODYN. The branch and bound method is perhaps most interesting as a 

benchmark for comparison against directed search methods. 

Section 3.5.15 STLC 

The STLC method, taken from ALLONS-D and embedded in a finite horizon, depth-first 

branch and bound method, performs in 69% of the time of the generic branch and bound 

at best. The weakness of the STLC method is best demonstrated at the most congested 

level where it affords no speed improvement over the undirected branch and bound. The 

optimal solution value convergence results show that the STLC method tends to find 

good solutions earlier that the undirected branch and bound method, although it still takes 

an appreciable amount of time to terminate the search. Overall, STLC seems to search 

the decision tree in about 80% of the time it takes for an undirected search. 
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Section 3.5.16 MSF 

The Miller's Saturation Flow heuristic is significantly better than the STLC heuristic. It 

is almost twice as fast converging to an optimal solution value at the least congested 

level, but total computation is only about 11% faster than STLC overall. However, 

noting that ALLONS-D is incapable of real-time performance in the context of 

saturation, were ALLONS-D to terminate its search after a specified amount of time and 

implement its best current solution, it seems evident that the use of the MSF heuristic 

would result in appreciably better performance. 

Section 3.5.17 LTMSF 

The Last Trajectory Miller's Saturation Flow (LTMSF) heuristic is perhaps the best value 

among directed search heuristics, trading the greatest improvement in computational 

speed for the least complicated effort in implementation. At the lowest congestion level, 

LTMSF is twice as fast as the undirected branch and bound, but as the problem grows 

more complicated, the gap narrows. It is interesting that LTMSF is a magnitude of order 

faster than MSF in locating good solutions early on in the search, although it is only 

about 10% faster in total computation. The total computation gap between LTMSF and 

MSF is less in the double horizon problem, but the speed of LTMSF converging to an 

optimal solution value still remains a magnitude of order quicker than MSF in the double 

horizon problem. This is a clear indication that effective solutions can be found quickly, 

but some additional pruning effort must be taken to reduce that total computational effort. 

It is obvious that were OPAC, ALLONS-D, COP or COP-97 re-implemented to 
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incorporate the LTMSF strategy, each would be significantly faster in total decision time, 

and capable of finding good solutions earlier in the search, which is relevant in real-time 

applications. 

Section 3.5.18 MDF 

The memory depth first (MDF) heuristic builds on LTMSF by remembering the all 

results from the previous search and directing the ne.xt depth-first search based on those 

results. In the current experiment, MDF did not significantly outperform LTMSF overall; 

however, the worst observed number of state updates in any search was significantly less 

than LTMSF. It is likely that due to the steady stream of Poisson distributed arrivals 

studied in this experiment, the MDF heuristic does not deviate significantly from 

LTMSF. However, if arrival streams contained distinct platoons, it seems that the MDF 

method might result in significantly different performance. The MDF method has a 

rather substantial drawback in requiring the storage of all decision values from the prior 

decision tree solution. 

Section 3.5.19 MTF 

The memory trajectory first (MTF) method is similar to the MTF method with the 

exception that it searches the decision tree in a best trajectory first method rather than a 

much more simplistic depth first method. Like MDF, the average performance gains of 

MTF over LTMSF were insignificant, although MTF seemed to contain the worst case 

computational effort slightly better. Again, it is likely that the Poisson distributed nature 

of the arrival streams simplifies the problem such that the LTMSF heuristic is very 
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accurate. Were platooned arrival streams considered, it is presumed that MTF would be 

significantly superior, but the drawbacks of implementation complexity and storage 

requirements render it less attractive than LTMSF in the context of the current study. As 

with all other directed methods, the speed gap between the directed and undirected search 

methods narrowed significantly as the degree of saturation increased. While the directed 

methods drastically increase the speed of convergence to the optimal solution value, 

directed techniques alone are not sufficient to attain speeds similar to COP-97. Directed 

methods must be paired with an effective pruning technique in order to reduce total 

computational effort as drastically as the rate of convergence to the optimal solution 

value. 

Section 3.6 Conclusions 

This chapter has raised and addressed issues with respect to evaluation and comparison of 

traffic signal control algorithms. It presents previously unpublished results comparing 

several known algorithms using the same traffic model and measures of effectiveness. 

These results are analyzed to effectively reinforce opinions expressed in the literature 

review of chapter 2. The results quantify for a particular instance the relative importance 

of various characteristics of solution methods. Broadly applicable extensions or 

enhancements are suggested and tested for several algorithms. This chapter serves to 

identify weaknesses across a whole class of algorithms and suggests possible directions 

for improvement, literally and figuratively. One such direction is addressed in the next 

chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 - SINGLE INTERSECTION CONTROL USING NEURO-DYNAMIC 
PROGRAMMING METHODS 

Section 4.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents neuro-dynamic programming (NDP), also known as reinforcement 

learning, and applies the optimization technique to control of a single traffic signal with a 

simple fixed phase sequence. The previous chapter motivates this approach by exposing 

the relative inefficiency of undirected and poorly directed search methods. Neuro-

dynamic programming offers the capability of searching the decision space over the near-

term in an adaptively well-directed manner. The following sections provide an overview 

of NDP in general, a formulation of the traffic signal control problem, and results from 

simulation experiments. 

Section 4.1 Neuro-dynamic programming or reinforcement learning methods 

This section presents neuro-dynamic programming (NDP) as an extension of traditional 

dynamic programming (DP) techniques. The exposition utilizes a general discrete-time 

stochastic Markovian decision problem (MDP), formulating the DP problem, and then a 

corresponding NDP extension. The following presentation is not intended to be a 

comprehensive introduction to DP and NDP. Rather, it is assumed that the reader is 

currently somewhat familiar with dynamic programming, and the discussion of DP serves 

to introduce notation in a familiar setting before proceeding to NDP. The notation 

adopted was derived largely from a paper on the topic of real-time dynamic programming 

[97], which serves as a more complete bridge between traditional DP techniques and 
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relatively contemporary approaches. The text Reinforcement Learning, An Introduction 

by Sutton and Barto [98] is a very accessible book on the foundations of reinforcement 

learning. Neiiro-Dynamic Programming [99] by Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis takes a 

mathematically rigorous approach to the subject, which they have renamed to emphasize 

connections with neural networks and dynamic programming. This general framework is 

recast to a traffic control application in subsequent sections. 

Section 4.1.1 Dynamic Programming 

Consider a discrete-time stochastic Vlarkovian decision problem with a finite state set 

S  =  {1 n ) .  Time is partitioned into an ordered sequence of time steps i  =0,l,...,r, 

where T is the final time step in the planning horizon. T may be finite or infinite. At 

each time step, the controller observes the system's current state i. and selects a control 

action, u e where u is the action and U{i) is the finite set of actions available to a 

controller in state i. Note that the terms control action, action, control, control decision, 

and decision will be used synonymously. When the controller chooses action ii eU{i), it 

incurs an immediate cost of taking that action, c(/), and subsequently transitions to state 

j by the next time step with probably p„{u)- The objective of the controller is to 

operate such that the total cost over the entire planning horizon is minimized. For 

convenience, let s,, ii,, and c, denote the state, control action, and corresponding 

immediate cost at time step t ,  where u ,  e U ( s , )  and c ,  e c ^  ( u , ) .  Thus, the task of the 

controller is to obtain a sequence of control actions, ^ referred to here as a 
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control trajectory, such that the expected cost is minimized. For example, if there were 

some j for which P„(M) = 1 for each state/, then the objective would simply minimize 

c„+c,+- - + Cj.. However, in the general case, any possible set of state transition 

probabilities are possible; thus, the objective minimizes the expected cost of operating to 

the end of the plarming horizon. In the case of an infinite planning horizon, a discount 

factor, / < 1, is typically applied to future costs to obtain a finite estimate of the cost-to-

go from the current state /. denoted by /(/). The optimal cost-to-go value, denoted by 

/'(/), is a function of the immediate cost of applying the control plus the expected cost-

to-go from the subsequent state, a relationship encapsulated in the following recursive 

expression. 

This is one form of Bellman's Equation, and while more complicated DP formulations 

for a generalized DP problem are possible, the example given here is sufficient for the 

discussion of the traffic signal control problem in the following sections. DP algorithms 

use techniques such as value iteration to solve for /'(/), / € 5. For each state / s 5, the 

control action or actions which yield optimal costs are denoted by the control policy 

//"(/), where e {/(/). The optimal policy =[^/^*(l),/^'(2),...,//'(«)] can be 

calculated while concurrently solving for /*, or may be calculated in real-time as each 

state s, is encountered using previously calculated /' values. 

( l . I )  
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Section 4.1.2 Neuro-Dynamic Programming 

The neuro-dynamic programming (NDP) formulation differs from the traditional DP 

formulation by replacing cost-to-go value functions, /(/), with an approximate cost-lo

go function, f{i). Function approximations, /(/), may also be written in the 

form /(/,r), where the vector r is a parameter vector used in the approximation of /(/). 

Additionally, the optimal control policy ^'{i) in DP may be replaced by //'(/), the 

control policy which obtains the minimum in the approximated right-hand side of 

Bellman's equation. 

j j ' i i )  =  arg min 
w t i ' i i )  l € S  

(1.2) 

The approximate cost-to-go function f { i , r )  may be of utility in modeling enormous state 

spaces, where the data requirements for storing /'(/) for all i € S would be 

overwhelming. 

For example, a neural network can be used to approximate the value of player positions 

on a chess board, and use these function approximations to evaluate the set of moves 

available to a player in a lookahead search from the current board position. There are an 

enormous number of chess board positions, with 64 squares on a board, each of which 

may be unoccupied or occupied by one of 12 difference game pieces. Roughly 

approximating - 12^ s: 10"® - which is at least less than estimates of the number of atoms 
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in universe, 10 , but greater than estimates of the number of nanoseconds since the big 

bang, 10'\ Taking into account positions that are equivalent due to symmetry of the 

board, or orientation of the board, a reduced state space representation is possible. More 

conservative estimates place the total number of states at lO"*^. Thus, storing a state 

value for every state of the board is impractical. A more practical approach is to use a 

neural network to form state value approximations of the state of the chess board, and to 

train the neural network with valuations by playing many games. Such a strategy was 

applied in the creation of TD-Gammon [100], which plays at the level of the world's best 

players. However, approximating over the state space is just one form of function 

approximation. 

In many problems, the state transition probabilities, P„(M), can be terribly cumbersome 

to estimate, and are prone to error, but perhaps it is possible to let the controller interact 

directly with the environment. For example, forecasting the probability of moves by a 

backgammon opponent would be a difficult task, while exposing a computer program to 

several games played against human players might be a more reasonable undertaking. 

The software can be programmed to learn typical state transition probabilities of a state 

model after several repeated trials. A reinforcement learning approach to modeling this 

problem is to formulate in terms o(state-action values, defined as follows. 

(1.3) 
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Substituting /(/,«) into (1.2) gives the following formulation. 

,w'(/) = arg min/(H, / )  (1 .4 )  

Assuming that enough computer storage is available to store a value function for every 

possible state-action pair, it would be possible to learn the action-value functions by 

having the controller interact directly with a simulated or real environment. The state-

action values can be appro.\imated by averaging the resulting costs experienced when 

action u was taken from state i. This approach is often easier or more convenient to 

implement than trying to calculate the transition probabilities necessary to use traditional 

DP techniques, and is also an effective adaptive technique in an on-line setting where 

transition probabilities may be non-stationary. Depending on the problem, storage 

requirements for each state-action value may trade-off favorably against storage 

requirements for all state-action transition probabilities. 

Section 4.2 A Neuro-dynamic programming formulation for single intersection traffic 

control 

This section presents a neuro-dynamic programming formulation for single intersection 

control, with a single-ring, fi.xed sequence of phases. The following sections discuss the 

state representation, control actions, and state and action value approximations. 
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The traffic signal controller has the capacity to change its signal indication at regular 

intervals of duration Ar. A finite planning horizon of iV time steps is established, due to 

the practical challenges inherent in reliably estimating vehicle arrivals during each time 

step. The entire decision space can be represented by a decision tree, as shown in Figure 

4.1, where nodes represent states of the intersection, and the branching arcs representing 

the set of control actions available to the controller from each state. A traffic model 

updates the state of the intersection following each control decision from the initial state 

at the root of the decision tree to the square nodes at the end of the planning horizon. 

Figure 4.1 Decision tree diagram for the real-time traffic signal control problem. 

Adopting the de facto objective of minimizing vehicle delay, the cost, c,, accumulated 

during each time step is given in Equation (1.5), and the entire problem is stated in 

Equation (1.6) 

for each re {0,l,...,/V} (1.5) 
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.V 

argmin (1.6) 
(=0 

In terms of this problem formulation, the state value function, /(5),5€S, is defined 

recursively in Equation (1.7), where 5,., £5 is the successor of state 5, following the 

application of control ii, during time interval t. 

c,(5,) iff = iV 

The action value, f ,  (5,,H, ), is defined in Equation (1.8), where 5,., e 5 is the successor 

of state 5, following the application of control ii, during time interval t. 

= + (1-8) 

Section 4.2.2 A Neuro-Dynamic Programming Approach 

The NDP algorithm proposed is a lookahead search from the current state, the same 

approach taken by OPAC, PRODYN, COP, and ALLONS-D. However, the novelty of 

the algorithm proposed here lies in retaining dynamically updated partial policy 

information between lookahead searches. These cost-to-go function approximations 

serve to direct the search process very efficiently and offer substantial pruning 

possibilities. The NDP formulation extends previous formulations by forming and 

storing approximate cost-to-go value functions. As mentioned previously, none of the 

algorithms in the literature review, including PRODYN, OPAC, COP and ALLONS-D 
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store and use any information gleaned from previous optimizations to improve the search 

method in subsequent optimizations. In searching the decision tree, an a-priori function 

approximation of the state-action value promises manifold opportunities for algorithmic 

improvement. From a given state or decision node i, if action value approximations 

f{i,u) are available for each available action u eU(i), it is possible to direct the search 

in order of the most promising directions, thereby accelerating the time to attain a good 

solution. A directed search process will obtain better upper bounds after considering 

fewer decisions, and thus presents the opportunity to prune a greater percentage of the 

decision tree. Decisions need not be considered when experienced delay along the partial 

trajectory exceeds the delay of best full horizon solution. Furthermore, function 

approximations afford the opportunity to prune branches of the tree well ahead of 

experiencing as much delay as the incumbent solution. Were it necessary to preempt the 

optimization process and carry out a decision, the directed search will terminate with 

better solutions than undirected searches. Cost-to-go function approximations provide a 

convenient terminal criterion, which is self-tuning as well. This eliminates the need for 

manual configuration of terminal criterion parameters, and eliminates the problem of 

degraded performance when terminal criterion parameters become inconsistent with 

changing traffic conditions. Several function approximations are possible. 

Section 4.2.3 Function Approximations 

The "neuro" in neuro-dynamic programming conjures the notion of a multi-layer 

perceptron. Multi-layer artificial neural network architectures can approximate arbitrarily 
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close any function that is continuous over a closed and bounded input state set, provided 

the number of sigmoidal function used in the hidden layers is sufficiently large. In light 

of this capability, it would be possible to construct a multi-layer neural network capable 

of very accurately forecasting the resulting delay over the next cycle as a function of the 

control action, to extend the current phase, or to switch to the next phase in the sequence. 

In this case, the algorithm would merely evaluate each action, and choose the lowest 

delay action. Given that the neural network approximation is very accurate, it would not 

be necessary to search the decision tree. The neural network could also be dynamically 

updated every time the controller changes phases. It could backtrack one cycle, 

integrating queues over each time step in the cycle to determine the delay that resulted 

during the cycle, as a result of serving the phase for the served duration, given the state of 

the intersection one cycle ago. Such a traffic signal control algorithm would be truly 

intelligent; however, consider the practicality of this approach. The OTSCS [92] 

algorithm uses a multilayer artificial neural network to approximate the delay of fixed 

time settings, given average arrival volumes as input. OTSCS performs a search over 

several possible fixed-time settings and determines the delay minimizing control. 

OTSCS is capable of obtaining optimized fixed-time control settings within 10 seconds 

using this approach. Given the enormous expansion of the state space required to model 

real-time arrival streams, it may be surmised that perhaps such a multilayer perceptron 

would be excessively cumbersome. Thus, the multilayer perceptron is abandoned as a 

choice of a function approximation. 
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Perhaps the most simplistic approach to function approximation is simply to store and 

reuse value functions from previous lookahead searches. The MDF, MTF, and LTMSF 

algorithms presented in chapter 3 represent valid function approximations, and thus 

qualify as psuedo-NDP algorithms in their own right. However, in addition to these 

algorithms, a linear function approximation will be considered as well. 

The linear function approximation will use a Kalman filter to fit previously experienced 

delay outcomes to states and actions that preceded. Also, modeled outcomes in the 

search process may be used to increase the available data for approximation. Indeed, 

updating the approximation, or even evaluating the function approximation can be a time 

consuming task to undertake in the midst of a search. Function evaluation will be carried 

out only at phase switch points. A separate function approximation will be maintained 

for each phase, and the action values of serving each phase for a specific duration with 

known queue sizes and arrival volumes will be approximated. 

Section 4.2.4 Linear Function Approximation 

This section describes a reinforcement learning algorithm which forecasts state-action 

values, f(i.u). with a linear function approximation, fU,u). The action value 

estimates, /ii,u), are adaptively formed while the traffic signal operates by learning the 

relationship between the state of the intersection, /, and the resulting delay, when 

action u is applied from state i. 
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The linear function approximation process amounts to solving a least squares problem to 

fit signal state input to experienced delay output. Solving least squares via the normal 

equations is a computationally expensive task that entails the inversion of a matrix. 

However, using a recursive least squares method such as the Kalman filter, the regression 

coefficients can be updated sequentially, as each data point becomes available, with 

considerably reduced computation. 

In the decision tree search approach to optimizing traffic control, a function 

approximation will be used to approximate the expected delay from a given state when a 

particular action is taken. At each point where the signal has just switched from a 

previous phase, evaluate the expected cost-to-go for each possible duration of the current 

phase. Consider decisions with the lowest cost-to-go approximation first. If the lowest 

cost-to-go among all remaining actions is found to exceed the current upper bound, the 

sub-tree will be pruned. 

The structure of the function approximation was originally inspired by the terminal 

criterion, D, suggested in the two-step DYPIC heuristic [64]. The input parameters used 

for the linear function approximation are given in the next section. Linear coefficients 

were fit to the data by using a recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm. Kalman filter 
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equations can be found in Neuro-Dynamic Programming [99], though a more accessible 

presentation may be found in other texts [lOl]. 

[n a following section, the efficacy of the linear function approximations are present be 

plotting actual data versus estimated values. 

Section 4.2.5 Input Parameters 

Several alternative forms of the function approximation were considered, but only one set 

of input parameters is listed below. While the choice of input parameters is a very 

important consideration, the performance given with the following input parameters is 

representative of performance obtained with alternative input selections. 

1. constant offset is used to allow the model to obtain more accurate function 

approximations over a wider range. That is, this input is always set to one. 

2. For the currently active phase, accumulate demand as the sum of the current 

queue estimate and arrival demand over future planning horizon, over all 

approaches served by the corresponding phase. 

3. Take the square of input 2. 

4. Take the product of the ultimate green duration, in seconds, of the currently active 

phase multiplied by the sum of queues over all approaches served only by an 

opposing phase. 
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5. Take the product of the ultimate green duration, in seconds, of the currently active 

phase multiplied by the aggregate saturation ratio. The aggregate saturation ratio 

is the sum of saturation ratios for individual phases. The individual saturation 

ratio for each phase is determined by taking the total phase demand, as defined in 

input 2. divided by the total discharge capacity approaches served by the 

corresponding phase over the planning horizon. 

6. Take the square of input 5. 

The mean squared error gives an estimate of the error of a function approximation which 

may be usetul for comparison. Figure 4.2 illustrates a plot of actual delay values versus 

estimated delay values given by the linear function approximation. 
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Figure 4.2 Plot of actual delay versus delay estimated by the linear function approximation. The 
coefficient of regression is approximately 0.96. 
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Section 4.3 Algorithmic Framework 

The algorithmic approach used in this chapter will be centered around a directed search 

of the decision tree depicted in Figure 4.1. Since, Equation (1.7) lacks any mechanism to 

describe the ordering of states searched, the algorithm will be presented as a set of nest 

procedures, one of which provides a mechanism for directing the search. The algorithm 

starts with the invocation of the OptimizeControl{s^) procedure, given the current state 

of the intersection and controller, . This procedure list a set of steps, some of which 

invoke other procedures, eventually terminating with the prescribed immediate control 

action H," . It is assumed that the planning horizon. ;V. is initialized as part of the 

controller configuration, prior to invoking the OptimizeControl () procedure. In test 

problems discussed later in the chapter, the planning horizon is set to /V = 15 time steps, 

where each time step, Ar, is a 5 second interval. A double horizon problem where 

.V =30 is also solved with the most efficient version of the algorithm. Variable UB is 

the current upper bound, which corresponds to the best full horizon solution found by the 

algorithm, and will be updated possibly several times throughout the algorithm. State 

parameter g, (5,), the cost-to-arrive, accumulates delay from the initial state 5^ to the 

current state s,. 

Procedure OptimizeControl (5, , )  

1. Initialize the upper bound, UB and the cost-to-arrive, ^0 (•^0) ̂  ̂  • Assume 

the plarming horizon, iV. has already been configured as desired. 

2. Evaluate the cost-to-go, fo{sn)*— EvaluateState{sQ). 
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3. Stop with recommend control action ul <- argmin/^ . 
"oet'Uo) 

Procedure EvalualeState{s,) 

1. Introduce variable and update the cost-to-arrive to state s,, 

c, {s,) <- (5,), g, (5,)  <-  g, {s,) + c, (5,) .  

/€/ 

2. If r < iV, then go to step 3; otherwise t = N, the horizon time step. Update the 

current upper bound, UB <—m\n{g,{s,),UB) and stop with cost-to-go 

3. Attempt to prune the current state value based on the upper bound. If 

g, {s, )>UB. then stop with g, (5,) .  

4. Evaluate heuristic action values. ). 

5. Introduce set evaluated = {0} • 

6. Introduce variable <- argmin h{s,,u,). 
u. ) evaluated 

7. Evaluate action value /, ). 

8. Mark as having been evaluated, evaluated <— evaluated n | !•. min o  ̂ ( min ) 

9. If \evaluated\ < \U{s, )|, then go to step 6; otherwise continue. 

10. Stop withmin /;(5,,«,). 
U, (I. I 

Procedure EvaluateAction[s,,u,) 

1. IfIsMinimuniGreenViolation{s,,M, ). the stop with /(5,,M, ) <— co. 

2. IfIsMaximumGreenViolation{s,,u,), the stop with f[s,,u,) •- x. 

3. Compute the successor state of s, if control M, is applied during time interval t, 

J,., *r-UpdateState[s,.u,). 

4. Evaluate the cost-to-go, (s,.,) <- EvaluaieState^s,^^). 

5. Stop with action value / (5,c, {s,) + (j,). 

Procedure IsMinimumGreenViolation{s,,u,) 

1. If interval {active^ (5,)) = green, elapsedf"" {s,) < green^^^.^^^^, and 

interval {^active^ ("r)) '^ green, then violation <— true; otherwise 

violation <— false. 
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Procedure IsMaximumGreen Violation (5,, u,) 

1. If interval [active^ {5,)) = green , elapsed (•s,) ^ (j)' 

interval [active^ {u,)) = green . then violation <— tnie; otherwise 

violation <— false. 

Procedure UpdateState{s,u) 

1. Introduce variable t <-t{s), and refer to s and u using / as a subscript: s,, u,. 

2. Introduce new state , the successor state of the intersection, when control 
H, is applied during interval t. from state s,. Assign the time index of the 

successor state, ) 4- f +1, and refer to s'"""""' as 5,.,. 

3. For each lane / e Z., 

For each ring re R , 

let variable p, <— active^ {u,). 

If permissible,p and interval^ ("<) = green, then update the 

possible number of departures to the saturation flow rate,r': 

d' {s,)<- max{d' {s,),r'\. 

If d' (5,) > q' (5,.,), then d' {j,) <— q' (j,.i) and q' (j,.,) <— 0; otherwise 

' l ' { s , . i ) < ^ c { ' { s „ , ) - d ' { s , ) .  

4. For each ring r e R ,  

active^ {j,.,) <— active^ («,). 

For each interval / € {green, yellow,red], 

if active^ (5,.,) = active^ (s,), then 

elapsed'^ (5,.,) <— elapsed^ (5,); otherwise, elapsed'^ (5,.,) <— 0. 

If i = interval^ («,), then elapsed^ (5,.,) <— elapsed'^ (j,.,) +1. 

If interval^ (5,.,) = yellow and elapsed{s„y) = ysHow^^^^ ,, then 

interval^ (5,.,) <— red . 

If interx'al^(j,,,) = red and elapsed""'"'{s,^^) = then 

active^ (5,.,) next[active^ («,)), interval^ (5,,,) <— green , and 

e l a p s e d ' ^  ( 5 , , , )  < —  0 , V /  g  { g r e e n , y e l l o w ,  r e d ] .  
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5. Stop with new successor state, . 

Procedure ApproximateNDP Action Values{s,) 

1. If elapsed^"" (5,) = 0, then go to step 2; otherwise go to step 8. 

2. Introduce variables p^ <- active^ (5,), <- green^", <- green'^^. 

3. Introduce variable , and evaluate action value approximations 

using linear function approximation to estimate the minimum 

expected delay over an average cycle of duration C, given that phase p^ is 

served for exactly time steps from state 5,. 

for each ^ • 

4. Variable cr^ keeps an estimate of the standard deviation of the linear function 

approximation for phase p,. Assume that is a pre-configured number of 

standard deviations to be subtracted from each lookahead approximation, for the 
purposes of more conservative pruning. 

v"'""" (5,. r) <- v""-"" (5,. X cr^ , for each +1 }. 

Adjusting action values by a constant amount should have no effect on their 
utility for directing a search, which is based on the relative value of each action. 

5. Introduce variable <- (-/ (5,)) Ar/C. and rescale cost-to-go function 

approximations to the time remaining in the planning horizon. 

)xr ..,Vr „ +1 -1|. V f green / V ' green / icaie' green ( nun' min ' • max ) 

6. Introduce variable and pre-calculate function approximations for extending 

phases beyond time steps, for all durations less than the maximum green. 

c : : :  ( ^ , ^  .  m i n  ^  s  + 1  } .  

7. Assign the state value function approximation 

v-(^,)min{.•«"" ).c: )(. 

8. Initialize 0,V m,  6C/(j,) .  

9. If intervalip^) = green and green'^" < elapsed(5,) < green'^^, then continue; 

otherwise stop. 

10. Introduce variable 5'""*"*, which corresponds to the predecessor state where the 
controller first switched to the current active phase and initially calculated the 
-acnon -^non jjg obtained through a method, 

predecessor'^""'' (5,), which is able to jump back elapsed^ time steps to obtain 
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the previous switch state, 5"""* <— predecessor'^'"'' (5 ,). If the predecessor 

switch state is not available, then stop; otherwise continue. 

11. Rescale v""'"" and values to account for the passage, elapsed^""" time 

steps, such that the cost-to-go is appropriate for the remaining plarming horizon. 

v"" (s„ehpsedr-" {s,))4- v'"™ {s""\elapsedr ' 

'•= {s..elapsecir- (^,)) - (s-'\elapsedr- /.lllr 

12. Introduce variables and , which corresponding to the two possible 

actions to extend the current green phase or begin transitioning through yellow 
and red interval, advancing to the next phase. 

13. Assign the heuristic cost-to-go action functions 

'SZi^.-elapsedr-{s.)) and 

)  <-  f ' " ' "  ( s . -e lcpsedr" -  ( j , ) ) .  

Section 4.3.1 NDP State Value Pruning 

The NDP algorithm can take advantage of lookahead values to prune subtrees from states 

with excessive cost-to-go approximations. This can be accommodated by adding a step 

to the EvcduateState{s,) procedure immediately following the evaluation of cost-to-go 

approximations in step 4. The new step, labeled step 4.a, is given as follows. 

4.a If IsNDPPninable{s,), then stop; otherwise continue. 

Procedure IsNDPPnmable{s^) 

1. If elapsed(5 ,) = 0, then continue; otherwise stop with pnmable <— false. 

2. If ^(5,) + v(5,)>/y5,then <-^(5,) + v(5,) and pnotable ̂  true; 

otherwise pnmable <— false. 
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Section 4.3.2 NDP Action Value Pruning 

The NDP algorithm can make use of action value approximations by pruning particularly 

costly actions from consideration. In the procedure. EvaluateAction{s,,u,), after actions 

violating minimum and maximum green time constraints have been eliminated, add step 

2.a, shown below, which calls the following is-NDP-pninable-aciion[s,,u,) 

procedure. This procedure sets the value of variable pnmcible e [true, false], which 

indicates whether the current action can be pruned, and sets the corresponding action 

value if the action can be pruned. 

2.a If [sNDPPninubleAction[s,,u,), then stop; otherwise continue. 

Procedure IsNDPPnincibleAction^ S j , )  

1. If interx'al^ (5 , )  =  green, then continue; otherwise stop with pninable <— false. 

2. If green^"^.^, ^^, < elapsedf''" [s,) < green^l^ ^^,, then continue; otherwise stop 

with pninable <— false. 

3. If precessor"""'' (5,) is not able to obtain the prior state where the controller 

switched to the currently active phase, then stop with pninable <— false; 

otherwise continue, are valid. 

4. If interval^ ("r) = gfsen, then continue; otherwise go to step 6. 

pninable true; otherwise stop with pninable <— false. 

6. l ( g { s , )  +  v ' ' " ' - ( s , , u , ) > U B A h e n  + and 

pninable <— tnie; otherwise stop with pninable <— false. 
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Section 4.4 Experimental results 

This section presents the results of the neuro-dynamic programming algorithm and 

compares performance in terms of computational speed and delay performance against 

known algorithms. Various solution properties are discussed. A trade-off of 

computational speed versus delay performance exists. Whether it is glaringly obvious or 

not, the experiments in this chapter have brought to light the limitations of solely relying 

on good directions to improve computational speed. It is clear that as long horizon 

problems are considered, the need to prune the decision tree becomes greater. 

Section 4.4.1 Using LFA Estimates to Direct the Search 

At each switch point, when the current phase has been served 0 seconds, the linear 

function approximation (LFA) algorithm estimates the value of all feasible phase 

durations. The estimates were used to direct whether the search process considered the 

switch option or the extend option first. Results from simulation experiments show that 

the LFA approximation is not as effective as the MSF heuristic in directing the search 

process. Fewer state updates were required using in the MSF algorithm than in the linear 

function approximation (LFA) directed search at all congestion levels. Although the 

LFA directed search required fewer state updates than the undirected branch and bound 

search, it is clear that the MSF heuristic is more effective at guiding the search process 

than a linear function approximation. This conclusion in not entirely disappointing, as 

the MSF heuristic is quicker to evaluate, easier to understand, and not subject to the 

variability in performance present in the linear function approximation. 
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Section 4.4.2 Using LFA Estimates for Pruning 

Linear function approximations of the cost-to-go values for a given state or state-action 

can be used prune decisions with high delay estimates from consideration. This allows a 

final solution to be obtained in less time, or fewer state updates. 

Pruning of states and their corresponding sub-trees was implemented as follows. For 

each state where the intersection has just switched to a new phase and has currently 

served 0 time steps green in that phase, state-action value estimates are formed for each 

feasible duration of the green phase. Then, the minimum state-action value over all 

alternative durations is used, as the estimate of the cost-to-go state value, and compared 

against the current upper bound for pruning. Since the function approximation is based 

on a least squares estimate, overestimates are expected to be equally likely to 

underestimates. To prevent excessive pruning, the standard deviation, <T, of the function 

approximation was taken into account in order to construct a conservative estimate for 

the state value. Thus, a state i  with state value estimate f  ' { i )  was pruned only if 

f '  { i ) - n a  > U B ,  where n  is a multiple of standard deviations and U B  is the current 

upper bound. Pruning with LFA estimates was implemented for n = 0, 1, 2, and 3. 
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The results, shown in the Table 4.1, indicate the trade-off between computational speed 

and the corresponding sacrifice in delay performance. When pruning based on the cost to 

go minus one standard deviation, which is labeled as Icr pruning, the algorithm e.xplicitly 

evaluates 52% to 70% fewer states than the MSF directed algorithm with no pruning. In 

addition, the degradation in vehicle delay is limited to a tolerable 1.1%, thus 2a and So-

pruning results are not discussed, which could achieve less delay degradation at the price 

of less pruning. However, even with Icr pruning, the number of state evaluations has 

still not overcome the tendency to increase sharply with greater congestion, and the MSF 

directed algorithm with Icr pruning still explicitly evaluates 25% more states than the 

fixed-phase-sequence, no-phase-skipping variant of COP-97. Finally, consider the MSF 

directed algorithm which prunes entirely on basis of cost-to-go approximation, without 

subtracting any standard deviation adjustments for a more conservative estimate. The 

0<T pruning scheme achieves solutions while evaluating 59% to 80% fewer states than 

the no pruning MSF scheme, and evaluates between 74% fewer and 6% more states than 

the fixed-phase-sequence, no-phase-skipping variant of COP-97. This increase in speed 

comes at the price of a degradation in delay of up to 3.35%, relative to the MSF directed 

search with no pruning. A most interesting result is that fewer state evaluations were 

required at the most congested level than the previous congestion level. However, while 

these results demonstrate that effective control can be obtained with the explicit 

evaluation of fewer states, it clear that the ultimate goal of achieving significantly more 

efficient solutions has not been achieved when investigating run-time results, as shown in 

Table 4.2. Indeed, even when applying the most optimistic, Oa pruning scheme, the 
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strategy still requires 43% to 259% more run-time than the fixed-phase-sequence, no-

phase-skipping variant of COP-97. The sluggishness of this algorithm is attributed not to 

the function approximation, which is simply formed by the dot product of an input vector 

and a coefficient vector, each with eight elements. Rather, the sluggishness is due to the 

time required to construct the input values. In experiment with various selections for 

input values to the function approximation, it became evident that a tight, strict lower 

bound on the cost-to-go could be constructed in less time. The lower bound on the cost-

to-go. which is constructed based on the concept of minimum re-service constraints, is 

presented with several additional pruning techniques in the following section. 



Degree of Saturation (Ideal) 

Demand Level 

Control Algorithm 
BRANCH & BOUND 

MSF 

LTMSF 

LFA 

LFA (with 0-a LFA pruning) 

LFA (with 1 -a LFA pruning) 

MSF (with 0-CT LFA pruning) 

MSF (with 1-a LFA pruning) 

COP-97t (with historical delay) 

Control Algorithm 
Vehicle-actuated saturation flow policy 

BRANCH & BOUND. MSF. and LTMSF 

LFA 

LFA (with 0-a LFA pruning) 

LFA (with 1-a LFA pruning) 

MSF (with 0-a LFA pruning) 

MSF (with 1 -a LFA pruning) 

COP-97t (with historical delay) 

0.644 0.75 0.841 0.919 0.987 

Very Low Low Medium High Very High 

Average number of state updates per decision epoch 
938.2 975.2 1027.1 1250.4 2092.9 

506.2 572.3 698.7 1028.4 2018.3 

453.6 541.5 678.5 1000.1 1976.5 

689.6 815.2 966.9 1118.3 2038.9 

204.2 273.6 339.6 569.3 431.6 

298.8 355.6 412.6 641.3 636.6 

97.0 140.3 214.0 421.4 384.4 

160.2 204.3 278.2 493.7 599.8 

378.7 375.5 372.7 394.9 479.9 

Total vehicle delay In seconds 
638,355 1.023.400 1,696.315 3,148.510 7,758,380 

504.535 885.750 1.545.645 2,894.710 7,338,430 

504.535 885.750 1,545,645 2.894.710 7.338.430 

520.905 897.980 1,550,605 2.892.730 7,359,200 

509.285 889.585 1,546,320 2.894.215 7,340,405 

521.440 898.125 1,552,345 2,893.850 7,392,805 

510.115 889.635 1,546,885 2,894.525 7,339,545 

507.960 895.220 1,548,755 2,866,650 7,086,310 

Table 4.1 Results of simulation experiments with linear function approximation (LFA) state and state-action value estimates embedded 
the lookahead search. 
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Degree of Saturation (Ideal) 0.644 0.75 0.841 0.919 0.987 
Control Algorithm 2-hour simulation run*time in seconds 
MSF 6.12 7.05 8.44 12.57 24.44 

MSF (with 0-a LFA pruning) 3.29 4.80 7.56 14.96 13.70 

MSF (with 1-CTLFA pruning) 5.18 6.65 9.59 17.10 20.24 

COP-97t (with historical delay) 3.62 3.57 3.81 4.77 8.62 

Table 4.2 Run-time results, averaged over 30 simulation runs at each of 5 congestion levels. 

Section 4.5 Pruning 

In this section, several tree pruning schemes are e.xplored. The various pruning rules are 

presented in approximate order of their corresponding discovery; and, as will be shown, 

the pruning rules lead to enormous computational savings. Remarkably enough, some of 

the pruning rules also lead to saving in delay performance, pruning out decisions that 

may have been superior over the planning horizon, but were short-sighted over the 

longer, operational horizon. 

Section 4.5.1 MSF Pruning 

MSF pruning shares the Miller's Saturation Flow acronym developed in Chapter 3, and is 

founded on the same principals. The pruning mechanism is a t\vo part mechanism, 

pruning phases of short duration out of consideration using the saturation flow principle, 

and pruning phases of excessive duration based on Miller's phase switching criteria. 

The principle of the saturation flow algorithm is to keep the active phase green as long as 

it is saturated. This traditional vehicle actuated control technique serves as a very 

effective heuristic. As a pruning rule, if the controller expects to be able to disperse 

traffic at the saturation flow rate, then it will prune the switch decision and its 
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corresponding sub-tree, from consideration unless the current phase has been served for 

the maximum duration and switching is the only feasible recourse. The problem of 

determining ma.\imum green time constraints for each phase remains un-addressed here 

and subject to traffic engineering judgment. In the case of an over-saturated intersection, 

this heuristic would drive each phase to its maximum green duration. However, in the 

case of a network of signals, it may be the case that spillback from downstream 

intersections cause the queue to disperse at less than the full saturation flow rate. In this 

case, the swUch decision would not be pruned from consideration. This is a fundamental 

difference between the resulting vehicle actuated control and control from an optimized 

rolling horizon scheme. Saturation flow pruning is based on the number of vehicles in 

the queue being greater than or equal the number of vehicles able to depart in one time 

step. The logic was implemented in versions (a) neglecting and (b) considering 

immediate arrivals during the time step. When immediate arrivals are considered, more 

decisions are pruned, thus the computational performance improves. However, there is 

also an increase in vehicular delay due to increased pruning. Note that a vehicle-actuated 

controller would generally not be able to discern between the end of a standing queue that 

had just dispersed in the context of an immediately arriving vehicle or platoon of 

vehicles. 

The saturation flow pruning rule is particularly effective in the context of a multiphase 

controller where one phase, such as a left turn phase, has a lower saturation flow rate than 

another phase. In this case, a lookahead optimization will typically terminate the phase 
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with the lower saturation flow rate prior to completely dispersing the queue in order to 

move on to phases with a higher saturation flow rate. Within the finite optimization 

horizon, this may result in less delay, despite spending more time in all-red clearance 

intervals. However, after several cycles, the queue with the slower saturation flow rate 

builds up excessively, causing significant extra delay. The saturation flow pruning 

heuristic is effective in reducing delay by preventing such phenomena. The effect is 

similar to that of the historical delay criterion used in the COP-97 algorithm. 

Miller's phase switching criteria is of use in pruning excessively long phases, and their 

corresponding sub-trees, from the overall decision tree. This criteria for pruning is only 

considered when the active phase is not saturated. The logic begins by determining the 

number of vehicles that would be served if the active phase were extended another time 

step, while trading that savings in delay versus the number of currently queued or 

arriving vehicles that are not served by the active phase. The savings in delay for each 

vehicle served by extending the current phase is based on the average re-service time. 

The average re-service time is the average time between terminating the phase and 

initiating green again on the same phase. This average time may be tracked historically 

using an exponential moving average. If the approximated delay saved by extending the 

current green phase outweighs the extra delay imposed on opposing traffic, then the 

decision to extend the phase is not pruned. If the delay imposed on opposing traffic 

seems to be too great, then Miller's trade-off is conducted for every feasible duration of 

the current green phase up to and including the maximum green duration. If for any of 
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these durations. Miller's trade-off shows that delay could be saved by extending the 

current green phase, then the decision to extend the phase is not pruned. Otherwise, the 

decision to extend the current phase is pruned. 

Section 4.5.2 Saturation Flow Pruning Procedure 

In determining whether a phase is saturated, for the purposes of saturation flow pruning, 

only a certain subset of lanes served by each phase will be subjected to scrutiny. Let 

lanes''J' be this set of lanes. It is convenient to define this set of lanes just once, upon 

configuration of the intersection using the following procedure. 

Procedure InitializeSFLcmes 

1. Initialize lanes^'J' *— {0}, Vp € P. 

2. For each phase pe P 

a. If permissible,p, then laneSp'' <— lanes''^ • 

3. For each phase 6 Z', 

a. For each / e L. 

i. If permissible,p, then lanesf lanes^'' \{l},^q 6 P^q * p • 

4. For each le L, 

''L > 0, then lanes^p <— lanes^^ \ {/}, V/? e P. 

The set of lanes determined in the procedure InitializeSFLanes assures that the 

saturation flow pruning technique will not be an overly aggressive pruning routine in the 

context of multi-phase and right-tum-on-red scenarios. Configurations with permitted 

and protected movements may prefer to restrict lanes^f to those lanes served with 

protected movements only, during phase peP. The saturation flow pruning logic is 
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given in the following procedure. A currently active phase p € active, is considered a 

saturated phase if q' (s,)> € lanes^^. 

Procedure IsSFPnuuihle {s,. u,) 

1. (consider pruning only decisions to terminate current green interval) If 
inte/Tal(active^(s,)) = green and inter\'al{active^{u,)) ^ green, then continue; 

otherwise stop with prune <— false. 

2. (consider pruning only decisions to terminate the green interval early) If 

elapsed^""" < green^l^ ^, then continue; otherwise stop with prune <— false. 

3. (considering pruning only decisions to terminate the green interval early on a 

saturated phase) If 0 and r/' (5,) > , V/ e ,, then stop 

with prune <— true; otherwise stop with prune <- false. 

Section 4.5.3 Miller's Criteria Pruning Procedure 

Pruning according to Miller's criteria requires tracking of the average re-service time of 

each phase. reservice{p). for all p&P. Every time the controller switches into phase 

p. it backtracks through a historical record, to determine how much time has passed, 

phase p was last served in the sequence. Average re-service times for 

each phase are estimated by the controller using an exponential moving average. Thus, 

resenice{p)<— reservice(/?)+«(-reservice{/>)). In testing, reservice(p) was 

initialized assuming all phases would be served using Webster's optimal fi.xed-time 

durations, and a was set to 0.85. The pruning procedure based on Miller's criteria is 

given in the following steps. It determines a Boolean variable prune e {true, false], 
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indicating whether or not action u, taken from state s, should be pruned from 

consideration. 

Procedure lsMillersPrunable{s,,u,) 

1. (consider pruning only green extension decisions) If interval(active^{s,)) = green 

and inier\-al(ac[ive^{u,)) = green, then continue; otherwise stop with 

pntne<- false. 

2. (consider pruning only decisions to extend beyond the minimum green interval) 

If elapsed^'"" > gfeen^"^^ then continue; otherwise stop with prune <- false. 

4. (consider pruning only non-saturated phase extensions) If 

q' (5,) > e lanes^^^^^^ j, then slop with prune <— false; otherwise 

continue. 

3. Introduce variables <— 0. <— 0. and p <— active^ (5 , ) .  

4. For each leL. 

if permissible,^. then ^ +q'(s,): otherwise 

5. Introduce variables i *-t(s, ),t^^ «-/ + greew-elapsed^'". 

reser\'ice{p), 0. and <- 0. 

6. For each leL. 

if permissible,^, then <- +a',; otherwise .t- +a,'. 

7- ' tcou ^ ̂  Ka.nn, • 

8. If , then stop with prune <— false; otherwise continue. 

9. If r = , then stop with prune <— inie; otherwise r <— r +1. Go to step 6. 

Section 4.5.4 Experimental Results with MSF Pruning 

The following table report results of the LTMSF algorithm without pruning, with 

saturation flow pruning only, with pruning based on Miller's criteria only, and with the 

combination of saturation flow pruning and Miller's criteria pruning referred to here as 

MSF pruning. 



Degree of Saturation (Ideal) 0.644 0.75 0.841 0.919 0.987 

Demand Level Very Low Low Medium High Very High 

Control Algorithm Average number of state updates per decision epoch 

LTMSF 453.6 541.5 678.5 1000.1 1976.5 

LTMSF (v/ith SF pruning only) 385.5 350.5 269.1 179.6 102.2 

LTMSF (v*/ith SF+arrivals pruning only) 337.5 284.6 203.2 134.2 76.3 

LTMSF (with Miller's pruning only) 256.0 310.1 399.7 614.0 1570.2 

LTMSF (v»/ith MSF pruning) 213.0 189.8 140.9 90.4 52.1 

LTMSF (v^ith MSF+arrivals pruning) 181.5* 147.7. 100.6* 64.1* 38.1* 

Control Algorithm Total vehicle delay in seconds 
LTMSF 504,535* 885,750. 1,545,645. 2,894,710 7,338,430 

LTMSF (with SF pruning only) 505,220 888,640 1,551,460 2,851,795* 6,924,460 

LTMSF (with SF+arrivals pruning only) 505,310 890,415 1,554,050 2,862,450 6,932,035 

LTMSF (with Miller's pruning only) 505,410 886,820 1,546,325 2,886,070 7,337,260 

LTMSF (with MSF pruning) 506,125 889,670 1,552,910 2,867,820 6,904,890* 

LTMSF (with MSF+arrivals pruning) 506,310 891,025 1,555,870 2,871,010 6,924,360 

* is used to indicate the best performing algorithm among algorithms in the same class (or type) and at the same arrival volumes. 

Table 4.3 Comparison of average number of state updates per decision epoch using various pruning methods. Comparison of resulting 
total vehicle seconds delay over 30 simulation runs at each congestion level for a duration 2-hours each run. 
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Section 4.5.5 Re-service Pruning 

Re-service pruning is based on a calculation of a minimum amount of delay imposed on 

each approach due to phasing constraints. In the single ring problem, the two possible 

phasing decisions are to extend the current phase or switch to the next phase on the ring. 

In each case, the decision imposes at least a minimum of delay on all un-served 

approaches to the intersection. Explanation of the computation of lower bounds on 

future delay is organized in the following paragraphs, explaining the switch case first and 

the extend case in subsequent paragraphs. 

The decision to switch from the current green phase to the next phase imposes a 

minimum of delay on any vehicles remaining in queues serviced by that phase as follows. 

First, the vehicles are stopped for the duration of the all-red clearance interval between 

the current phase and the next phase. Then, these vehicles must wait through at least the 

minimum green duration and the clearance interval for each subsequent phase on the ring 

until the controller returns to the original phase to serve these vehicles. This re-service 

delay, imposed by the decision to switch phases, is a lower bound on future delay and can 

be added to previous delay experienced along the current trajectory in order to prune the 

decision and its corresponding sub-tree. Pruning occurs if the lower bound on delay is 

greater than the delay of the current full horizon solution. Only re-service delay 

experienced within the remaining planning horizon may be included in the lower-bound 

calculation. In addition, a lower bound on delay contributions from every approach may 

be taken into account. 
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Suppose that the controller is considering switching, during the current time step, from 

the current active phase. All vehicles served by phases other than the current active 

phase must be delayed for at least the all-red clearance interval as the current phase 

terminates. Any vehicles not served by the subsequent phase must wait at least the 

minimum green and the clearance interval duration for all preceding phases in the ring. 

Note that predicted arrivals may also be added to waiting queues during each time step to 

account for increasing queue lengths and the corresponding increase in delay per time 

step while waiting for the desired phase. When the desired phase begins serving a set of 

vehicles, the phase must be green for at least the minimum green duration. During the 

minimum green interval, the departure rate can be used to estimate the decreasing queue 

length and corresponding lower delay per time step. After the minimum green interval 

has elapsed, the controller may elect to extend that phase or switch. It is assumed, in the 

calculation of the lower bound delay contribution from this queue, that the phase will be 

extended, continuing to disperse the queue. However, the lower bound on future delay 

for vehicles served by the subsequent phase will assume that the controller transitions 

immediately after the minimum green duration to the next phase. In this maimer, a lower 

bound on delay may be calculated, incorporating a contribution of delay from vehicles 

awaiting ser/ice for each phase on the ring until the minimum green interval on the 

original phase is re-serviced. 
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The decision to extend the current green phase at least one additional time step allows a 

lower bound calculation on future day similarly to the switch decision above, with the 

exception that vehicles served by the current green phase are assumed to be dispersed at 

the current departure rate rather than having to wait until the phase is re-serviced. Delay 

contributions for subsequent phases will assume the controller transitions after extending 

only one step in the current phase, and then iterating through the remainder of phases in 

the ring subject to minimum green interval and clearance interval constraints. 

The logic explained in the preceding paragraphs is referred to here as re-service pruning 

logic. While this technique is effective on its own, it may be combined with the MSF 

pruning method to yield quicker computational performance. In addition, the saturation 

flow pruning concept can be incorporated into the re-service pruning logic to form a 

saturation re-service pruning logic. The saturation re-service logic assumes that each 

phase must be served for the minimum green interval duration and will be extended one 

time step further as long as the number of vehicles remaining in the queue are greater 

than or equal to the number of vehicles expected to depart per time step, subject to 

maximum green time constraints. This logic increases the lower bound and pruning 

opportunities at the cost of possibly sub-optimal delay performance as in the case of the 

saturation flow pruning logic. Results from e.xperiments with the re-service pruning 

logic, and its permutations and combinations with MSF pruning rules are provided in the 

following section. 
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Section 4.5.6 Re-service Pruning Procedure 

The procedure for re-service pruning listed below adopts the assumption that yellow and 

red clearance intervals sum to e.xactly one time step, and the departure rate is zero during 

yellow and red. This assumption serves primarily to simplify the presentation of the 

procedure. The procedure determines the value of a variable prune e {true, false), 

indicating whether the control action u,. taken from state 5,, should be pruned from 

consideration. 

Procedure lsReser\'icePnmahle[s,.u,) 

1. If C/B < X. then continue; otherwise stop with prune <— false. 

2. (determine whether to use phase switching or phase e.xtension re-service logic) 

To simplify notation, introduce variable p^ active^ (5,). If p^^ active^(u,), 

then continue; otherwise go to step 14 (re-service logic for extending phases). 
3. (starting re-service logic for switching phases) Introduce variable 0, and 

variables t/L™ 0.^/e Z:. 

4. (simulate the termination of the current active phase) 
For each I e L, 

<lL,r.,cc •*-'/' ) ' 

V <— V + fl '  extra extra tresenice 

5. If g(5,) + > UB . then stop with prune [rue; otherwise continue. 

6. Introduce variables r <— r (5,)  +*-t,p<r- next(p^), and introduce set 

served <— {0}. 

7. If < iV, continue; otherwise stop with prune false. 

8. If /? = p,, then <- ; otherwise 

^rcsenrtce ^ ^reservtce + green'^" + yellow^ + red^. If > N, then <- N. 

9. If r < , continue; otherwise go to step 12. 

10. For each IsL, 
if permissible,^, then served *— served n {/}. 

^raemcc ^ ^raervice ' 
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If / € served , then <- - min{^7;^„,„,r'}. 

^ tixira ^ ^ extra ^Ircsemcc * 
11. r <— r +1. Go to step 9. 

12. If ^ (i,) + > UB, then stop with pnine <— tnie; otherwise continue. 

13. If p = p,, then stop with prime <— false; otherwise p <— next(p). Go to step 7. 

14. (starting re-service logic for extending phases) Introduce variable <- 0, set 

served <-{0}, and variables q'raemce <— 0, V/ e Z.. 

15. (simulate the extension of the current active phase) 
For each leL, 

if permissibleip , then served <— served n {/}. 

/ € ser\-ed . then -min{f/;„,„,„,r' \. 

V ^ V ^ o tLxtra extra / rtacntcc 
16. (simulate the termination of the current active phase) 

For each / G Z., 

^Iracrvict' ^ ^Ircscrvice * 

If I € ser\'ed , then -e- }. 

^ titrra ^ ^ extra rcscntcc * 

17. If g { s , )  +  >  U B , then stop with pnine <— tnie; otherwise continue. 

18. Introduce variables f <— / (5,) + *r-t,p<r- next{ p^). 

19. If . continue; otherwise stop with prunes false. 

20. r„„+green'""^ + vello\v\ +red„. If > .'V, then <— N. rvscfvice racmcc Op, p p rvservice rescrvtcc 

21. If r < , continue; otherwise go to step 24. 

22. For each I  e L ,  
if permissible,p, then served <— served r\ {/}. 

^l reserx-ice ^ ^rcscr\ ice ' 

If / e served , then q',„,,, < — - n i i n j o '  .  ' T rescrvtce * rcscrvtcc * * rcscrvtcc' ' 

V V +0' dxrra dt/ra " rcservice 
23. [ *-[ + l. Go to step 21. 

24. If g-(5,) + v^^^ > UB, then stop with prime <— tnie; otherwise continue. 

25. If p = p,, then stop with prime <— false; otherwise p <— next{p). Go to step 19. 
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Section 4.5.7 E.xperimental Results with Re-service Pruning 

The re-service pruning logic was implemented and tested using the LTMSF branch & 

bound algorithm from the previous chapter. Resuhs from simulation experiments with 

the re-service pruning logic, saturation re-service logic, and these pruning rules in 

combination with the .VtSF pruning rules are shown in the following table. The 

computational effort, measured by the average number of state updates per time step 

simulated, was reduced by an order of magnitude from the LTMSF variant with no 

pruning. The combination of saturation re-service pruning and MSF pruning rules strike 

a favorable trade-off. decreasing the average number of state updates per time step in the 

very low congestion scenario from 453.6 updates to 39.1 updates, while sacrificing a 

0.31% increase in delay. At the very high congestion level, the average number of state 

updates per time step was reduced from 1976.5 to 16.4 updates, with a decrease in delay 

of 6.28%. It is indeed interesting to note that in the very high congestion scenario with a 

planning horizon of 15 time steps, the saturation re-service pruning and MSF pruning 

logic reduced the number of considered state updates to an average of 16.4, 1.4 updates 

more than the minimum required to construct one full, 15-step, phasing trajectory over 

the plarming horizon. Furthermore, the average delay per time step over 30 two hour 

simulation runs at the very high congestion level were superior to the optimal finite 

horizon branch and bound delay performance of the un-pruned LTMSF algorithm. 



Degree of Saturation (Ideal) 0.644 0.75 0.841 0.919 0.987 

Demand Level Very Low Low Medium High Very High 

Control Algorithm Average number of state updates per decision epoch 

LTMSF 453.6 541.5 678.5 1000.1 1976.5 

LTMSF (reservice pruning only) 54.9 54.7 54.7 60.2 82.3 

LTMSF (saturation-reservice pruning) 48.3 40.2 29.9 21.4 17.1 

LTMSF (with SF pruning only) 385.5 350.5 269.1 179.6 102.2 

LTMSF (with Miller's pruning only) 256.0 310.1 399.7 614.0 1570.2 

LTMSF (with MSF pruning) 213.0 189.8 140.9 90.4 52.1 

LTMSF (reservice + MSF pruning) 43.1 42.1 37.6 30.1 22.3 

LTMSF (saturation-reservice + MSF pruning) 39.1* 33.9* 26.0* 19.3* 16.4* 

Control Algorithm Total vehicle delay in seconds 
LTMSF 504,535* 885,750* 1,545,645* 2,894,710 7,338,430 

LTMSF (reservice pruning only) 504,535* 885,750* 1,545,645* 2,894,710 7,338,430 

LTMSF (saturation-reservice pruning only) 504,675 886,625 1,545,850* 2,958,935 8,869,325 

LTMSF (with SF pruning only) 505,220 888,640 1,551,460 2,851,795* 6,924,460 

LTMSF (with Miller's pruning only) 505,410 886,820 1,546,325 2,886,070 7,337,260 

LTMSF (with MSF pruning) 506,125 889,670 1,552,910 2,867,820 6,904,890* 

LTMSF (reservice • MSF pruning) 506,125 889,670 1,552,910 2,867,820 6,904,890* 

LTMSF (saturation-reservice + MSF pruning) 506,125 889,670 1,552,910 2,867,820 6,904,890* 

• is used to indicate the best performing algorithm among algorithms in the same class (or type) and at the same arrival volumes. 

Table 4.4 Computational speed, in terms of average state updates per time step simulated, and delay performance of several pruning 
rules applied to the LTMSF branch & bound algorithm. 
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Section 4.5.8 Phase-Time-Switch Point Bounding 

The dramatic computational savings of the COP algorithm [83] and its re-implemented 

COP-97 variation [86] used in the RHODES framework can be generally applied to all of 

the decision tree search algorithms, without conforming strictly to the systematic search 

scheme from the original algorithm. Namely, the bounding assumptions of COP could be 

embedded in a more efficient, directed-search algorithm to obtain quicker computational 

performance than the fi.xed-phase sequence COP-97 algorithm. The bounding rules 

implicit in COP are, in the following paragraphs, separated from the algorithm and 

referred to here as phase-time-switch-point (PTSP) bounding. 

The phase-time-switch-point (PTSP) bounds may be applied to prune states encountered 

in a lookahead search where the phase has just switched. Let 6,- be the PTSP bound that 

applies to states that have switched phases i times since the initial state, have spent 0 

time steps in the green inter\'al of the current phase, and are encountered during lime step 

J of the lookahead planning horizon. Thus, there is a set of several PTSP bounds 

considering /€ {1,2,...,A/,} where is the maximum number of phase switches 

feasible within the planning horizon and ye{1,2 T} where T is the maximum 

number of time steps into the future explored by the lookahead. 
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In the case of the delay minimization objective, all PTSP bounds would be initialized to 

infinity or some suitably large initial upper bound. If a given state encountered in the _/'* 

time step of the lookahead search has just switched for the /'* time, and thus has currently 

spent 0 time steps in the current phase, then the state value function is compared with the 

applicable PTSP bound, . If is less than the state value function, which in this case 

is the cumulative delay since the initial state, then the state and its corresponding 

lookahead sub-tree are pruned from consideration. Conversely, if the state value function 

is less than A,., then the PTSP bound is updated to the lower value. 

The effectiveness of PTSP bounds, outside of their original context in the COP algorithm, 

is noteworthy. To facilitate the discussion, let S,, be the set of all states encountered in 

the y* time step of a lookahead search from the current controller state such that the 

controller has switched phases i times since the initial state and has spent 0 time steps in 

the green interval of the current phase. Thus, any state in 5,^ has completed any 

clearance intervals of the prior phase and is ready to start timing the minimum green 

interval of the current phase; or perhaps, the state may skip immediately to the next phase 

if there is no demand for the current phase and skipping a phase in the sequence is 

allowed. The COP and COP-97 algorithms are organized such that all phase trajectories 

resulting in a state ^ € 5,- are evaluated and a lookahead search is conducted only from a 

single delay minimizing state, s' e 5;,, while all other states in 5^ and their 
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corresponding lookahead sub-trees are pruned from consideration. Thus, PTSP bounds 

are most effective in the context of their original algorithmic framework, but the PTSP 

bounds are very effective in the context of a directed-search algorithm as well. Consider 

the PTSP bounds in the context of the LTMSF algorithm presented in Chapter 3. By 

design, directed-search algorithms will are e.xpected to encounter states in each set S,, in 

approximately delay minimal order. Thus, the first state encountered in the state set 

is expected to set the PTSP bound, b--, to approximately the lowest state value among all 

states in . In the LTMSF algorithm, while lookahead searches from multiple states in 

5„ will inevitably occur, the PTSP bounds will still effectively prune many of the states 

in 5,,. Removing PTSP bounds from their most effective environment in COP or COP-

97 trades-off with the increased efficiency of an upper bound on the best current full 

horizon solution in the context of a directed-search algorithm such as LTMSF. The 

balance of the trade-off is reported in results from experiments with PTSP bounds 

embedded in LTMSF. presented in the following section. 

Section 4.5.9 PTSP Bounding Procedure 

The PTSP bounding mechanism imposes very little computational effort on the 

algorithm, though steps must be added in several procedures to accommodate it. First, 

the PTSP bounds must be initialized at the start of the algorithm. This can be 

accomplished by adding step I .a to the OptimizeControl(5,3) procedure as follows. 
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l.a Assume variable the maximum number of phase switches possible in 

the planning horizon, has already been specified at the time of controller 

configuration. As a general guideline, <— iV is a generous upper bound, if 

all phases are required to serve a nonzero amount of green time. If this assumption is 
relaxed such that only phases with demand are required to serve a minimum green 

interval, maxf^f^^, <— /V is probably still a safe upper bound. Initialize all PTSP 

bounds, VH,r where n 6 |l,2,...,maxfJi^f^^j J and r e {0,I,...,iV}. It is also 

assumed that a PTSP bound relaxation coefficient, , has already been initialized 

at the time of controller configuration. A value of <—1.05, allows for a 5% 
relaxation of the PTSP pruning scheme. E.xperience has shown that a 5% relaxation 
provides a good trade-off between increased efficiency of the algorithm and 
degradation of the solution quality. Initialize a new state parameter 

switches^ (5,,) <— 0, which indicates the number of times the controller has advanced 

to the next phase on the ring since the initial state s„. 

The number of phases switches for each state may be kept up to date by adding step 4.a, 

shown below, to the update -state[s,u) procedure. 

4.a If interval^ (5,) = green and elapsed^ (5,) = 0, then 

switches^ (s,.,) <— s\vitches^{s,) +1; otherwise, switches^ (s,.,) <— switches^{s,) 

Bounding will be performed in the evcdiiate-f,{s,) procedure, and can be 

accommodated by adding step 3.a, immediately after the traditional bounding step. 

3.a If is - PTSP - pninable{s,), stop with otherwise continue. 

Procedure is - PTSP - prunable{s,) 

1. If interval^ (•^r) = green and elapsed^ (5,) = 0, then continue; othenvise stop with 

prunablei— false. 

2. Introduce variables n^r-switches^[s^), and ^(5,). If « > , then 

stop with pninable <— false. Note that max^f^^ should be configured large 
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enough that the procedure never stops at this step. A dynamically resizable 
implementation of the set of PTSP bounds could be used to prevent the need for 

, _ , PTSP 
specifying max,„„,.,^. 

3. If g, (5,) > , then stop with pnmable <— tnie; otherwise continue. 

4. If g, (J,) < , then 6^, (5,). Stop with pnmable <— false. 

Section 4.5.10 E.xperimental Results with Phase-Time-Switch Point Bounding 

The PTSP bounds were embedded in the LTMSF algorithm and results from simulation 

experiments are shown in the following table. The results show that the PTSP bounds 

enabled the LTMSF algorithm to achieve computational speed commensurate with the 

fixed-phase sequence COP-97 algorithm; however, the resulting delay performance was 

degraded at low to moderate congestion levels. Notably, the delay performance of the 

LTMSF algorithm was better with the PTSP bounds at high congestion levels. 

Additional experiments were conducted where the PTSP pruning rules were relaxed by 

5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%. In these experiments, if the state value exceeded the PTSP 

bound in excess of the 5%. 10%, 15%, or 20% respectively, then the states were pruned. 

Otherwise, states were allowed to persist and continue with a lookahead search on their 

corresponding sub-trees. The results show a trade-off in computational performance lost 

in order to recapture lower delay performance at low congestion levels. Also, the delay 

performance gain at high congestion levels was lost as the PTSP bounds were relaxed. 

This sensitivity analysis paints a clearer picture of the nature of the trade-off between 

computational performance gains and the corresponding change in delay performance. 
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In the final experiments reported in the table, the PTSP bounding logic was tested in 

combination with the MSF pruning logic and the saturation re-service pruning logic, 

which displayed amazing speed, with some loss in delay performance. In addition, the 

PTSP bounding scheme was then embedded within the saturation re-service logic, 

creating a PTSP-satiiration-resenice logic. This allows PTSP pruning to occur earlier in 

the search process. This final combination of all pruning schemes results in very fast 

computation, with an interesting effect on delay performance. 



Degree of Saturation (Ideal) 0.644 0.75 0.841 0.919 0.987 

Demand Level Very Low Low Medium High Very High 

Control Algorithm Average number of state updates per decision epoch 

LTMSF 453.6 541.5 678.5 1000.1 1976.5 

COP-97 (with tuned historical delay criterion) 378.7 375.5 372.7 394.9 479.9 
LTMSF (with PTSP bounds only) 278.1 309.3 346.9 395.1 485.3 

LTMSF (with PTSP bounds relaxed 5%) 286.3 326.7 387.3 549.5 1380.5 

LTMSF (with PTSP bounds relaxed 10%) 303.4 356.5 457.3 739.5 1827.6 

LTMSF (with PTSP bounds relaxed 15%) 325.6 394.4 523.8 855.6 1930.5 
LTMSF (with PTSP bounds relaxed 20%) 350.4 431.1 573.6 920.6 1959.5 

LTMSF (saturation-reservice + MSF pruning) 39.1 33.9 26.0 19.3 16.4 

LTMSF (saturation-reservice+MSF+PTSP) 37.5 32.9 25.7 19.3 16.3* 
LTMSF (saturation-PTSP-reservice+MSF+PTSP) 32.4* 29.3* 24.2* 19.0* 16.3* 

Control Algorithm Total vehicle delay in seconds 

LTMSF 504,535* 885,750 1,545,645* 2,894,710 7,338,430 

COP-97 (with tuned historical delay criterion) 507,960 895,220 1,548,755 2,866,650 7,086,310 

LTMSF (with PTSP bounds only) 506,190 886,750 1,547,535 2,891,510 7,332,880 

LTMSF (with PTSP bounds relaxed 5%) 505,655 885,760 1,545,770 2,894,710 7,338,430 

LTMSF (with PTSP bounds relaxed 10%) 505,295 885,645 1,545,645* 2,894,710 7,338,430 

LTMSF (with PTSP bounds relaxed 15%) 504,865 885,440* 1,545,645* 2,894,710 7,338,430 

LTMSF (with PTSP bounds relaxed 20%) 504,675 885,740 1,545,645* 2,894,710 7,338,430 

LTMSF (saturation-reservice + MSF pruning) 506,125 889,670 1,552,910 2,867,820 6,904,890 

LTMSF (saturation-reservice+MSF+PTSP) 507,265 891,080 1,556,385 2,868,680 6,904,115* 

LTMSF (saturation-PTSP-reservice+MSF+PTSP) 509,525 895,105 1,552,255 2,859,440* 6,912,335 

• is used to indicate the best performing algorithm among algorithms in the same class (or type) and at the same arrival volumes. 

Table 4.5 Experimental results of phase-time-switch-point (PTSP) bounding scheme embedded in a directed-search algorithm. 
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Section 4.5.11 USF Pruning 

In the previous investigation of the saturation flow pruning logic, the rule was 

implemented in a version that neglected immediately arriving vehicles and in a version 

that considered immediately arriving vehicles. As shown the corresponding results, 

adding immediately arriving vehicles to the current queue causes the saturation flow 

pruning rule to prune more "premature" switching decisions from consideration. The 

e.xperimental results show that consideration of immediate arrivals results in 

appro.vimately 12% to 25% fewer state updates, but has the side effect of increasing 

delay. Although the increase in delay was less than 1%, consideration of arrivals and its 

incremental decrease in solution time was essentially abandoned in favor of better delay 

performance by neglecting immediate arrivals in the saturation flow solution. However, 

after an exorbitant amount of time running simulation experiments and perusing the 

results, the detrimental effect of considering arrivals revealed itself This section explains 

the downside of the previous saturation flow logic, and prescribes an improved version. 

The saturation flow pruning logic is very effective, but in the context where at least one 

phase in the cycle has slower departure rate than other phases, the pruning rule can be 

excessive. Consider that the slowest dispersing queue may is constrained to serve the 

minimum green interval. If this queue is served via the saturation flow logic given 

previously, then it may occasionally extend beyond the minimum green inter\'aL 

However, if it seems reasonably likely that not enough vehicles will arrive during the 
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following cycle to keep the phase saturated for its entire minimum green interval, then 

the signal is not maximizing its throughput. It would be preferable to at least consider the 

option of terminating the phase early during the current cycle such that the minimum 

green interval in the following cycle would be more effectively utilized. 

A revised version of the saturation flow logic, referred to here as iiiilized saturation flow 

(USF) logic, is prescribed to overcome the detrimental effects of the original rule. When 

considering pruning phases of short duration, the logic considers the current queue 

estimate and any immediate arrivals. If this sum of vehicles is greater than or equal to the 

full departure rate over the next time interval, then the decision to switch will be pruned 

from consideration on the following additional condition. If the expected queue at the 

time the current phase is re-serviced, one cycle later, is greater than the number of 

vehicles that could be served in the minimum green interval, then prune the decision to 

switch now. Otherwise, it may be preferable to allow the phase to switch now, in favor 

of having a fully utilized minimum green inter\'al in the following cycle. 

Section 4.5.12 Utilized Saturation Flow Procedure 

The utilized saturation flow procedure is given in the steps below. The logic references 

the set of lanes, lanes^^. as described in section Section 4.5.2 . The steps provided below 

assume, for the sake of a more tractable presentation, that yellow and red clearance 

intervals sum to exactly one time step, and departure rates during these intervals are zero 

for all phases. 
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Procedure Is USFPninable ( s,, u,) 

1. (consider pruning only decisions to terminate current green interval) If 
inter\'al(active^(s,)) = green and interval{active^{ii,)) ^ green, then continue; 

otherwise stop with prime <— false. 

2. (consider pruning only decisions to terminate the green interval early) If 

elapsedf"" < gf'een^^^^ |, then continue; otherwise stop with prune <— false. 

3. (considering pruning only decisions to terminate the green interval early on a 

saturated phase) If , ^0and + 

then continue; otherwise stop with prune <— false. 

4. Introduce variables /?, <- active^ (5 , ) ,  i <- i{s,) + l. 

^n-,cn,cc ^ ^ •*" queue variables 
p e P . p « p .  

'I'fuii <- '•'.n.n ^green'^; and <- q' (5, )x ,, for each / e lanes^';. 

5- If 'Z™. < 'I'fuu and i < . then continue; otherwise go to step 7. 

6- <- <lrc,.n,ce +a',. t<r- t  + \ ,  go 10 Step 5. 

If prune = true; otherwise stop with prune = false. 

Section 4.5.13 E.xperimental Results with USF Pruning 

A version of the USF pruning was implemented, where the estimated queue length at the 

start of the same phase on the next cycle was computed by multiplying the average re-

service time of the current phase by the average arrival rate approaches served by the 

phase. However, the average arrival rate implementation was abandoned in favor of 

accumulating predicted arrivals over the re-service period, which provided slightly better 

performance. Finally, the average re-service time was also abandoned in favor of the 

minimum re-service time due to minimum green intervals and clearance intervals on the 

set of phases served prior to re-service of the original phase again. This, more 

conservative estimate of the re-service queue, resulted in better delay performance due to 
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fewer inappropriate pruning decisions. In comparison to the previous saturation flow 

logic, which did not consider imminent arrivals, the USF pruning logic, which does 

consider immediate arrivals, provided both a decrease in state updates due and a notable 

decrease in delay performance. The improvement is most apparent at the very high 

saturation level, where selecting pruning short phases keeps the lower departure rate 

phases from building excessive queues, but not to the extent of underutilizing the 

required minimum green interval on subsequent cycles. At the highest saturation level, 

the USF pruning logic reduced the average number of state updates per time step by 

19.98% and decreased delay by 2.67%. 

The USF pruning logic was also combined with re-service logic, to produce a quick 

algorithm with lower delay values than the original LTMSF algorithm at all congestion 

levels. 

The USF logic was also combined with Miller's criteria to form MUSF pruning logic, 

and tested in combination with the PTSP-saturation-reservice logic and PTSP rules. Note 

that the saturation flow logic embedded in the PTSP-saturation-reservice logic was not 

updated to the utilized saturation flow variant. Experimental results with the USF 

concept are presented in the following table. 



Degree of Saturation (Ideal) 0.644 0.75 0.841 0.919 0.987 

Demand Level Very Low Low Medium High Very High 

Control Algorithm Average number of state updates per decision epoch 

LTMSF 453.6 541.5 678.5 1000.1 1976.5 

LTMSF (reservice pruning only) 54.9 54.7 54.7 60.2 82.3 

LTAASF (with SF pruning only) 385.5 350.5 269.1 179.6 102.2 

LTMSF (with SF+arrivals pruning only) 337.5 284.6 203.2 134.2 76.3 

LTMSF (with USF pruning only) 355.3 300.1 215.2 142.6 81.8 

LTMSF (reservice * USF pruning) 53.1 48.7 40.9 31.8 24.0 

LTMSF (reservice + MSF pruning) 43.1 42.1 37.6 30.1 22.3 
LTMSF (PTSP-sat-reservice+MSF+PTSP) 32.4 29.3 24.2 19.0 16.3 

LTMSF (PTSP-sat-reservice+MUSF+PTSP) 32.1* 28.5* 23.6* 18.8* 16.2* 

Control Algorithm Total vehicle delay in seconds 

LTMSF 504,535 885,750 1,545,645 2,894,710 7,338,430 

LTMSF (reservice pruning only) 504,535 885,750 1,545,645 2,894,710 7,338,430 

LTMSF (with SF pruning only) 505,220 888,640 1,551,460 2,851,795 6,924,460 

LTMSF (with SF+arrivals pruning only) 505,310 890,415 1,554,050 2,862,450 6,932,035 

LTMSF (with USF pruning only) 504,335* 885,245* 1,538,380* 2,828,115* 6,744,615* 

LTMSF (reservice + USF pruning) 504,335* 885,245* 1,538,380* 2,828,115* 6,744,615* 

LTMSF (reservice • MSF pruning) 506,125 889,670 1,552,910 2,867,820 6,904,890 

LTMSF (PTSP-sat-reservice+MSF+PTSP) 509,525 895,105 1,552,255 2,859,440 6,912,335 

LTMSF (PTSP-sat-reservice+MUSF+PTSP) 509,435 892,275 1,545,260 2,829,580 6,895,730 

* is used to indicate the best performing algorithm among algorithms in the same class (or type) and at the same arrival volumes. 

Table 4.6 Results of simulation experiments, showing the incremental improvement of the utilized saturation flow (USF) logic relative to 
the saturation flow (SF) logic. 
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Section 4.5.14 E.xperiment Pruning Results with Double-Horizon Problem 

Section 4.6 Conclusions 

The section concludes on the efficacy of the NDP approach to traffic signal control in 

real-time. It is expected that the NDP approach will open signal control algorithms up to 

a wider class of possibilities. The capabilities of NDP are expected to be extensible to a 

much more difficult class of problems, which has been approached only heuristically in 

the past. In particular, the NDP approach used for a single-ring controller in this chapter 

is extended to address a multi-ring controller problem in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 - MULTI-RING INTERSECTION CONTROL 

Section 5.0 Introduction 

This chapter investigates real-time optimization of the single intersection, multi-ring 

traffic control problem. The multi-ring phasing concept is a standard approach to 

specifying a set of allowable phase sequence alternatives and phase precedence or 

concurrency constraints. In particular a standard dual-ring, eight phase configuration is 

supported by the majority of signal controllers in the United States, and its phase 

sequencing flexibility enables a margin of improved performance over single ring 

configurations. This chapter formulates the multi-ring problem as an easily constructed 

decision graph and solves the problem using a traditional branch and bound technique, 

which establishes a baseline for comparison between single and dual ring algorithms, and 

between actuated control and real-time optimized control. Directed search techniques 

and pruning logic developed in previous chapters are extended to the multi-ring decision 

framework to yield quick and effective algorithms. The chapter concludes with results 

from a series of simulation experiments. 

Section 5.1 Multi-ring phase structure 

This section introduces the multi-ring phasing concept with a fairly typical example, the 

standard dual-ring, eight-phase controller configuration as specified by the National 

Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA). NEMA is an electronics industry group 

in the United States, and its Traffic Control Systems Section has created a widely adopted 

set of manufacturing guidelines for traffic control hardware. The initial technical 
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standard for traffic signals, commonly referred to as TSI, was published in 1976, and 

subsequent revisions include the publication of TS2 in 1992. These standards ensure that 

equipment is based on proven designs, and that hardware available from different 

manufacturers is compatible and interchangeable. Funding agencies typically require 

municipalities to use NEMA compliant traffic controller hardware; thus, the dual-ring, 

eight phase controller configuration is supported by the majority of traffic control devices 

in the United States. The following figures illustrate the standard NEMA dual-ring, 

eight-phase controller configuration for a four leg intersection. Figure 5.1 depicts the 

intersection geometry, and each movement is labeled with the number of the 

corresponding phase that serves that movement. Figure 5.2 shows the ring structure of 

the standard dual-ring, eight phase NEMA configuration. Figure 5.3 is a flow diagram 

illustrating the alternative phase sequences allowed by the dual-ring, eight phase NEMA 

configuration. 
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Figure 5.1 The NEMA phasing scheme for a typical four leg intersection. 
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Figure 5.2 Ring structure for the standard NEMA dual-ring, eight-phase configuration. Barriers A 
and B are indicated by double-lines intersecting both rings. 

Ring 1 
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2^5 4+7 

1^5 2+6 3+7 4+8 

if 

1^5 2+6 3+7 4+8 

if 
1^6 3+8 

Figure 5.3 Alternative phase sequences possible using the standard NEMA dual-ring, eight-
phase configuration. 

At any given time, one phase is active on each ring of the controller. In the case of the 

standard NEMA dual-ring, eight-phase configuration, there are always two active phases. 

Consider the controller starting in phase 1+5, serving left turn traffic. In a single-ring 

configuration, typically the left-turn phase would terminate, followed by a through 

movement phase, the 2+6 combination shown above. However, in the case of a multi-

ring controller, each active phase may time separately. Suppose while in phase 1+5, 

there has been a sufficient gap between actuations of the eastbound (left-to-right across 

the page) left turn bay vehicle detector, so phase 5 gaps out and ring 2 transitions to 

phase 6, allowing for westbound (right-to-left across the page) through traffic to start 
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service while ring 1 continues serving phase 1, westbound left turning traffic. Rather 

than following having to follow a fixed, cyclic phase sequence, such as 

{l->-5,2+6,3+7,4-r8}, the dual-ring controller has the flexibility of choosing fi-om a set of 

alternative phase sequences. If the phase sequence is known in advance, a dual-ring 

controller still offers the additional advantage over the single-ring controller in allowing 

uninterrupted service of a set of traffic movements while concurrently terminating other 

movements and initiating service for yet another set of movements. This functionality 

will be further discussed using the example of a three legged, T-intersection, later in this 

chapter. 

The alternative phase sequencing capabilities of a multi-ring controller should be 

distinguished from arbitrary phase sequencing. For example, the COP algorithm is 

capable of serving phases in any order; however, it has no built in mechanism for 

restricting optimization to only a subset of possible sequences. Using multiple rings and 

barriers is a standard way of specifying the allowable subset of phase sequences that are 

considered a safe progression of phases. WTiile the capability of arbitrary phase 

sequencing allows COP to obtain lower vehicular delay, the safety concerns are 

substantial and perhaps should weigh greater in the final objective than delay measures 

alone. 
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Modem controllers are now capable of operating several rings, phases, and barriers. 

Complicated applications such light rail or bus priority may use more than two rings. 

Eagle Traffic Control Systems manufactures a controller capable of timing 4 rings, and 

the Next Phase 2070 controller software distributed by Gardner Transportation Systems 

supports up to 20 rings. In practice, it is very rare that an application would warrant the 

use of more than 4 rings, and in these scenarios, typically only 2 rings are used to support 

vehicle phases while additional rings are used to configure modified timing requirements 

around transit priority phases. Specialized entry and e.xit timing surrounding priority 

phasing can be implemented by using addition rings and non-vehicular phases to time 

transitions through a virtual finite state machine. While it may be a remote possibility 

that more than two rings would be used to serve vehicular traffic, use of more than two 

barriers on these rings is a realistic possibility. Transit priority applications and 

intersections with more the 4 approaches are particular applications that may be 

accommodated by adding additional barriers and phases to a two ring configuration. 

Section 5.2 OP AC 

The problem of real-time optimization of traffic control, in the single ring controller 

paradigm, has received a fair amount of attention. However, the additional complexity of 

optimizing multi-ring controller operation in real-time has been largely avoided by 

researchers, with one notable exception. Version 2.0 of the OP AC algorithm [72, 73] 

was designed explicitly to effectively control the signal timing at an isolated intersection 

controlled by a dual-ring, eight-phase controller. As mentioned in the literature review of 
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OP AC in Chapter 2, no more than four of the eight phases are explicitly controlled by the 

OP AC module, while timing of the remaining phases is relegated directly to the vehicle-

actuated controller. In a field test conducted in Tucson, Arizona, the through phases were 

explicitly controlled by OPAC while lagging left turn phases were treated as part of an 

iniergreen period between through phases. OPAC maintains an exponentially smoothed 

average duration of the left turn phases for use in its lookahead search to determine the 

optimum duration of through phases. Given that left turn phases are assumed to be 

served for a fixed amount of time, the optimization algorithm does not carry its previous 

computational burden; thus, the horizon length was extended to 20 time steps, or 100 

seconds, to utilize any surplus resources. 

The review of OPAC in Chapter 2 provides an additional discussion of all published 

versions of OPAC. However, two points are of particular interest in this chapter. The 

first item of interest is that Version 3.0 of OPAC [28] is reported to include, among other 

enhancements, optimization of all eight phases. The second item of interest is that no 

algorithmic details were published for Version 3.0. While the heuristic solution of 

Version 2.0 is documented at some length [72], neither Version 2.0 nor Version 3.0 of 

OPAC have been published with any details as to how the search algorithm handles the 

additional complexities of multiple active phases on multiple rings. In particular, phases 

on separate rings may be terminated independently of each other, unless they are 

constrained by a barrier, in which case the transition of phases on both rings must be 

synchronized as they cross the barrier. Thus, there appears to be no published 
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methodology for the real-time optimization of multi-ring controller operations. It is 

amidst the bulleted lists of OPAC presentations, posted on the world wide web [75-77], 

that it becomes apparent how OPAC was extended to explicitly optimize all eight phases 

of a dual-ring controller. OPAC "[d]oes not explicitly control [the] phase sequence" 

[75]; but rather, the "phase sequence [is] based on time of day" [76]. Thus, OPAC 

optimizes control based a fixed phase sequence, or single-ring model, which is 

configured by time of day. 

Section 5.3 The state of practice with multi-ring control 

This section presents the state of practice in the context of multi-ring control. A rare, but 

feasible fixed-time application is constructed and discussed, followed by a standard 

vehicle-actuated approach. 

Section 5.3.1 Fixed-time methods for multi-ring control 

The primary benefit of using multi-ring control as opposed to single ring control is the 

capability of choosing from a set of phase sequence alternatives to utilize the intersection 

as effectively as possible. Selection amongst sequencing alternatives is based on real

time detector information; however, the multi-ring controller can also be used to improve 

control without detectors. Consider the three legged, T-intersection geometry depicted in 

the following figure. 
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Figure 5.4 Three legged, T-intersection geometry. 

There are no westbound (right-to-left across the page) left turners in the T-intersection, 

which simplifies the phase sequencing alternatives to a single fixed sequence {2+5, 2+6, 

4+7}. hi this case, it is possible to use a multi-ring controller to serve phase 2 with 

uninterrupted service on ring 1 while ring 2 transitions from phase 5 to phase 6. While 

detectors would certainly improve phase timing, they are not strictly necessary. In this 

case. Webster's method can be applied to each ring independently to determine fixed 

time durations based on arrival and departure rates. However, the rings must cross the 

barrier simultaneously, hi analogy to the critical lane method, the ring with the longer 

duration required between barriers will generally determine the timing between barriers 

for both rings, assuming the standard dual-ring, eight-phase NEMA configuration. While 

not using detectors generally degrades performance, the capability of the dual-ring 

controller to serve phase 2 uninterrupted while transitioning between phases 5 and 6 on 

the other phase provides a margin of improvement over a single ring implementation. 

Altematively, a controller may utilize an overlap to serve movement 2 in an 

uninterrupted maimer while using a single ring controller. An overlap is defined in the 
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NEMA TS2 standard [102] as, "A green indication that allows traffic movement during 

the green intervals of and clearance intervals between two or more phases." In any case, 

Webster's fixed time method extends to the multi-ring scenario in a straightforward 

manner with the provision that only a single phase sequence would be possible under 

fixed-time control. 

Section 5.3.2 Vehicle-actuated methods for multi-ring control 

This section presents the vehicle-actuated approach to multi-ring traffic control and 

presents a delay comparison of pre-timed control, single-ring actuated-control, and dual-

ring actuated control. 

The saturation tlow algorithm, a vehicle-actuated control method presented in Chapter 3, 

applies to the multi-ring controller with a few additional provisions. Consider the 

standard NEMA dual-ring, eight-phase configuration illustrated in Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2, 

and Figure 5.3. In the saturation flow approach, the phase extends if corresponding 

queue presence detectors are actuated, and switches to the next phase if a sufficient time 

has elapsed with no detector actuations. In both the single-ring and multi-ring controller 

scenarios, the phase switches to the next phase on the ring. Thus, assuming the signal is 

currently timing left tum phases 1 and 5 together, each ring will advance to the next 

phase independently of the other ring. However, when the signal is timing a phase 

followed by a barrier, ail rings constrained by the barrier must advance or Jump across the 
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barrier in unison. For instance, if through phases 2 and 6 are timing concurrently and 

phase 6 gaps out, then there are a couple of alternatives for the controller. It could serve 

the yellow and red clearance interval for phase 6 and then dwell in red until phase 2 

terminates, and then cross barrier .A. together. Alternatively, and most frequently in 

practice, the controller operates in a simultaneous termination mode, where phase 6 

would dwell in green, waiting for phase 2 to gap out or reach its maximum duration, after 

which both phases would serve their corresponding yellow and red clearance intervals, 

and then jump barrier A together. The simultaneous termination mode allows for greater 

utilization of the intersection, and thus is the most commonly applied method of 

synchronizing the rings at each barrier. Operating in the simultaneous termination mode 

also has important implications for phase durations, namely that a phase dwelling in 

green while at a barrier may exceed its maximum green duration if it waiting for other 

rings to catch up and jump the barrier in unison. For instance, suppose phases 1 and 5 

have a maximum green duration of 10 seconds, and phases 2 and 6 have a maximum 

green duration of 30 seconds. .All phases have a minimum duration of 5 seconds and 

clearance intervals of 5 seconds. Suppose that in the current cycle, ring 2 served phase 5 

green for 5 seconds, served its 5 second clearance interval, and then served phase 6 for 

the maximum 30 second green duration. Meanwhile, ring 1 served phase I for 10 

seconds, served the 5 second clearance interval, and then served phase 2 for the 

maximum 30 second green duration. In this case, ring 2 is ready to jump the barrier 5 

seconds prior to ring 1; thus, phase 6 dwells in green for 5 seconds beyond its maximum 

duration while waiting for phase 2 to max out on ring 1. Thus, as long as at least one 
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other ring constrained by the same barrier is not ready to jump, a phase may dwell in 

green beyond its maximum duration. 

The saturation flow algorithm described above was tested on a 4-legged approach with 

the geometry and phasing depicted in figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. Left turn traffic was 

allowed on protected left turn phases only. The results are compared with a fi.xed-time 

algorithm, using Webster's method to time the phases, where the phase sequence {1+5. 

2+6, 2+7, 4+8} forms the equivalent of a 4-phase sequence. Also, the saturation flow 

algorithm was tested on the 4-phase sequence to empirically quantify the difference 

between single-ring and dual-ring control methods. The simulation introduced in Chapter 

3 was modified for multi-ring control, and 30 simulation runs were conducted at each of 

5 congestion levels. The arrival rates and departure rates were symmetric for the 

intersection. Results are shown in the following Table 5.1, a consolidated table of all 

algorithmic results from this chapter, which appear towards the end of this chapter. 

As a brief aside, please note that the word phase was used in the preceding paragraph in a 

somewhat crude, but effectively descriptive manner according to its dictionary sense, 

which is defined as a temporary pattern or a particular stage in a periodic process. The 

NEMA TS2 [102] definition of a traffic phase is, 'Those green, change and clearance 

intervals in a cycle assigned to any independent movements of traffic." In the fixed 

phase sequence {1+5, 2+6, 2+7, 4+8}, where rings are interlocked such that they both 

advance simultaneously, phase 2 does not occur independently from phase 6, thus 2+6 is 
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technically a valid phase in its own right, even according to the stricter NEMA definition. 

Thus, to call the dual-ring phase sequence {K5, 2+6, 2+7, 4+8} a 4-phase sequence is 

acceptable if this sequence is fixed, though some find the usage confusing. However, in 

the more general context of dual-ring of multi-ring configurations where rings are not 

interlocked, referring to 1+6 as a phase seems to be technically invalid by the NEMA 

definition. Please excuse such usage, temporarily accepting the dictionary sense of the 

word and the author's intent to convey the concept. 

The results show that 4-phase vehicle actuated control outperforms 4-phase fixed-time 

control by 14% to 25%, with an increasing margin of delay as the intersection becomes 

more congested. Dual-ring eight-phase control outperforms single-ring 4-phase vehicle-

actuated control, providing a decrease in delay from 1% in the least saturated scenario to 

10% at the most congested level. It should be noted that traffic arrival and departure 

rates were symmetric, or balanced, across the intersection. The dual-ring configuration 

outperforms the single-ring configuration by following a more effective phase sequence 

when the queues become unbalanced, which occurs in this case solely due to random 

fluctuations in arrivals. Were traffic flow non-symmetrical, the dual-ring controller 

might be expected to enjoy a wider margin of improvement over the single-ring 

controller. 

Section 5.4 Muhi-ring control formulation 

This section develops the single intersection, multi-ring control problem as a relatively 

straightforward extension of the single-ring problem formulated in Chapter 4. Two 
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approaches are discussed, an independent ring formulation and a dependent ring 

formulation. These alternatives would have significantly different computational 

performance characteristics, the independent ring formulation being significantly less 

demanding; however, the dependent ring formulation is justified as a more robust 

approach and developed into an algorithm with results reported later in this chapter. Note 

that the independent ring discussion could be skipped in its entirety without significant 

sacrifice. 

Section 5.4.1 Dependent ring formulation 

This section presents the general lookahead search framework for the multi-ring 

controller problem. While the notion of ring dependency is interesting, it may be 

postponed until the discussion of independent rings in the following section. The 

dependent ring formulation discussed here forms the framework for algorithms developed 

in the subsequent sections. 

Consider Figure 5.3, depicting the acyclic decision graph of the dual-ring, eight-phase 

standard NTEMA configuration. In particular, assume the controller is current serving 

phases I and 5, shown in the leftmost box of the diagram. From this 2-tuple of phases, 

there are 4 next 2-tuples of phases allowed by the ring structure. Namely, the set of 

phase 2-tuples possible in the next time step, subject to minimum and maximum 

constraints, is {(1,5), (1.6), (2,5), (2,6) Thus, in extending firom the single-ring problem 

to the multi-ring problem, the decision graph moves from a branching factor of 2 to a 
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branching factor of 4. The branching factor refers the number of actions available from 

each state. In general, the active phase may either extend or switch; therefore, the 

branching factor on an «-ring controller would be 2". In particular, the available actions 

available from to a dual-ring controller are {{extend, extend), (extend, switch), (switch, 

extend), (switch. switch)\, although the feasibility of these decisions depends on 

minimum and maximum green constraints and barriers in the ring structure. If a 

currently active phase is not followed by a barrier, then phase transition actions on that 

ring are constrained only by minimum and maximum green constraints. However, if a 

currently active phase is followed by a barrier, the feasibility of switching or extending 

the phase will depend on other rings. Namely, if the other ring or rings constrained by 

the same barrier is not ready to switch, only the extend action is available, and the active 

phase may extend, dwelling in green, beyond the maximum green interval in this 

scenario. If all of the other rings constrained by the same barrier have served minimum 

green intervals in the pre-barrier phase, then all rings may extend or all rings may switch. 

If all rings have reached their maximum green duration on phases incident to the same 

barrier, then all rings must switch, jumping the barrier together to their corresponding 

next phases. 

The next section discusses an alternative framework, an independent ring approach, 

which offers reduced computational complexity. However, the dependent ring approach 

is adopted for implementations, and results later in this chapter show the relative size of a 

decision tree for a single-ring problem versus the dual-ring problem. 
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Section 5.4.2 Independent ring formulation 

The notion of an independent ring formulation relies on an assumption that traffic 

flowing on a phase ser\ ed by a particular ring is unaffected by traffic served by phases on 

different rings. This assumption is valid for the dual-ring, eight phase NEMA 

configuration used to test vehicle actuated control in previous sections. Since each 

movement is e.xclusively served by a single protected phase, the flow of each traffic 

stream is entirely a function of the scheduling of green time. The advantage of this 

approach lies in capability of searching decisions on each ring separately. Thus, single-

ring pruning and search methods can be applied directly to each single-ring search. In 

doing so, only the subset of queues served by phases on a particular ring need be 

evaluated while exploring the decision alternatives of that ring. For a dual-ring 

controller, there would be two searches for the two corresponding rings, but each search 

only updates half of the queues in the state space. Phase of rings need only be 

coordinated at barrier crossing points. Therefore, phasing trajectories for each ring could 

be optimized independently prior to synchronizing rings at each barrier jumping time 

step. It would seem that an extension of the COP algorithm would arise most 

conveniently in an independent ring context. Convenient bounds could be formed from a 

summation of optimal phase trajectories from each ring. However, there are 

complications. The discussion of the independent ring formulation has been vague to this 

point, because this avenue was not taken. While the plausibility of such an approach 

seems an intuitive idea that arises in the mind when considering the multi-ring controller 
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problem, the complications presented in the following discussion should sufficiently 

justifying the dependent ring approach. 

Consider Figure 5.2 and the prospect of modeling these rings independently. In 

particular, suppose that left turning traffic served in a protected movement during phase 5 

is also to be permitted during the through movement on phase 2. This approach is not 

uncommon, and causes problems for the independent ring approach. Were the rings 

optimized independently, it may seem a better course of action from the context of ring 2 

to serve a long phase 5 in order to completely clear the left turning queue. However, if 

there is not much oncoming traffic during phase 6, perhaps a short phase 5 and a long 

phase 6 would also be adequate to serve the left turning traffic. However, permitted left 

turns are only allowed when phase 2 is active, and since the duration of phase 2 is 

determined by a separate search on ring 1, there is no way determine exactly when phase 

2 and the permitted left turns will be allowed to commence. Thus, determining whether a 

long phase 5 or a long phase 6 is better on ring 2 depends on when and how long phase 2 

is served on ring I. This scenario, among other possibilities, violates additivity 

assumptions necessary to disaggregate rings in the search process and prevents truly 

optimal performance to be obtained by any method other than considering the phasing on 

all rings simultaneously. Thus, while other approach may seem attractive, the dependent 

ring approach seems the only viable approach that does not impose a score of restrictions 

on phasing applications. 
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Section 5.5 Algorithmic Framework 

The multi-ring traffic signal control problem follows the single ring model very closely, 

but requires a few enhancements. Given the initial state of the intersection, 5^, the 

algorithm begins with invocation of the OpiimizeControl[s,^) procedure, shown below, 

which is unchanged from the single-ring algorithm. 

Procedure OptimizeControl (5, , )  

1. Initialize the upper bound, UB< - x .  and the cost-to-arrive, g,^ (5, ,) <- 0. Assume 

the planning horizon, M. " already been configured as desired. 

2. Evaluate the cost-to-go, (5^) <— EvaluaieSiate{s^). 

3. Stop with recommend control action «/,' <—argmin/,(i:^,M„). 

In step 2 of the OpiimteConirol(s,^) procedure, the algorithm invokes the 

E\'aliiaieSiaie{s,) procedure, shown below, which is also unchanged from the single-

ring algorithm. 

Procedure EvaluateState{s,) 

1. Introduce variable and update the one step objective cost, 

c, (-y,) *- <?,' (•s,). and the cost-to-arrive to state s,, g, (j,) <— g, (^,) + c, (s,). 
l€l 

2. If f < iV,  then go to step 3; otherwise t = N, the horizon time step. Update the 

current upper bound, {/iS^-minl^, (5,),C/fi} and stop with cost-to-go 

3. Attempt to prune the current state value based on the upper bound. If 

g,{s,)>UB, then stop with g, {s,). 

4. EvaluateHeuristicAction Values ( ). 

5. EvalualeActions (.s,). 
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6. Stopwith/,(s,)<- min 
u.eC (j,) 

In step 4 of the EvaluateState[s,) procedure, the algorithm invokes the 

E\'aluateHeiiristicActionValues{s,) procedure. The heuristic action values, h[s,,u,), 

are intended to provide a mechanism for determining a preferred order for evaluating 

each actions, ii, e U(5,). A specific ordering will be suggested later in this chapter. For 

the time being, the EvaluateHeurisiicActionValiies{s,) procedure gives no heuristic 

information, which corresponds to an arbitrary ordering of the evaluation of actions. This 

amounts to a blind search. As is. the algorithmic framework conducts an undirected, 

depth-first, branch and bound search. 

Procedure EvaluateHeuristicAction Values (s,) 

I. Initialize all heuristic action values. /i(s^,uJ<-O.Vu, e(/(s,). 

In step 5 of the EvaluateSiate{s,) procedure, the Evaluate Actions [s,) procedure is 

invoked, which evaluates all actions in order of the lowest heuristic value, as shown 

below. 

Procedure EvaluateActions[s,) 

1. Introduce set evaluated = {0} • 

2. Introduce variable <— argmin h { s , , u , ) .  
u.€£.'(x. ) evaluated 

3- Evaluate action value f{s,,u^^)<—EvaluateAction{s,,u^^). 

4. Mark as having been evaluated, evaluated evaluated n }. 
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5. If \e\'aluatecl\ < |L'^(5, )|, then go to step 1; otherwise stop. 

In step 3 of the Evaluate Actions [s,) procedure, the best unevaluated action remaining in 

the set of all actions is evaluated with the EvaluateAction(s,,u,) procedure, shown 

below. The EvaluateAction(s,,u,) procedure has been modified for the multi-ring 

problem by adding step 3 to eliminate actions causing barrier crossing violations. 

Procedure Evaluate Action [s,,u,) 

6. \UsMinimumGreenViolation{s,,u,), then stop with /(s,,z/,)4—x. 

7. IfIsMcLximumGreenViolalion{s,,u,), then stop with /(5,,M, ) «— x . 

8. If fsBarrierCrossingViolation (5,,«/,), then stop with f[s,,u,)*-x. 

9. Compute the successor state of 5, if control z/, is applied during time interval t, 

5,.I *—UpdateState{s,,u,). 

10. Evaluate the cost-to-go. (s,.,) <— EvaluateState{s,,^). 

11. Stop with action value f, {s,ai,) 4- c, (5,)  + (5,) .  

The EvaluateAction{s,,u,) procedure starts by eliminating all actions that violate a 

controller constraint. In step 1, actions violating minimum green intervals are identified 

with the fsMinimumGreenViolation{5,,u,), shown below. 

Procedure [sMinimiimGreen Violation (s,, u,) 

2. Introduce set checked <— {0}. 

3. Select any ring reR\checked , and introduce variable <— active^(s,). 

4. If inter\-al^(s,) = green, elapsedf^" (s,) < 1' 

interval^ ("r) green, then stop with violation <— true; otherwise continue. 
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5. Update set checked <— checked n {/-}. If \checked\ = |/?|, the stop with 

violation <— false", otherwise go to step 2. 

Given that there is no minimum green violation, the EvaluateAction{s,,u,) procedure 

then determines whether there is a maximum green violation, using the 

fsMcLximiimGreenViolation{s,,ii,) procedure, shown below. The multi-ring controller 

version of this procedure is more complicated than the single-ring version due to the 

introduction of barriers, h should be noted that the maximum green violation logic below 

is based on an absolute green time constraint, which is not consistent with NEMA 

guidelines. The MEMA definition of maximum green corresponds to a maximum waiting 

time. That is, if the maximum green time for phase 2 is 60 seconds, then phase 2 may 

remain green no more than 60 seconds after indication of the presence of opposing 

traffic. Thus, if no vehicles are waiting for another phase, phase 2 may remain green 

indefinitely. If, after phase 2 has timed 30 seconds of green, vehicles arrive actuating a 

call for phase 3, then phase 2 may time another 60 seconds green, for a total of 90 

seconds green, prior to advancing to phase 3. Since the logic below is based on an 

absolute duration of green time, rather than the NEMA definition, it corresponds to a 

NEMA configuration where all phases are assumed to be set for minimum recall. A 

phase set for minimum recall, another NEMA construct, is required to serve at least its 

minimum green interval, regardless of demand. This is accomplished by placing a call 

for the phase immediately after it terminates, hence the term recall. A call on a phase 

corresponds to an indication that there is traffic waiting for service of the phase. Thus, 

with all phases set to minimum recall, there is always an indication of opposing traffic, so 
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the maximum green timer would begin timing at the beginning of the phase, which 

corresponds to the implementation below. In any case, the 

fsMaximuniGreenViolationIt,) procedure could easily be modified to accommodate 

the NEMA definition of maximum green. The logic below also assumes that all phases 

constrained by the same barrier will yield simultaneously. 

Procedure IsiVfaximimiGreen Violation (s,,u,) 

1. Introduce set passed <—10|. 

2. Select any ring r e R \  p a s s e d .  

3. If interval^ ( 5 , )  ̂  green, then go to step 6; otherwise continue. 

4. If elapsedf"" (j,) < green^l^, ^, then go to step 6; otherwise continue. 

5. If inten-al^ {11,) ^ green, then go to step 6; otherwise go to step 7. 

6. passed passed • If \passed\ = |/?|, the stop with violation <— false,, 

otherwise go to step 2. 

7. Introduce variable p^ active,, (s,). K constrained= ya/5e.V6 s 5, then stop 

with violation <— true; otherwise continue. 
8. Introduce new variable. , the unique barrier constraining phase and 

forcing it to extend the green interval beyond its maximum. Note that there can 
only be one barrier, if any, constraining each phase, due to a configuration 
requirement that there must be one phase between each barrier in the 
configuration of a ring. Assume there exists a method 

isRingConstrainedByBarrier[r,b) e {true, false}, which indicates whether ring 

r e  R  i s  constrained by barrier b s B ,  which is to say that barrier b  appears in 
the configuration of ring r. Introduce set 

rings^ <— I .r 6 /?: isRingConstrainedSyBarrier (.r, b^^) = true}. 

9. Introduce set rings'^"' ^ • 

10. Select any ring i e rings^^ \ rings'^^''. Introduce variable p, <— active, (5,). 

11. If constrained^^ ^ = false, then go to step 6; otherwise continue. 

12. If interval, (5,) = green , interval^ {11,) = green, and elapsedf"'" [s,) < green'^^. 

then go to step 6; otherwise continue. Note that interval^ (5,) ̂  green should not 

happen, under the assumption of simultaneous gap out. If interval^ (•^r) =" 
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and inten'al- («,) ̂ ^ green, then this is a barrier jumping violation, under the 

assumption that all phases constrained by a barrier yield simultaneously. This is 
not a maximum green violation per se, but a prunable event. However, another 
procedure is tasked with catching barrier jumping violations. This leaves the 

possibility that interval- (5,) = green, interval^ (u,) = green , and 

e l a p s e d ( ^ , )  ̂  g r e e n ' ^ ^ .  

13. Set rings"^"'''' <— rings'^^"'' ^. If | = |' ̂ ^en stop with 

violation <— true \ otherwise go to step 10. 

In step 3 of the EvaluateAction[s,,u,) procedure, the current action is inspected to see if 

it violates any barrier crossing constraints, using the lsBarrierCrossingViolation{s,,u,) 

procedure shown below. Note that the barrier crossing logic below assumes that all 

phases constrained by the same barrier use the same yellow and red clearance durations. 

If this is not the case, then separate checks may be necessary for jumping and yielding. 

The logic below actually eliminates actions that violate barrier constraints, under 

the assumption of simultaneous yielding and equal clearance timing. 

Procedure IsBarrierCrossingViolation{s,,u,) 

1. Introduce set passed {0}. 

2. Select any ring r e R  \  p a s s e d  .  

3. If interval^ (-5^;) = g''een and interval^ ("/)'' green, then continue; otherwise go to 

step 5. 

4. Introduce variable p^ <— active^ ( 5 ,). If constrained= false^b e B, then 

continue; otherwise go to step 7. 

5. passed <— passed -

6. If \passed\ = |/?|, the stop with violation <— false; otherwise go to step 2. 

7. Introduce new variable, , the unique barrier constraining phase p^, which it 

is about the cross. Note that there can only be one barrier, if any, constraining 
each phase, due to a configuration requirement that there must be one phase 
between each barrier in the configuration of a ring. Assume there exists a method 
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isRingConstrainedByBarrier{r,b) € [true, false], which indicates whether ring 

r e R ' x s  constrained by barrier b e B , which is to say that barrier b  appears in 
the configuration of ring r. Introduce set 

rings^ <— |.r € /?: isRingConslrainedByBarrier{x,b^^^^^) = true]. 

8. Introduce set ringsf""""^ ^ • 

9. Select any ring i e hngs^ \ ringsf'""""^ . Introduce variable /?, <— active- ( 5 , ) .  

10. If c o n s t r a i n e d ^  =  f a l s e , then stop with violation <- true', otherwise continue. 

11. If interval^ ("r) = green, then stop with violation <- true; otherwise continue. 

12. Set ringsf^"'""' <- ringsf ';'"""' ^ {'} • If | = ' ̂ ^en set 

passed <— passed n ringsl''^""""" and go to step 6; otherwise go to step 9. 

After all constraint violating actions are effectively pruned from consideration in the 

preliminary steps of the EvaluateAction{s,,u,) procedure, the UpdateState(s,u) 

procedure is invoked in step 4. 

Procedure UpdateState(s.u) 

6 .  Introduce variable f <— r ( 5 ) . and refer to s and u using t as a subscript: s,, u,. 

1. Introduce new state s'""'""', the successor state of the intersection, when control 
u, is applied during interval t. from state s,. Assign the time index of the 

successor state. [) <— r +1, and refer to s'"""'"'' as 5,.,. 

8. For each lane / € Z,, 

d ' { s , ) ^ 0 .  

For each ring re R, 

let variable p^ <— active^ (H, ). 

l[ permissible,p and inter\'al^(u,) = green .then update ihe 

possible number of departures to the saturation flow rate.r': 

i/'(5,)<-max{rf'(j,),r'}. 

If d' ( 5 ,  )>q' (5,.,), then d' (j,) <- q' (s,,,) and q' (s,.,) <— 0; otherwise 

9'(-y:-. )<-'?'(v.)-

9. For each ring re/?. 
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active^ (j,.,) <— active^ ("<) • 

For each interval i 6 {green,yellow,red], 

if active^ (5,,,) = active^ {s,), then 

elapsed^ (5,.,) <- elapsed^ (5 ,); otherwise, elapsed^ ) <- 0. 

If i = interval^ [u,). then elapsed'^ [s,^^) <— elapsed'^ (5 , . , )  +1 .  

If interval^ (5,.,) = yellow and elapsed'/""^{s,^^) = yellow^^^^^^ ^^ , then 

inten'al^ (s,.,) <— red . 

If inier\-al, (s,.,) = red and elapsed^"''"""{s,^^) = ^,, then 

active^ (5,,,) <— nex[{^active^ (m, )), interval^ (5,,,) <— green , and 

elapsedl (5,.,) *— 0, V/ s {green,yellow,red). 

10. Stop with new successor state, 5, . , .  

Once the successor state. 5,., corresponding to the control, u,, has been generated in step 

4 of the EvaliiateAction{s,,ii,) procedure, then the cost-to-go is calculated in a recursive 

manner, invoking Evalua[eState{s„^) for the successor state. In step 6 of 

EvaluateAciion{s,,ii,), the action value is assigned and the algorithm returns to continue 

with the Evaluate Actions {$,) procedure. After all actions have been evaluated, the 

algorithm returns to step 6 of the EvaluateState^s,) procedure, where it assigns the state 

value. As the depth-first search completes the evaluation of the initial state value, the 

algorithm returns to the final step of the OptimizeControl{s^), where it suggests the 

objective minimizing control action and concludes. 
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Section 5.6 Branch-and-bound 

This section discusses solution of the multi-ring problem using a straight forward, 

undirected, branch and bound method. The algorithmic is a simple finite horizon 

lookahead using an undirected depth-first search strategy. A finite horizon of N = 15 

time steps was used, where Ai = 5 seconds. The test problem is a 4 leg intersection, as 

shown in Figure 5.1, where there is a dedicated through lane and a dedicated left turn bay 

on each approach, and only protected movements are allowed. The ring structure is given 

in Figure 5.2. 

From each state, the controller enumerates all possible actions in a list, and then evaluates 

these actions. As mentioned previously, for an /i-ring controller, there are up to 2" 

actions possible from each state. Each action is represented by an ordered w-tuple 

corresponding to the decision for active phases on each ring, {{ring I action), {ring 2 

action), .... {ring n action)), where the possible actions are extend or switch. In the case 

of the standard Jv^EMA dual-ring, eight-phase configuration, there are four possible 

actions {{extend, extend), {extend, switch), {switch, extend), {switch, switch)}. In the case 

of the generic branch and bound algorithm, the search is undirected. Thus, actions are 

evaluated in an arbitrary, systematic order, with no preference to search any particular 

action prior to another. As a preliminary part of the action evaluation logic, each action 

is processed to determine whether it is feasible. Thus, an n -tuple of elapsed phase green 

times must be maintained, corresponding to the n currently active phases as part of the 
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state specification. Any action intending to switch a phase that has not met its minimum 

green constraint is infeasible and disallowed, or simply assigned an infinite delay 

evaluation. If an action attempts to extend any phase beyond its ma.ximum duration, 

while that phase is not followed by a barrier, then the action is disallowed due to 

infeasibility. However, if the phase is waiting at barrier, for the phases on other rings to 

catch up, then the action to extend beyond the maximum duration may be allowed, 

subject to allowable decisions on other rings. If all rings constrained by a given barrier 

are waiting at the same barrier and all phases have served their maximum green duration, 

then any action attempting to extend one of these phases will be disallowed. If an action 

attempts to switch or transition to a phase across a barrier, then it is disallowed if all rings 

constrained by that barrier are not switched at the same moment. 

Simulation experiments with the undirected BRANCH & BOUND algorithm on a multi-

ring traffic controller problem are shown in Table 5.1, towards the end of this chapter. In 

summary, the algorithm performed remarkably well, solving the standard NEMA dual-

ring, eight-phase problem in real-time and saving between 3% to 19% in delay when 

compared to dual-ring actuated-control. The greatest reduction in delay occurred at the 

lowest congestion levels. The results also show that the dual-ring, eight-phase 

configuration requires a much more extensive search than the single-ring, 4-phase 

configuration, exploring about 7 to 9 times more states per lookahead, yet the algorithm 

was still capable of maintaining real-time performance on the dual-ring configuration. 

Note that the dual-ring configuration allows traffic to be served with up to 5% less delay 
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than the corresponding single ring configuration, despite having balanced traffic flows in 

all directions. 

Section 5.7 Directed Search 

This section presents an extension of directed search algorithms from the single-ring 

problem of the previous chapter to the multi-ring problem. As demonstrated with the 

BRANCH & BOUND algorithm, the multi-ring controller problem is much more 

computationally intensive than the single-ring problem. Consequently, the LTMSF 

algorithm is selected for as the primary basis for multi-ring algorithm testing since in 

Chapter 4 it produced the most favorable savings in computational effort among all 

algorithms retaining partial policy information from previous solutions. 

The nature of the dependent ring formulation renders the multi-ring controller problem as 

a simple decision graph, which in this case is treated as a decision tree, albeit with more 

branches per state than the single-ring problem. The LT portion of the LTMSF algorithm 

translates effortlessly to the multi-ring controller problem, by simply saving the last 

optimal trajectory from the previous lookahead search. The last trajectory (LT) 

information serves as the primary means of directing subsequent lookahead searches. 

However, the Miller's Saturation Flow (MSF) heuristic direction is used to direct the 

search process for all future states of the lookahead tree that do not lie on the last optimal 

trajectory. 
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In implementing the multi-ring controller algorithm, first all possible actions, feasible or 

infeasible, are listed. A first pass through the list in then carried out where each action is 

scored to determine the relative likelihood of being the optimal trajectory from the 

current state. If last trajectory information is available from a previous search, this 

information is used to score each of the actions as they were valued in the previous 

search. If no previous, partial action value information is available, a multi-ring modified 

MSF heuristic is used to score the actions. Then, actions are evaluated in the order of the 

best score first. In the tested implementation, total delay is the primary objective; thus, 

all infeasible actions were given the infinite scores, or some suitably large number, 

. The MSF heuristic conducts scoring by considering the active phases one ring at 

a time. The logic begins by examining each queue to determine if the saturation flow 

logic provides any preference for actions that switch or extend the active phase on the 

current ring. If a queue estimate is nonzero and the queue is served by a currently active 

phase, then any action in the action list that does not extend the active phase on this ring 

is penalized by ! n where n is the number of rings. In the tested configuration, 

illustrated in Figure 5.1, each queue is served by exactly one phase. Were it the case that 

a queue were served by multiple phases, then perhaps a number larger than n would be 

necessary in the calculation of the premature phase transition penalty. If there is no 

queue served by the currently active phase of the current ring under inspection, then logic 

based on Miller's criteria is used to score actions that extend the active phase versus 

actions that switch the active phase. This logic begins accumulating the number of 
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vehicles that would be served if the current active phase were extended, and also 

accumulating the vehicles waiting for service by another phase on the same ring. The 

logic considers extending the current active phase for 1 time step, 2 time steps, ... up the 

maximum duration extension. Note that if the currently active phase is at a barrier 

waiting for other rings to catch up, the maximum duration of this phase may be greater 

than the maximum green interval specified for the phase. At each time step, it is 

estimated that the number of vehicles served by the extension of this phase will each save 

an amount of delay estimated by an exponentially smoothed average re-service time. 

This total saving in delay is compared with the total additional delay imposed on vehicles 

awaiting service from another phase on the same ring. If there is any extension duration 

such that savings outweigh the cost to postponed vehicles, then the extension decision is 

considered preferable switch decision. The estimated savings in delay is used as the 

penalty added to the score of any action that does not extend the active phase on this ring. 

If switching is deemed preferable by Miller's criteria, then the cost to postponed vehicles, 

less any savings to served vehicles, is used as the penalty for the score for any action that 

extends the current active phase. 

The directed search begins be saving the last optimal trajectory from previous lookahead 

searches. Without delving into implementation details, assume that is can be determined 

whether or not a given state in the decision tree was on an optimal path in the previous 

lookahead search using method isOnLastOptimalTrajectory[s,) e [true, false]. The 

notion of identifying a state as being on the last optimal trajectory does not stem from 
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states have identical queues, but rather from states lying along the same control 

trajectory, namely the previous optimal control trajectory. Note that this scheme assume 

the last optimal trajectory will be a good trajectory in the subsequent search, which may 

not be true if a state identification system revises flawed queued estimates from the 

previous time step. Action values will be referred to using the notation, 

Vi/, s C/ (s,), where 5, is a state on the last optimal trajectory. Last trajectory guidance 

may be accommodated in the algorithm by adding the following step to the 

EvaluateHeiiristicActionVahies{s,) procedure. 

6. If isOnLastOptimalTrajeciory[s,), then set heuristic action values 

//(s,,u,),Vu, €(/(s,) and stop. 

If the current state in not on the last optimal trajectory, then the algorithm will direct the 

search according to a heuristic process dubbed Miller's Saturation Flow (MSF). The 

MSF heuristic will be accommodated in the algorithm by adding step 3 to the 

EvaliiateHeiirisiicActionValues[s,) procedure as shown below. The multi-ring version 

of the MSF procedure follows. 

7. Set heuristic action values /»(j,,MSF Action Values (5,) and stop. 
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Procedure MSFActionValiies{s,) 

1. Introduce variable / r (5 ,) and set evaluated = {0} • 

2. Select any ring r e R  \  e v a l u a t e d , and introduce variable <— active^ (s,). 

3. If q' (5 ,) + a' > r'. V/ € lanes^'J^, then continue; otherwise go to step 6. 

4. For each control u ,  s U ( s , ) ,  

If interx'ai («,) ̂  green. then h(s,jt,) <- h(s„u,)+PZcH - where PZ,, is 

a large penalty. 

5. e\'aluated evaluated • If \evaluated\ < |/?|, then go to step 2; otherwise 

continue. 

6. Introduce set postponed P| lanesf , which is the set of all lanes uniquely 
p^R, .p*p. 

served by phases on ring r other than the current active phase, p^. Introduce 

delay value variables, <— 0 and <— 0, time index variable 

r <— r (5,), and re-service time variable <— reservice{ p^). 

7. For each lane I e lanesf.  < -  +  ( y '  ( )  +  a , ' .  

8. For each lane I € postponed, + q' () + a,'.  
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9. Compute the tradeoff variables, <- x and 

t  ,  * — t  , + A t  X V  , .  posrponcfi postponed postponed 

10- If <ipo„pancd' then continue; otherwise go to step 13. 

11. For each control ii, sU(s,), 

If inien'al^ {u,) = green, then li{s,,u,) <- li{s„u,) + i,^,^a„,^. 

12. Go to step 5. 

13. For each control i i , e U { s , ) .  

If inlen-al^ (H, ) ^ green, then h{s,,tt,) <- /»(5,,M, ) + -tpo,n>on.a • 

Section 5.7.1 Experimental Results of Directed Search 

The results of MSF and LTMSF directed algorithms are shown in Table 5.1 and Table 

5.2, towards the end of this chapter. The MSF algorithm reduces the number of state 

updates in the search process to 50% fewer than the undirected BRANCH & BOUND 

algorithm at the least congested level, and the savings drops to a 3% margin at the most 

congested level. The LTMSF algorithm explores 53% fewer states per lookahead than 

the undirected BRANCH & BOUND search at the least congested level, but the 

advantage of this guidance narrows to 4% at the most congested level. With the very 

slight marginal improvement of LTMSF compared to MSF, the utility of the last optimal 
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trajectory may seem questionable. However, testing an LT-directed method that uses 

arbitrary directions rather than MSF directions when exploring off the path of the last 

optimal trajectory, it can be seen that the performance of LTMSF and the LT-directed 

method are nearly identical. Thus, the incremental utility of the MSF heuristic is 

questionable. The advantage of LTMSF over the undirected BRANCH & BOUND 

method lies entirely in getting a tigliter upper bound very quickly, which improves the 

bounding process. Indeed, if the LT-directed method can obtain the lowest upper bound 

on its first full horizon path, there is no utility to directing the remaining search with 

greater accuracy, as all branches will be searched until they exceed the current upper 

bound, regardless of which order they are searched in. In light of this intuition, it is clear 

that the extra effort of the MDF and MTF directed searches are of no incremental value, 

unless perhaps the search must be preempted due to time constraints. The insight is 

valuable, but it must be noted that the simulation testing scheme, inspired by DYPIC 

research, is based on perfect information. While this serves to highlight the effectiveness 

of search schemes by removing alternative state identification methods from the process, 

it is also fails to capture the stochastic nature of traffic. Were traffic predictions based on 

imperfect models, and forced to make corrections from time to time, the incremental 

utility of the MSF directed search while off of the previous optimal trajectory would 

show its value. However, the performance of LTMSF at the most congested level still 

leaves something to be desired. As was demonstrated in Chapter 4. a few well 

developed pruning methods can have pro\ide a much more dramatic decrease in 

computational complexity, and in some cases overcomes the short sightedness of a finite 
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horizon lookahead. In the following section, pruning methods developed in Chapter 4 are 

extended to the multi-ring context. All results are demonstrated from within the context 

of the LTMSF algorithm, which enhanced the effectiveness of pruning with its well-

directed search approach. 

Section 5.8 Pruning 

The pruning methods introduced in Chapter 4 were enormously successful at increasing 

algorithm solution speed and even improved the resulting delay performance in some 

cases. These methods are revisited and slightly modified for the multi-ring context. 

Section 5.8.1 Utilized Saturation Flow Pruning 

The saturation flow pruning method amounts to pruning any decisions where a phase 

might be terminated prior to dispersing the queue it serves. In the single ring scenario, 

the utilized saturation flow (USF) logic made an exception to this rule, choosing not to 

prune an early phase termination decision if it was likely that the phase would not be 

fully saturated, or in other words fully utilized, during the minimum green interval of the 

following cycle. By allowing early termination in these cases, the utilized saturation flow 

logic was able to reduced the cycle time and overall intersection delay, and achieve 

higher throughput. Since the utilized logic dominated the nominal logic in terms of 

computation time and delay performance, only the USF logic is considered in the multi-

ring controller context. 
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In moving to the multi-ring controller context, the saturation flow algorithm was 

implemented in very much the same fashion as the single ring context. Decisions to 

switch from a currently active phase are generally pruned if the queue and immediately 

arriving vehicles are sufficient to fully utilize or saturate an additional time step of green 

time. However, there are exceptions to the general logic, primarily to encourage full 

utilization of the minimum green interval on the subsequent cycle. In implementing 

calculations of whether or not the subsequent minimum green interval would be fully 

utilized, only minimum green and clearance intervals for phases on the same ring are 

considered in estimating the minimum re-service time, and the corresponding number of 

arrivals to the queue during that time. Thus, the logic iterates through each ring, 

determining whether the current action should be pruned due to early termination of the 

active phase on that ring. In the test problem, each queue was served by a single 

protected phase. If a queue were allowed to disperse during multiple phases, or in a 

right-tum-on-red scenario, the next cycle utilization calculations would be more 

complicated. 

The use of barriers in the multi-ring context also gave rise to slight modifications from 

the single-ring variant of the logic, hi the single-ring case, if the active phase has already 

ser\'ed its maximum green duration, then the decision to switch is not pruned. However, 

in the multi-ring context, phases waiting at the barrier for other rings may legally extend 

beyond the maximum green duration. The logic was tested to consider pruning switch 

decisions for saturated, maxed-out phases waiting at a barrier. It was mostly detrimental 
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to prune on this basis alone. Thus, a saturated, maxed-out phase waiting at a barrier was 

not considered a sufficient condition for pruning a switch decision. However, if all other 

ring phases are saturated as well and have room to extend, such an action may be pruned. 

This condition was carried to the next logical step, by requiring that no pruning be 

allowed when unless all barrier-constrained phases were saturated, even if the barrier 

phases were not currently maxed-out. However, this additional condition, which relaxes 

the pruning logic, proved empirically to increase vehicular delay as well as the number of 

states explored per search. It seems the search algorithm is incapable of resisting certain 

myopic actions; hence, this condition was abandoned for barrier constrained phases that 

are not currently maxed-out. However, allowing the pruning logic to postpone the 

crossing of a barrier for the sake of a single saturated ring can also lead to poor results. 

Thus, a compromise was taken for the final USF pruning logic, whereby pruning may be 

allowed in the context of an unsaturated barrier constrained phase, but not in the case of a 

completely unutilized barrier constrained phase. Thus, if a phase constrained by the 

barrier e.xpected no immediate arrivals and had no currently queued traffic to utilize an 

extended green light, then saturation on another active ring phase would not suffice to 

prune the switching decision fi"om consideration. 



Section 5.8.2 USF Pruning Procedure 

USF pruning may be accommodated by adding the following IsUSFPninable[s, 

procedure to the algorithm, which may be invoked from a new step in 

EvaluateAction{s,,u,) procedure, step 3.a, shown below. 

3.a If IsUSFPninable{s,,i(,), then stop with / ) <— oo . 

Procedure Is USFPnmable (s,, u,) 

1. Introduce variable t and set ex'aluated = {0}. 

2. Select any ring r e R  \  e v a l u a t e d ,  and introduce variable *- active^ {5,). 

3. If inten-al^ («,) ̂  green, then continue; otherwise go to step 16. 

4. If elapsed f " {s,) < green'^^, then continue; otherwise go to step 16. 

5. If q' (5 ,  ) + a', >r'. V/ € lanes^^, then continue; otherwise go to step 16. 

6. Introduce variables <— q' (^,) + a', V/ € lanes^^, and 

q'^i, <— r' Xreservice[p^), V/ 6lanes^'J^ . 

7. Introduce variable <— i + green™" + ^ (gree/i™" + yellow^ + red^) 
p€.R^.p*p^ 

jOaa 

8- -^ a' VI e lanesl'^. 1 t' * rcscrxice r ' p, 
l=f(l, )•! 

^Ler^ce - ̂'/uii' ^ lones^J^, then continue; otherwise go to step 16. 
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10. Introduce set checked <—{'"}• 

11. If \checked\ = |/?|, then stop with pnoiable <— true; otherwise continue. 

12. Select any ring i€R\checked and introduce variable /?, active, (5,). 

13. If 36, 6 fl 3 constrained),p = tnie and IsRingConstrainedByBarrier{r,b,) = tnie, 

then continue; otherwise set checked <— checked n {/} and go to step 11. 

14. If 3/ e lanes f 3 r/' (5 ,  ) + a,' = 0. then go to step 16; otherwise continue. 

15. If elapsedf"" (5,) ̂  green"^" and 3/ e lanes^'' 3q' {s,) +a', <r', then go to step 

16; othenvise set checked checkedr\[i\ and go to step 11. 

16. evaluated = evaluated n [r]. If \evaluated\ = |/?|, then stop with 

pnmable <— false; otherwise go to step 2. 

Section 5.8.3 Experimental Results with USF Pruning 

Results from the simulation experiments with the USF logic are shown in Table 5.1 and 

Table 5.2 near the end of the chapter. The results show that addition of the USF pruning 

logic to the search process reduced the computational workload substantially. 

Specifically, adding the USF logic to the LTMSF directed search decreased the number 

of states explored per search by 23% in the least saturated scenario, with increasing 

savings up to 98% fewer states at the most saturated level. The addition of the USF 

pruning logic to the LTMSF search also resulted in a negligible increase in delay at low 
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to medium saturation levels with an improvement in delay at higher congestion levels. 

Delay was decreased by 1.89% and 3.33% at the high and very high congestion levels 

respectively. Thus, the logic is pruning decisions that are optimal within the planning 

horizon, but sub-optimal over the longer horizon of influence. 

Section 5.8.4 Miller's Pruning Logic 

The USF pruning logic is effective at pruning excessively short phases from 

consideration, and in some cases in reducing overall vehicular delay. As in Chapter 4, 

pruning logic based on Miller's decision criteria can be effective in eliminating 

e.xcessively long phases from consideration; and. as a result of basing its decisions on 

traffic flow that may occur beyond the end of planning horizon, it can occasionally have 

the effect of reducing overall vehicular delay. 

A multi-ring version of the Miller's pruning logic was developed, and essentially results 

from the application of the single-ring logic on each ring of the controller. Iterating over 

each ring, the logic investigates any decisions to extend the currently active phase, 

provided the phase is not currently saturated and at least the minimum green interval has 

been served. The logic considers all feasible durations that the current active phase could 

be extended to, and evaluates a tradeoff between delay saved for vehicles served by the 

extension versus delay caused by postponing opposing traffic. It is estimated that each 

vehicle served by a phase extension will be saved an amount delay equivalent to the 

average re-service time. The estimate of the average re-service interval is updated each 

cycle, in the form of an exponentially weighted moving average, ff it is determined that 
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savings are possible due to the extension of the active phase on any ring, then the action 

is not pruned, otherwise pruning is allowed. An additional complication of the multi-ring 

context is the calculation of the maximum feasible extension duration. If a phase is 

constrained by a barrier, then it may extend beyond its maximum green interval while 

waiting for other rings to jump the barrier. The multi-ring version of Miller's pruning 

logic calculates the maximum feasible extensions, which may be greater than specific 

maximum green intervals, when phases are barrier constrained. 

Section 5.8.5 Miller's Pruning Procedure 

The pruning logic based on Miller's criteria can be accommodated by the algorithm by 

adding step 3.b to the EvaluateAction{s,,u,) procedure, as shown below. This step 

merely invokes the fsMillersPnoiable{s,,u,) procedure, which is listed below. 

3.b If lsAfillersPninable{s,,u,), then stop with f, (s,,u,) <— * . 

Procedure Is Millers Pninable[ s,, u,) 

1. Introduce variable i <-r(j,), set evaluated = {0}, and variable 

prunable <— false. 

2. Select any ring r € /? \ evaluated, and introduce variable <— active^ [s,). 

3. If inten-al^ ("<) = gfeen, then continue; otherwise go to step 23. 

4. If elapsedf"" (^,) ̂  continue; otherwise go to step 23. 
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5. If (5,) + a' >r', \fl e lanes^f, then go to step 23; otherwise continue. 

6.  Introduce variable <— / (5 , )  + green'^" - elapsed^ (5,). 

7. If 3b^ e B 3 constrainedly ̂  = tnie, then continue; otherwise go to step 17. 

8. Introduce set checked 

9. If \checked\ = |/?|, then go to step 17. 

10. Select any ring i&R\checked and introduce variable p, <— active^(5 , ) .  

11. If IsRingConstrainedByBarner[i,b^) = false, then set checked checked 

and go to step 9; otherwise continue. 

12. Introduce variable <—/(s,) +green- elapsedf"""" (5,). 

13. If constrained^ = true, go to step 15; otherwise continue. 

I-*- Lu I.ir + yellow), +red^ . If p, = active, (s,), then 

hit ^Lii -dasped(j,)-elaspedl"' (s,). Advance to the next phase in the 

ring, p- <— next {p,), and add the maximum green duration, <—1^„ + green'^^. 

Go to step 13. 

15. If>^ta,then t,^, 

16. Set checked ^checkedr\[i\ and go to step 9. 
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17. Introduce set postponed^ p| , which is the set of all lanes uniquely 
/7€/?, .p*pr 

served by phases on ring r other than the current active phase, p^. Introduce 

delay value variables, <- 0 and ^re-service time variable 

K ..s.n,c. ' ^resen' ice{p,) .  

18. <- +1/' (5,) + , V/ 6 lanesl' . <- + q' [s,) + a,'. 

V/ e postponed. 

19. Compute the tradeoff variables, <- and 

 ̂poxtponcU  ̂  ̂piistpimcd  ̂̂ pnitponcU ' 

-0- ^mxed > ^poitponcd' ^^en stop with pninable <- false; otherwise continue. 

21. If then set pninable *- true and go to step 23; otherwise continue. 

22. r <- r +1. <- + a', V/ e lanes^'^. <- + a',, 

V/ 6 postponed. Go to step 20. 

23. evaluated = evaluatedr\[r]. If \evaluated\ = \R\, then stop with pninable as is; 

otherwise go to step 2. 
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Section 5.8.6 E.xperimental Results with Miller's Pruning 

Results of simulation experiments with Miller's pruning logic are shown in Table 5.1 and 

Table 5.2. The pruning rule reduced the number of states evaluated per LTMSF-directed 

search by 90% at the least congested level, where it is most effective. At the most 

congested level, the pruning rule eliminated over 26% of the state space from 

consideration. The delay performance of the algorithm was not significantly affected. 

Section 5.8.7 Phase-Time-Switch-Point Bounds 

The Phase-Time-Switch-Point (PTSP) bounds were derived from the COP algorithm in 

Chapter 4, and applied to reduce computational speed significantly in the single ring 

controller context. In the multi-ring controller context, it may be expected that PTSP 

bounds will be even more advantageous than in the single ring context. Specifically, in 

the n -ring controller context, there would be n active phases at any given lime, which 

translates to n times as many switch points, and n times as many pruning opportunities. 

The only modification necessary to extend PTSP bounds to the multi-ring context is that 

the number of switch points from the starting state of a lookahead search must be tracked 

on a per ring basis. Thus, PTSP bounds will be represented by the variable, b^'', where 

t h e  r i n g  i s  r e p r e s e n t e d  b y  s u b s c r i p t  r e R ,  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  p h a s e s  a d v a n c e d  b y  r i n g  r  

since the initial state is represented by subscript n e |l,2,...,max^f^^|, and the 

corresponding time step of the beginning of the n"" phase in ring r is represented by 

subscript r 6 {0,l , . . . , iV} .  
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Section 5.8.8 PTSP Bounding Procedure 

The PTSP bounding mechanism imposes very little computational effort on the 

algorithm, though steps must be added in several procedures to accommodate it. First, 

the PTSP bounds must be initialized at the start of the algorithm. This can be 

accomplished by adding step l.a to the OptimizeControl{Sf^) procedure as follows. 

l.a Assume variable the maximum number of phase switches per ring 

possible in the planning horizon, has already been specified at the time of controller 

configuration. As a general guideline, maxf^f^^, <— A'^ is a generous upper bound, if 

all phases are required to serve a nonzero amount of green time. If this assumption is 
relaxed such that only phases with demand are required to serve a minimum green 

interval. max^L^ ^ is probably still a safe upper bound. Initialize all PTSP 

bounds. <—X. where r e R ,  «e|l,2,...,max^f^^|, and r6{0,1,...,/V}. 

It is also assumed that a PTSP bound relaxation coefficient, , has already been 

initialized at the time of controller configuration. A value of <—1.05, allows for 
a 5% relaxation of the PTSP pruning scheme. Experience has shown that a 5% 
relaxation provides a good trade-off between increased efficiency of the algorithm 
and degradation of the solution quality. Initialize a new state parameter 

5U7fc/ie5, 0,Vre/?, which indicates the number of times the controller has 

advanced to the next phase on ring reR since the initial state • 

The number of phases switches for each state may be kept up to date by adding step 4.a, 

shown below, to the UpdateState[s,ii) procedure. 

4.a If interval^ (5,) = green and elapsed^ (5,) = 0, then 

switches^ (5,.,) <— switches^ {j,) +1; otherwise, switches^ {5,.,) <— switches^ (5,) .  
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Bounding will be performed in the EvaluateState{s,) procedure, and can be 

accommodated by adding step 3.a, immediately after the traditional bounding step. 

3.a If lsPTSPPnimible{s,), stop with /(5,) <— x ; otherwise continue. 

Procedure IsPTSPPninable{s,) 

5. Introduce set checked <— {0}. 

6. If \checked\ = |^1, then stop with pnmable <— false; otherwise continue. 

7. Select any ring reR\checked . 

8. If interval\s,) = green and elapsed^{s,) = Q, then continue; otherwise set 

checked checked and go to step 2. 

9. Introduce variables n «— switches^ (5,). and r <— f (5,). If n > , then set 

checked checkedr\[r] and go to step 2. Note that maxf^f^^ should be 

configured large enough that the procedure never stops at this step. A 
dynamically resizable implementation of the set of PTSP bounds could be used to 

prevent the need for specifying maxf"f^„. 

10. If g,{s , )> c' '^ ' 'b^„, .  then stop with pnmable <— true; otherwise continue. 

11. If g, (5,) < . then <- g, (J,). Set checked <- checked and go to step 

2. 

Section 5.8.9 Results of PTSP Bounding 

Results of simulation experiments with PTSP bounds on a dual-ring, eight-phase NEMA 

configuration are shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. The PTSP bounds cause a very 

dramatic reduction in the number of state updates, reducing the number of state updates 

in the LTMSF directed search by over 80% across all congestion levels. The savings in 

states searched increased with congestion, to a savings of 97% at the most congested 

level. However, this savings in speed also comes with a significant degradation of 

vehicular delay performance, increasing delay by nearly 10% at the highest congestion 
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levels. Following the relaxation approach of the previous chapter, PTSP bounds relaxed 

by 5% are able maintain significant savings computational effort and narrow the 

degradation in vehicular delay performance down to a negligible percentage. After a 5% 

relaxation of the PTSP bounds, computational savings reverse the trend of the un-relaxed 

version, and provided decreasing savings as saturation levels increase, reducing the 

explored state space by less than 32% at the highest congestion level. Note that PTSP 

bounds relaxed by 5% are referred to as P5 bounds in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. 

It is worth noting that the use of PTSP bounds in the multi-ring context gives an 

Indication of what performance results could be expected from an extension of the COP 

algorithm to the multi-ring context. In particular, the delay performance of the LTMSF 

algorithm, using PTSP bounds without relaxation, provides an effective lower bound on 

the delay performance of a multi-ring extension of the COP algorithm. COP has not been 

extended to the multi-ring extension, and given the hindrance that COP is not capable of 

relaxing the PTSP bounds and attaining the lower delay results demonstrated here, such 

an extension seems unlikely. 

Section 5.8.10 Re-service Pruning 

The re-service pruning logic introduced in Chapter 4 was perhaps the most effective 

pruning technique, and furthermore offers the benefit of no degradation of solution 

quality, unless other pruning schemes are embedded within the re-service logic. The re-
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service logic also proves to perform well in the multi-ring regime, requiring only a few 

modifications from the single-ring problem. 

The re-service pruning logic was implemented in the multi-ring context by iteratively 

accumulating a lower bound on re-service delay one ring at a time. Alternatively, the re-

service logic could have been implemented such that it accumulates the lower bound by 

iterating over the number of time steps to re-service, and updating all rings each time 

step. In fact, the later approach seems more flexible to multi-phase queue service than 

the former approach, but the former approach was taken since it was an easier approach 

to implement and the test problem served each queue with a unique phase. In the ring-

by-ring approach, re-service delay was calculated for only queues served by phases on 

the current ring. The logic proceeded as in Chapter 4 by accumulating vehicles over the 

minimum duration to re-service and dispersing vehicles from queue after the minimum 

re-service interval had passed, continuing the accumulation of delay until the active phase 

on the ring was re-serviced. Barriers do not pose a problem, as the re-service logic is 

only concerned with developing a lower-bound on re-service delay, hence the logic takes 

the liberty of jumping barriers after minimum green intervals have been served, 

regardless of the status of other rings in the controller. The re-service logic could be 

written such that no premature barrier jumping was allowed, which would give a tighter 

lower bound on re-service delay, but this approach was not taken in the current 

implementation. The re-service logic can be invoked in the EvaliiateAction[s,,ii,) 

procedure from step 3.c, a new step constructed as follows. 
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3.C If IsResenicePninable{s,,u,), stop with /(5,) <— x ; otherwise continue. 

The [sReser\icePninable[s,,ii,) procedure iterates over all rings, accumulating 

contributions to the lower bound on re-service delay from each ring by calling upon the 

Evalua[eReservicePnine{s,,u,,r,v^^^_,^^^^) procedure for each ring. 

Procedure IsReservicePninable{s,,u,) 

26. If UB <x,  then continue; otherwise stop with pninable <— false. 

27. Introduce variable Vrescmcc <- 0^ and set checked <- (0}. 

28. If \checked\ = |/?|, then stop with pninable false; otherwise continue. 

29. Select any ring r € R \  c h e c k e d  .  

30- + EvaluaieReservicePnme{s,,u,, r, ). If 

g,{s , )  + Vrcsc-n,cc > ' 'hen stop with pninable <— inie; otherwise continue. 

31. Set checked <— checked n {r\ and go to step 3. 

Note that the EvaliiateReservicePnine{s,,ii,,r,v^^^^^^) procedure operates on a set of 

lanes introduced in Chapter 4, lanes''^, the set of lane that are uniquely served by phase 

peP. This set may be initialized at the time of controller configuration, as described in 

Chapter 4. .A.lso in keeping with the model of Chapter 4, the logic presented below 

assumed that each phase utilizes yellow and red clearance interval that sum to a 

combined duration of one time step, and the departure rate for each lane is assumed to be 

zero during these intervals. This assumption is taken with the intention of maintaining a 

relatively tractable presentation of the re-service logic. 
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Procedure EvalualeReser\icePrune ( s,, u,, r, ) 

1. To simplify notation, introduce variable p, <— active^ [s,). Introduce set 

postponed f- Q lanesf , which is the set of all lanes uniquely served by 
p€R,.p*p,  

phases on ring r other than the current active phase, p^. Introduce set 

affected^ <- lanesf n postponed, the set of all lanes uniquely served by a phase 

on ring r. Introduce variables <— 0, V/ e affected^. 

2. Determine whether to use phase switching or phase extension re-service logic. If 

inten'al^ (j<,) ^ green. then continue; otherwise go to step 13, initiating re-

service logic for extending phases. 

3. Begin re-service logic for switching phases. Simulate the termination of the 

current active phase. 

For each / € ajfected^. 

(•^r ) + «,'(,. I • 

^ ^ resemce ^rcscmce ' 

4. If g-(5,) + ' ̂ hen stop with as is; otherwise continue. 

5. Introduce variables f <— r (5,) + <—t,p<- next{p^ ), and introduce set 

served <— {0}. 

6. If < N, continue; otherwise stop with as is. 
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7. U p = then <- + ̂ ree/i™"; otherwise 

^rcs.n,c, <- + gfeen'^'" + i e//ovi'p + . If > iV, then ^reservice ^ ^ ' 

8. If r < , continue; otherwise go to step 11. 

9. For each / e affected^, 

if permissible,p, then served <— served n {/}. 

^Ircjcntce ^ ^reservice * 

If / 6 i-erv-ec/ , then <- -min{9;„,„,„,r'}. 

v 4— v + ci^ ri'scmcc rcsLTi'tcc I rcsnmcc 

10. r <-r + I. Go to step 8. 

11. If g(^,) + v^„,a > UB, then stop with Vr„,rs,c^ is; otherwise continue. 

12. If p = p, ,  then stop with as is; otherwise p <- next(p) .  Go to step 6. 

13. Starting re-service logic for extending phases. Simulate the extension of the 

current active phase. 

For each / e affected^, 

if permissible,p , then served ^ served r\{l]. 

'Z™. <-^'(^r) + ̂ ',u.r 

lf / e served , then <- |. 

V* —̂ V* Q rKScrxtce resenice " resentce 

14. Simulate the termination of the current active phase. 
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For each / e affected^, 

^rairvicc ^ ^reservice ^t{s. * 

If / 6 served . then f/Ln,« -^in„,/*'}. 

V' <— V + c/ rvscrvtcc rcsenicc Irescmce 

15. If g(5,) + > UB, then stop with as is; otherwise continue. 

16. Introduce variables t <—+ ^i,p*—next(p^). 

17. If < iV, continue; otherwise stop with as is. 

18- +gfssnT" yel low^ +red„.  If > /V, then <— iV. rcserviCL' rcscnicc «s p . p p rczcrvicc rcscmcc 

19. If r <[rc,vn,cc' continue; otherwise go to step 22. 

20. For each / e affected^, 

if permissible,p, then served «— served n {/}. 

^rvservice ^ ^resenice * 

If / 6 served , then <—-min^o'r'|. ' / rcjt'n rrL' l rcjcrv ' t rcservtcc' ' 

V —̂ V* Ci rescrvicc ruscrvtce " rcscrvice 

21. f <—r + l. Go to step 19. 

22. If g(5,) + > UB, then stop with as is; otherwise continue. 

23. If p = p^.  then stop with as is; otherwise p <— next(p) . Go to step 17. 
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Section 5.8.11 Results with Re-service Pruning 

Results of simulation experiments with the re-service pruning logic are presented in 

Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. Delay performance is unaffected by the re-service pruning 

logic, while computational effort is reduced drastically, by over 95%, across all 

congestion levels. While the margin of computational savings relative to the LTMSF 

directed search increases with congestion to 98.9% fewer states explored at the most 

congested level, the re-service pruning logic falls short of reversing the trend of more 

time consuming searches in the context of higher demand. 

The re-service logic lends itself well to opportunities for earlier pruning. As in Chapter 

4. the PTSP logic could be embedded within the re-service logic, allowing for PTSP 

bounds to take effect at relatively shallow depths of the search tree, with the sliglit 

drawback that the lower bound on re-service delay is not suitable for lowering any 

existing PTSP upper bounds. PTSP bounds relaxed by 5%, referred to as P5 bounds, 

were embedded in the re-service logic by adding a number of steps to the 

EvaluateReservicePnine (s,, ii,, r, ) procedure. 

Section 5.8.12 PTSP Bound Embedded in the Re-service Pruning Logic 

Among required tasks for embedding PTSP bounds in the re-service logic, the number of 

switch points must be tracked, and a procedure, 

[sGreaterThanPTSPBound{value,t,r,n), is called at appropriate points. This procedure 
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compares against PTSP bounds but does not attempt to lower any PTSP bounds. 

Additional steps for the EvaluateReservicePnine{s,,u,,r,v^^^-^^) procedure, and the 

IsGreaterThanPTSP Bound {value, t,r,n) procedure are given below. First, a step l.a is 

added to the E\'aluateReservicePnme{s,,u,,rA\^.,^.^,^^) procedure to initialize a ring 

specific switch counter. 

l.a Introduce variable i— switches^ (S,) . 

Steps 6.a and I7.a are identical. These steps update the switch count. 

6.a <_ switches^ (5 , )  +1.  Int roduce var iable  value <— 

IsGreaterThanPTSPBound[vahie,t.r.n'^""''" ), the stop with <— ex . 

Procedure IsGreaterTlianPTSPBound(value,l,r,n) 

1. If « > ma.xf"f^^. then stop with pnmable <— false. Note that should 

be configured large enough that the procedure never stops at this step. A 
dynamically resizable implementation of the set of PTSP bounds could be used to 

prevent the need for specifying . 

2. If value > , then stop with pnmable <- true; otherwise stop with 

pnmable false. 

In Chapter 4, saturation flow logic was also embedded in the re-service logic, but this 

addition was not undertaken in the multi-ring context, where the status of other rings is a 

consideration in saturation flow pruning. Were the re-service logic implemented to 

accumulate re-service delay over all rings simultaneously, iterating time step by time step 
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rather than the chosen path of iterating across rings, perhaps barrier logic and saturation 

flow logic could have been considered and tighter re-service bounds developed. 

Section 5.8.13 Results with All Pruning Mechanisms 

Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 show results from an LTMSF algorithm using Miller's pruning 

logic. Utilized Saturation Flow pruning logic, P5 bounds, and re-service pruning logic 

with embedded P5 bounds. Degradation of delay performance relative to the un-pruned 

LTMSF algorithm is negligible, less than 0.5%, at low to moderate congestion levels. At 

higher congestion levels, the benefits of USF pruning logic in tandem with Miller's 

pruning logic serve to decrease delay by approximately two to four percent. Meanwhile, 

the combined pruning efforts have provided very dramatic computational savings, 

requiring 98% fewer states to be evaluated across all congestion levels than are searched 

by the LTMSF search without pruning. In comparison to an undirected BRANCH & 

BOUND search, state updates are reduced by a phenomenal 99.36% to 99.88%. Indeed, 

the algorithmic speed has been accelerated more than a single magnitude of order, while 

insignificantly degrading delay performance at worst and even slightly improving delay 

performance at best. 

Section 5.8.14 Results of All Pruning Methods on a Double Horizon Problem 

The LTMSF algorithm with combined pruning algorithms seemed quick enough for 

testing with a double length planning horizon, N = 30 time steps, or 150 seconds. 
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Results of the double length planning horizon are presented in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. 

Doubling the planning horizon afforded incremental delay improvements of between 2% 

and 8%, while easily maintaining real-time performance. In final comparison with dual-

ring, eight-phase vehicle-actuated control, the multi-ring real-time optimization algorithm 

developed in this chapter reduced delay by over 12% across the full range of congestion 

levels. Reductions in delay of over 21% were recorded at the lowest congestion level. 

Despite the use of symmetric or balanced traffic flow in all directions, dual-ring control 

provided an incremental reduction in delay of up to 3% relative to single-ring control 

methods. It may be confidently predicted that the margin of improvement afforded by 

dual-ring control would increase with less symmetric traffic flow. 



Very Low Low Medium High Very High 

Saturation Level 0.60 0.71 0.81 0.89 0.96 

Control Average Total Delay (sec) Per 2-Hour Simulation Run 

Single-Ring 4-Phase Configuration 

Optimized Fixed-Time (Webster's Method) 63,191 102,507 177,685 366,404 1,100,011 

Vehicle-Actuated Control (Saturation Flow Policy) S4.592 87,219 148,041 295,109 830,094 

Branch & Bound (Undirected Search) 44,200 76,798 135,847 281,128 682,701 

LTMSF w/MUSF + P5-Reservice + P5 44,404 76,629 134,683 270,255 659,611 

Dual-Ring Eight-Phase NEMA Configuration 

Vehicle-Actuated Control (Saturation Flow Policy) 53,809 85,264 142,914 276,166 744,300 

Branch & Bound (Undirected Search) 43,440 74,504 130,055 268,465 680,240 

LT-Directed 43,440 74,504 130,055 268,465 680,240 

MSF 43,440 74,504 130,055 268,465 680,240 

LTMSF 43,440 74,504 130,055 268,465 680,240 

LTMSF w/Reservice Pruning 43,440 74,504 130,055 268,465 680,240 

LTMSF w/PTSP Bounds 43,837 75,294 132,553 271,248 747,781 

LTMSF w/P5 Bounds (PTSP Bounds 5% relaxed) 43,571 74,585 130,056 268,465 680,226 

LTMSF w/USF Pruning 43,488 74,539 130,298 263,391 657,604 

LTMSF w/Miller's Pruning 43,450 74,522 130,046 269,870 681,091 

LTMSF w/MUSF + P5-Reservice + PS 43,641 74,776 130,519 263,523 655,453 

LTMSF w/MUSF + P5-Reservice + PS (Double Horizon) 42,244 71,606 123,323 242,054 642,103 

Table 5.1 Total vehicular delay in seconds averaged over 30 simulations runs at each congestion level. 



Very Low Low Medium High Very High 

Saturation Level 0.60 0.71 0.81 0.89 0.96 

Control Average Number of State Updates Per Search 

Single-Ring 4-Phase Configuration 

Optimized Fixed-Time (Webster's Method) 

Vehicle-Actuated Control (Saturation Flow Policy) 

Branch & Bound (Undirected Search) 1094 1123 1223 1600 2510 

LTfWISF w/MUSF + P5-Reservice + PS 43 41 36 28 22 

Dual-Ring Eight-Phase NEMA Configuration 

Vehicle-Actuated Control (Saturation Flow Policy) 

Branch & Bound (Undirected Search) 7,353 7,495 8,001 11,533 23,060 

LT-Directed 3,449 4,039 5,296 9,520 22,089 

MSF 3,692 4,262 5,621 9,969 22,375 

LTMSF 3,448 4,038 5,296 9,520 22,090 

LTMSF w/Reservice Pruning 171 157 150 163 243 

LTMSF w/PTSP Bounds 664 726 796 809 767 

LTMSF w/P5 Bounds (PTSP Bounds 5% relaxed) 927 1,131 1,567 3,299 15,043 

LTMSF w/USF Pruning 2.672 1,989 1,239 718 364 

LTMSF w/Miller's Pruning 351 432 680 2,165 16,213 

LTMSF w/MUSF + P5-Reservice + P5 47 45 40 32 28 

LTMSF w/MUSF + P5-Reservice + P5 (Double Horizon) 403 420 392 346 284 

Table 5.2 Number of states evaluated per lookahead search, averaged over all searches in 30, 2-hour simulation runs at each congestion 
level. 
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Section 5.9 Conclusions 

This chapter addresses the single intersection, multi-ring traffic signal control, a problem 

which has been approached only heuristically by existing literature. The multi-ring 

control problem was cast into a general decision graph representation and solved initially 

with an undirected branch and bound algorithm. This framework provides a solid 

foundation for generalized multi-ring optimization methodologies, and insight into the 

performance possibilities of real-time traffic signal control optimization in this domain. 

E.xperimental results established a baseline for comparing both the complexity and delay 

performance of single-ring and dual-ring problems. Specifically, the standard NEMA 

dual-ring, eight phase configuration visited 7-9 times as many states in lookahead 

searches as its single-ring counterpart. The dual-ring branch and bound algorithm also 

outperformed the single-ring counterpart, reducing delay by up to 4.5% despite having 

balanced traffic flow on both rings. Directed search algorithms and pruning policies 

developed here demonstrated computational performance orders of magnitude faster than 

possible by strictly traditional means, without sacrificing delay performance. Reductions 

in computational efforts allowed for longer horizon optimization, which outperformed 

dual-ring vehicle-actuated control in terms of vehicular delay by 12% to 22%. 
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CHAPTER 6 - COORDINATED SIGNAL CONTROL 

Section 6.0 Introduction 

This chapter investigates the use of distributed, real-time optimized traffic signal control 

algorithms in the context of a network of traffic signals. The discussion begins with a 

summary of previous approaches to this problem. This dissertation takes a practical and 

effective approach to coordinating real-time optimized traffic signals, namely that of 

applying vehicle-actuated coordination constraints, where all coordination parameters are 

optimized according to network-wide performance measures. While this approach is 

common practice with vehicle-actuated controllers, it seems, and remarkably so, that this 

particular approach has not been evaluated with the utilization of real-time optimized 

controllers. This chapter includes a well warranted discussion, distinguishing this 

approach from previous approaches of a similar nature. Experimental results from a 

series of CORSLVI simulations are presented, including a comparison with TRANSYT 

optimized fixed-time control. TRANSYT optimized coordinated actuated control, and 

RHODES. Following the results of the application of off-line optimized coordination 

constraints, this chapter concludes with a discussion of a prescription for an adaptive 

coordination layer, which is then distinguished from currently implemented adaptive 

coordination strategies. 
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Section 6.1 Previous Approaches 

This section briefly summarizes previously published approaches to coordinating 

distributed, real-time optimized traffic signals. The discussion begins with an overview 

of the general problem, and proceeds with a series separate subsections presenting the 

approaches RHODES, OPAC, PRODYN, and ALLONS-D respectively. 

Section 6.1.1 The real-time coordination problem 

The superiority of real-time optimized controls has been established in the conte.xt of a 

single, isolated signal environment with Poisson distributed arrivals. However, consider 

the scenario of a real-time optimized controller in the conte.xt of a network of signals. 

Figure 6.1 depicted a typical network or sub-network configuration, where a 4-leg 

intersection is surrounded by other traffic signals on each of its 4 legs. Consider, as 

perhaps the most fundamental configuration, that the central signal, signal 5, is under 

real-time optimized control while all adjacent signals. 1 through 4, are controlled in a 

cyclic, fi.xed-time marmer. 
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Signal 1 

O 

Signal 5 

Signal 4 Signal 2 

O 
Signal 3 

Figure 6.1 A simple, typical network configuration. 

In this context, real-time optimized control m/g/ir outperform fixed-time control at the 

central signal, signal 5. However, the flexibility necessary exploit the fluctuations of 

traffic in real-time comes at a price, which is paid when traffic reaches the downstream 

intersections. In abandoning a fixed cycle time in favor of minimizing delay for traffic 

on inbound lanes, these algorithms may disrupt any existing progression of outbound 

traffic to downstream signals. This type of objective may be considered selfish, greedy, 

or in other words, uncooperative with respect to adjacent intersections. The intersection 

controller objective of minimizing traffic performance measures on inbound lanes only 

will henceforth be referred to as a local objective, as opposed to an area-wide objective, 

which considers the detrimental or beneficial influence on the performance at adjacent 

intersection. While the local objective may improve the level of service at signal 5, the 

level of service may consequently be degraded at all adjacent signals. Thus, the total 

travel time through the network may merely be displaced from one signal to the next, and 

while researchers can always maintain faith, or hope, there is no guarantee that the real
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time algorithm is beneficial to the network. If signal 5 is a bottleneck, then perhaps there 

is no progression opportunity through the network anyway, and the increase in 

throughput possible with real-time control may be significantly beneficial to the network. 

However, the margin of performance improvement at a single intersection is not 

necessarily scalable. There is no guarantee that an arterial of 10 real-time optimized 

controllers, each utilizing a purely local objective, would outperform an arterial 

optimized with TRANSYT, featuring progression opportunities every cycle. Thus, the 

problem researchers face is how to translate the significantly performance benefit of real

time optimized control at a single, isolated signal to a significant performance benefit on 

an entire network. The following subsections discuss what approaches have been taken 

in other algorithms. Note that all of the algorithms in the following summary are of the 

distributed, real-time optimized genre. Centralized algorithms such as SCOOT and 

SCATS are certainly adaptive, but are not capable of the performance of the following 

decentralized real-time optimized algorithms at a single isolated intersection. 

Section 6.1.2 RHODES 

The RHODES algorithm has been experimentally shown, by a third party contractor with 

no slake in the results [27], to perform superior to PASSER 11-90, which was used to 

optimize cycle, split, and offset values for semi-actuated controllers. In the 

implementation of RHODES used for this study, each intersection was independently 

optimized using an implementation of the COP algorithm [83], while other modules in 

the EIHODES framework managed queue estimates, and arrival predictions. While the 
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RHODES concept [103] incorporates an upper layer concept known as REALBAND 

[85], this layer was not used in the study mentioned previously. The REALBAND layer 

is formulated to solve an acyclic network-wide control problem in real-time over a 200-

300 second horizon, for any network configuration. Due to computational and 

communications issues, the implementation of REALBAND was not capable of real-time 

performance on a 10-intersection network, such as the Tara Blvd. arterial, at the time of 

the study. Nonetheless, RHODES demonstrates that a network of local adaptive 

intersections can outperform optimized cyclic control in some cases. In this case, the 

network is a CORSIM simulation model of a 10-intersection arterial in Atlanta, Georgia, 

called Tara Boulevard. In particular, the variable demand of a weekday morning peak 

period was considered, 8 a.m. - 10 a.m. During this two hour time frame, traffic volumes 

begin well below saturation and escalate to saturated, and perhaps over-saturated levels 

for about an hour, and then subside to undersaturated levels again. The PASSER 11-90 

settings were not adjusted at any time throughout this time period, which arguably may or 

may not represent typical engineering practice, depending on the jurisdiction. However, 

in results reported later in this chapter, the same implementation of RHODES used in the 

Tara Boulevard study is compared, rather unfavorably, against TRANSYT, and 

TRANSYT constrained vehicle-actuated control. Thus, in the case of static demands, but 

natural cycle to cycle fluctuations, a network of local adaptive controllers does not 

compare favorably against the benchmark of network traffic control. 
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Section 6.1.3 OP AC 

The OP AC algorithm was also tested in the Tara Boulevard study mentioned above. 

Published in a separate account [74], the performance of OPAC was below that of all 

other algorithms, including the PASSER 11-90 baseline. A paper detailing the evaluation 

methodology and results of the R.T-TRACS project has also been located on the world 

wide web [93, 94]. Though there has been wide publication of the single intersection 

algorithm for OPAC, and with corresponding successful performance results, the 

algorithmic details of the coordination approach used in the Tara Boulevard study have 

not appeared in any journal publications, save for the following 4-sentence description 

[27], "To provide coordination flexible barriers are used to denote phase changes. The 

network version of OP.A.C maintains coordination through fairly rigid offsets and cycle 

lengths. During optimization. OPAC modifies the offsets and cycle lengths of each cycle 

to optimally service traffic. The modifications, however, are limited during each cycle to 

prevent large transition costs." Unfortunately, there are no details as to how either 

initially OPAC computes or adaptively modifies these parameters, and the notion of a 

fle.xible barrier is fairly vague. A new version of OPAC dubbed Virtual Fixed Cycle 

OPAC (VFC-OPAC) is slated for future development [104], with the goal of "providing 

real-time traffic adaptive control for signal networks that combines the advantages of 

distributed cycle-free optimization at the local level with system-wide coordination at the 

network level." Unfortunately, the algorithmic details of VFC-OPAC are not yet 

available in the published literature; however, slides from recent presentations have been 

posted on the world wide web [75-77]. These slide collections give a general overview 
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of the optimization methodologies, though the exact processes still remain ambiguous. 

There is no mention of VFC-OPAC in the RT-TRACS testing results, so it cannot be 

determined with absolute certainty whether VFC-OPAC was used in the RT-TRACS 

testing. However, descriptions of OPAC in the RT-TRACS literature [94] does refer to a 

"virtual cycle" that "is allowed to change by typically one second per cycle." 

Furthermore, a timeline of OPACS development [77] indicated that VFC-OPAC, also 

referred to as OP.\C IV. was completed in 1995, in time for RT-TRACS testing. 

Section 6.1.4 PRODYN 

In a single reference [43], the series of approaches studied by PRODYN researchers, in 

efforts to coordinate a distributed set of local intersection algorithms, seems to 

summarize the gamut of approaches by the entire field. 

An original hierarchical approach utilizes an upper layer that simulates the decisions of 

all local intersection algorithms in the network, and redistributes expected departures 

from each signal in the network to its corresponding neighbors as future arrivals. The 

decentralized algorithms at the lower layer resolve their corresponding local problems 

with the revised arrival information. Through such an iterative process, the upper layer 

attempts to form the best "combination" of successive control decisions, and if this best 

combination remains the same for two iterations, then the algorithm has converged and 

terminates. Aside from whether or not this process can be expected to converge at all, let 
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alone converge to a well-coordinated plan, each iteration is very expensive in terms of 

computational time required and communications be^veen the upper layer and each 

intersection. Testing was limited to a maximum of 4 iterations, and since the upper layer 

problem grows with the addition of each intersection, the problem does not scale well. 

Four intersection were used in initial testing. Results compared to TRANSYT were very 

favorable, however, it seems an early version of TRANSYT was used that was not 

capable of optimizing the cycle time. Thus, cycle times were computed using Webster's 

method, and the longest cycle time amongst all signals in the network was taken as the 

common network cycle time. Without proper optimization of the network cycle length, 

the results of TRANSYT can vary substantially. Unfortunately, other researchers in the 

field have made the same, questionable comparison, with their own algorithms. Another 

similarity with other research is that virtually every algorithm designed to optimize the 

global acyclic control problem in real-time has also been abandoned, as the upper layer in 

PRODYN was, due to intractability and scalability issues. 

Researchers who proposed PRODYN also tested control of a set of completely 

autonomous local intersection algorithms on a network. As with other algorithms, good 

results were found in some cases of this approach, and bad results in other cases using the 

same approach. 
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The most successful approach for PRODYN, and most algorithms in the same class, was 

to incorporate a measure of communication between adjacent signals. Estimated 

departures, derived from a lookahead optimization, are reported to adjacent controllers in 

the form of future arrivals, extending the arrival prediction horizon beyond the travel time 

between intersections. In another approach, the equivalent of time dependent dual 

variables, used in the original hierarchical architecture, were re-established in the 

distributed algorithm. These sensitivity parameters were apparently used to quantify 

changes in downstream signal performance as a function of changes in time dependent 

departure volumes from the upstream signal. The addition of these parameters in the 

objective degraded performance. Intuitively, the cost of a departing vehicle is more than 

time dependent, but also depends on the control of the downstream intersection. In the 

context of an acyclic and capricious doNvnstream intersection, such an approach gives no 

guarantee of improved performance. That is, in the absence of cyclic or otherwise 

predictable coordination constraints, there is no guarantee that traffic released by an 

upstream controller to arrive during a green phase downstream will actually receive the 

green phase when it arrives to the downstream controller, since the downstream 

controller is not constrained from changing it previous phasing plans. 
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Section 6.1.5 ALLONS-D 

The dissertation of Isaac Porche [89] devotes two chapters to different approaches to 

coordinating the single intersection algorithm, ALLONS-D, the basis for a prior chapter 

in the dissertation. 

In one chapter, Porche seeks to improve on the performance of a set of autonomous 

ALLONS-D controllers operating on an arterial. A singular network biasing coefficient 

is derived, trading off the delay of the arterial approaches versus cross street approaches. 

This leads to improved performance of the algorithm, relative to the unbiased set of 

greedy local algorithms, which very well may be due to a pre-existing bias on arterial 

approaches due to a longer prediction horizon on arterial approaches than cross-street 

approaches. Performance results on the network were found to be superior to a fixed-

time signaling strategy using a common cycle based on Webster's cycle time, and tuned 

offsets. 

In another chapter, Porche adopts an iterative hierarchical approach very similar to the 

PRODYN architecture, although no dual variables are calculated by the upper layer and 

used in the lower layer objective function as in PRODYN. Rather, Porche manipulates 

weighting coefficients at each intersection, and proves that convergence to unchanging 

control decisions fi-om the lower layer is guaranteed when all weight is completely 

apportioned to one right-of-way at each intersection. 
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Section 6.2 Coordinated Actuated Control 

Actuated coordination is specified, albeit rather loosely, by the NEMA TS2 specifications 

[102], thus the vast majority of traffic signal controllers in the United States support this 

feature. As with the dual-ring problem of the previous chapter, it is notable that 

researchers of real-time optimization algorithms have not attempted to harness this 

standard approach to coordinating a set of signals with variable phase lengths. In fact, 

many researchers proclaim that their algorithms do not adhere to any cyclic constraints, 

rationalizing that these constraints prohibit more effective control. However, actuated 

coordination can be very effective, just as actuated control tends to be more effective than 

strictly fixed-time control. It should be clarified that the SCATS algorithm [52] utilizes 

coordinated vehicle-actuated controllers. However, this chapter, at least at the outset, is 

concerned with the performance of real-time optimized controllers within standard 

coordination constraints, which should be distinguished fi-om vehicle-actuated controllers 

used coordination constraints that are adaptive modified. The later approach will be 

discussed at length towards the end of this chapter. Research on the "virtual fixed cycle" 

version of OPAC does indeed adopt the strategy of imposing the constraints of a flexible 

cycle on a real-time optimized control to achieve coordination. Given the lack of 

published information regarding this algorithm, it is in fact difficult to conclusively draw 

any distinctions. However, the notion of coordination constraints alluded to in the 

somewhat sparse VFC-OPAC descriptions indicate that it is just slightly a breed of its 
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ovvn. That is, VFC-OPAC appears to adopt a non-standard variation of di yield point, and 

there appears to be no explicit analogy to the standard force-off constraint, which will be 

defined momentarily. The prime distinction drawn here is that by adopting coordination 

constraints, at specified in the NEMA standard, the real-time optimized control presented 

here will be entirely interchangeable with a vehicle-actuated control in terms of its 

capacity to accept and functionally adhere to coordination constraints. Furthermore, by 

adhering to the standard definition of coordination parameters, any of an array of 

currently available off-the-shelf software packages such as TRANSYT, SYNCRHO, or 

PASSER [1-90 may be used to optimize coordination constraints, rather than a custom 

coordination layer. 

The NEMA TS2 standard states that the actuated coordinator shall be implemented by 

holding the controller in the configured coordinatedphcise(s) until a specific point in the 

cycle, the yield point, and shall force-off any non-coordinated phases at predetermined 

points within the cycle, the force-off points [102]. Figure 6.2 portrays a visualization of a 

102 second cycle with a labeled yield point and force-off points. 
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System Time 0 Phase 4 Force-off at Local Time 43 

Phase 3 Force-off 
Local Time 58 

Phase 1 Force-off 
Local Time 9 

Yield Point = System Time 61 
Yield Point = Local Time 0 

Figure 6.2 Depiction of coordination constraints for ring 1 of NEMA dual-ring, eight-phase 
controller. 

Cycle Time = 102, Yield Point = 61, Coordinated ='hases = 2 & 6 

Phase 1 1 2 3 4 5 1 6 7 8 
Force-off (System Time) 70 1 17 2 70 i 17 2 
Force-off (Local Time) 9 1 58 43 9 58 43 
Minimum Green 2 15 2 20 2 15 2 20 
Maximum Green 4 39 1 10 29 4 39 10 29 
Yellow 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Red 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Table 6.1 Coordination phase time constraints. 

In this case, the coordinated phases are phases 2 and 6. Since ring 2 is identical to ring I 

in its coordination constraints, is should suffice to discuss ring 1 only. Note that all 

controllers in a coordinated-actuated network generally use the same cycle length, though 

double cycling is possible. All controllers are synchronized in terms of system time, and 

a progression through an arterial may be achieve by offsetting the begirming of the green 

interval on coordinated phases at each intersection by the travel time from the adjacent 

intersection. Coordination in two, four, or in any case more than one direction generally 

requires a compromise. Supposing that a controller is in phase 2 on ring I, with the 

coordination constraints given in Table 6.1, the controller must stay in phase 2 until the 
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yield point, which in this case is at system time 61, The yield point and force-ofFs in this 

example, and in general, are specified in seconds. At the yield point, the control must 

yield to any opposing phases with a call for service. Thus, in most heavily traffic 

networks, the coordination phase always yields at the yield point, or in other words 

begins timing the yellow clearance interval in preparation to advance to another phase. 

Phases in the sequence without a call for service may generally be skipped, but assuming 

there is demand for every phase, the controller advances to the ne.xt phase. In phase 1 the 

controller must serve the minimum green interval, but may serve up to the maximum 

green interval, or until the force-off point, whichever comes first. Suppose for example, 

that there is high demand on phase I, a lagging left turn phase, and thus it times green 

until the force-off. .\t the force-off point, the phase must begin timing the yellow 

clearance interval and transition to the next phase in the sequence with a call for service. 

Note that the coordinated phases are never skipped. Assuming demand on phase 4, the 

controller advances to phase 4. but suppose that the traffic is light and phase 4 terminates 

immediately after the minimum green inter\'al of 20 seconds. The controller then 

transitions to phase 3. Supposing phase 3 has heavy demand, phase 3 will serve up to the 

maximum green interval or the force-off point, whichever comes first. In this case, since 

phase 4 yielded at local cycle time 29, served 3 seconds yellow, and served a 2 second 

all-red change interval, phase 3 begins timing green at local cycle time 34. Thus, phase 3 

reaches its maximum green time and must begin yielding in this case at local cycle time 

44. Note that phase 3 terminated well before the end of its force-off, thus all time 

allocated to the non-coordinated phase in the cycle is absorbed by the coordinated phase. 
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In this example, the maximum green time of each phase is set such that it may serve no 

more than its allocated split, or the portion of the cycle it would serve if all phases non-

coordinated phases served until their corresponding force-off point. This is somewhat 

standard practice for configuring maximum green times for an undersaturated phase 

[105]. 

Coordinated-actuated control manifests itself in a slightly different flavor for every 

controller vendor, but the preceding discussion represents a fairly standard operating 

process. In panicular, the behavior of an early return to green on the coordinated phase, 

which occurs if the non-coordinated phases do not utilize their full split, often results in a 

variable quality of progression from cycle to cycle. Indeed the merits of such a 

coordination scheme for variable length, actuated phases is debatable, it generally 

outperforms coordinated fixed-time control. 

Accepting that there is no guarantee that a set of real-time optimized controllers using a 

local objective will operate in a stable and mutually beneficial manner, the performance 

of coordinated actuated control seems a preferable alternative. This chapter adopts the 

approach using standard vehicle-actuated coordination constraints with real-time 

optimized traffic control algorithm. To the author's knowledge, there is no published 

literature to date that utilizes this approach. 
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Section 6.3 Coordination Constrained Adaptive Intersection Control 

The dual-ring model of the previous chapter is the basis for the optimization algorithm 

used in this chapter. However, four variations of this controller are studied in the chapter. 

The controller is tested (a) as is, (b) with coordination constraints, (c) with coordination 

constraints and downstream objective considerations, and (d) without coordination 

constraints and with downstream objective considerations. This section briefly discusses 

the organization of each of these four variations, and concludes with a review of previous 

literature relevant to notion of including downstream considerations in the objective 

function. 

Section 6.3.1 Uncoordinated Local Adaptive Control 

As previously mentioned, the dual-ring algorithm presented in the previous chapter will 

be tested, appro.ximately as is. in the conte.xt of an urban network. The term local is 

applied to denote that the objective function of each intersection controller considers only 

traffic performance on inbound approaches, which has also been referred to in this 

chapter as a greedy objective. Performance will be compared with TRANSYT optimized 

fixed-time control and coordinated actuated control rurming within coordination 

constraints dictated by TRANSYT. The coordination constraints consist of force-offs, 

offsets, cycle times, and maximum green inter\'als. Although there is no explicit 

coordination mechanism, this control strategy is consistent with the intersection layer of 

the RHODES architecture, as it was tested with favorable outcome in the Tara Boulevard 

study. This architecture is also consistent with the distributed PRODYN architecture 
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[67], as it was deployed for field testing. This chapter presents a direct comparison with 

the implementation of the RHODES algorithm used in the Tara Boulevard study. 

In the Tara Boulevard study, RHODES optimized control decisions at a one second 

resolution over a 45 second planning horizon, with the addition of a historical delay 

objective component. A one second control resolution is seen as key to providing snappy 

phase transition at appropriate times. However, the selection of a 45 second planning 

horizon arises as a practical constraint to meet real-time control requirements, and also 

due to the arrival prediction horizon. In RHODES, the arrival prediction horizon is 

dictated by the travel time from upstream intersections, or upstream detectors if there is 

no upstream intersection. Thus, travel time between intersections is often less than 45 

seconds. To prevent asymmetries in the arrival volumes over the optimization horizon, 

the arrival prediction horizons are e.\tended beyond the travel time from the upstream 

prediction point to the optimization horizon using uniform average flow estimates. 

In modifying the dual-ring control algorithm of Chapter 5 for this study, selection of both 

the time step size and planning horizon were considered, and a compromise was created. 

The algorithm was modified to incorporate variable step sizes, thus it could provide 

precisely timed phase transitions by considering near time control decisions at a I-second 

resolutions, yet was able to extend the optimization horizon significantly beyond 45 

seconds by using step sizes up to 5 seconds later in the plarming horizon. More 
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specifically, a one second resolution was used in the first 5 seconds of the planning 

horizon, while a 5 seconds resolution was used later in the horizon. However, step sizes 

throughout the horizon were shortened as necessary, to as short as 1 second, in order to 

meet force-off requirements, minimum and maximum green requirements, yield point 

requirements, and to end exactly at the planning horizon. After the first 5 seconds of the 

horizon, and in the absence of any of the aforementioned constraints, time steps may also 

have been shortened to realign with an integer multiple of 5 seconds from the beginning 

of the horizon. This assures more effective PTSP bounding. Given the directed search 

and pruning techniques of the algorithms presented in this dissertation, and incorporating 

variable sized time steps, the algorithm is capable of optimizing over a timing horizon in 

excess of 2 minutes. However, the incremental benefit of extending the optimization 

horizon can be compromised by the use of averaged arrival estimates when in fact the 

upstream intersections will be releasing well formed platoons of vehicles. Thus, the 

arrival prediction framework was implemented to utilize estimated future departures from 

upstream intersections to populate arrival predictions with appropriate arrival profiles 

beyond the travel time between intersections. This approach has been taken previously 

by PRODYN [43], 

Section 6.3.2 Coordinated Local Adaptive Control 

This chapter also investigates the use of standard vehicle-actuated coordination 

constraints with distributed, real-time optimized controllers where all coordination 

parameters are optimized based on network-wide performance measures. In particular. 
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TRANS YT was used to derive offsets, force-offs, and a cycle time for real-time 

optimized controllers. Maximum green times were set according to TRANSYT phase 

split allocations. Despite an extensive literature search, the author has found no 

publication of the use of the proposed approach, in particular emphasizing the 

optimization of all coordination parameters based on network-wide performance 

measures and functionally constraining real-time optimized controller phasing with a 

cycle time, offset, force-offs, minimum and maximum green durations, and phase 

skipping consistently with standard NEMA coordinated vehicle-actuated control 

practices. In particular, the manner in which SCOOT, SCATS, and VFC-OPAC are 

similar or dissimilar to this approach are discussed at length in Section Section 6.7 . The 

use of coordination constraints provides progression opportunities through the network 

with a level of confidence not possible with uncoordinated, locally adaptive controllers. 

Municipal traffic engineers may also be more receptive to the prospect of field testing 

adaptive algorithms with the added security that TRANSYT optimized progressions will 

be provided. Furthermore, the capability of an adaptive controller to make delay trade

offs on all approaches to the intersection seem inherently superior to the deterministic 

operation of vehicle-actuated controllers. 

Section 6.3.3 Coordinated Area Adaptive Control 

The minimization of delay on inbound approaches, while inmiediately gratifying to 

drivers, may lose appeal shortly thereafter if drivers proceed to the downstream 
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intersection only to arrive just in time for a red light. Thus, a version of the algorithm 

will be modified to incorporate delay on outbound links in addition to inbound links. Use 

of this objective is referred to here as area adaptive control. Given that all adjacent 

signals are subject to coordination constraints, phasing at downstream intersections will 

thus be predictable to some degree, and thus downstream delay can be approximated as a 

function of the arrival time to the downstream intersection. Assuming a constant travel 

time to from the upstream intersection to the downstream intersection, the objective may 

be modified to quantify the cost of releasing a vehicle in temis of downstream delay. 

.Although coordination constraints may provide limited flexibility, a controller with 

upstream and downstream components may seek controls more likely to minimize travel 

time through upstream and downstream signals, rather than just the upstream signal. 

Section 6.3.4 Uncoordinated Area Adaptive Control 

The results of the previously mentioned Tara Boulevard study demonstrate that 

uncoordinated local adaptive controllers can outperform rigidly constrained controllers in 

the context of dynamic demands. This dissertation investigates the use of area adaptive 

controllers, which are entirely unconstrained, but do consider the ramifications of control 

decisions on both inbound and outbound roadways. As in the case of uncoordinated local 

adaptive controllers, there are also no analytic tools capable of predicting the 

performance of uncoordinated area adaptive controllers with downstream objective 

considerations. Given that the decisions of downstream controllers carmot be reliably 

predicted, it is difficult to say whether consideration of downstream delay in the objective 
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will be better or worse than only considering delay on inbound approaches. Nonetheless, 

simulating this type of control and comparing it to the alternatives may yield insight into 

the problem of coordinating adaptive controllers. 

Section 6.3.5 Review of downstream objective considerations in previous literature 

The intuitive notion of including performance measures at downstream signal in the 

objective of the local signal is not a novel contribution of this dissertation. Rather, there 

have been several variation of this concept researched in the past. 

In previous work, the author was employed in the development of the RHODES 

algorithm. Specifically relevant to this discussion, RHODES was extended in 1997 to 

accommodate diamond interchange configurations [87, 106]. In solving the diamond 

interchange problem, two signals are optimized simultaneously. The state model was 

expanded to explicitly model the pending arrivals and queues on the overpass section 

between interchange signals. Throughout the planning horizon, these state parameters 

are dependent on the control decisions applied so far, whereas pending arrivals on 

approaches to the signals other than the internal overpass approaches are independent 

control decision. The objective function aggregates delay over all approaches to both 

interchange signals. In addition the objective function was modified to consider the 

status of queues, which could possibly form at ramp meter signals. The objective 

modification applied to queued vehicles that were attempting to turn on to an on-ramp. 
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Essentially, if it was determined that if the queue at the downstream ramp meter was 

sufficiently large, then the delay attributed to vehicles waiting to turn onto the on-ramp 

was discounted, often to zero. The underlying logic was that the optimization would 

favor service of phases that do not "feed" the on-ramp. until such time where the ramp 

meter queues diminished. 

The notion of considering the state of all downstream signals in the control of local 

intersection has also been discussed by SPPORT researchers [42], Yagar and Dion, in 

1996. In discussion the extension of the isolated intersection controller to a network 

version of the controller, they discuss the incorporation of downstream signal 

considerations into the objective of the upstream controller. 

"More specifically, SPPORT will evaluate all traffic approaching an intersection and the 
future of all traffic leaving that intersection. All candidate timings will be evaluated on 
the basis of the predicted stops and delays to all traffic that is either entering or leaving 
the intersection in question. Stops and delays incurred by each vehicle will be evaluated 
at its immediately downstream intersection. Each intersection is evaluated 
independently, setting its timings with due concern for the typically four (or fewer) links 
leading into itself and the four (or fewer) links leading into the immediately adjacent 
intersection." [42] 

The description of the network version of SPPORT was a design proposal, which was 

slated for future development. Thus, no results of its performance, relative to the isolated 

intersection controller were available. 

"SPPORT will thus not only attempt to optimize the current signal in terms of the traffic 
that is entering but also consider the effects of its timings on neighboring intersection and 
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proactively attempt to precondition its outflow to accommodate the timings that are 
tentatively preferred by its neighbors." [42] 

OPAC researchers also investigated the area wide objective, hi a 1987 CORSIM 

simulation study [107], researchers investigated the performance of a single OPAC 

controller within arterial and grid networks, where all other signals used fixed-time 

control. The normal objective, minimizing delay on all inbound approaches, was termed 

the LOCAL objective. A GLOBAL objective was said to optimize "delay at the OPAC 

controlled intersection as well as the surrounding intersections." No explicit details were 

given as to how downstream delays were computed. The experiment concluded that "the 

difference between the LOCAL and the GLOBAL modes is not significant." 

In 1986, PRODYN researchers evaluated several decentralized approaches to 

coordinating real-time optimized controllers [43]. They investigate methods where the 

objective includes an acyclic, time dependent cost of releasing vehicles from the 

upstream signal. These cost coefficients were constructed by each downstream signal 

and communicated to the upstream signal, with the aim of encouraging mutually 

beneficial controls. However, the decentralized algorithms with downstream objective 

considerations performance worse than algorithms that did not consider downstream cost 

coefficients in the objective, hi the original, hierarchical PRODYN model, developed in 

1983 [65], acyclic downstream cost coefficients were calculated in a more rigorous, 

iterative manner by an upper, coordination layer. This method was found to perform well 
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relative to fixed time policies, but was abandoned due to computations being too 

impractical for real-time control. 

In 1984, the UTOPIA [56] system reported the use of an area-wide objective function at 

the local, intersection controller layer of its hierarchical, distributed architecture. In 

particular, the objective of the each individual controller optimization algorithm includes 

vehicular delay, number of vehicle stops, and maximum queues lengths at the local 

intersection, which is referred to as intersection k in the discussion. In addition, the 

objective considers "the same parameters, but seen at the adjacent intersections as caused 

by the propagation after intersection k (this term is inserted to guarantee the strong 

interaction between local controllers)." No specific model is provided for the 

propagation of departing vehicles to downstream signals, and the quantification of 

downstream performance measures, which would be subject to the as yet unknown future 

control of the downstream controller, is also not discussed. No results are available, 

distinguishing the incremental benefit of considering adjacent signals in the objective, 

relative to not considering adjacent signals in the objective. 

Published in 1981, SCOOT [40] also considers an area-wide objective, minimizing the 

offset of each signal by considering a weighted combination of delay and stops on all 

inbound approaches and outbound approaches. Delay at downstream signals are 

estimated for each offset by adjusting cyclic, smoothed flow profiles, and thus 
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constructing the performance measure corresponding to each offset setting. The benefits 

of considering downstream delay in the offset objective, relative to not considering 

downstream delay, has not been assessed. 

Finally, as early as 1963, Miller [96] proposed a real-time traffic signal control algorithm, 

and discussed the consideration of downstream signals in his signal controller. Miller 

describes a method of developing smoothed, cyclic flow profiles, and discusses a system 

that "is flexible in that it will allow extended green phases when a larger than usual 

number of vehicles arrive, provided that they stand a reasonable chance of passing 

through the next junction without being stopped." Simulation results, some of which 

were carried out by hand, showed that the isolated algorithm with only local delay 

considerations reduce delay by a third to almost a half, relative to vehicle-actuated 

control. However, the network version of the control algorithm was not simulated. 

Clearly, there is a long history of considering the effect of dowTistream signals in the 

control of the upstream signal. However, it is the detailed disclosure of the particular 

model, implementation, and evaluation results of the strategies previously discussed that 

may contribute to the field, shedding more light on the understanding of coordination. 
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Section 6.4 Modifications to the algorithm 

Modifications to the dual-ring algorithm from the previous chapter include (a) the 

addition of coordination constraints to the search algorithm, (b) addition of variable time 

step sizes, and (c) addition of stops and delay criteria for inbound and outbound links. 

The following subsections discuss details of these modifications. 

Section 6.4.1 Objection function modifications 

The objective function in this chapter is e.xpanded with the aim of obtaining control 

decisions more appropriate for a network of signals. The objective formulation used for 

isolated intersection applications in the previous chapter was a local objective, in that it 

was only concerned with the delay of vehicles stopped in the inbound lanes under its 

direct control. The side effect of this approach, in a network setting, lies in the potential 

to disrupt the progression of platoons to adjacent signals. Thus, it seems unlikely that an 

array of local objective optimized single intersection controllers deployed on an arterial 

would spontaneous develop any stable, mutually beneficial coordination. In this chapter, 

the objective function is e.xpanded to consider the likely delay resultant when vehicles 

released at the current intersection arrive to downstream signals at each adjacent 

intersection. Furthermore, a penalty for stopping vehicles, in terms of equivalent delay, 

has been added to the objective capabilities. Thus, the EvaluateState{s,) procedure from 

Chapter 5 is modified as follows. 

Procedure EvaluateState{s,) 
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7. Introduce variable i and update the one step objective cost, 

c, (J,) <— q', {s,), and the cost-to-arrive to state s,, g, (5,) (5,) + c, (5,). 
I s L  

a. Update the one step objective cost to include a penalty for stops on 

inbound lanes, c, (5,) <— c, (5,) + ̂  slops', (5,) x stopPenalty'. 
LEL 

b. Update the one step objective cost to account for estimated downstream 
delay costs on outbound links for vehicles that departed from inbound 
lanes during the previous time step. 

c, (-y,) <- c,{s,) + (5, )xexpeaedDelay""""'"''""^'^ (r ). 
l€L 

In step I .a, the variable stopPenalty' represents the equivalent delay attribute to one stop 

in lane / 6 Z.. This value is computed at the time of configuration of the controller, and is 

designed to capture delay in terms of lost travel time due to stopping. For each lane 

/€£.. StopPenalty' is computed using the lnitiali:eStopPenalty{l) procedure as 

follows. 

Procedure InitializeStopPenalty (I) 

Initialize variables necessary for calculation. 
a. Introduce variables upstreamSpeed and downstreamSpeed, which are 

initialized according to the configured free flow speed for the inbound link 
corresponding to the current inbound lane /, and the free flow speed of the 

outbound downstream link downstream{l), which receives traffic 

emanating from lane /. It is assumed that these speeds are strictly greater 
than zero. 

b. Introduce variable maxNIovementSpeed, which is configured as the 

ma.\imum speed a vehicle may progress through the intersection. Note 
that this speed is generally equivalent to the free flow speed for through 
movements, and would be less for turning movements. An estimate of 4 
mph may be appropriate for right turning movements and 7 mph for left 
turning movements, however it is configurable. If 
downstreamSpeed < maxMovementSpeed, then set 

niaxMovementSpeed = downstreamSpeed 

c. Introduce variables accelRate and decelRate, which are configured to 
approximate the average acceleration rate and deceleration rate for 
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vehicles passing through lane /. Default values for these rates, based on 
mid-sized vehicles, are a 10 mph/sec for deceleration and 8 mph/sec for 
acceleration [1]. 

d. Initialize stopPenalty' = 0. 

Calculate the travel time cost due to deceleration. Assume linear deceleration 
throughout the model. 

a. Let be the time required to decelerate to the maximum movement 

speed, *—[upstreamSpeed -maxMovementSpeed)IdecelRate. 

b. Let be the distance required to decelerate to the ma-ximum 

movement speed, 

*- upstreamSpeed x +\ciecelRatex([-l^2Lp)' • 

c. Let be the time required to decelerate to a stop, 

^uop upstreamSpeed / decelRate. 

d. Let be the distance required to decelerate to a stop, 

upstreamSpeed x + ]^decelRatex[t''J^'f)". 

e. Introduce variables ^,^7' ^C"' -Clp and 

df^g"' <- upstreamSpeed x . 

f Let df'"''' be the difference in the distance covered in the interval 

preceding the stop line between the stop and nonstop scenarios. 
I dccel ^ J deed , I deed ideeel 

+''nons,ap-''„op ' 

g. Let tf"' be the time required for the stopping vehicle to cover the extra 

distance, df"', traveled by the nonstop vehicle in the interval . 

^ / upstreamSpeed' 

h. StopPenalty' <— stopPenalty' . 

Calculate the travel time lost during acceleration from a stop back to free flow 
speed on the downstream, outbound link. Assume linear acceleration throughout 
the model. 

a. Let be the time required to accelerate from the maximum movement 

speed to the free flow speed on the downstream, outbound link, 

CJmmp ^ {downstreamSpeed - maxiVIovementSpeed)/ accelRate. 
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b. Let be the distance required to accelerate from the maximum 

movement speed to the downstream free flow speed, 

Colp niaxMovementSpeed̂ C ,̂̂  ̂ \̂accelRatê [C;̂ ,̂ )̂' • 

c. Let be the time required to accelerate from a stop to the downstream 

free flow speed, <— downstreamSpeed! accelRate. 

d. Let ' be the distance required to accelerate from a stop to the 

downstream free flow speed, a c c e l R a t e ) ' .  

e. Introduce variables C"' *-Cap 'CZLp and 

downstreamSpeed x . 

f. Let d"^"' be the difference in the distance covered in the interval 

after crossing the stop line between the stop and nonstop scenarios. 
tacecl J f acccl . t acccl t acccl 

"*""nortjrop ~"iwp ' 

g. Let t"""' be the time required for a stopped vehicle to cover the extra 

distance, d"""'. traveled by a nonstop vehicle in the interval t"^^'. 
I acccl / 

i""' \ / ^ /downstreamSpeed' 

h. stopPenalty' <— stopPenalty' +1"""'. 

This method of penalizing stops appeals intuitively to the time lost due to stopping, and is 

constructive in assessing the difference between having to stop on a high speed through 

movement or having to stop on a slower movement such as a turn movement. This 

allows the optimization to make a more accurate tradeoff. To the author's knowledge, 

such a calculation for a stop penalty in terms of equivalent delay has not been found in 

the literature. 

In step I.b of the EvaluateState[s,), an expectation of downstream delay is added to the 

objective for each release vehicle. Consider the network depicted in Figure 6.1 and 
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suppose that signal 5 is subject to real-time optimized control while all adjacent signals 

are subject to cyclic, fixed-time control. In this case, a vehicle departing from signal 5 

and arriving to the downstream can expect to wait at the downstream signal at least until 

the first phase in the cycle that serves the corresponding link. Based on the arrival time 

in terms of the downstream cycle, the time until the next green interval can be computed. 

Taking into account delay on inbound and outbound links, one might expect the current 

signal to make a trade-off with better progression opportunities, providing a better quality 

of service to vehicles. A controller minimizing delay on inbound links seems more likely 

to fall out of coordination with adjacent signals, while controllers with local and 

downstream objectives may be more likely to develop stable, mutually beneficial cycles. 

The InitializeArrivalValueFunctions procedure is invoked at configuration time to 

compute downstream arrival cost functions based on the configured cyclic coordination 

constraints. 

Procedure [nitializeArrivalValiieFiinctions 
1. Introduce variables probPhaseRed, the probability of phase p&P being red at 

time t e {0,\,...,cycleSeconds -1}, a time step index with a one second resolution, 

where the time step is specified in tenns of the local cycle time, and cycleTime is 

the configured cycle length in seconds. Initialize all probabilities to one, 
probPhaseRed<— l,Vp e P,t e ..cycleTime- \] 

1. For each ring re R, populate probPhaseRed as follows: 

a. Variable syncPhase^, the corresponding sync phase on ring r, is assumed 

to be configured. Configuration requirements mandate that each ring have 
a configured sync phase, and that ail sync phases share a common yield 
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point. Introduce variable p <— syncPhase^ to the first phase following the 

s y n c  p h a s e .  I n t r o d u c e  v a r i a b l e  y e l l o w , , „ c P H a s e ,  + •  

b. Set the probability of having to stop to zero for the entire green interval, 

probPhaseRed<-0,Vr € [t^gMr^en^-^-JorceOff^). 

c. Assuming that every non-sync phase is served, update the earliest start 
time for the green interval of the subsequent phase in the sequence, 

h.^,nCr..n + grecu'^" vellow^ + red^ . 

d. p <— ne.xt{p). If p 5vncP//aje,, go to step 2.b, otherwise continue. 

e. Set the probability of having to stop to zero for the entire green interval of 

t h e  s y n c  p h a s e ,  p r o b P h a s e R e d < -  0 ,  V r  6  { ^ i e g i / i c r e ^ n ' — •  

For each lane / 6 L, determine the probability of the movement from the lane not being 

permitted during each step of the cycle, probNotPermitted',, as follows: 

f Initialize probNotPermitted', <— 1, Vr 6 {0.1,..., cy cleTime -1}. 

g. Introduce variable zeroTime <— cy cleTime. 

h. For each time step i e {0,U-,c\cleTime-1}, 

i. probNotPermitted', <— min {probPhaseRed }. 
p€.Ppermtttedt^struc^ ^ 

ii. If probNotPermitted', =0,then zeroTime*-t 

i. Introduce variable delayTime <— cycleTime. If zeroTime < cycleTime, 

delayTime <— probNotPermitted'.^,,,^.. 

j. Assign time index variable t <— zeroTime. 
k. Iterate backwards through the cycle, r <- r -1. If / < 0, then 

t  <— cyc leT ime .  

I. If probNotPermitted', = 0, then delayTime <— 0; otherwise, 

delayTime <— delayTime + probNotPermitted',. 

m. If delayTime > cycleTime, then delayTime <— cycleTime. 

n. expectedDelay', <— delayTime. 

0. \i t^ zeroTime. then go to step 3.f; otherwise continue. 

Using the InitializeArrivalValiieFimctions procedure, the expectedDelay', variables are 

configured for each lane /eZ. and each time step t e^{0,\,...,cycleTime-\\. However, 

the downstream arrival cost used in the computation of the objective function in the 
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EvaliiateState{ S i )  procedure is based on the downstream link, as opposed to the 

downstream lanes. Thus, it remains for the expected cost of arriving in each lane to be 

aggregated into a link arrival cost for every time step in the cycle. The aggregated link 

value is simply a weighted combination of the lane values, where the weights 

corresponding to each lane are the probabilities that a vehicle chooses each lane. These 

lane flow fractions are computed by maintaining the cumulative volume emanating from 

each lane over some duration of time. In testing, historical flow was archived over the 

last 15 minutes. Thus, the probability of a vehicle emanating from a lane, hence choosing 

it in the first place, is given by the historical lane flow divided by the historical link flow, 

which is simply the sum of all lane flows. Since lane flows and the corresponding lane 

preference probabilities, change over time, the arrival cost estimate for the link is 

frequently recomputed using the latest lane preference probabilities. In testing, these 

values were recomputed once per second, which is probably much more frequent than 

necessary. The function expeciedDelay'''"""'""""^'^{^t +must translate the future 

arrival time. t+t',raxvi - ^he appropriate time step, in terms of the downstream cycle, in 

order to retrieve the correct arrival cost. Thus, if the downstream signal is currently at 

point € {OA,...,c}-cleTime) in terms of its local cycle time, then the time step of the 

vehicle arrival, in terms of the local cycle time, is given by the remainder of 

+ ^ + divided by the cycleTime. 
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In addition the changes in the objective function just described, there are a few 

modifications related to the evaluation of each action. The EvaluateAction[s,,u,) from 

the previous chapter is shown below, with one conspicuous modification. The 

IsForceOffViolation{s,,u,) procedure is necessary to enforce coordination constraints. 

Procedure Evaluate A ction (5,, u^) 

12. l{IsMinimumGreenViolaiion(s,,u,), then stop with /(5,,m, ) <— x . 

13. If IsMaximuniGreen Violation (5,,z/,), then stop with / (5,,z/,) <— x. 

2.a If IsForceOffViolation{s,Ai,), then stop with f{s,M,) <— oc .  

14. If lsBarrierCrossingViolation(s,,u,), then stop with f{s,,u,)  <— 00. 

3.a If IsUSFPrunable{s,.u,). then stop with f, {s,,u, )*-x . 

3.b  I f  I sMi l l e r sPrunab le{^s , ,u , ) ,  t hen  s top  wi th  f  { s , , u , )*— x  .  

15. Compute the successor state of s, if control u, is applied during time interval t. 

5,., <— UpdateState[s,Ai,). 

16. Evaluate the cost-to-go, (5,.,) <— EvaluateState{s,^^). 

17. Stop with action value f, {s,,u,) <— c, (5,)  + /„,  (5,) .  

The fsForceOffViolation{s,,u,) procedure is given as follows. This logic assumes that 

no phases in the sequence may be omitted and that there is always a call for service on 

every inactive phase. A sync phase has no force-off to violate, but rather is constrained 

to yield no sooner than the yield point, and since there is always a call on a non-sync 

phase, it must yield no later than the yield point. The capability of skipping phases in the 

absence of demand is a standard feature in vehicle actuated controllers, which permits a 

significant measure of improved performance. While the task of enabling phase skipping 

is relatively trivial for a single-ring controller, and less trivial in a true dual-ring 
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controller, the task of enabling phase omission in a generalized multi-ring controller 

requires significantly complex logic. Logic to consider skipping phases in the absence of 

a call for demand was implemented, but occasionally failed in testing, and the cause of 

the problem eluded moderately extensive debugging efforts. 

Procedure IsForceOfjViolation (5,,«,) 

14. Introduce set passed <- {0}. 

15. Select any ring re. R\ passed . 

16. If active^ (s,) = syncPhase^, then go to step 6; otherwise continue. 

17. If inter\>al^ (ii,) ̂  green, then go to step 10; other\vise continue. 

18. If localCycleTime{s,) > forceOJf [active^ (w,)), then stop with violation true; 

otherwise go to step 10. 

19. Begin logic for the case of a sync phase. If interval^ (j,) ̂  green, then go to step 

10; otherwise continue. 

20. If elapsed (5,) < green^"^,^, ,, then go to step 10. 

21. If localCycleTime{s,) = 0 and interval^ [11,) = green, then stop with 

violation true; otherwise continue. 

22. If localCycleTime{s,) * 0 and interval^ («,) ̂  green, then stop with 

violation <- true; otherwise continue. 

23. passed <— passed {r}. If \passed\ = |/?|, the stop with violation <— false; 

otherwise go to step 2. 

Finally, the algorithm was also modified to test uncoordinated control with an objective 

function including inbound stops, and delay on inbound and outbound links to each 

intersection. In the uncoordinated scenario, adaptive controllers are not constrained by 

coordination constraints, and thus are allowed to operate autonomously in an acyclic, and 

relatively capricious manner. In this context, the expectedDelay', cost coefficients are 

less reliable, as each downstream controller is free to significantly alter its phasing during 
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the ensuing cycle. Thus, two alternative designs present themselves. One possible 

design would be a set expectedDelay\ coefficients according to the optimal lookahead 

trajectory of the most recent lookahead search. However, this design introduces a degree 

of instability. Consider two adjacent controllers, A and B, each independently searching 

for a phasing trajectory to minimize local and downstream delay. If controller A were to 

make a phasing decision, and update expectedDelay', coefficients according to its latest 

decision, controller B may, on its subsequent lookahead search, be compelled to change 

its future phasing trajectory based on revised downstream arrival costs at intersection A. 

However, a change in the forecasted control at intersection B. and a corresponding 

change in the expectedDelay[ coefficients due to its latest decision, may compel 

controller A to subsequently change its phasing decision again. In this manner, an 

instable cycle of decision changing could result from setting expectedDelay', coefficients 

according to the most recent optimal control trajectory. Thus, an alternative design was 

implemented such that a relatively stable set of decisions would result over subsequent 

lookahead searches. The approach implemented entailed tracking an estimate of the 

average duration of each phase using an exponentially smoothed estimate. Specifically, 

let average Duration ̂  be the average phase duration of phase pe P. After each phase 

yields, serving an actual phase duration of actualDuration^, the average phase duration 

estimate is updated according to equation (I. I). 

averageDiiration^ = averageDuration^ +]^{^aclualDtiration^ -averageDurationp^(lA) 
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Then, the controller invokes a procedure similar to the InitializeArrivalValiieFunctions 

procedure in order to recalibrate expectedDelayj coefficients. The process starts by 

setting probPhaseRedcoefficients for each phase assuming the controller would serve 

each phase in the subsequent cycle for it average phase service duration. Then, 

probNotPermitted', coefficients are recalculated for each lane over for the revised 

average cycle duration, and finally expectedDelay', coefficients are recalculated. In this 

manner, expectedDelay', coefficients remain relatively stable from second to second, 

changing only gradually from cycle to cycle. Thus, a reasonable estimate of future 

downstream delay can be obtained while avoiding the instability inherent in revising 

delay estimates to match each revision of the optimal control trajectory. 

Section 6.5 Coordination Constrained Adaptive Control Framework 

This section discusses modifications of the algorithm specific to accommodating 

coordination constraints. The set of tasks required to properly conduct such a study may 

be broadly categorized, in no particular order, as follows: (a) integrate software with the 

CORSIM simulation framework, (b) develop a framework to maintain queue estimates, 

arrival predictions, tuming probability estimates, and departure rate estimates, (c) 

develop a multi-ring controller capable of adhering to coordination constraints, (d) 

develop a TRANSYT optimized simulation model as a baseline for comparison, (e) 

develop a mechanism for configuring the adaptive control framework for each traffic 

model. 
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Section 6.5.1 CORSIM Integration 

A variety of traffic simulation software packages are available to traffic engineers for the 

evaluation of signal control settings. CORSIM, VISSIM, and SYNCHRO are 

representative of well established microscopic simulation models. CORSIM is a 

microscopic traffic simulation model based on a car following theory developed under 

the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). The software runs on Windows 

workstations, under the umbrella of the TSIS (Traffic Software Integrated System) 

interface, which integrates several components under a convenient user interface, 

including the TRAFVU simulation animation module, which affords invaluable feedback 

in the evaluation of signal controls. CORSIM is an integration of NETSIM and E^RESIM 

modules, urban network and freeway simulation models respectively, which are 

FORTRAN coded programs whose evolution dates back to the mid-l970's. Fortunately, 

CORSIM allows for interface for external signal algorithms. The interface allows the 

simulation to be stopped once per simulated second and invoke custom software, 

sometimes referred to as run-time e.xtensions. Internal simulation data is made available 

through shared memory, allowing run-time extension to monitor detectors and the status 

of signals under the control of CORSIM. This framework was used in the evaluation of 

several adaptive signal control prototypes for the Real-Time Traffic Adaptive Control 

System (RT-TRACS) framework [27], including OPAC and RHODES. CORSIM 

generates several measures of effectiveness (MOE's) including delay, travel time, stops, 

and emissions. The custom run-time extension software implemented for this chapter 
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was coded in C++ and compiled into a dynamic link library (DLL) which can be invoked 

by the CORSIM framework once per simulated second in order to allow the DLL to 

manipulate traffic signal controls in real-time. Information on TSIS software may be 

obtained from the FHWA web site. 

Section 6.5.2 Test Network Description 

The test network used in this chapter is based an 8-intersection portion of the Speedway 

arterial, a major arterial crossing Tucson, Arizona from East to West. The network is 

depicted in Figure 6.3. Note that the arterial is paralleled to the north and south where 

possible such that vehicles arrive to the arterial in platoons. The North-South cross street, 

Campbell, intersecting Speedway at intersection 5 in the figure, in also a major arterial. 
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Figure 6.3 Speedway arterial network 
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The Speedway arterial generally operates in coordinated actuated control, with lagging 

left turns at all major cross-streets and a leading westbound only leading left turn at 

Mountain & Speedway. All relevant parameters were entered into TRANSYT-7F, 

Release 8, to develop fi.xed-time and vehicle actuated coordination settings for this 

network. TRANSYT came up with a 102 second cycle length. Saturation levels at the 

102 second cycle length are given for each of the intersections in Table 6.2. The table 

also lists what cycle time each intersection would prefer if it were an isolated intersection 

with the same volumes. Note, for example, that although Speedway & Campbell would 

prefer to operate at a 96 second cycle, the re-allocation of splits to handle a multi

directional progressions in a network increases the saturation level despite a higher, 

network cycle length of 102 seconds. The TRANSYT optimized fixed-time settings were 

used as a baseline for comparison, and a vehicle-actuated control constrained according 
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to these settings was also tested as a more realistic representation of the true operation in 

the street. 

Intersection 
Node Cycle Time Intersection 

Intersection 
Number individually Saturation % 

Speedway & Euclid 1 80 88 
Speedway & Park 2 66 68 
Speedway & Mountain 3 168 51 
Speedway & Cherry 4 122 48 
Speedway & Campbell 5 96 99* 
Speedway & Tucson 6 82 57 
Speedway & Country Club 7 72 90 
Speedway & Alvernon 8 72 91 
Elm & Campbell 70 55 
Elm & Tucson 62 58 
Pima & Country Club 62 59 
Pima & Dodge 64 55 
Pima & Alvernon 62 75 
University & Euclid 80 93 
University & Campbell 78 68 
6'" & Euclid 62 69 
6'" & Campbell 70 90 
6'" & Tucson 62 72 
6'" & Country Club 62 63 
6'" & Dodge 168 46 
5'" & Alvernon 96 88 

Table 6.2 Saturation rates for each intersection in the network as computed by TRANSYT. 

Section 6.5.3 Developing the observation framework 

The observer, as it is referred to in the UTOPIA algorithm, is a framework for state 

identification. Generally, loop detectors embedded in the roadways are the only means of 

sensing traffic. An elaborate series of traffic models are generally required to translate 

detector actuations over time into reliable queue estimates, arrival predictions, and other 

parameters required as inputs to the optimization problem. Refer to the discussion of 

l?HODES, PRODYN, and OPAC in the literature review of Chapter 2 for more 
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information regarding approaches to predicting arrivals and estimating queues. The 

implementation of the observer framework in itself is every bit as extensive as the 

controller algorithms, and the two are very much intertwined. The state identification 

framework is beyond the scope of this algorithmic study, however a summary of the 

framework is provided in the following paragraphs. As a more concise summary, the 

observation framework developed here may be characterized as an extension of the 

PREDICT model [84] used in RHODES, or more closely, the prediction framework used 

in PRODYN [43. 65]. The "observer" framework in UTOPIA [56] also uses a similar 

methodology for constructing arrival predictions, though publications are relatively less 

detailed. 

Perhaps the most unique aspect of the state identification framework eventually 

developed is the abandonment of traditional loop detector instrumentation in favor of 

emulated video detection technology. While a framework based on loop detectors was 

originally attempted, it was eventually abandoned due to CORSIM software issues, and 

the ensuing discussion serves to prevent the replication of these problems during future 

research efforts. In particular, the data supplied by CORSIM surveillance detectors 

proved excessively unreliable for the needs of real-time optimized traffic control. Past 

experience has shown that vehicles are generally invisible to detectors while in the 

process of changing lanes. This is perhaps a realistic issue and simply must be accepted 

with the use of loop detector technology; however, the detection failure rate is 

substantial. RHODES researchers reported to Kaman Sciences, a contractor supporting 
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the TSIS software suite in 1998, that in a submitted three minute sample of raw data from 

one surveillance detector, the detection failure rate was 36%. The report also mentioned 

the detection failure in scenarios when no lane changes had occurred. These problems 

were also encountered in development and testing of queue estimation models for the 

current chapter. Using single lane test models, where lane changing is not possible, it 

was found that failure to detect passing vehicles typically ranged in the 2-3% range, and 

occasionally more than twice that failure rate. Over time, the underestimation of queues 

becomes problematic, and degrades the performance of real-time optimized algorithms 

significantly. In addition, detector failures occasionally happen in bursts of consecutive 

failures, which can cause problems quickly during low flow conditions. While 

algorithms such as RHODES are able to manage in this envirormient, the lag time 

between the onset of parameter estimation problems and the recovery to accurate 

estimates can in some cases be substantial. Through very extensive instrumentation of 

the roadway with detectors, estimation problems can be contained within tolerable limits. 

However, any researcher who has weathered the process of field testing an adaptive 

algorithm would be familiar with the first question of the traffic engineer. "What if we 

remove about 50% of these detectors from the design?" In short, it seems that video 

detector technology is perhaps the most promising means of adequately instrumenting the 

roadway for the more sensitive requirements of real-time optimized control. 

It was found, in the end, that perhaps the most convenient means was of surmounting 

CORSIM surveillance detector issues was to fiilly emulate the video detection 
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philosophy, and access the position of each vehicle on the roadway directly through 

CORSIM shared data structures. In particular, it is possible to determine which lane, and 

at what distance each vehicle is positioned at each time step, measured either from the 

upstream or downstream node of the each unidirectional link. Given an estimated free 

flow speed, it remains a simple matter to estimate the remaining time to the arrival of 

each vehicle to the stop bar. Furthermore, queue estimates can be determined by a 

combination of the current active phase, the previous queue estimate, and the horizontal 

distance of contiguous vehicles extending upstream from the stop bar, granting that each 

vehicle "occupies" an area of road space slightly beyond it true physical dimensions. Via 

the simple technique of counting vehicles that pass the stop bar. a moving average 

estimate can be made of the probability of an approaching vehicle choosing each lane. 

The expected number of vehicle arrivals in each lane during discrete time steps may be 

estimated by predicting that a corresponding fraction of each approaching vehicle will 

arrive in each lane at a future time proportional to its distance from the stop bar and the 

estimated free flow speed on the link. Depending on the allowed movement types 

possible from each lane, moving average models can be used to construct turning 

probabilities for each link. An additional complication lies in the modeling of shared 

movement lanes, such as a lane that allows both through movements and right 

movements. Proper modeling of shared lanes requires more intricate modeling 

throughout the entire framework, including the control algorithms. However, for the 

purposes of developing turning probabilities for each shared lane, the video detection 

philosophy again provides the most convenient basis for a model. Zones of a video 
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display beyond each stop bar could be monitored to determine which direction a 

departing vehicle has taken. CORSIM data structures conveniently provide this 

information, and thus a simple moving average estimate can be used for lane by lane 

turning probabilities. Calibration of these parameters allow for more accurate forecasting 

of future arrival volumes at downstream intersections, and to some extent, eliminates the 

need for an elaborate turning probability model, such as constrained least squares 

formulations [108], required to correlate intersection departures with downstream 

volumes in all downstream directions. 

Perhaps the most useful products attainable accurately counting departing vehicles is an 

accurate departure rate model. In particular, headways typically start out somewhat 

slower and stabilize after about 6 headways. An exponentially weighted moving average 

of the headway may be maintained, as a function of the number of departing vehicles 

since the onset of the green interval. Headways may easily be translated to 

corresponding departure rates, which vary as a function of the number of departures since 

the green interval began, or as function of the elapsed time since the green interval 

commenced. Certainly, more accurate estimates of the departure rate from each lane can 

be used to obtain more accurate forecasts of the appropriate time to serve each phase. 

Through the simple vehicle counting process, fairly accurate forecasts can be made to the 

vantage of the downstream controller. The prediction horizon for downstream 
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intersection can then be extended by using estimated future departures, obtained from the 

optimal control trajectory of a lookahead search, as future downstream arrival forecasts. 

The framework was also extended to provide this lookahead modeling capability to 

deterministic controllers, using fixed-time, vehicle-actuated, or coordinated vehicle-

actuated control. Indeed, in a close network of intersections, to construct an arrival 

estimates over a full cycle lookahead may require the propagation of estimated future 

departures from controllers several signals upstream. The reliability of such long term 

arrival estimates lies in the predictability of the control at all intermediate intersections. 

In the context of coordination constraints, future control is somewhat predictable. In 

contrast, arrival estimates propagated from several intersections upstream may be very 

unreliable in the context of unconstrained, acyclic, real-time optimized controller with 

objective functions limited to only traffic performance at its own stop lines. 

Section 6.5.4 Configuration 

A vast array of parameters must be initialized specifically to each network configuration. 

Traditionally, this entails several application specific input files; however, the software in 

this experiment was implemented to automatically configure itself directly from either 

CORSIM shared variables, or the TRAP input file required by CORSIM. The use of 

vehicle position information directly from CORSIM shared memory allows this design to 

circumvent the need for a vast array of specially located detectors. This convenience 

allows the software to operate with new TRAF-NETSIM traffic models without any 

modification to the input files. 
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Section 6.6 Network Simulation Results 

This section reports results of the uncoordinated and coordination constrained adaptive 

algorithms, the TRANSYT optimized fixed-time baseline, the TRANSYT constrained 

coordinated actuated control baseline, and the RHODES algorithm. Results are presented 

for the arterial, and for a single intersection. Note that no phases were skipped, by either 

the adaptive or actuated controllers. Thus, there remains an additional margin of 

performance for both actuated control and adaptive control, relative to TRANSYT and 

RHODES, that is not represented in the numbers below. Furthermore, all minimum 

green times were set to accommodate WALK and flashing DON'T WALK, pedestrian 

intervals. Thus, there remains more room for improvement not reflected in the numbers 

below. In the context of such high minimum green intervals, there was not much room in 

each cycle for the coordination constrained adaptive control, or the coordinated actuated 

control, to maneuver. Table 6.3 shows the amount of slack time available in each cycle 

by intersection, which is quantified as the maximum duration of the non-coordination 

phases minus the minimum duration of the same phases. 
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Intersection 
Node 
Number 

Slack Time 
Per Cycle 

Speedway & Euclid 1 3 
Speedway & Park 2 9 
Speedway & Mountain 3 4 
Speedway & Cherry 4 12 
Speedway & Campbell 5 19 
Speedway & Tucson 6 2 
Speedway & Country Club I 7 5 
Speedway & Alvernon I 8 9 

Table 6.3 Slack time per cycle is the difference between the maximum and minimum duration of 
all non-coordinated phases. For example, intersection 1 allows no flexibility in the timing of left 
turn movements, but between 30 and 33 seconds green on the cross street through phase. 

Section 6.6.2 Simulation results of a single intersection in a network context 

The intersection of Campbell and Speedway is denoted as signal 5 in Figure 6.3, and is 

situated at the cross of two major arterials. The layout of the intersection is depicted in 

Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4 Geometric layout of the intersection of Campbell and Speedway. 

The intersection is congested, but not over-saturated. Each arterial is a median separated 

two-way street, with three through lanes and additional turning bays in each direction. In 

the study of control at this single, but non-isolated intersection, all other signals in the 

network are operating in a fi.xed-time maimer using TRANSYT optimized settings. Note 

that version 8.04 of TRANSYT was used in this study. Table 6.4 presents results from a 

CORSIM simulation study, where measures of effectiveness for each strategy are 

averaged over 25 simulation runs, each of one hour duration. 
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Vehicle Average Travel Time Average Delay Per 
Algorithm Trips Per Vehicle (minutes) Vehicle (minutes) 
RHODES 5909.4 1.168 0.513 

TRANSYT 5918.6 1.158 0.502 

TRANSYT Coordinated Actuated 5925.7 1.114 0.459 

TRANSYT Coordinated Local Adaptive 5926.2 1.101 0.448 

TRANSYT Coordinated Area Adaptive 5923.8 1.112 0.458 

Uncoordinated Local Adaptive 5919.9 1.144 0.489 

Uncoordinated Area Adaptive 5921.2 1.105 0.449 

Table 6.4 Simulation results comparing several control strategies at a single intersection within 
the context of an urban network. 

Table 6.4 presents three measures of effectiveness (MOE) for traffic performance at the 

intersection of Campbell and Speedway. Vehicle trips are the number of vehicles that 

have passed through the intersection, on average, over one hour. Average delay per 

vehicle is tabulated as the total delay on all inbound approaches divided by the number of 

vehicle trips. Average travel time per vehicle is tabulated as the total travel time on all 

inbound approaches divided by the number of vehicle trips. Note that all of the signal 

control strategies served essentially the same volume throughout the hour, although slight 

differences in throughput tend to correlate with more significant difference in vehicle 

delay measures. 

Given the significant benefits of real-time optimized control relative to fixed-time and 

vehicle-actuated control at a single, isolated intersection, it is remarkable to note the 

failure to obtain similar margins of performance in the context of an urban network. In 

particular, the RHODES algorithm is unable to outperform TRANSYT optimized fixed-

time setting in this context, and TRANSYT coordinated vehicle-actuated control 
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outperformed RHODES by 10.5% in terms of delay. Several factors must be considered 

in appropriately digesting these results. Again, note that the version of flHODES 

evaluated in this study utilizes only the intersection layer of control, COP-97, as the 

control optimizer, and an implementation of the PREDICT algorithm for the observation 

framework. This implementation of RHODES was also used in the Tara Boulevard, RT-

TRACS study, which has been previously mentioned. 

First and foremost, it is important to distinguish the significant difference between 

optimized fixed-time controls for a single intersection versus an entire network. As 

reported in Table 6.2, when TRANSYT is used to optimize fixed-time settings for 

Campbell and Speedway as an independent intersection, the resulting optimal cycle time 

was 96 seconds. Certainly, if Campbell and Speedway were operated in a fixed-time 

manner with a 96 second cycle while the rest of the network operated at a 102 second 

cycle, the performance would be severely degraded. Furthermore, if each intersection 

operated at its individually optimized cycle time, network performance would indeed 

suffer greatly. Similarly, a vehicle-actuated controller in a free manner, acyclic and 

uncoordinated, would certainly fare far worse than vehicle-actuated control constrained 

to coordinate with the rest of the network. Thus, the capability of adaptive performing at 

a similar level of performance to TRANSYT without any prior off-line optimization and 

configuration carmot be entirely discounted. It remains a valuable trait that adaptive 

control such as RHODES is capable of adaptive to existing and changing conditions, 

where as fixed-time and vehicle-actuated control constrained by TRANSYT setting 
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developed off-line have limited flexibility in the case that actual traffic conditions stray 

from conditions expected at the time of off-line optimization. 

The implementation of RHODES used in this study is consistent with the implementation 

of RHODES used in the previously mentioned Tara Boulevard study. Each intersection 

is controlled by the COP-97 algorithm, without any explicit coordination, optimizing 

over a 45-second planning horizon with a 1-second decision resolution, and with an 

objective that minimizes delay on inbound approaches only. Such a short planning 

horizon is a significant constraint, imposed by the real-time search capabilities of the 

algorithm, the design of the algorithm, and a limited prediction horizon with data other 

than average flow per time step. These constraints have been the underlying motivation 

of the efficiency techniques developed throughout this dissertation. Thus, the 

uncoordinated local adaptive algorithm of this dissertation was capable of superior 

performance to RHODES in part due to capability of searching over a greater solution 

space in less time. Note, however, that the uncoordinated local adaptive control 

algorithm also incorporated a much more complicated traffic model than that of OP AC, 

ALLONS-D, PRODYN, and specifically relevant to this study, the COP-97 algorithm of 

RHODES. Thus, the computational advantage of a more efficient search algorithm was 

counteracted to some degree by the increase in computational effort required to update 

the traffic model. Perhaps a more significant advantage, in terms of extending the 

optimization planning horizon, was enabled by incorporating variable length time steps 

into the algorithm. Thus, the uncoordinated local area control was capable of optimizing 
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over a 102 second horizon, while using larger time step sizes later in the planning horizon 

to maintain a solution space commensurate with that of RHODES optimizing over a 45-

second horizon with 1-second time steps. Finally, it should be mentioned that RHODES 

is capable of optimizing over longer planning horizons, but does not benefit significantly 

from an extended horizon due to the lack of accurately "shaped" arrival profiles beyond 

the travel time to each upstream controller. The observation framework developed in this 

chapter enabled accurately shaped profiles beyond the travel time to upstream 

intersections by using forecasted departures from upstream intersections. Thus, the 

upstream intersection must be either a real-time optimized controller which determines an 

optimal future control path and corresponding departure estimates, or must be augmented 

by the framework to simulate the corresponding fi.xed-time or deterministic vehicle-

actuated control over a future planning horizon to develop future departure estimates. 

Furthermore, the utilized saturation flow pruning strategy was shown in Chapter 4 to 

provide a significant performance advantage in the context of congestion. With this array 

of advantages over the version of RHODES used here, the uncoordinated local adaptive 

control developed in this chapter outperformed RHODES in terms of delay by 4.75% at 

the intersection of Campbell and Speedway. It reduced delay by a less significant 2.71% 

relative to TRANSYT fixed-time control, and was outperformed by coordinated vehicle-

actuated control by 6.06%. 

The role of cyclic, network coordination constraints, if well-tailored to the current traffic 

conditions, offers the potential of a significant advantage to adaptive controllers in that it 
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offers the benefits of an extended planning horizon. With the assumption of steady-state 

traffic, cyclic plans are essentially a solution for the infinite planning horizon. Despite 

the capability demonstrated by algorithms in this dissertation to optimize over significant 

longer plarming horizons in real-time, uncoordinated local adaptive control was still 

significantly outperformed by TRANSYT constrained vehicle-actuated control. 

However, when coordination constraints optimized by TRANSYT were applied to 

adaptive control, delay was reduced by 8.35%, significantly improving the capability of 

the distribute adaptive controller. Delay was reduced by TRANSYT coordinated local 

adaptive control to 2.44% less than TRANSYT coordinated vehicle-actuated control, 

10.83% less than TRANSYT optimized fi.xed-time control, and 12.70% less than 

RHODES control. 

In addition to improving performance at Campbell and Speedway, network coordination 

constraints also ensure more compatible operation with adjacent intersections in the 

network. Table 6.5 presents measures of effectiveness from the Campbell and Speedway 

simulation study, where MOE are aggregated over the Campbell and Speedway 

intersection and all immediately adjacent intersections. Note that intersections in the 

network other than Campbell and Speedway were subject to TRANSYT optimized fi.xed-

time control at all times. 
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Vehicle Average Travel Time Average Delay Per 
Algorithm Trips Per Vehicle (minutes) Vehicle (minutes) 

RHODES 8346.4 2.343 0.890 

TRANSYT 8337.3 2.284 0.830 

TRANSYT Coordinated Actuated 8339.8 2.256 0.803 

TRANSYT Coordinated Local Adaptive 8342.4 2.252 0.798 

TRANSYT Coordinated Area Adaptive 8339.1 2.257 0.804 

Uncoordinated Local Adaptive 8331.4 2.307 0.851 

Uncoordinated Area Adaptive 8339.1 2.256 0.802 

Table 6.5 Measures of effectiveness for various control strategies as measured over the 
intersection controlled by the algorithm and all four adjacent intersections, which were operating 
under TRANSYT optimized fixed-time control. 

Note that in Table 6.4, uncoordinated local adaptive control was shown to reduce delay at 

Campbell and Speedway relative to TR-\NSYT optimized fixed-time control; however, 

traffic performance at all surrounding intersections was degraded as shown in Table 6.5. 

While delay was reduced at Campbell and Speedway by 2.71%, delay over Campbell and 

Speedway and all adjacent intersections was increased by 2.51%. In contrast, the 

uncoordinated area adaptive algorithm, with it objective designed to minimize delay and 

stops on both inbound and outbound roadways of Campbell and Speedway, reduced 

delay over all five intersections by 3.37% relative to TRANSYT optimized fi.xed-time 

control, 5.74% relative to uncoordinated local adaptive control, and 9.89% relative to 

RHODES control. In addition, the performance control was not significantly different 

than TRANSYT coordinated adaptive as shown in both Table 6.4 and Table 6.5. Note 

that in the context of coordination constraints, there was not a significant difference 

between performance of the area and local adaptive control as shown in Table 6.5. 
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Section 6.6.3 Simulation results of an arterial network 

Table 6.6 presents performance results from the simulated 8-intersection arterial. 

Speedway Boulevard, in Tucson, Arizona, shown in Figure 6.3. Performance results are 

based on an average over 25 simulation runs, where each run simulated one hour of 

traffic. 

Travel 
Vehicle Time/Vehicle Delay/Vehicle 

Algorithm Trips (minutes) (minutes) 

RHODES 13,749.0 2.928 1.172 

TRANSYT Fixed-Time 13,780.8 2.864 1.122 
TRANSYT Coordinated Actuated 13,770.7 2.800 1.050 

TRANSYT Coordinated Local Adaptive 13,774.9 2.786 1.036 

TRANSYT Coordinated Area Adaptive 13,771.6 2.784 1.035 

Uncoordinated Local Adaptive 13,744.8 2.876 1.128 

Uncoordinated Area Adaptive 13,757.6 2.831 1.080 

Table 6.6 Performance results from the simulated 8-intersection arterial. Speedway Boulevard, in 
Tucson, Arizona. 

Uncoordinated Local Adaptive refers to the adaptive control logic of this dissertation, 

with no e.xplicit coordination constraints and an objective consisting solely of delay on 

inbound links. Note that the version RHODES considered here is also not explicitly 

coordinated, and that both of these architectures provide no performance benefit relative 

to TRANSYT optimized fixed-time control. Note that TRANSYT constrained adaptive 

control outperforms unconstrained control by over 8% in terms of delay reduction. This 

architecture also outperforms TRANSYT optimized fixed-time by 7.6% and RHODES 

by 11.5% in terms of delay reduction. However, coordinated adaptive control 

outperforms coordinated actuated control by only 1.3% in terms of delay. Granted, a 
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greater margin of improvement could hardly be expected given the lack of flexibility 

noted in Table 6.3. Indeed it seems that perhaps adaptive control is not economically 

justified in the context of an urban network; however. Table 6.7 tells another story. 

Algorithm 
Vchkle 
Trips 

Travel 
Time/Vehicle 
(minutes) 

Delay/Vehicle 
(minutes) 

TRANSYT Fixed-Time 11,122.0 2.823 1.125 
TRANSYT Coordinated Aauated 11,125.0 2.762 1.057 
TRANSYT Coordinated Adaptive 11,141.8 2.751 1.048 
Uncoordinated Local Adaptive 11,156.8 2.690 0.988 
Uncoordinated Area Adaptive 11,169.9 2.654 0.950 
RHODES* 11,164.7 2.607 0.897 
RHODES (no phase sicipping) 11,133.2 2.792 1.085 

Table 6.7 Performance results for dynamic traffic conditions on an 8-intersection arterial. 

Table 6.7 report simulation results from a study where volumes were subject to 

oscillation within the hour. Note that all performance results are based on averages over 

25 CORSIM simulation runs of one hour duration each run. In this case, volumes were 

reduced to 70% of the original volume over the first 10 minutes, after which volumes 

linearly increased over the next 5 minutes on 10 entry links surrounding The University 

of Arizona campus to levels of 200% of the original volume. After 30 minutes of higher 

volume, traffic then subsides linearly over 5 minutes, and remains at 70% of the original 

volume for the remainder of the hour. Although, 200% of the original volume on 10 

links seems substantial, it should be noted there were approximately 19.3% fewer trips 

along the arterial network during the dynamic traffic scenario relative to the original 

scenario. The majority of traffic on Speedway originates from existing flow on the 

arterial, passing through the university area; thus, the doubling of traffic on several low 
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flow links emanating from the university did not substantially saturate the network. 

However, such variations in traffic flow are not uncommon surrounding the university, or 

other locales with a concentration of athletic venues or theatrical events. Common 

practice varies between municipalities, but it is somewhat uncommon for traffic 

engineers to schedule transition between coordination plans more frequently than hourly 

throughout the day. Furthermore, it remains a challenge to choose appropriate settings in 

the context of predictable dynamic volume transitions, let alone unpredictable volume 

transitions, especially without the capability of on-line parameter estimation. 

Furthermore, most cities reside in a less arid climate than The University of Arizona and 

are subject to greater variation in traffic due to rain or snow. Thus, the dynamic traffic 

scenario presented here seems a well justified test case. In this case, comparisons are 

made against original TRANSYT settings from the static flow experiment depicted in 

Table 6.6. 

Figure 6.5 depicts the delay results for dynamic traffic conditions as listed in Table 6.7. 

There are many interesting points to draw from these results, thus several duplicates of 

Figure 6.5 are presented in the ensuing pages, each emphasizing a distinct point of 

interest. 
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Average Delay Comparison 
Dynamic Traffic Conditions 

RHODES (no phase skipping) 

RHODES-

Uncoordinated Area Adaptive 

Uncoordinated Local Adaptive 

TRANSYT Coordinated Adaptive 

TRANSYT Coordinated Actuated 

TRANSYT Fixed-Time 

0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 

Delay (minutes pervehicle trip) 

* Note that RHODES is capable ofarbitiBty phase sequencing and phase 

skipping at any time, while all other strategies adhered to the configured 
phase sequence, and did not skip phases, even in the absence of demand. 

Figure 6.5 Performance results for dynamic traffic conditions on an 8-intersection arterial. 

Figure 6.6 specifically depicts the most conspicuous feature of the dynamic traffic 

experiment. The RHODES algorithm very dramatically outperforms the current state of 

practice in the conte.xt of dynamic traffic conditions, with a 15% reduction in delay 

relative to coordinated actuated control, and a 20% reduction in delay relative to 

TRANSYT optimized, fixed-time control settings. These experimental results reiterate 

and increase confidence in significant results reported in previous RT-TRACS testing -

specifically the 24% reduction in delay relative to PASSER 0-90 derived signal timings 

reported in simulation experiment with the Tara Boulevard model of Atlanta, Georgia. 

However, this dissertation simultaneously identified that this performance margin relative 
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to the current state of practice does not hold in all conditions. Specifically, in the static 

demand e.xperiment reported in Table 6.6. the margin of performance not only 

diminished, but was reversed, such that the same RHODES algorithm resulted in a 

degradation of delay of over 11% relative to coordinated actuated control. 

Average Delay Comparison 
Dynamic T raffic Conditions 

RHODES (no phase skipping) 

RHODES* 

Uncoordinated Area Adaptive 

Uncoordinated Local Adaptive 

TRANSYT Coordinated Adaptive 

TRANSYT Coordinated Actuated 

TRANSYT Fixed-Time 

15% less 

20% less 

0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 

Delay (minutes pervehicle trip) 

* Note that RHODES is capable of arbitrary phase sequencing and phase 

skipping at any time, while all other strategies adhered to the configured 
phase sequence, and did not skip phases, even in the absence of demand. 

Figure 6.6 Performance comparisons to the current state of practice, in dynamic traffic conditions. 

Figure 6.7 explicitly depicts two performance margins in the dynamic traffic experiment. 

First, note that RHODES outperforms the uncoordinated local adaptive control algorithm 

of this dissertation by 9% in dynamic traffic conditions. This result, initially stands out 

as counterintuitive, as will be explicitly elaborate in the following discussion. Contrast 
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this result with that of the static traffic experiment, where the uncoordinated local 

adaptive control algorithm of this dissertation produced approximately 4% less delay than 

RHODES. Then, consider the myriad advantages of the uncoordinated local adaptive 

control algorithm and observation framework developed in this dissertation, relative to 

that of RHODES. 

RHODES is optimizing with a 45-second planning horizon, whereas the uncoordinated 

local adaptive control algorithm used a 102 second planning horizon, which matches the 

cycle length of all fixed-time signals in the network. Furthermore, the RHODES 

algorithm was relegated to relying on the somewhat unreliable surveillance detectors of 

CORSIM, as mentioned previously, while the real-time observation fi-amework 

developed for this dissertation was substantially more accurate. Specifically, arrival 

predictions between the a controller and each of its adjacent, upstream signals were 

populated by exploiting the more reliable vehicle location status values of each vehicle 

on each approach, as might be possible with video detection technology, and 

extrapolating downstream arrivals predictions based on the distance fi'om the downstream 

signal and average travel speeds. Furthermore, whereas RHODES arrival predictions are 

limited by the travel time fi-om the upstream intersection, and are then populated with 

average arrival flow for the remainder of the planning horizon, this observation 

fi-amework developed in this dissertation extended the horizon of "shaped" predictions by 

utilizing estimated future departures from the upstream signal. That is, the upstream 

controller is modeled over the anticipated future control trajectory, no matter whether it is 
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derived real-time optimization, vehicle-actuated control, or fixed-time control, and 

estimated departures are recorded. In combining these estimated departures with turning 

probabilities, it is possible to derive more accurately shaped arrival profiles to the 

downstream controller, beyond the travel time to the downstream controller. Moreover, 

arrivals may have been successively propagated from several controllers the more 

accurately shape the full prediction horizon. Specifically, considering the population of a 

102 second prediction horizon used in these experiments, vehicles predicted to arrive on 

the westbound approach to Campbell and Speedway may not yet have arrived to the 

signal at Speedway and Park, three signals upstream, yet their ultimate departure and 

arrival to and from each controller has been carried out and passed along to the Speedway 

and Campbell controller. This approach has previously been taken by PRODYN 

researchers [43], and although this feature was not mentioned with respect to upstream 

vehicle-actuated controller or fixed-time controllers as implemented in this dissertation, it 

was found to significantly improve the quality of control relative to using average arrival 

flow to complete the prediction horizon. In the absence of an upstream intersection, 

average arrival flow was still utilized as an effective final recourse. In addition to a 

longer, and more accurately populated planning horizon, the observation framework in 

this chapter also employed significantly more accurate modeling capability. Rather than 

modeling an aggregate queue for each movement type, this dissertation modeled a 

separate queue for each lane. Furthermore, time dependent departure rate models were 

adaptively maintained for each lane, by observing headway times directly and updating 

average headway times separately for the first five departing headways each cycle, and 
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then updating an average, steady-state headway based on all departures after the fifth 

position in the queue. Thus, a time dependent saturation flow rate model, based on real

time data was used for each lane, to accurately model slower initial queue departures. 

Also, by directly observing, rather than estimating departures as in RHODES, turning 

probabilities could be monitored in real-time. Although this did not provide a significant 

advantage for the most part, since both frameworks were initialized with accurate turning 

probabilities as specified in the CORSIM input file, an advantage was gained by 

explicitly modeling shared movement lanes. That is, in shared movement lanes, such as a 

lane that serves both through and right turning vehicles, it was possible to directly 

observe the proportion of vehicle taking each allowable movement from each lane, and 

thus develop lane specific turning probabilities. This feature allows improved queue 

estimation in the lookahead optimization by taking into account more accurate, phase-

dependent departure rates for shared movement lanes. Also, lane turning probabilities 

and departure rates facilitate a more accurate translation of estimated future departures to 

eventual arrival predictions to the benefit of all adjacent downstream controllers. 

However, despite the multitude of modeling and algorithmic advantages available to the 

uncoordinated, local adaptive controller, it remains handily outperformed by RHODES. 

The explanation of RHODES phenomenal performance lies in its capability for arbitrary 

phasing, and phase skipping, regardless of the presence of demand for a given phase. 

None of the other algorithms tested are capable of arbitrary phase sequencing, and all 

were constrained such that no phase skipping was allowed, even in the absence of 
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demand. Thus, it seemed prudent to assess the capability of RHODES while constrained 

to maintain the configured phase sequence and serve each phase in the sequence for at 

least the minimum green duration, as all other algorithms were constrained. Figure 6.7 

depicts the empirically quantified benefit of arbitrary phase sequencing and phasing 

skipping. The original RHODES algorithm realizes a 17% reduction in delay when 

compared to the constrained version. The capability of viewing CORSIM simulation 

animation was especially useful in this case. It was observed that RHODES was fully 

capably of quickly preempting "normal" service to accommodate non-stop service to 

arriving platoons on the cross street, and was equally capable of preempting the normal 

sequence of phases to quickly return to a state of synchronization on the main street. In 

particular, left turn phases were skipped very frequently throughout the simulated hour of 

traffic, despite the occasional presence of light demand. 
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Average Delay Com pa riaon 
Dynamic Traffle Conditions 

9% less 

Uncoordinated Area Adaptive 

Uncoordinated Local Adaptive 

TRANSYT Coordinated Adaptive 

TRANSYT Coordinated Actuated 

TRANSYT Fixed-Time 

RHODES (no phase skipping) 

RHODES* 

17% less 

0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 

Delay (minutes pervehicle trip) 

* Note that RHODES is capable of arbitrary phase sequencing and phase 

skipping atany time, while all other strategies adhered to the configured 

phase sequence, and did notskip phases, even in the absence of demand. 

Figure 6.7 Empirical quantification of the benefits of arbitrary phase sequencing and phase 
skipping, even in the presence of demand. 
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Average Delay Comparison 
Dynamic T raffic Conditions 

3.9% less 

Uncoordinated Area Adaptive 

Uncoordinated Local Adaptive 

RHODES (no phase skipping) 

RHODES* 

5.8 % less 

TRANSYT Coordinated Adaptive 

TRANSYT Coordinated Actuated 

TRANSYT Fixed-Time 

0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 

Delay (minutes pervehicle trip) 

* Note thatRHODES is capable of arbitrary phase sequencing and phase 

skipping at any time, while all othersti^tegies adhered to the configured 
phase sequence, and did notskip phases, even in the absence of demand. 

Figure 6.8 Performance of unconstrained adaptive control in dynamic traffic conditions. 

Figure 6.8 proceeds to depict another outcome of the dynamic traffic experiment, namely 

that unlike the static traffic experiment, coordination constraints did not improve the 

performance of adaptive control strategies, but rather hampered performance. 

Unconstrained local adaptive control exhibits 5.8% less delay in the dynamic traffic 

experiment than adaptive control constrained by TRANSYT derived coordination 

parameters. This is perhaps to be expected, however, it would be premature to abandon 

the principle of applying explicit, cyclic coordination constraints, given the dramatic 

improvement in performance demonstrated under static traffic conditions. This 

discussion will be continued shortly. However, consider the incremental performance 
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benefit of 3.9% attributable to the area objective. Furthermore, consider the change in 

behavior that occurs when applying the area objective. With the local objective only, 

controllers operate in an entirely independent manner, save for collaboration towards the 

prediction of future arrivals. When applying the area objective, controllers tend to weigh 

the local savings in delay - possible by exploiting the short term fluctuations of inbound 

arrival streams - versus the greater objective of local and downstream delay, which tends 

to remain optimal if synchronization is maintained with adjacent signals. Thus, 

controllers tend toward an implicitly cyclic behavior where they maintain a common 

cycle in the interest of maintaining synchronization. Inevitably, savings on inbound 

approaches outweigh savings on outbound approaches, and a signal decides to buck the 

trend, and adopt a different cycle. In the case of the dynamic traffic experiment, one of 

the signals, perhaps the most saturated signal, perhaps the most trafficked signal, or 

perhaps the signal experience the greatest immediate change in flow, eventually adjusts it 

cycle time to increasing volumes. Then, all adjacent intersections must decide whether to 

adjust to this larger cycle time, maintain synchronization with this changing cycle time, 

or the adjacent signals may choose to maintain synchronization with other adjacent 

signals. However, eventually, as observed in simulation animations, most of the signals 

tend towards a common cycle time in order to effectively optimize their respective area-

wide objectives. Thus, it is the conjecture of the author, that the performance of the 

uncoordinated area adaptive control strategy is roughly representative of the potential of 

an explicitly coordinated adaptive control strategy, given that the coordination constraints 

are adaptive to evolving traffic conditions. Figure 6.9 depicts the potential of an 
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adaptive, upper coordination layer, while it simultaneously emphasizes the relatively 

insignificant benefit attributable to the real-time optimized lower layer controllers, while 

subject to coordination constraints. 

Average Delay Comparison 
Dynamic T raffic Conditions 

RHODES (no phase skipping) 

RHODES* 

Uncoordinated Area Adaptive 

Uncoordinated Local Adaptive 

TRANSYT Coordinated Adaptive 

TRANSYT Coordinated Actuated 

TRANSYT Fixed-Time 

0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 

Delay (minutes per vehicle trip) 

' Note thatRHODES is capable of arbitrary phase sequencing and phase 

skipping at any time, while all otherstrategies adhered to the configured 

phase sequence, and did not skip phases, even in the absence of demand. 

9% less 

1% less 

Figure 6.9 Performance potential of an adaptive coordination layer, and evidence that an 
adaptive upper coordination layer may be more beneficial than an adaptive lower control layer. 

In support of the previous conjecture, consider the performance of the uncoordinated area 

adaptive controllers relative to coordinated controllers in a static environment. As shown 

in Table 6.6, e.vplicitly coordinate control, whether optimized or vehicle actuated, 

outperforms uncoordinated adaptive control. Table 6.9 and Table 6.8 present results 
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from simulation experiments where traffic demand was reduced to 85% and 70% of the 

volumes used to optimize TRANSYT for the original experiment reported in Table 6.6. 

Travel 
Vehicle Time/Vehicle Delay/Vehicle 

Algorithm Trips (minutes) (minutes) 

TRANSYT Fixed-Time 11,732.5 2.731 0.989 
TRANSYT Coordinated Actuated 11,731.4 2.668 0.921 

TRANSYT Coordinated Adaptive 11,735.0 2.654 0.907 
Uncoordinated Local Adaptive 11,716.4 2.736 0.991 

Uncoordinated Area Adaptive 11,721.6 2.677 0.929 

Table 6.8 Performance results at 85% of nominal volumes. 

Travel 
Time/Vehicle Delay/Vehicle 

Algorithm Vehicle Trips (minutes) (minutes) 

TRANSYT Fixed-Time 9,660.5 2.636 0.888 

TRANSYT Coordinated Actuated 9,655.4 2.578 0.827 
TRANSYT Coordinated Adaptive 9,659.4 2.569 0.818 

Uncoordinated Local Adaptive 9,639.1 2.627 0.878 

Uncoordinated Area Adaptive 9,653.8 2.573 0.820 

Table 6.9 Performance results at 70% of nominal volumes. 

The results of Table 6.9 and Table 6.8 demonstrate than despite traffic volumes having 

strayed 15% and 30% respectively from the original volumes used to optimize 

coordination constraints, coordinated adaptive control still maintains performance that is 

slight better, or at least not significantly worse than uncoordinated area adaptive control. 

While these results also demonstrate the increasing relative effectiveness of 

unconstrained adaptive control schemes as actual demand strays fi-om forecasted demand 

values used to derive TRANSYT coordination settings, it is evident that consideration of 

downstream delays based on exponentially smoothed phase and cycle durations affords a 
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measure of implicit coordination. These controllers tend towards a common cycle time 

and a stable progression from cycle to cycle. In addition to these results, previously 

published results from algorithms explicitly utilizing adaptive, cyclic coordination 

schemes, such as SCOOT, SCATS, and OPAC, indicate that at least TRANSYT fixed-

time control can usually be outperformed by these methods, though comparisons with 

coordinated vehicle-actuated control are uncommon. 

Section 6.7 Prescription for an adaptive coordination layer 

This section presents a prescription for an adaptive coordination layer, followed by a 

discussion comparing and contrasting this prescription with similar, existing strategies. 

While the underlying ideas in this specification are by no means new ideas, this 

specification stands as a useful reference for the discussion to follow. 

1. The adaptive coordination layer shall be capable of optimizing split, cycle, and 

offset coordination parameters of all signals in an interconnected network, using a 

global performance measures such delay or travel time. For example, 

TRANSYT-7F, Release 8.04 is capable of optimizing over cycle times, splits, and 

offsets, minimizing delay over all signals in the network. In contrast, methods 

that optimize the offsets taking into account only the delay of immediately 

adjacent intersections are only locally optimized. Methods choosing cycle times 
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based on maintaining a degree of saturation are applying a heuristic rule, rather 

than truly optimizing a performance measure. 

2. The adaptive coordination layer shall be populated with real-time input 

parameters, including saturation flow rates, link volumes, turning probabilities, 

and travel times. For e.xample, using appropriate detector technology, it may be 

possible to directly observes turning proportions, perhaps even on a lane by lane 

basis in the case of shared movement lanes. 

3. Constrain cycle, splits and offsets, to within a small neighborhood of the current 

settings. For example, the cycle time may be constrained such that it may not 

change by more than 2 seconds from the current settings. 

4. Absolute minimum and maximum cycle times may be specified. For example, 

although cycle times may be allowed to increase or decrease by up to 2 seconds 

from the current settings, the cycle time may be constrained such that it never 

exceeds 120 seconds as it evolves throughout an entire day. 

5. The optimization algorithm shall be capable of obtaining solutions in a reasonably 

short time frame, such as a few signal cycles. For example, TRANSYT-7F 

Release 8.04 was used to optimize a 21 signal grid network in less than 5 minutes 

using a computer with a 350MHz Pentium processor and 128MB of RAM, where 

the cycle time was selections were constrained to 100, 102, or 104 seconds, but 

offsets and phase splits were unconstrained. 

6. Periodically optimize all coordination parameters without any constraints, aside 

from the absolute minimum and maximum cycle time constraint. Keep track of 
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the deviation of current coordination parameters and their corresponding 

performance measure from the unconstrained optimal coordination parameters 

and corresponding performance measure. 

7. If (a) traffic conditions are stable, or predicted to be stable, over a duration of at 

least 10-15 minutes, (b) there is a timing plan based on the unconstrained 

optimization of coordination parameters given the current, stable traffic 

conditions, (c) the performance measures of the unconstrained optimization offer 

the potential for significant improvement from the currently active coordination 

parameters, and (d) it appears that the disruption caused by transitioning to the 

unconstrained coordination parameters does not outweigh the long term benefits 

switching to the globally optimal timing plan, then initiate transition to the new 

timing plan. 

8. The optimization algorithm shall explicitly account for the capability of vehicle-

actuated controllers, and shall take precautions to appropriate optimize offsets, 

taking into account the expected time when the sync phases return to green. 

9. Appropriate criteria shall be used to establish minimum and maximum green 

times at the upper layer, and whether omission of particular phases in the 

sequences are allowable. For example, maximum green duration may be adjusted 

relative to the degree of saturation for traffic served by that phase. To force fixed-

time control operation, minimum and maximum green durations may be equated, 

and minimum recall may be established for each phase in the sequence. 
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10. Historical information may be maintained at a minimum effort of keeping hourly 

traffic conditions for each day of the week. This provides not only a record of the 

actual adaptation of signal cycles, offsets, and splits throughout the day, but 

facilitates the capability or artificially increasing input volumes to the 

optimization algorithm to account for anticipated increases in demand, and 

required capacity to meet that demand. 

Having read the preceding list of requirements specified for an adaptive, cyclic upper 

layer, it is pertinent to compare and contrast this specification with existing algorithms of 

a similar nature, namely SCOOT, SCATS, and VFC-OPAC. The discussion will be 

organized by considering separately, (1) optimization of the cycle time, (2) optimization 

of the offsets, and (3) optimization of the splits. 

Section 6.7.1 Cycle time optimization 

One of the common mischaracterizations of SCOOT, is that it is essentially an on-line 

version of TRANSYT. SCOOT and TRANSYT share only the traffic model, and not the 

optimization process. In selecting the cycle time for controllers in SCOOT, all signals 

grouped into a common sub-area operate on a common cycle time, with the exception of 

allowing signal to operate at one half of the common cycle, which is called double-

cycling. The cycle time is allowed to change in increments of a few seconds at intervals 

of not less than Z'/z minutes [40], which is consistent with the specification mentioned 

above. However, the cycle time is selected such that "the most heavily loaded junction" 
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in the sub-area maintains a degree of saturation of approximation 90%. The reasoning is 

that if the most heavily loaded intersection is operating at 90 percent saturation, then 

other intersection in the sub-area will usually be operating at below 90 percent saturation. 

If all intersection are less than 90 percent saturated, then cycle times are iteratively 

decreased until the degree of saturation at the most heavily loaded intersection returns to 

90 percent, or the cycle time drops to the minimum cycle time. VFC-OPAC applies a 

similar strategy, where a "dominant" intersection is identified in the network, and the 

cycle is calculated using critical volume to capacity ratios of the critical intersection in 

the section [75]. SC.A.TS also adjusts cycle time similarly, making incremental 

adjustments on the basis of the highest eligible measurement of the degree of saturation 

during the previous cycle [52]. In contrast, TRANSYT optimizes the cycle time by 

determining the cycle length which optimizes a global performance measure consisting of 

delay and stops, among other possible objective considerations. It is useful at this point 

to explicitly consider the consequences of selecting cycle times as in SCOOT, SCATS, 

and VFC-OPAC. Consider Figure 6.10. which illustrates the underlying philosophy. 
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Figure 6.10 Average delay per vehicle as a function of the cycle length and total intersection 
volume. 

Figure 6.10 depicts the average delay per vehicle in seconds as estimated by Webster's 

approximate delay equation [4. 12]. These results are based on a symmetric, four 

approach intersection, where the total intersection arrival volume is equally divided 

amongst all four approaches. The total intersection volume is indicated in vehicles per 

hour (vph) on the graph, where there is more delay on the corresponding delay plot if 

there is more demand. Figure 6.10 illustrates the basic notion that it is generally better to 

overestimate a cycle time than underestimate the cycle time, as delay is more sensitive to 

inadequate cycle lengths than excessive cycle lengths. 

Consider the case where coordination strategy is attempting to select a common cycle 

time to use on an arterial with II intersections. 10 intersections each receive 2800 

vehicles per hour, and one critical or heavily loaded intersection receives 3000 vehicles 

per hour. Consider the strategy of selecting a common cycle time for the arterial based 
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on Webster's optimal cycle time for the most heavily trafficked intersection. By this 

strategy, the optimal cycle time of the intersection servicing 3000 vehicles per hour is the 

basis for the arterial cycle time. 

Total intersection volume 1600 vph 2400 vph 2800 vph 3000 vph 

Delay at 90% saturation 39.40 32.14 36.27 47.53 
Cycle time at 90% saturation 19.75 38.60 73.50 135.00 
Webster's opu'mal cycle Ume 36.00 60.00 90.00 120.00 
OpUmal delay 12.49 22.42 34.63 46.80 
Optimal degree of saturation 0.62 0.80 0.88 0.91 
% improvement with Webster's -68.30% -30.22% •4.52% -1.55% 

Table 6.10 Delay per vehicle as estimated by Webster's approximation. 

As shown in Table 6.10. the optimal cycle time for the intersection servicing 3000 

vehicles per hour is 120 seconds, which results in a corresponding delay of 46.80 seconds 

per vehicle. At the ten signals servicing 2800 vehicles per hour, a cycle time of 120 

seconds corresponds to an average vehicular delay of 36.92 vehicle per hour. Thus, the 

total delay, neglecting the effect of offsets and relying entirely on Webster's delay 

estimates, is given in Equation (1.2). 

Total Hourly Delay =3000(46.80) + l0[2800(36.92)] = 1,174.160 (1.2) 

As an illustrative alternative, consider choosing the Webster's optimal cycle time for the 

signals serving 2800 vehicles per hour. As shown in Table 6.10, the optimal cycle time 

at a demand level of 2800 vehicles per hour is 90 seconds, and this corresponds to an 

average delay of 34.63 seconds per vehicle. Constraining at signals to this common cycle 
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results in an increase in average delay per vehicle at the most heavily trafficked 

intersection. The signal serving 3000 vehicles per hour experiences an average delay of 

51.80 seconds per vehicle when using a 90 second cycle time. Equation (1.3) shows the 

computation for total delay on the arterial over an hour. 

Total Hourly Delay = 3000(51.80) +10[2800(34.63)] = 1,125,040 (1 .3)  

This simple example illustrates that choosing the ne^vork cycle time based on the most 

heavily trafficked intersection is not necessarily the best choice. In this particular 

example, delay was reduced by 4.2% by choosing a cycle lime more suitable to majority 

of controllers on the arterial. This example used Webster's optimal cycle time as the 

selected cycle time at the most trafficked intersection. Alternatively, consider the 

selection of the cycle time such that the most heavily trafficked signal is operated at 

approximately 90% saturation, which is representative of the cycle selection process of 

SCOOT. Continuing with the current 11 signal arterial example, a 135 second cycle is 

necessary to operate the most heavily loaded signal at 90% saturation. At this cycle 

length, the signal servicing 2800 vehicles per hour experience an average delay of 38.88 

seconds per vehicle. Equation (1.4) shows the computation of total hourly delay for the 

arterial. Note that choosing the 90 second cycle time favored by the majority of signals 

in the network results in 8.6% less delay. 

Total Hourly Delay = 3000(47.53)+ 10[2800(38.88)] = 1,231,230 (1 .4)  
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Furthermore, Table 6.10 shows that all the demand decreases at an intersection, selection 

of cycle time allows operation at a 90% saturation level results in an increasing 

degradation in delay. The case of the signal serving 1600 vehicles per hour provides the 

most dramatic evidence, indicating a 68% degradation in delay due to operating at 90% 

saturation rather than using Webster's optimal cycle time. Of course, this discussion 

assumes that Webster's delay model is accurate, which is an optimistic assumption in the 

conte.xt of an arterial network with all signals operating at a common cycle time. While 

the assumptions may still be valid for side-street traffic, the actual delay on arterial 

approach to each signal depends on the quality of progression available. Consider the 

time space diagram shown in Figure 6.11. 

Intersection 

Intersection 

Intersection 

Intersection 

Time 

Figure 6.11 Cycle length inflated to facilitate arterial progression. 
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Suppose that the width of the green bands shown in Figure 6.11 correspond to the exact 

amount of green time required at each signal to serve all vehicles, given the current cycle 

time, C. Note that there is a considerable amount of excess green time used at each of the 

signals illustrated, where bold black lines indicate when the arterial phase is not green. 

Specially, not how the arterial green time, and the cycle time, could be reduce by 30% to 

40% at each signal while still maintaining enough green time to serve all arterial traffic. 

However, if a shorter cycle time was forced on all signals, it is evident that the two way 

progression would be lost. The point of this discussion is that the cycle time chosen to 

operate the most trafficked signal at 90% saturation may be insufficient to allow for a 

smooth progression of traffic through the signals in two or more directions. 

Through the preceding arguments with explained with Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11, it is 

evident that selecting the cycle time based solely on the needs of the most heavily loaded 

intersection in the network can result in relatively poor performance. Only through the 

proper optimization of the cycle time, taking into account the resulting delays over all 

intersections in the network, can the most effective cycle time be chosen. Also, 

incremental shifts in the cycle time are better evaluated with the use of such nerwork-

wide performance measures. 
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Section 6.7.2 Offset optimization 

Consider the offset optimization process of SCOOT and VFC-OPAC, which appear to be 

very similar. In SCOOT [40], offsets are adjusted once per cycle at each signal, by no 

more than a few seconds from the current setting. The adjustment process evaluates a 

performance measure for each of offset alternative, where the measures of effectiveness 

aggregated over all inbound and immediate outbound links, with the exclusion of 

outbound links traveling to downstream destination outside of the current sub-area. 

VFC-OPAC [75] presumably uses a similar approach optimization of offsets, where in 

any case, "the field computer optimizes with its neighbors, not the entire section." At any 

decision point, there are essentially three alternatives [77], to retain the current offset, to 

increment the offset by a small amount, or to decrement the offset by a small amount. 

There is an interesting difference between VFC-OPAC and SCOOT that deserves 

discussion. SCOOT maintains phase splits, and phase durations, although slightly 

adjusted throughout the cycle, are constrained within a few seconds of the phase split. 

Thus, changing the offset of the cycle also changes the starting and ending point of each 

phase in the cycle. VFC-OPAC constrains phases by the minimum and maximum green 

times, and a flexible cycle length, but no explicit phase split per se. Thus, when the 

offset of the cycle is adjusted in VFC-OPAC, the change in the actual start and end time 

of the phases are correspondingly adjusted, but in a less predictable fashion than in 

SCOOT. If there is generous range between the minimum and maximum phase 

constraints, and the beginning of the cycle is allowed to deviate within a prescribed 

range, then it is difficult to say how that phasing of the entire signal will be altered by an 
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offset adjustment. VFC-OPAC does develop cyclic flow profiles similar to SCOOT, 

which are presumably the basis of the offset optimization process; however, the apparent 

architecture of VFC-OPAC seems to allow for a much greater degree of variability in the 

cycle profile than SCOOT. The point raised is that with such potential for deviation 

between actual profiles and smoothed profiles, it is unclear how accurate the optimization 

process really is. However, casting aside the influence of minimum and maximum green 

times in VFC-OPAC, both SCOOT and VFC-OPAC share a certain element of 

uncertainty. In the words of SCOOT researchers, "It is thought to be likely, but cannot 

be established with certainty, that if all mini-areas are close to their globally minimum 

[performance index], then the entire network will also be close to a global minimum." 

The intuition of the offset optimization process used by SCOOT and VFC-OPAC forms 

an effective, real-time policy. It is often the case that that the green band projecting from 

the current signal through the downstream signal is not constrained by the start of green 

at the downstream signal or the end of green at the downstream signal. Thus, adjusting 

the green band to occur earlier or later will not adversely affect delay at the downstream 

signal, as long as adjustments are small. However, the green band may be constrained by 

the start of green or end of green on the arterial phase of the second downstream signal. 

Consequently, adjusting the green band may adversely affect delay at the second 

downstream signal while being unaffected at the immediate downstream signal. Another 

issue of uncertainty, with respect to the offset optimization process of SCOOT and VFC-

OPAC, is that each signal adjusts its offset once per cycle. Thus, while a signal may alter 
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its offset for a better progression with the adjacent signal, the adjacent signal may 

subsequently or simultaneously make an adjustment as well. This process is held in 

check somewhat by using the constraint to small adjustments, but there is certainly an 

element of uncertainty as to whether adjustments are always beneficial or trigger a 

succession of counter adjustments at adjacent signals which, in the end, leave the system 

in a less effective state of coordination. Researchers have conducted simulation 

e.xperiments [109], evaluating the local offset optimization method used by SCOOT. 

Investigating in the interest of determining the consequences of not selecting offsets to 

minimize stops and delay on the whole sub-area, "... experimental results indicate that it 

performs rather poorly." 

The SCATS offset selection technique [52] is a interesting heuristic process, which may 

be roughly summarized as attempt to match the current traffic conditions to the most 

appropriate of several preset offset plans, and then making heuristic adjustments as the 

cycle length evolves. 

The strategy of optimizing offsets based on network-wide performance measures is not a 

new strategy, but has been neglected primarily due to the computational burden. 

However, as previously mentioned in the coordination layer specification, the grid 

network including the Speedway arterial was optimized with TRANSYT in a timely 

manner when the cycle time was reduced to a range of 100 to 104 seconds. With 21 
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signal in the network, and no constraints on offset adjustments or phase splits, 

TRANSYT optimized this problem in less than 5 minutes on a computer with a 350 MHz 

Pentium processor and 128 MB of RAM. Were the problem initialized with nearly 

optimal settings, and offsets constrained within a small neighborhood of initial settings, 

then presumably the optimization process could be carried out in significantly less time. 

Furthermore, if phase splits are constrained to within a small neighborhood of the initial 

settings, then presumably the optimization process would be quicker. Finally, given that 

it is currently possible to obtain computers with processors several times faster than a 350 

MHz processor, it is evident that perhaps the 21 signal network problem could be solved 

once per 102 second cycle, if constrained as previously specified. While this approach 

does not scale to arbitrarily sized networks, it is evident that performance could be 

significantly improved on arterials that are not embedded within larger grid networks. 

Section 6.7.3 Phase split optimization 

TRANSYT optimizes phase splits, cycle times, and offsets simultaneously with the 

objective of minimizing a network-wide performance measure, such as delay and stops 

aggregated over all signals in the network. In contrast, SCOOT [40] makes adjustments 

to each phase split one per cycle, as each phase nears the end of its green time, increasing 

or decreasing the split to within a few seconds of its current duration. The signal 

optimization process selects the phase split to minimize the maximum degree of 

saturation on the approaches to that intersection. This strategy proves to effectively 

balance growing queues on all approaches becomes over-saturated. However, in 
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undersaturated conditions, it is often advantageous in arterial applications to stretch the 

duration of the phase serving arterial traffic such that an efficient uvo way progression is 

obtained. This reduces the degree of saturation on the arterial approaches while perhaps 

increasing the degree of saturation corresponding to cross street or left turn phases. This 

approach, which stands contrary to that of SCOOT, may achieve the net effect of a 

decrease in delay across the whole network. Certainly, most drivers would be willing to 

tradeoff an increase in delay as they turn on to the arterial for a decrease in delay at each 

signal they drive through while they traverse some length of the arterial. Of course, the 

drivers' preferences depend on their corresponding routes. Thus, turning probabilities are 

a contributing factor in the most effective selection of phase splits. By explicitly 

modeling traffic on the whole network. TRANSYT is capable of explicitly evaluating the 

tradeoffs, and is obtain to minimize total network performance measures. 

SCATS [52] is similar to SCOOT in that the selection of phase splits aims to minimize 

the maximum degree of saturation on each approach of a given intersection. An 

interesting advantage of SCATS is that in comparing alternative phase splits, it 

essentially to choosing from a number of pre-specified phase-split plans. Furthermore, 

each plane may adopt a different sequence of phases. Thus, SCATS is capable of 

adaptively modifying the phase sequence, as well as the phase split, to achieve a 

reduction in the degree of saturation. SCATS is built on the underlying capability of 

vehicle-actuated controllers. Thus, phase durations are flexible; however, phases are 

forced to transition at certain force-off points within the cycle, as determined by the 
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offsets and phase splits. In contrast, VFC-OPAC has a slightly more ambiguous notion 

of a phase split. Phase duration in VFC-OPAC are constrained by a flexible cycle length, 

and minimum and ma.\imum green time constraints. However, there appears to be no 

hard force-off point in the cycle. Furthermore, there is no mention of a method of 

adaptive adjusting the ma.ximum green constraints. Thus, an explicitly defined phase 

split seems to be absent from the VFC-OPAC architecture. Selection of phase durations, 

within the flexibly cycle and phase duration constraints, is based on the optimization of a 

weighted performance measure of total intersection delay and stops [77], as evaluated 

over a finite planning horizon. 

The notion of a phase split, as discussed in the adaptive coordination layer specified 

previously, is assumed to be implemented by lower layer controllers in the standard 

fashion of coordinated vehicle-actuated controllers, where splits are used to determine 

force-off points within the cycle for each phase in the sequence. In the optimization of 

phase splits, the optimization algorithm must ensure an adequate phase split to satisfy 

demand which is assumed to fluctuate randomly about mean volume levels. However, it 

is also important to e.xplicitly consider that the controllers implementing the coordination 

plan may switch phases prior to the force-off point, perhaps more often than not. When 

all non-sync phases terminate earlier than their corresponding force-off points, then the 

sync-phase begins service early. If the optimization algorithm assumes that the sync-

phase begins after the last non-sync phase forces-off, then it may optimize offsets to 

establish a good progression through downstream signal assume the platoon on the sync 
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phase departs at this point. However, if the last non-sync phase regularly terminates 

prior to its force-off point, then the platoon from the sync phase may be released too 

early, causing it to encountered red lights briefly at downstream signals. This is known 

as the early return to green problem. TRANSYT is capable of explicitly calculating the 

expected duration of all non-sync phases, which may be shorter than their corresponding 

phase splits, such that the expected start of green on the sync phase may be appropriately 

modeled, and offsets and cycle lengths may be appropriately optimized, achieving 

progressions based on the expected start of sync phase green. By using smoothed, cycle 

flow profiles, SCOOT and VFC-OPAC implicitly account for early return to green 

behavior. 

Section 6.8 Conclusions 

This chapter has investigated coordination of distributed, real-time optimized controllers. 

Review of previous published literature reveals this area has been inadequately addressed 

to date. Virtually all attempts to solve a centralized acyclic real-time control problem on 

a network have been abandoned due to scalability issues. This chapter presents the first 

application of TRANSYT optimized coordination constraints to adaptive control, as they 

are typically applied to coordinate vehicle actuated controllers. In the context of well 

tuned coordination settings, a significant performance benefit was realized by this 

approach. However, performance was not significantly superior to coordinated vehicle-

actuated control. 
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A study on a network with dynamic traffic conditions revealed that in this context, 

unconstrained area adaptive controller significantly outperformed all alternatives. Given 

the implicitly cyclic nature of the uncoordinated area adaptive controller, it is the 

conjecture of the author that these results represent the potential performance capability 

that could be achieved if explicit cyclic coordination constraints available from an 

adaptive upper layer, which optimized based on global network performance objectives. 

Given the less impressive performance of implicitly cyclic control in static traffic 

conditions, it is evident that an adaptive, cyclic coordination layer is warranted, and could 

perhaps achieve the performance benefits of unconstrained, real-time optimized control 

in dynamic conditions while maintaining its current advantage in static conditions. To be 

truly effective, an adaptive upper layer would require accurate parameters in real-time. 

While the underlying distributed adaptive control framework does not justify its expense 

through a 1.3% improvement in delay, it is clear that at least the real-time observation 

framework is required in order to obtain accurate traffic parameters such as departure 

rates, volumes, and turning probabilities in real-time. Furthermore, it has previously been 

estimated that coordination plans degrade from optimal performance levels by a rate of 

4% annually due to changing traffic conditions [41]. Due to the economics of manually 

collect required input for TRANSYT, it very typical for coordination plans to be 

neglected for several years. Thus, the distributed adaptive observation fi-amework 

utilized in this chapter would facilitate the automatic collection of data that typically is 

not collected, and by this feature alone would save delay at the rate of 4% annually. 
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Finally, it seems necessary to recall that minimum green times were set to accommodate 

pedestrian intervals, even in the absence of demand; and furthermore, no phases were 

omitted from any phase sequences. Also, controllers operated in a coupled ring 

configuration, which essentially renders the controller a single ring controller. Given 

these considerations, it seems clear that there is yet an unmeasured margin of 

performance improvement possible with the given architecture. 

Additional considerations, as to the small incremental performance of adaptive control 

over actuated control, must be directed towards the coordination constraint mechanism. 

In particular, there is no mechanism in this scheme for the coordinated phase to terminate 

prior to or after the yield point. Thus, although platoons may have completely progressed 

through the intersection, there is no way to e.xploit this event given the coordination 

constraint mechanism. It seems appropriate to define an earliest and latest yield point for 

the controller, to give added fle.xibility in the control of arterial phases. 

It seems a very plausible conjecture that TRANSYT could be resolved on-line, at regular 

intervals in order to adjust to changing parameters as reported by the underlying 

distributed adaptive control layer. However, there may be undue transition problems 

from one plan to the next, as TRANSYT has no built in mechanism for constraining 

phase splits and offset adjustments to within a small neighborhood of current settings. 
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That such a feature is not available in TRANSYT, even for off-line generation of 

successive time of day schedules, is a woefully conspicuous vacancy in the field. 
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CHAPTER 7 - CONCLUSIONS 

Section 7.0 Overview 

It has been established that on-line adaptive traffic signal control can significantly 

outperform control derived from off-line methods. This chapter recaps the highlights of 

each of the previous chapters of this dissertation, listing contributions to the field where 

appropriate. Graphs are used to quickly summarize various numerical results. 

Section 7.1 Chapter 3 - E.xperimental Evaluation of Traffic Signal Control Algorithms 

Chapter 3 complements the literature review of Chapter 2 by enabling a direct 

comparison of algorithms to algorithms. Concentrating on the class of distributed, real

time optimized algorithms, the study reveals the true differences in search algorithms, in 

terms of performance and efficiency, by simulating all algorithms with a common state 

model on the same test intersection. 

Figure 7.1 shows a bar chart of the total delay at a single, isolated intersection under 

several types of adaptive control and actuated control. This graph is representative of 

results fi-om Chapter 3, which shows the significant performance improvements of real

time optimized control relative to vehicle actuated control, let alone fixed-time control. 
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Total Delay Comparison 
(degree of saturation = 0.92) 

Saturation Flow (no e.Mension) 

Saturation Flow (5 sec extension) 

No Flow Policy 

OP AC 

PRODYN (with terminal criterion) 

PRODYN (without terminai criterion) 

COPt 

COP-97t (without historical delay) 

COP-97t(with historical delay) 

.•\LLONS-D (15-step arrival v ector) 

COP-97tJ (without historical delay) 

COP-97tJ (with historical delay) 

2,600 2.700 2.800 2.900 3.000 3.100 3.200 

seconds (thousands) 

Deby is cumubtive over30simulations. 2-hours oftrafiic persimulation. 

t indicates algorithm modified to obey fixed phase sequence constraints. 

X indicates algorithm optimized overa double length decision horizon. 

Figure 7.1 Total delay comparison of several adaptive traffic signal control algorithms on a single, 
isolated intersection. 

Figure 7.1 also highlights the greater performance benefits possible with a longer 

optimization horizon. Following this train of thought, the chapter also seeks to quantify 

which algorithms are capable of plaiming farthest into the future by measuring the 

relative computations efforts required to optimize over the same planning horizon. 

Figure 7.2 shows that COP-97 is capable of substantially quicker optimization over the 

same planning horizon. It logically follows that given a finite amount of time to produce 
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a control decision, COP-97 is capable of optimizing over the longest planning horizon, 

and thus would be able to generate the best performing solution. 

Search BfortComparison 
(degree of saturation = 0.92) 

OP AC 

PRODYN (wtii terminal criterion) 

PRODYN (without terminal criterion) 

COPt 

COP-97t (without historical delay) 

COP-97t(with historical delay) 

•ALLONS-D (15-step arrival vector) 

COP-97tJ (without histoncal delay) 

COP-97tJ(with historical delay) 
ZZ. IZ. 

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 

states e.xplicitly evaluated (thousands) 

Results are averaged over 30 simulations. 2-hours of traffic per simulation, 

t indicates algorithm modified to obey fi.xed phase sequence constraints. 

+ indicates algorithm optimized over a double length decision horizon. 

12.0 

Figure 7.2 Comparison of states explicitly evaluated in each of several adaptive traffic signal 
control algorithms for a single, isolated intersection. 

In quantifying the search effort required of each algorithm, a depth-first branch and 

bound algorithm was implemented, providing an easily understandable benchmark of the 
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number of states which might be explicitly evaluated in order to implicitly enumerate all 

control trajectories in the decision tree. Comparisons with the branch and bound 

benchmark are shown in Figure 7.3. 

Search BIbrt Comparison 
(degree of saturation = 0.64) 

OP.AC 

PRODV'N (with terminal cmenon) 

PRODVN (without terminal cntcnon) 

COPt 

COP-97t (without histoncal delay) 

COP-97t (with histoncal delay) 

ALLONS-D (15-stcp amval vector) 

BRANCH & BOUND 

STLC 

VISF 

LTMSF 

.VIDF 

VITF 

A X j f  i > T • -  -

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 

states e.xplicitly evaluated (thousands) 

1.4 

Results are averaged over 30 simulations. 2-hours of traffic per simulation, 

t indicates algorithm modified to obey fixed phase sequence constraints. 

X indicates algonthm optimized over a double length decision horizon. 

Figure 7.3 Comparison of adaptive algorithms with the depth-first branch and bound search, and 
several heuristically directed depth-first branch and bound searches. 
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Preceding the neural-network directed search scheme slated for Chapter 4, several 

heuristic scheme were crafted in Chapter 3 and tested in a directed depth-first branch and 

bound framework. The STLC heuristic is due to ALLONS-D, although ALLONS-D 

does not utilize a fixed horizon search scheme. All subsequent search schemes are 

original, and most notably, the LTMSF scheme, which combines the last optimal 

trajectory with a version of Miller's switching criteria and the saturation flow policy, was 

generally found to solve the problem quicker than all other algorithms except for COP-

97, while at the same time strictly dominating all algorithms with the same objective and 

fixed horizon. The COP-97 algorithm, with it historical delay objective, was able to 

outperform LTMSF only in the most saturated conditions. The ALLONS-D algorithm, 

with its variable planning horizon, was better at most levels where it was computationally 

tractable. Thus, Chapter 3, in addition to contributing a very interesting comparative 

evaluation of distributed real-time algorithms, also contributed to the field a simple and 

competitive algorithm. Furthermore, the search direction heuristics crafted in this 

Chapter could easily be applied to OPAC and ALLONS-D to significantly speed up these 

algorithms. 

Section 7.2 Chapter 4 - Real-time Optimized Traffic Signal Control 

Chapter 4 was aimed to improving on the directed search schemes discussed in Chapter 3 

by attempting to learn, or rather approximate, the absolute and relative performance of 

alternative control actions given the current status of the controller and intersection 

traffic. Based on the computational performance of OTSCS with the relatively simple 
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problem of fixed-time control and average volumes, a multi-layer perceptron was not 

considered a viable option. Rather, a Kalman filter was adopted as the approximation 

architecture for the proposed neuro-dynamic programming formulation. Due to the 

limitations of this estimator, a full horizon lookahead framework was maintained. Well 

correlated function approximations were learned on-line, and used to direct the lookahead 

search and to prune control actions from consideration. It was found that the heuristic 

crafled in Chapter 3 were more effective than directions suggested by action value 

approximations. Pruning based on action value approximations were very effective, as 

shown in Figure 7.4, and were possible with a significantly adverse effects on 

performance. Figure 7.5 shows the delay performance of this algorithm. 
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Figure 7.4 Comparison of tlie average number of states explicitly per lookahead search. 
Intersection simulated at five congestion levels. 
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Rgure 7.5 Comparison of total delay in seconds cumulative over 30 simulations of 2 hours traffic 
per simulation run. Intersection simulated at five congestion levels. 
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In the end, the performance of this algorithm is competitive with other algorithms in its 

class, and the number of states explicitly evaluated per search is competitive, but 

unfortunately the reduction searched state space possible with action value pruning did 

not translate completely to a savings in algorithm run-time. The effort required to 

appro.ximate action values was significant, thus the run time of the algorithm was not 

significantly improved, as shown in Figure 7.6. 

Avenge ftin-'Ome Perfbimance 

• MSF Dlrecoed Search (no pmning) 

• MSF Directed Search (with I-oLFApmning) 

• COP-97(hisDtlcaI delay, fixed phase sequence, no phase skipping) 
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A 

I .1 
II 15.00 
M £ 
•« w laoo 
a u u u 

0.644 a75 0.841 a919 

Dtgitc ofSaoindon 

0.987 

Figure 7.6 Comparison of the average run time of 2 hours of simulated control in seconds. 
Intersection simulated at five congestion levels. 

Although the evaluation of the action values itself was not unduly time consuming, the 

manipulation of state information into suitable input parameters for the approximation 

architecture was time consuming. Despite the failure to reduce algorithm run-time. 
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constructing the action value approximations proved to a valuable experience,. In 

experimenting with input parameters for the action value approximation, it became 

readily evident that relatively tight lower bounds on action values could be constructed 

with less effort than required for the Kalman filter based approach. Namely, a lower 

bound on the future delay based on the immediate control action was constructed based 

on the minimum time to re-service the current phase in the sequence. Pruning based re-

service delay bounds was dramatically effective, as illustrated in Figure 7.7, in reducing 

the amount of state space explicitly evaluated in order to implicitly enumerate the entire 

state space. The re-service pruning technique as results in no loss of optimality. 

Reseivice Pruning 

• LTMSF • LTMSF (reseivice pruning only) 
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§ 

0.987 
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Rgure 7.7 Comparison of the average number of state explicitly evaluated per search, with and 
without re-service pruning. Results are averaged over all searches in 30 simulations runs of 2 
hours traffic each run. Numbers are provided for 5 intersection congestion levels. 
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It was also possible to construct pruning strategies based on heuristic rules. For example, 

the saturation flow policy used in vehicle actuated control can be adopted as a pruning 

strategy with very dramatic savings in computational effort with some degradation to 

delay performance, and the strategy can also be implemented with minimal computation. 

Further investigation into the loss of performance led to the development of the utilized 

saturation flow (USF) heuristic, capable of identifying scenarios where the saturation 

flow technique may be detrimental to performance. Furthermore, at high saturation 

levels, the USF pruning logic was found to improve performance. While the USF 

pruning rule is effective at pruning e.xcessively short phase service actions from 

consideration, a method for pruning excessively long phase service actions was 

constructed based on Miller's phase switching scheme. Notably, Miller's pruning 

scheme also seemed to overcome the limitations of a finite horizon lookahead strategy, 

and provided improved performance capability during moderate to heavy congestion. 

Figure 7.8 illustrates the benefits of these pruning rules. 
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Utilized Saturation Flow and Mlllei's Pruning 

• LTMSF • LTMSF (with USF pruning only) • LTMSF (with Miller's pruning only) 
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Figure 7.8 Reductions in the average number of states explicitly evaluated per lookahead search 
with utilized saturation flow (USF) pruning and pruning based on Miller's criteria. 

These pruning rules are a valuable contribution to the field, and could easily be applied to 

both OPAC and the ALLONS-D algorithms. Along the lines, efforts were made to apply 

these techniques within the RHODES algorithm; however, it became readily evident that 

the framework of the COP algorithm was not as flexible as the directed tree search 

approach. Thus, the time saving measures used in COP were abstracted into a set of 

bounds which could be applied to the tree searching algorithms in order to emulate the 

time saving techniques of COP. This bound mechanism was referred to as phase-time 

switch-point (PSTP) bounds. Although PTSP bounds are effective in reducing 

computational effort, the side effect is a slight degradation in performance. However, it 

is possible to relax these bounds in the context of a decision tree search in a way not 

possible in the context of the COP algorithmic framework. Experimentally, it was found 
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that relaxing PTSP bounds by 5% recaptured a significant proportion of the lost 

performance while still maintaining an effective reduction in computational effort. The 

reduction in computational effort possible with PTSP bounds is illustrated in Figure 7.9. 

Phase Time Switch Point Bounds 

• LTMSF 

• LTMSF (with PTSP bounds only) 

• LTMSF (with PTSP bounds relaxed 5%) 
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Figure 7.9 Reduction in state space explicitly evaluated per search with the use of phase-time-
switch-point (PTSP) bounds, and relaxed PTSP bounds. 

Finally, the concurrent use of all pruning mechanisms was tested with the LTMSF 

directed depth-first search branch and bound algorithm. Furthermore, it became evident 

that the USF and PTSP scheme could be embedded with the re-service delay evaluation 

logic in order to prune actions at shallower depths of the decision tree. In this final 

configuration, very dramatic savings in computational effort are possible, as illustrated in 
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0. Furthermore, the performance improving aspects of these pruning rules during 

moderate to heavy congestion was significant, outperforming the un-pruned control by 

over 8% at the most congested level. 

The final algorithm produced in Chapter 4 thus contributes a new benchmark in the 

performance of distributed, real-time optimized traffic signal control algorithms. 

Furthermore, the pruning rules and search directives presented in this chapter are broadly 

applicable to other algorithms in the class, most conveniently to ALLONS-D and OPAC. 
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Figure 7.10 Reduction of computational effort when all pruning strategies are applied 
concurrently. 
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Section 7.3 Chapter 5 - Real-time Optimized Multi-ring Control 

Chapter 5 addresses a need to the traffic industry, and to the field, by presenting a 

formulation for the generalized real-time optimized multi-ring controller problem. 

Furthermore, computational efficiency measures from Chapter 4 are translated to the 

multi-ring paradigm. E.xperimental results, shown in Figure 7.11, with a standard NEMA 

eight-phase, dual-ring controller configuration quantify the performance benefit of dual-

ring control relative to single-ring control. With all pruning rules in effect, the dual-ring 

algorithm is capable of solving over double length planning horizon in real-time, which 

provides an incremental performance of 10% over the real-time optimized single-ring 

controller while the intersection is 89% saturated. 
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Total Delay Performance 

• (Single Ring) Optimized Fixed-Time (Webster's Method) 

• (Single Ring) Vehicle-Actuated Control (Saturation Flow Policy) 

• (Single Ring) Branch & Bound (Undirected Search) 

• (Single Ring) LTMSF with all pruning strategies 

• (Dual Ring) Vehicle-Actuated Control (Saturation Flow Policy) 

• (Dual Ring) Branch & Bound (Undirected Search) 

• (Dual Ring) LTMSF with all pruning strategies 

• (Dual Ring) LTMSF with all pnjning strategies (Double Horizon) 
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Figure 7.11 Single-ring versus dual-ring controller comparison. Controls list top to bottom appear 
as columns left to right respectively on the graph. Total delay in seconds is cumulative over 30 
simulations of 2-hours duration each. 

Section 7.4 Chapter 6 - Coordination of Distributed, Real-time Optimized Traffic Signal 

Controllers 

Chapter 6 investigates the coordination of distributed, real-time optimized traffic signal 

controllers. A discussion of previously published approaches to coordination reveals an 

as yet unsatisfactorily addressed issue of coordinating adaptive controllers. This chapter 

states the problem of acyclic, real-time optimized controllers generally disrupting 

network progression in the interest of minimizing local delay. This chapter adopts an 
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industry standard for coordinated vehicle-actuated control, which has astoundingly been 

neglected by adaptive control researchers to date. Figure 7.12 shows CORSIM 

simulation results from an 8-intersection arterial network, comparing TRANSYT 

optimized settings with adaptive schemes. 

Average Delay Comparison 
Static T raffic Conditions 

Uncoordinated Area Adaptive 

Uncoordinated Local Adaptive 

TRANSYT Coordinated Area Adaptive 

TRANSYT Coordinated Local Adaptive 

TRANSYT Coordinated Actuated 

TRANSYT Fixed-Time 

RHODES 

0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 

Delay (minutes per vehicle trip) 

Figure 7.12 Comparison of various coordinated and uncoordinated controls on a simulated 8-
intersection arterial network in Tucson, Arizona. The "Adaptive Control", coordinated or 
uncoordinated, is the product of this dissertation. 

These results indicate that when fixed-time settings are well tuned for current network 

conditions, uncoordinated adaptive controllers may provide no significant performance 

benefit. However, the use of adaptive control within the cycle, force-off, and offset 

coordination constraints given by TRANSYT yields an 8% reduction in delay versus 

uncoordinated adaptive control, and a 7.6% reduction in delay versus TRANSYT fixed-
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time settings. Coordination constrained adaptive control is also shown to outperform 

coordinated actuated control, although by an insignificant margin, 1.3%. 

Although the performance benefits of adaptive control on a network appears to be far less 

appealing than previously published claims have implied, analysis of dynamic traffic 

conditions paints another picture, which confirms results from RT-TRACS simulation 

studies. In a dynamic traffic setting, a network of adaptive controllers without any 

e.xplicit coordination can significantly outperform TRANSYT fi.xed-time control, and 

TRANSYT coordinated vehicle-actuated control. These findings are illustrated in Figure 

7.13. .Adaptive control constrained by TRANSYT coordination constraints still maintains 

a margin of improvement over coordinated actuated control; however, static coordination 

constraints in a dynamic environment constrained the controllers from achieving the 

performance of uncoordinated controllers. 
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Average Delay Comparison 
Dynamic T raffic Conditions 

RHODES (no phase skipping) 

RHODES* 

Uncoordinated Area Adaptive 

Uncoordinated Local Adaptive 

TRANSYT Coordinated Adaptive 

TRANSYT Coordinated Actuated 

TRANSYT Fixed-Time 

0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 

Delay (minutes pervehicle trip) 

* Note that RHODES is capable of arbitrary phase sequencing and phase 

skipping at any time, while all other strategies adhered to the configured 

phase sequence, and did notskip phases, even in the absence of demand. 

Figure 7.13 Connparison of traditional and adaptive network control strategies on an 8-
intersection arterial network in Tucson, Arizona. Results are based on average of 25 simulation 
runs of one hour duration each run. Over each 1 -hour simulation, traffic levels begin low, then 
increase on roadways near The University of Arizona for 30-minutes, and finally subside to low 
flow conditions again. 

This chapter demonstrates that cyclic constraints can yield a significant performance 

improvement for adaptive controllers in the context of a ne^vork, if coordination 

constraints are well-tuned to the current traffic conditions. In dynamic conditions, or 

conditions where coordination constraints may have strayed from optimal settings due to 

neglect, uncoordinated adaptive control maintains a distinct advantage over traditional 

techniques. However, the implicitly cyclic behavior observed with uncoordinated area 

adaptive controllers, indicates the potential performance capability of an adaptive, cyclic 

coordination layer. Applying coordination constraints based on an adaptive coordination 
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layer, it may be possible to maintain performance benefits in both static and dynamic 

conditions. Furthermore, the incremental performance benefits of phase skipping 

capability have been dramatically demonstrated in this chapter by the 17.3% reduction in 

delay achieved by RHODES. While the safety concerns associated with arbitrary 

sequencing remain controversial, phase skipping in the absence of demand is generally 

available in vehicle-actuated controllers. Thus, it seems that coordinated, real-time 

optimized controllers are not economically justifiable on the basis of its limited 

incremental performance benefit versus coordinated actuated controllers. However, it is 

apparent that the underlying real-time observation framework, which provides real-time 

turning probabilities, volumes, and departure rate information, may be necessary to 

achieve an effective, adaptive coordination layer, which could be used interchangeably 

with real-time optimized controllers or vehicle-actuated controllers, since both controllers 

are now capable of adhering to the same standard set of coordination constraints. 

Section 7.5 Final Conclusion 

This investigation into real-time traffic control has been rewarding on several fronts. The 

compilation of various publications poses interesting possibilities. Indeed many adaptive 

control architectures contain a subset of well developed models as well as a subset of 

substandard models, and all permutations have yet to be investigated. The capability 

developed here of effectively optimizing over larger decision space in less time has 

enabled improve performance through consideration of longer optimization horizons, and 

enabled the capability of solving relatively demanding multi-ring problems in real-time. 
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Study of the network problem has revealed two regimes of performance that have yet to 

be unified under one adaptive control architecture, although the architecture now suggests 

itself with greater clarity. In addition, bus and light rail priority models might be easily 

incorporated into much more efficient real-time optimization framework presented here. 

The study of adaptability to changes in departure rates due to rain or snow could be 

effortlessly undertaken with the framework implemented here, and the variable effects of 

pedestrian traffic have yet to be fully considered. Many possibilities still persist, but this 

dissertation has forwarded a much more efficient, multi-ring capable, coordination 

capable, real-time optimization foundation to carr>' future research forward. 
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